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ACTS-SCK-DO 7 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interviewwith[6s 16]G Co, 2/1 Marines, 7 October 2021

1. On 7 October 2021, USA, conducted an interview of the above
personnel at Camp Pendleton, CA to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding
the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: [ox3)1300. xdasked a series of questions throughout the interview, which
he rendered to writing as close to the exact words used rE the
discussion.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview beganwithfox3)1300.wxddescribing the scope of the investigation,
methodology for capturing the statement, and the opportunity to review the
memorandum for record after.

b. QuestionandAnswer1.

(1) Question. How long have you been in 2/1 Marines?

(2) Answer, | arrived to the unit in July 2020. I've been in the Marines 2 % years,
and attended the Infantry School prior to arriving. | was commissioned through of OSC
and got my degree from Northwest Missouri State.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question. When did you deploy to CENTCOM?

(2) Answer. My platoon, 1st platoon, arrived with all of G Co to[x14din early
April.

d. QuestionandAnswer3,

(1) Question. What did you do in

(2) Answer. The company did a lot of infantry combat training. We executed a
progressive training plan, starting with individual tasks and progressed to squad tasks.
Squad training included patrolling techniques, culminating with a 10 KM contract patrol.
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SECRET/REL USA, FVEY.

ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interviewwith[Ga.016) |G Co, 2/1 Marines, 7 October 2021

We knew the deployment was ultimately a crisis response support effort,but we were
able to do a lot of infantry training. The Bris element we trained with came out in mid-
July. This was 2 Paramarines, who were later at Abbey Gate with us at HKIA. In July
we conducted force on force and an LFX with them.

e. Question and Answer4.

(1) Question. When were you aware NEO in Afghanistan might become a
possibility?

(2) Answer. The situation in Afghanistan was on the news and social media, so
you could feel it coming. We officially got a warning order from the BN in early August.
On 10-12 August, we were officially noified some of the Golf Platoons would go to
HKIA.

. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question. Any chance to prepare or train before departing for Afghanistan?

(2) Answer. Very little. We were able to rehearse basic crowd control and we
had some discussions on ROE.

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question, What was the mission and when did you lear what tasks you would
be performing?

(2) Answer. We were told to be prepared to come off the aircraft, get
accountability, and be tasked immediately. We saw the news with the civilians falling off
the C-17s and the civilians overrunning the airfield. We arrived a couple of days after
that, night of the 18th, about 0100.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question. What was the situation on ground when you get off the plane?

(2) Answer. We consolidated at PAX terminal and then to the gym, which served
as our staging area. The Platoon Commander and Company Commander huddled to
discuss the next morning tasks. The company was tasked to go out to Abbey Gate in
the morning of the 18th. We secured a couple of vehicles for transportation; they were
abandoned. My platoon was the first to go out to Abbey gate and we arrived at
approximately 0800.

i. QuestionandAnswer8.
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SECRET/REL USA, FVEY

ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interviewwith esses.66]G Co, 2/1 Marines, 7 October 2021

(1) Question. What units within Golf arrived to HKIA?

(2) Answer. st, 3rd, 4th Platoons, and the Company HQ were all at HKIA. 2nd
platoon was in[wi1)14s] but never arrived because the flowofforces was stopped.

J. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question. When you arrived at Abbey gate, what do you see?

(2) Answer. We travelled down to the gate area by vehicle and patrolled through
Abbey Gate proper, down to the middle gate. We found Air Force Pararescue Jumpers

andbeirlat the gate. The crowd was pushed up against the outer gate. The actual
physical gates for Abbey Gate, both proper and outer, were larger solid metal gate. |
used one squad to open the gate and try to push the crowd back, but I quickly realized |
needed the whole platoon. It was a rough experience. Marines were getting choked,
punched, and pushed; but we had to hold the line. We held for 45 minutes, but had to
close the gate to prevent the crowd from breaching the inner gate. Someone hooked up

tow strap to pull the gate shut, and my platoon had to slip back in, as it closed. A
[xt)14dSoldier released a C&S canister, which he took off a US Marine in my platoon,
and created a small riot to clear the crowd. Some Marines got trampled. At this point,
the crowd is pushed back, the gate was closed, and 50 evacuees were inside the gate
with us. The evacuees inside the gate were not problem. Opening and closing the gate
took about an hour total. Another platoon came up and moved the evacuees into the
inner gate area and searched them. The CS had the platoon vomiting and out of the
fight. We returned to the line and guarded the gate.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question. How does the Gate get to the steady-state in place from 19-25
August?

(2) Answer, On August 19th, at 0100, we reopened gates, and cleared crowds
with one platoon left and one right, on line. We slowly pushed the civilians back to the
Barron Hotel inlet road. We stayed on line, two platoons abreast, concrete barrier in
between. The Brits need to get vehicles up to the Barron Hotel, which was our reason
for reopening the gates. During the push, the Taliban had one guy in the crowd, and he.
was violent and they complied with whatever he wanted. The engineers brought up the
chevron containers after we pushed the crowds far enough down.(a6.owas
coordinating with the Taliban through some SOF and interpreter, and then later
individually.” After the containers were in place, the Taliban took over the south
entrance area and we pivoted behind the containers and road to the Barron Hotel. The
Brits were positioned on the canal at this point, This becomes the steady state until 26
AUG. There was a platoon with the Brits on the canal, a platoon on the chevron behind
the Taliban, and platoon on inner gate (hokding area, search area, escorts).
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ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interview with [___exs1300®x6) |G Co, 2/1 Marines, 7 October 2021

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question. Where were you on the 26thof August?.

(2) Answer. My platoon was on the canal on the 26th, pushed up against the
jersey barrier beneath the tower. We RIP'd with 4th platoon at about 1600. The Gate
was going to close that afternoon; we were told 1700. But that got pushed back until
1800. We were good with 1800, because it allowed us to keep pushing the evacuees
through the gate.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question. Did you ever take a different force posture because of threat?

(2) Answer. A few days before 26 August we stopped the flow at the Gate, took a
knee behind the T-walls, and reduced our profiles to the extent possible. We held the
position for over 3 hours, from 0200-0500. We were not there when they executed a
similar pause on 26 August.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question. What was the typical PPE worn at the gate?

(2) Answer. Everyone wore a vest with SAPI back and front, eye pro, gloves, and
helmets. We could drop gear in inner gate or during rest in North HKIA. On the line, it
was full PPE. Marines would occasionally remove their helmet to engage with a civilian,
especially to calm them down.

o. Question and Answer 14

(1) Question. What threat were you awareof on 26 August?

(2) Answer. | was tracking a potential SVIED or VBIED against the gate. | did not
hear any details beyond the threat as an SVEST. Threats were constant throughout
gate operations.

p. Question and Answer 15

(1) Question. Where are you in relation to the canal and where is your platoon on
26 August?

(2) Answer. | was less than 25 meters from the tower.| had one squad at the
jersey barriers at the tower, one at the canal edge, immediately next, and the last squad
on line with the second. The crowd of people was rowdy and the biggest we had seen
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SECRET/REL USA, FVEY

ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interviewwith[mas.56) JG Co, 2/1 Marines, 7 October 2021

so far. People at the jersey barrier were getting crushed to death and the crowd was
going to come over the barrier, compromising the gate. The Brits were still out at the
Barron Hotel so we had to keep the Gate open.

g. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question. How many KIA in your PLT?

(2) Answer. There were Nine KIA, all of Golf Companies KIA. The FETs were at
the wall with us, mixed in with 2nd and 1st squads, helping with the crowds, especially
the rejects.

r. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question. What were you doing at the time of the attack?

(2) Answer. When the blast went of, | was escorting a family back and holding a
child. | got knocked down but was still conscious and able to check myself for injuries.
‘There were people on top me and after | cleared them off, | saw the blood on my arm.
‘The first thing | see are casualties, but the Marine next to me has a CS gas canister
going off. It must have been struck by shrapnel. | was able to move and a Marine
came up to me, put on a tourniquet, and sent meto the CCP. On my way to the CCP, |
see[ 1305. 6) crawling in that direction, soI pick him up, and we both get to CCP.
When | get to the CCP, itsclear the tourniquet is not on correctly, and need to be
reestablished. | was losing a lotofblood. Someone helped me reapply the tourniquet.
I went back to the outer gate, | saw Marines everywhere, but|knew | would be lite help
with one arm. So instead | told[_¥ey150. 6] to get accountability. After that, I blacked
out. |woke up on the "baggage cart’ and was going to the Hospital. A lot of my
Marines were with me, so | was talking with those who being evac'd. | ended up ona
British truck to go to Role 2 on North HKIA. The Role 2 had no room because of all the
casualties, so | was putin a Toyota Hilux, and taken to another Field Hospital. | was
stable, 50 nota high priority. They got me X-rays and then moved me back to the main
hospital after about an hour. | was put into a room with my platoon’s wounded, which
when | started to hear about our KIA. They told us the plane was scheduled to leave
0100-0200. We had some time, so | left hospital for the gym we put our gear in,
grabbed the wounded’s phones and wallets, and returned to the hospital. The sun was
coming up when the flight finally left, and went to Germany. We went to Walter Reed,

after surgeriesin Germany.[we|

s. Question and Answer 18.
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SECRET/REL USA, FVEY.

ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interview with[___ex1305.656 |G Co, 2/1 Marines, 7 October 2021

(1) Question. Did youhear or experience any small arms fire?

(2) Answer. | did not hear anything. People said there was, but | don't remember
any firing. | was focused on helping casualties.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question. What would you say caused these injuries, based on what you
saw?

(2) Answer. It was a lotof shrapnel and ball bearings, because of the round holes.
alot of the wounded had for injuries. There was one gun-shot wound, which was
[(@xa01300.x6 at least according to him. However, my arm was originally determined to
be a gun-shot wound. One Marine might have been burned by the blast, but more likely
it was from the heatofthe shrapnel that struck him. I'm not awareof any blast trauma
issues among the wounded.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question. Were there any platoon members who were injured, taken to Role:
2, but not evacuated?

(2) Answer.[mars 16]my platoon sergeant, could give you a better lst
of who didn't get evacuated. He was with 3rd Squad on the jersey barriers, but had no
injuries.

v. QuestionandAnswer21.

(1) Question. Is there anything you would like to add?

@) Answer. They would pull
people from the crowd, put them in holding area, orworst against the fence immediately
behind the canal position, while we were not taking anyone. The crowd would get really
upset seeing this happen. This got worked out later, but it was a big problem for some
time. It smoothed its self out by 25th and 26thof August.

5. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[_x31750e.x6)br
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ACTS-SCK-DO 8 October 2021

MEMOANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interviewwithaos.2nd Battalion, 1st Marine Regiment,
8 October 2021

1. On 8 October 2021,[____txs0bye USMC, conducted an interview of the
above personnel at Camp Pendleton, California to discuss the facts and circumstances
surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodolog asked a series of questions throughout the interview
‘which| answers individually.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview beganwith(531130.(xe] describing the purpose of the interview.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question: How long have you been in 2/1?

(2) Answer: Since March of 2020,

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question: Were you with 2/1 for pre-deployment training? Were you able to
visit some of the training?

(2) Answer. Yes and yes. It was an interesting time dealing with COVID
mitigations during the train-up. We didn't want to risk insufficient training due to COVID
but had to include risk mitigation. For example, we trained often by company and not as
a whole battalion.

d. Question and Answer 3,

(1) Question: Did this payoffto have the companies used to working
independently and stil report to the battalion?

(2) Answer. Yes. It helped the companies exercise command and control
internally and with the battalion.
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ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interviewwith[siswe 2nd Battalion, 1st Marine Regiment,
8 October 2021

For the Integrated Training Exercise (ITX), the battalion performed
phenomenally. We heard great feedback from the outside units that worked with us and
they said they loved working with our Marines. This was very motivating to our Marines.
We culminated our train-up with the Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRX), a peer-
adversary type of training

e. Question and Answer 4,

(1) Question: Were you confident with the battalion's readiness after the train-up?

(2) Answer: Absolutely. | think we were very prepared. It was Very rough when we
were at the endof our ITX and to hear that the deployment was canceled around the
end of October. The Marines were still training but didn't knowwhatwe would be doing.
November, December, and January we felt like we were in limbo. We kept the mindset
that we may still be going. | think it was late January when we got the call again that we
were deploying.

. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question: Talk me through the flow of the battalion to theater.

(2) Answer: ADVON eft in March, We were spread throughout different locations.
G Co wentto[cys]and did a lot of training with the British Military (Brits) and ended
up working with them again at HKIA. This was beneficial in the long run.

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question: When did you receive the order for Non-Combatant Evacuation
Operations (NEO) in Afghanistan?

(2) Answer: We knew that it was probably going to happen but we didn't know
when. We did a lot of simulation training with role-players at this time in preparation. We
rehearsed the landing of planes and tried to keep training as realistic as possible. We
practiced loading and un-loading the aircraft, actions on the objective, interaction with
different people, etc. | was walking the lines and observing training during this time. The
Marines were very engaged in training.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question: Is it safe to say that, based upon all of the training to this point, the
Marines have received a lotofpractice adapting to situations?

(2) Answer: Yes. You can never predict what is going to happen but the Marines
had a lotof exposure to different types of scenarios. We did a lot of mass casualty
(MASCAL) training, integrating the Shock Trauma Platoon (STP), and had a lot of
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ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interview with[____®xs1300.@x6) |2nd Battalion, 1st Marine Regiment,
8 October 2021

practice for MASCALS. We had a lotofpractice exercising crisis response. We asked
the Air Force during our second large training to provide personnel to simulate large
crowds. We performed a lot of repetitions practicing with the crowds.

The companies and platoon also did a lot of individual training internally.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question: When does 2/1 arrive to HKIA?

(2) Answer: We arrived 15-17of August. The CO left one day ahead of me. | think
he was there during the crazy time when people were hanging from aircraft. | left[ox1)t.4)
on a Tuesday. We got stuck infux1)r.}for quite some time.

j. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question: Around19 August, G Co begins manning Abbey Gate. Correct?

(2) Answer: Yes. | actually was there receiving G Co when they arrived. | was
trying to help them as much as possible. | was at the flight line when they landed and
did typical SgtMaj duties. They were coming in from[yiredand were tired.

G Cols the one that cleared the area. They did it in such a professional way that
the two-star CSM from the Airborne unit approached me and said that they were the
best Marines he had ever seen. After he saw E Co and the other companies, he said
that the whole battalion was on point.

So G Co went and cleared the crowd. They were very professional and never
fired any warning shots. We emphasized that the people were in the crowd were trying
tofind a better life and to stay empathetic. They convinced the crowd to move back
without using force.They were able to connect with them. They moved them back
toward the Barron Hotel and allowed the British and other foreign nations to have a
clear corridor for them to move from the Barron Hotel to HKIA.

2/4 initially helped secure a perimeter on the airfield when we first arrive, we
were tasked with the gates, and then the US Army took over security duties.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question: What were your general observations of the Marines working on the
‘gates? How did the Marines deal with the crowd's desperation over the course of the
days?

(2) Answer. | wentwith[5s0s. 6516) everywhere that he went. There were so
many people. The flow of people never stopped and kept increasing. The Marines were
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ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interviewwith 11300.016) |2nd Battalion, 1st Marine Regiment,
8 October 2021

on their feet for over 20 hours at a time sometimes. They were so passionate about the
mission and some would volunteer to not rest because they wanted to keep helping
people. | saw a lot of joy in their help despite the tough circumstances.

The Department of State (DoS) would come, help, and then leave. They didn't
always provide clear instruction and this led to the Marines getting very creative with,
their processes. The Marines became very good at finding ways to save time with
processing people. They came up with color codes to separate processing people. They
had green for those that were good to go to the terminal, yellow that needed the DoS to
check documents, and red meant that they had to leave and wouldn't be processed.
‘This helped limit the reactions of people getting turned away.

The crowd would freak out when___®x114¢___|would pull other people out of
the crowd. The Marines had to explain that they were going to different countries and
not the US. They used the interpreters a lot to communicate this.

The heat was a large concern for the CO and I. We would find camo nets and
tents to set up for the Marines to give shade to the crowds.

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question: Is there anything else leading up to 25 August that you would like to
emphasize?

(2) Answer: No, the only thing I noticed was that people were reading the news
and becoming desperate. They knew that this could be their last day at a chance to
leave. The crowds were very desperate, especially the night of 25 August. People were
trying to throw themselves over the wall. I caught about eightof them. We had to take
them back to the gate. We tried to have the interpreters explain they couldn't do this.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question: On 26 August, what was the threat reporting?

(2) Answer | saw on the news that they were telling AMCITS to avoid the gates
due to possible threats.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question: The DoS was still taking people at the gate, despite this?

(2) Answer: Yes.

0. Question and Answer 14.
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ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interview with[___wx1500(5x6) |2nd Battalion, 1st Marine Regiment,
8 October 2021

(1) Question: I'm aware 2/1 took some additional FORCEPRO measures to
mitigate this risk. Can you talk about this?

(2) Answer. Yes. We moved some Marines closer and set up overwatch.

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question: Were you by the gate at the time of the blast?

(2) Answer. | went down there with the CO and moved away from him about five
minutes before the blast. The Marines were smoking and | don't lie to be around
smoke so | moved away from them. They finished smoking and | was on my way
walking toward them when all of a sudden |felt a pit in my stomach that something was
wrong. | stopped and two 15tSgts came up to me and we were chatting. All of a sudden
the blast went off and | saw bodies and debris fly.

q. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question: Did you feel the blast?

(2) Answer: Yes, | felt some headache afterward.

. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question: What happened after the blast?

(2) Answer: Everything felt like slow motion right after the blast. | immediately
moved to my right and went to a LCpl next to me and thought that there may be a
secondary blast.| told the LCpl not to move. Another Marine ran past me a few seconds
later yelling that there were Marine casualties. | took off running toward the siteofthe
blast and went through the hole in the fence and started assisting carrying the
casualties out. | was oneof the first ones on-site.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question: Did you hear any gunfire at this time?

(2) Answer. Yes. | heard gunfire. | remember| heard automatic fire as | was.
running toward the blast sight. It sounded like it was being fired near the chevron. |
didn't hear incoming rounds landing. People were saying that the Taliban were shooting
inthe air.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question: Do you knowif any Marines fired shots?
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SUBJECT: Interview with[ xs 16) |2nd Battalion, 1st Marine Regiment,
8 October 2021

(2) Answer: | do not know. | only heard shots fired near the chevron.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question: So you assisting with casualty evacuation (CASEVAC)of the
Marines?

(2) Answer: Yes, | pulled out three of them and brought them to the casualty
collection point (CCP). When | went back the fourth time, all casualties had been
‘evacuated. It was a very quick effort. We CASEVAC everyone within minutes. | feel

really bad about the wounded and dead civilians. There were bodies everywhere.

Once everyone was in we closed the gate and then started retrograding back
and getting accountability.

Once we were retrograded back, we had to start identifying the casualties and
KIA. | had to open body bags. It was hard to identify some Marines because they had a
lot of facial injuries.

v. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question: From your perspective, is there anything else that you can add or
anyone else that you think we should talk to?

(2) Answer: No.

5. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[___y6) and
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ACTS-SCK-DO 8 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Exhibit 91, G Co Marines KIA Sketch and Discussion

1. On 7 October 2021, Marines from across G Co were gathered for an interview with Col
CJ Douglas concerning the attack at Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021. At the conclusion of
the interview, | gathered Marines from 1st Platoon and Marines closest to the atack-blast
area to diagram the location of Marines at the time of the attack and who were KIA.

2. Usinga whiteboard, Exhibit91 was collaboratively sketchedbr

3. Each participant was instructed to only rely on their direct memory and not what they
heard from others. They were also instructed to categorize the certainty of their memory.
The sketch was drawn with definitive locations or uncertain locations for the Marines who
were KIA.

4. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[___ox&__Jorat
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[Exhibit 092
SS, DEPARTMENTOFTHEARMY.& 2 3RD EXPEDITIONARY SUSTAINMENT COMMAND
Barb CAMP ARJAN, KATY

ACTS-SCK-DO 8 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Exhibit 92, G Co Platoon Sergeant KIA and WIA Sketch and Discussion

1. On 8 October 2021, | met with Marine[Grae55stplatoon
to diagram the location of Marines at the time of the aftack and who were KIA and WIA. The
vast majority of both KIA and WIA were from 1st Platoon, G Co.

2. Using a whiteboard, Exhibit 92 was sketched by(Ey3130.mlsHe was instructed to only
rely on direct memory, and not what they heard from others. He was also instructed to
categorize the certainty of his memory. The sketch was drawn with definiive locations or
uncertain locations for the Marines who were KIA and WIA,

3. The point of contactfor this memorandum is the undersignei atGETor at

-
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[Exhibit 093
SS, DEPARTMENTOFTHE ARMY.& N 3RD EXPEDITIONARY SUSTAINMENT COMMAND
Fart CAMP ARIFIAN, KUWAIT

ACTS-SCK-DO 8 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Exhibit 93, Echo Company Abbey Gate 26 August Sketch and Discussion

1. Throughout 1 October 2021, Platoon Commanders, Platoon Sergeants and Squad
Leaders from Echo Company, 2/1 Marines were gathered for an interview withEa
Exasoe.BXFUSMC, concerning the attack at Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021. During the
interview, | drew a sketch of Abbey Gate at the time of the attack, based on their description
of events and locations. All participants provided feedback as part of their interview to
refine the sketch.

2. The sketch was done on a whiteboard and Exhibit 93 was collaboratively refined by all
participants throughout 1 October 2021.

3. The interviews related to this sketch are Exhibit 59-61.

4. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at [xeJor at

-
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[Exhibit 094
SS, DEPARTMENTOFTHEARMY& 2 3RD EXPEDITIONARY SUSTAINMENT COMMANDAart CAMP ARJAN, KUWAIT

ACTS-SCK-DO 8 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Exhibit94, 2/1 Marines Sniper Abbey Gate 26 August Sketch and Discussion

On1 October 2021, Snipers from 2/1 Marines were gathered for an interviewwith[we)|
USMC, concerning the attack at Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

Throughout the interview, | drew a sketch of Abbey Gate at the time of the attack, based on
their description of events and locations. The Snipers provided feedback as part of their
interview 10 refine the sketch.

2. The sketch was done on a whiteboard, Exhibit 94 was collaboratively refined by [5c]

3. The interview related to this sketch is Exhibit 62.

he point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at [___©x0__Jorat
[oomwon |

N
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FER SECRETIRELUSAEVE .
FT DEPARTMENTOFTHE ARMY [Exhibit 096
g SRD SUSTAINMENT COMMAND (EXPEDITIONARY)wy ir

3 g "APO AE 0366

ACTS-SCK-DO 22 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

ET —eey—
22 October 2021

1. On 22 October 2021, USMC, conducted an interview of the above
personnel over Secure Video Teleconference from the 3rd Expeditionary Sustainment
Command Headquarters, Fort Bragg NC to discuss the facts and circumstances
surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: [()a)1300.ye]asked a series of questions throughout the interview
‘which CSM Banfield answered individually.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview beganwith[311505Gi describing the purpose of the interview, the
scope of the investigation, and the manner in which the conversation would be captured
and rendered to writing.[545,120 56._Iwas present to record and transcribe the
statement.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question: Did you visit the gates?

(2) Answer | hit every gate, every day starting on the 16th. Al threeofthe main
gates and the peripheral gates. That was my daily battle fieki circulation, I'd Hit North
Gate, East Gate, then Abbey Gate. I'd do that in the morning and at night, then | would
do the perimeter where we had Marines and Soldiers.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question: Can you speak to the atmosphere of the crowds and actions of
Marines by Gate?

(2) Answer: North Gate was the most violent of the gates. The crowd up there
was violent since the first time | went on the 15th or 16th. There were Marines from the
24th Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) up there, and my opinion is they started two
rungs higher on the ladder of escalation than the Special Purpose Marine Air Ground
Task Force (SPMAGTF) did at the East and Abbey Gates. From the beginning, it
appeared to me that they were at a higher state in the way they dealt with the crowd. It
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SUBJECT: Interview with wimoie |USFORA,
22 October 2021

was a bit heavier handed with yelling and screaming than it was at Abbey Gate. Full
disclosure, this was my first Noncombatant Evacuation Operation (NEO) or large crowd
control event. | did crowd control training 20 years ago with riot gear, but that gear and
non-lethals were not widely available during this operation. Abbey Gate just had a
strikingly different atmosphere, The Marines there were very stoic, they had a much
different atmosphere. Perhaps the British being there had an effect on that. In the first
few days, before the chevron was set up, there were large crowds pushed inside the
Abbey Gate. We brought translators in to get control of the situation and clear the road
there. Sometime between the 18th and the 20th, the Marines there pushed the crowd
back. It was a deliberate operation. | observed some ofit from on topof a guard shack
nearby, and it was very deliberate. It almost reminded me of trench warfare with
Marines and British pushing the crowd back. It was not violent, just a large scale crowd
control measure.

While Abbey Gate later became the largest gate as more Afghans tried to use it to get
on to HKIA, | don't knowifthey had different training, but the Marines from the
SPMAGTF and Golf Company withysy1s0s.had a different perspective on what was
going on. It was clear down to the lowest level that this was a humanitarian effort. At
North Gate, the mindset was more just about keep people back. | did not see any
specific violent actions at Abbey Gate, at North Gate | had to control some Non
Commissioned Officers (NCOs) that were a bit heavy handed. | had to explain to them
that yelling wasn't helping, these were desperate people trying to escape from their
country. Many of them had spent years fighting for us in our war. The potential for
violence was just higher at North Gate, if was an Afghan | would not have gone
through there because it would have been a scary experience.

d. Question and Answer 3,

(1) Question: Could you speak moreaboutfsce.ti His vision down from the
Company Commander level to his Marines?

(2) Answer: | have never been a huge fan of Marines, my son-in-law is a Marine.
fie.bland his Marines have changed my opinion of Marines, His demeanor,
professionalism, and his Marines ability to make snap decisions were incredibly
impressive. | was floored, it made me proud to be an American.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question: Were you there the day of the attack?

(2) Answer: Yes, two to three hours prior. Time and space was jumbled, | only
know that because |called my wife that day, prior to the attack. When we got initial

2
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SUBJECT: Inisrview wilh) USFOR-A,22 October 2021

reports of the bombing, it was incomprehensible because there was never a point where
1 saw Marines clustering there. They were as tactically sound as they could be, it was a
high risk situation obviously, having the crowds within blast radius of Marines. We are
lucky that it was only 13 Marines and there wasn’t a second blast, it was high risk
situation,

‘The first time | went to North gate on the 16th, they were running a turnstile type
system, which | felt like was a suicide bomber’s dream because there were so many
people going into a narrow passage. The next morning they switched to a gate system
‘which was more logistically sound, but obviously that was still high risk as Marines were
50 close to the crowds.

f. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question: We have heard Abbey referred to as the international gate?

(2) Answer: The first week North Gate was really the international gate while the
Brits were getting set up at Abbey Gate. The Europeans were using North Gate, and
having them there actually toned things down a bit. It was 19 year old Marines working
up there at the gate, it was hard to change their more combative mindset on the spot.
‘That is something that they would have had to think about before they got there. But the
European countries came in deliberately and used North Gate until they hit a
culmination point. After that, they moved to Abbey Gate in smaller numbers. Abbey
Gate became the primary gate for everybody. There were British, French, Italians, etc
‘down there and you could differentiate all the nations because they had flags set up to
signal their civilians.

g. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question: Anything else you want to highlight?

(2) Answer: When | did see specific instances that needed to be corrected, |
‘would bring it up with leadership on the ground, Leadership always took appropriate
actions, and BGen Sullivan and the entire JTF-CR did an excellent job with a difficult
situation.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question: In regards to the retrograde, there was clear guidance on how to
execute the demilitarization (demil). could you speak to how Golf Company anaes.Be)

(oxf1300Jexecuted that versus other companies?

3
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22 October 2021

(2) Answer. After we pushed the task to conduct a demi, the intent got lost
somewhere in the chain of command. The purpose wasn't to destroy everything, it was
just to conduct a demil. Golf Company did exactly as they were supposed to, but some
of the Marines on the North East side of HKIA cleared anything in their path to include
vehicles, shops, and windows. It looked like vandals had gone through there, penises
were spray painted all over the place. When that got up to me, | talked ofae]
dors ibe ‘was already tracking and working on fixing it. He told me to waft a couple
hours because he was going to try to fix t. We consolidated the vehicles that had been
destroyed, and we tried to package it as best as we could to look lke there was
American discipline.

[5617305Grdand Golf Company set the standard on demil. | saw them one morning on
North HKIA, and | knew already, but| asked him if it was his guys that did it. And he
reassured me that his guys wouldn't do that, which | expected.

‘The destruction was wild, Marines were flipping cars. | don't know where the mindset
came from, maybe from the early hot wiringofcars. Leadership, myself included, had
spoken about how it was in American interest to leave a functional airport. There was a
culture of not respecting equipment on ground, everywhere you went was destruction. It
takes engaged leaders to stop that and explain that it is not in our best interest to just
destroy things.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question: Any lessons leamed?

(2) Answer: The difference that Abbey Gate had, tactically, is that they had a
pressure release valve from the crowd. They could take in and screen people, and push
them out as necessary, not back in to the same crowd. At North or East Gates, the
rejected personnel were pushed back in to the same crowd they were pulled from. If|
could go back to day zero, I would have built in a bleed off area, which | think is a good
technique. There is definitely some tactics and strategy involved with running a NEO.

The other thing | want to address is the heat. | never imagined it before | got out there. It
changed the dynamic of the crowd, they got angry and ornery and it also caused health
problems. We couldn't have changed it, but the temperatures leading up to that event
were milder, Marines could only throw a bottle of water so far in to the crowd, so the
heat was a constant concern for us.

Mental Health checks for these guys that were face to face with the crowd will be
important. These guys were making tough calls, they were telling males they had to pick
‘which wife to bring in. That's going to have an effect on these guys, they were making

4
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tough decisions that will stick with them for the rest of their lives. | think Golf Company
will be extremely resilient even though they had the highest losses. | know they had a
deliberate, day by day, group after action session during their redeploymentso that
‘everyone could talk about their experiences. | think there is a lotof guilt out there as a

whole, because a lot of people were turned away, We were never going to get everyone
out. We got 124,000 people out which is incredible, and the work they did was
incredible.

“This wasn't combat, but it had the fear and the close feelingof danger. Some of those

guys were out there for 12 hours a day, and we need to remember that,

J. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question: Can we have your contact information

nevermen]
5. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned.
assistant investigating officer, at
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ACTS-SCK-DO 07 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interviewwithmgm]Golf
Company, 2nd Battalion, 1st Marines, 7 October 2021

1. On 7 October 2021, BG Lance Curtis, USA, and[___wxs)1300.56) USMC,
conducted an interview of the above personnel at Camp Pendleton, California, to
discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26
August 2021,

2. Methodology. BG Curtis and[_Gaia0ste) ]asked a seriesof questions throughout
the interview, and the Corpsmen answered them to the bestoftheir ability. For brevity,
the Corpsmen willbe differentiated as follows.

BG Curtis will be designated as C1 and]

3, Discussion.

a.[_win.016)|provided an overview of the scope of the investigation, which
included fact finding concerning the actions before, during, and after the attack,
chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection, gate operations, and
medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the conversation and
prepare a memorandum. They would have the opportunity to review and make
additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly captured and rendered to
writing.

b. QuestionandAnswer1.

(1) Question [55] Can you speak to any training that Golf Company executed that
was outside of the standard pre-deployment work up, or any training that you think
prepared the company best for Hamid Karzai International Airport (HKIA) and the mass.
casualty event on the 26th?

(2) Answerfue]3rd platoon was tasked with the Tactical Recovery ofAircraft and

Whenwewere in|o1r4sworkingwith the Air Force PJs and the 3/1 Marines, they
were helping setup a medicalxdwhich was a more organized way to keep gear like
sleds, litters, and oxygen tanks. We were doing all of this on the 5-7 and 5-6 med birds
that we were utilizing. We were running through different scenarios that we might come
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SUBJECT: Interviewwithwos]Golf
Company, 2nd Battalion, 1st Marines, 7 October 2021

across. We were getting multiple reps of that in every night and day. We also got
repetitions in with our inflight corpsmen. We practiced what we would do to care for a
patient on board and how to provide care by priority. We would rep that and hold
classes like we did in combat trauma management (CTM). We did that almost every
day. We also set up trauma lanes with our guys, went through lanes and the algorithm
of P-MARCH-P which is patient/provider safety, massive hemorrhage, airways,
respiration, circulation, head wound and hypothermia, then pause. They had it
memorized by the end and could go through it quickly. Pause refers to the time to
administer antibiotics, pain meds, splints, or care for minor wounds. We were able to
cover intravenous (IV) training as well, and most Marines were able to implement one in
under 3 minutes. We had 3 Marines in 3rd platoon qualified for Valkyrie, the walking
blood bank program. | was trained in that as well. It was very unique, the TRAP platoon
Marines weren't straight up grunts. It was a medical mission, and our Platoon
Commanderyfayrsss.ciknew recovering personnel may have medical demands
associated with t. Formal classes were at least every Tuesday and Thursday. Once
guys were comfortable with the algorithm and initial steps to take, we moved into the
science of why they took those steps.

(3) Answer[5] We did training on securing an embassy before deploying.
During that exercise, the local populace didn't speak same language. We gained a
feeling for how stressful that can be, how hard itis to have to use physical and hand
signs to communicate. We were taught what to look for in that scenario, I think that was
a big help. We did that right down the road at the infantry immersiontrainerwhich all the
platoons cycled through. nea we did tactical combat casualty care (TCCC) for the
guys and we did Valkyrie for ourselves and the junior corpsmen. We practiced that for
multiple days, and |think those reps and refreshers made it much more second nature
for everyone.

(4) Answer 56] We had 3 new corpsmen that we needed to train
They hadn't been certified in CTM, and you can't even

Cover a five range unless you have been through CTM. It's basically training on TCCC
and P-MARCH-P and ensuring the corpsmen are the mastersoftheir profession. We
used the independent duty corpsman from the battalion in[21:43 help train those
new guys. They needed to do trauma lanes and assessments. They had only joined the
unit in February or March and we couldn't really get them trained due to pre-deployment
leave and COVID precautions. It was a priority as soon as we got oleswe
trained them for the 1st month before integrating them with their platoons. Then they
started doing ranges. Our CO did a good jobofgetting platoons through squad attack
lanes, and it let the corpsman get familiar with their guys. By around July, we started
training on Valkyrie and whole blood. Once we got word we would deploy, we focused
‘even more on training. | was always comfortable with those new guys even if they
weren't CTM certified, all of our corpsmen were well trained and ready.

c. Question and Answer 2.
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Company, 2nd Battalion, 1st Marines, 7 October 2021

(1) Question [555] When you get the word you'll be supporting a noncombatant
‘evacuation operation (NEO) in Afghanistan, what did you do specifically and how did
you change how you do things?

(2) Answer[ie]We heard in early August and| started packing an AMAL
(Authorized Medical Allowance List), a medical supply box that would cover any injuries
that might arise, right away. Some of the guys made funofme at the time for how fast |
started, but | was just prepping the gear and meds in case we couldn't bring everything.
We ran the guys through full trauma assessment and whole blood and auto
transfusions. We started checking individual first aid kits (IFAKs) and combat life saver
(CLS) bags to ensure the supplies were up to date and cross loaded our equipment to
maximize what we brought.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question [555] Did you run any drills for the Marines to find things in their IFAK
or CLS bag?

(2) Answer[exe] For 3rd platoon we bought an extra med bag that we built. We
would assign one person to carry it, and throughout the day we would approach them,
tell them patient down, and see what they could do to find the stuff in their bag to treat
the casualty. We worked to ensure that the IFAK was more accessible, Marines often
putitin the back of their kit where they couldn't get to it

@ Answer] In the rear, a lotofthe time it is frowned upon to open your IFAK
since it will use up the materials in it. The current USMC issued IFAKs aren't great, the
older ones are better, the zipper on the new one is hard to use. The Army pull out
version is much better. Ours are difficult to close in moments of high stress. In terms of
training, our CLS qualified individuals were being trained on using their bags. We didn't
want to use all the equipment in their IFAKs. Before deployment we sent our Marines to
supply to ensure that their IFAKs were filled.

e. QuestionandAnswer4.

(1) Question[5%e] When did you all get to HKIA? What do you focus on when you
get there?

(2) Answer (Al). We arrived the night of the 18th.

(3) Answer[536] Once we arrived, | went on a leader's recon with the CO and
Gunny after we dropped our stuff in the bivouac area in the gym. | went to conduct the
recon with the big 4 (CO, XO, 1stSgt, Co GySgt). | noticed that oneofthe combined
anti-armor team (CAAT) platoons was at the gate, and 2of their female corpsmen were
running a female searching area, and would run to the crowd if someone called
corpsmen up for a heat case or an injury. Fox Company corpsmen were by the gate as
well, not doing too much at the time. | was looking for what areas could serve as
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casualty collection points (CCPs) depending on our missions. There were heat cases
that could see in the crowd. The shock trauma platoon (STP) didn't get setup until the
2nd day, so if we needed a higher echelon of care we would have to go to the Role 2.1
was trying to establish the medical rules of engagement and casevac procedures.

1. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question[515]Were you given a casevac plan in the event of a mass casualty?

(2) Answer[ic] No. We were just told where the Role 2 was and to go to the STP
first, but we didn't know where they were at initially. We didn't have casevac vehicles
set aside. We had big blue (a large van), Casper (a baggage truck), and a gator, which
were the three vehicles we had acquired. We heard that the STP had an ambulance,
but comms were in and out and they might be difficult to call,

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question[ei] That first day were there any Marine patients? Did you talk
about ROE or were you ever given an ROE?

(2) AnswerGe)All our patients were Afghans at first. When 1st platoon pushed
from the sniper tower toward the barriers on that first night we had a couple routine.
injuries from guys that got trampled in the crowd, the worst one was an ankle injury.
Other than that, we just had a lotof heat cases from the Afghans. We sent about 70% of
those heat cases back in to the crowd after treating, about 30% neededa higher
echelon, We had no MEDROE from higher or from the company. We took it as it was
and the Company trusted our decision on what to do. At one point the CO briefed us
and explained that there were some people we couldn’ take in because we wouldn't be
able to treat everyone. Battalion didn't bring the actual Battalion Aid Station (BAS), so |
didn't get much from the medical higher ups in regards to guidance.

(3) Answer[26]On our second day on the gate, | remember a Gunny, maybe
from 1/8, told us that the STP was at East Gate about a 5 minute drive down the road. |
was set up at the inner gate, so | had the most direct line to them,

(4) Answer[sx]During the night we pushed to the Barron Hotel we set up a CCP
behind the line of Marines as theyadvancedysis. bordered corpsmen not to
participate in the line push. We set up a CCP at the front of the gate, patients would be
brought back to us or we would move forward to retrieve them. Our CCP moved up with
the line as they pushed.

h. QuestionandAnswer7.

(1) Question (C1). Did Afghans maim children to get them through?
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(2) Answer[55 | didn't see any of that, We had some children with buns, but |
don't knowif they were caused intentionally. Someofthe heat cases would be dramatic,
and over the top in an attempt to get their family through. A woman would faint, and
then their 15 person family would stand up and try to follow them in through the gate. |
remember a girl that we were treating, she was trying to get out through the
but she didn't have the right credentials. She kept on fainting, but the[iasWouldn't
touch her because of her lack of credentials even when we asked them to assist
because she had thev14Embassy on the phone and[isd] documents. In those.
cases, we would funnel those personnel to the STP. The STP was very good to us, and
they would figure out where to send the patients from there.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question[ig] Did you ever go to the STP's location to establish a relationship
with them?

(2) Answer 5x6] Yes. | had worked with the STP when working the TRAP mission.
They told us they had supplies and an ambulance. After we brought that first gil there, |
let everyone know that the STP was right down the road and ready to assist. They were
very helpful

J. QuestionandAnswer 9.

(1) Question[55g]As the company established their position on the gate, did you
ever speak to the company or adjacent units about actions to be taken in the event of a
mass casualty (MASCAL)?

(2)Answer[56] No. The plan we had in place was basically rolling CCPs.
Everything was so spread out. It was mostly us, Fox, and Weapons Company those first
4 days. We had CCPs set up along the way, but there was no formal talk about what to
do for a MASCAL. There was always a corpsman by the search area, one from the STA
team at the sniper tower, and one of the line corpsman was with the CCP as well. We
had our litters staged right inside the outer gate. There was a vehicle before the chevron
(blocking obstacle) that normally had a corpsman near it. The Brits were the forward
CCP, because they had an actual doctor and some staf at the Barron. Once we found
out about that t was a huge relief. It was nice to not have to bring someone all the way
back to the gate. The STP was the rear release valve, and the Brits had the higher
echelon forward release valve. They would take them off our hands if we asked, and
Kick them out as necessary.

(3) Answer[i] | found out the Brits had that capability after an individual came
through the chevron bloody. That's when | found out the Brits had a doc. That was.
huge, prior to that we were being overwhelmed by heat cases. Once we found out that
they could help with anything serious, we could breathea little easier. We also had the
STP from the MEU inside the terminal by the Role 2. They were there since day 1, but
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no one really communicated that they were there. It was a poor location considering that
the Role 2 was right next to them. | think they could have been in a much better
location.

(4) Answer (G). | think that location was okay. That terminal had a large volume of
people, it was probably good to utilize as a CCP near the Role 2.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question[55]Alright, so starting on the 19th you're at Abbey Gate for 4 days,
can you describe the atmosphere during that time?

(2) Answer[616] During the first two to three days, we had a lot of heat cases due
to lack of water. Water was coming in sporadically, and we were we told to conserve
water as much as possible. There were tons of people in the holding areas that were
waiting for the Department of State (DoS0, and there was only oneof them usually and
they would go home at night. We had to take care of and feed and give water to anyone
inside the gate, but we didn't have enough to distribute. We had issues getting enough
supplies during those first few days. The guys started high energy, but by the end they
were just on autopilot. Starting around the 21st or 22nd the food and water came more
consistently.

(3) Answer[6]The MEU started to bring in more palletsofwater and MRES.
‘They brought enough that we were able to pass it out to the crowds. We would give
water and food to women and children and they would share it withtheir families. Once
we ran out of a pallet of water or food, another would be delivered. The Afghans were
hoarding what they could get, they would put the water in their bag and the MRES
weren't halal so they didn't always eat them.

(4) Answer[5] In my opinion, we never had enough water. We always had
people begging for it. During high noon there was no shade to be found, and people
would start dropping. We would pass out water to those most at risk, but some folks
would highly exaggerate their symptoms in order to get water. We would douse them
with water and give them a battle, but then everyone around would start to beg for
water.

|- QuestionandAnswer11.

(1) Questionfi]When did you receive medical supplies?

(2) Answer[(56]That box | packed supported the whole battalion in terms of meds
and fluids. One AMAL, about a 3x2x2 foot box. It resupplied us and it came in handy
tightoffthe bat. Most of our patients were just heat cases though.

(3) Answer[oye]We ended up breaking in to the Turkish dog kennel near the inner
gate that had A/C. We made that into our Battalion Aid Station (BAS). We brought the
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AMAL can there and brought any major heat cases in there because it was cooler and
they would be outof sightofthe crowds when we gave them water. We could send
them to the STP if necessary. If not, we would keep them there until they were okay.
This was located directly behind the inner gate.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question[515] So there was a CCP by the outer gate, the BAS at the inner.
gate, and corpsmen floating in between?

(2) Answer[oxg) Yes, platoon corpsmen were usually with their guys. | would rove
between and see if anyone needed help.

(3)Answer[5x6]Eventually, we saw people were trying to use heat cases to get
‘water for the crowd. They would cause a disruption, then when they called corpsman
up, the crowd would start begging for water. | started to have heat cases searched then
brought to the BAS for treatment away from the crowd.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question[556]When you go back to the gate on the 25th, what is different?

(2) Answer,[552] It was more destroyed, There was more fecal matter, more
trash. The people were mostly contained now, but the canal was bunched up.

(3) Answer (G). The DoS finally pushed up to the searching station by the outer
gate. It seemed calmer, more organized. We only had to focus on that area along the
fence, outside of the outer gate.

©. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question[16]What were you hearing in terms of threat reporting?

(2) Answer, [5]| remember on the nightofthe 25th at 2200, we received an IED
threat. | wasn't there for that. | was with oneof my Marines, [areoe]

Lee igotback
around 1600 on the 26%.

(3) Answer[u6} We started getting a higher amount of IED threats and that's
when we start talking with our XO about a possible MASCAL. We set up litters inside
the outer gate. We staged our 3 vehicles for casevac with corpsmen there. The plan
was to assign triage and push any casualties to the STP or Role 2from there. We had
our plan, equipment, and casevacs prepared.
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p. Question and Answer 15.
(1) Question,[sxe] So on the 26th, you were almost always located at the CCP?

(2) Answer,[55] On the 25th into the 26th our corpsmen and thesniperteam
corpsman were usually in the vicinity of the CCP. As the platoons rotated, sometimes
there would be a call for corpsman up, and we would go check on our guys, but the
guidance from the CO and XO was to consolidate near the CCP.

q. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question [515] On the 26th, were you hearing any increased threat reporting?

(2) Answerlix6] | remember being told that an IED would go off in 2 minutes, so
we hunkered down but that didn't happen. The focus at the time was on the 82nd
coming to relieve us. Everyone was giddy at the thought of getting relieved from the
gate. We were anticipating an imminent attack, but thereliefwas giving people some
energy.

(3) Answer[bys] | remember speakingwith)Eiios when we set up the first CCP
about setting up an additional CCP, CCP2, by the sniper tower for the routine casualties
and the urgent casualties would go to CCP by the vehicles. | wasn't at the gate until
1400 or 1500 on the 26th. Early on the 26th we brought some kids back to the
orphanage and rested at the gym until about 1400 or1508:}s)130v. grabbed us and we.
rode back to the gate in big blue. Once we got there, I set up by the white van at CCP1.

r- QuestionandAnswer17.

(1) Question[5]On the afternoon of the 26th, had you established who would be
sent to the STP versus the Role 2 in the event ofa MASCAL?

(2) Answer[i536]We were as ready as we could be. We were prepared mentally
and doctrinally to use our CCP. The day prior, the ambulance with a triage
team and en route care team moved from the STP had moved up to the inner
gate due to the threat reporting. That was only about a 1 minute drive away.
The STP was still at East Gate. They let us know they were there when we
coordinated with their ambulance.

(3)Answer[5] There were 4 people on the team the STP sent to the inner gate,
anurse and 3 corpsmen.

(4) Answer[ig] That was a relief for us, once they arrived we could bring all of
our corpsmen up closer to the outer gate.
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(5) Answer 56] At this time, we also had a lot more tun over because the
battalion had a better rest cycle. That made a lot more of us present when the event
happened.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question[ig]For the blast, the Doctor at the STP said that the report of an
explosion came over green gear at 1738. Where are you when that happens?

(2) Answer[ox] | am at the main CCP, with
[Garam oxs)_Jand Doc Soviak were out checking on the fine. There were probably

2-3 Echo corpsman at the search area, and one corpsman by the sniper tower. When
the blast went off, told our guys to standby, | knew that the casualties would come to
us. About 20 second later, the first routine casualty was dragged to us. Within the first
minute, we had about 6 get to us. One urgent came tous, i300.Ejwho was bleeding
from his jugular. | communicated to our driver that he was urgent and | packed his
‘woundf1305. pagcompanied him and 2 other wounded got into big blue as well to push
to Role 2. That all happened within 3 minutes. We had about 12-13 people with us at
that time.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question[ei] In the time immediately after the blast, what else were you
seeing?

(2) Answer[6]The first injury was a frag wound right to his [exe
He was fine, he wasn't bleeding elsewhere. | passed himfs1sos or

treatmentswlcame in next and we threw him ona liter]oe|
guy. | take off his kit and see that he is spurting blood from where he was hit by a
fragment in | start packing that wound and treating him. While doing that |
sa and a couple of Afghans come in. | was focusedons Gikbie was
urgent and we had to get him out of there. That initial group of our wounded was

had shrapnel in his legs, but he was
okay. Tdid a pressure bandage on his leg after we
gotis)1305 jen a casevac. An Echo corpsman showed up, | told him to givebar

(EEEpain meds, some ketamine, since they were walking wounded.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question[515] You had wounded Afghans coming in already?

(2) Answer[53) Yes, | rememberthat | treated an Afghan girl. We prioritized US
military like we discussed, buttherewas a one year old girl that a Marine was yeling at
me to treat. She had an abrasion on her head. | wrapped her head and her family took
her away. | didn't see any other patients at that moment and | wanted to diffuse the
situation with the Marine. One thing | wish | did better was keep track of my guys and
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prioritizing who was pushing out, but there were so many casualties. Corpsmen were
loading casualties and just going. | had to be a corpsman first so | couldn't really stop
that. After the Afghan baby I find Nikoui and he had no pulse. He was KIA. | moved onto
the next guy Hunter Lopez, he was my friend. His head was swollen due to intracranial
pressure and he also had no pulse. | spent 30 seconds on him, but he was already
‘expectant. Next, | went to Cpl Humberto Sanchez, there were a group of Marines
around him looking at his chest. | checked him and | thought I felt a pulse. | went to
clear his airway and saw that his teeth were blown out. | did a crike on him and another.
corpsman came (o assist and ventilate. We moved him on 10 a van and got him out of
there. | was on him for about 3-4 minutes. | looked up and saw Army medics and the
Special Amphibious Reconnaissance Corpsman (SARC) | knew from [wir+d |saw
ayrasswiworking on SSgt Hoover. At this point| linked up with 1stSgt. He gave me the
casualty lst so far, it was larger than| thought it would be. | kept looking for patients, the
last 2 patients | could seewere[03,150 (10) and an Afghanwoman.[E67 61] had
the tightest tourniquet I'd ever seen on, he kept yelling to take the boys first. He was the
last to leave in one of the vans. After that | focused on consolidating gear, flaks, and
medbags. | told the guys to resupply after that and moved into a holding position in case
there was another attack.

v. Question and Answer 21,

(1) Question [z36]Who was still around when yousent[ xs)1300, 6) back?

(2) Answer[556] | was back. It took 3-5 minutes to get{iius.G}49 the STP and
back. The goal was to get him there quickly since he was bleeding so much. Eventually,
we were able to stop that bleeding. The injury went through his mouth and ripped
through his tongue.|didn't want to put gauze in his mouth and obstruct his airway.
Once | got back, | saws{isosthie tells me to find out casualties by type. | walked
around and found 5 or 6. About half were priority, and half were urgent. After that,
[Erm3g9t with 1stSgt. | saw Soviak and a couple other wounded guys. | hopped on
Soviak, | didn't even recognize him at frst. | checked his carotid and radial pulse. | didn't
feela pulse, but | was goingto try refractory shock. | had a double needle d in my hand,
but henjorangeonedupwii orl I'told him to try refractory shock and gave
him the needles. | think he tried, but |think Soviak was expectant at that point. 3 people
got on that casevac.[)3)1306. m6)was the last one out, it was no more than 8-10
minutes before everyone was moving to STP or Role 2.

(3) Answer(sy] Yea all of Weapons’corpsmen,[(543)13. 16]came up and were
acting as en route care

(4) Answer[5]When the blast went off, | remember a moment of silence. |
started to run forward, but | had to turn back for my med bag and Kevlar. Once | tumed
back around, |sawdys)i506, }@nd ran him in through the gate with me. | helped cut off
his flak and weapon sling. After that left and went to help next person | heard yelling
for a corpsman. There was a Marine with a 7 year old kid that had shrapnel, | treated
him, picked him up and took him tof)1s00. ddim not sure if|gave him to a corpsman.
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‘This all happened from minutes 1-4. Then | hopped up, and treated a service member
that had the backoftheir head smashed. | got gauze and made a donut to put around
their head. After that an Echo and sniper corpsman came and asked how they could
help. | realized there were too many of us in one spot. | let them finish and echelon that
patient out.

Next, | treated131300. 46)|who was close to the blast. He had shrapnel through his.
[weand hada tourniquet on his upper am. | cut his
sleeve back and saw there were no other wounds. | gave him to a Marine to walk back
to the casevac. After that, | crossed back to the other sideof the CCP. An older local
female was the next patient, she had the same head wound as the guy that | treated
before. Then | moved to Ssgt Hoover,risdas treating a wound on his leg and

(da130,Gistarted helping with mass bleeding. |was treating his airway, he was gasping
for air. | put an NPA in, but it did nothing. I put an i-gel (supraglotiic airway) down his
throat and waited a second or two before|felt that he had an airway. | heard other calls
asking for corpsmen. | askedtrau»efif he could handle Hoover, and he said yes. | left
and told him to watch the breathing. I don't remember the next patient. Then | saw
Soviak. | got his heady).jget the side, [__eya1300©36)___Jgot thefeets[sion.dgot

onfzyia0s with him and they drove off.

looked over and saw one of the female Marines geta tarp laid over her. Then | saw
another patient and ran back across the street. When I came by again I saw the tarp
was off and 2 or 3 Brits were doing CPR on her, | told them it was not the time and
place for that because she was expectant. | checked on some children buttheywere
fine. | sawfzyis05. speakingwith 3y1aon.dkidon't remember any shots being fired. | saw
tons of med supplies were being used up, my med bag was low, and | yelled out to
consolidate medical supplies by the van.

(5) Answer[oye]There were 3 or 4 Brit medics with the doctor, trying to do CPR
and treat that female. |told them to get her on a casevac, but they were trying to
stabilize her there. Capt{izos]bad spoken with the Brits and that's where | think that
response came from.

(6) Answer [556JAround that time, | brought another med bag from the STP that|
had asked them for sincewewere using up so many supplies.

(7) Answer[6] Then | grabbed two of my Marines to go get the green box with
all the medical supplies. The last person | sawwas[a0x6] with two tourniquets. |
‘asked him what else hurt and he said his foot. | cut his boot off and there was a small
hole in his foot that wasn't bleeding. | remember we got him on a ltter and put him on a
casevac to get him out of there. Once he was gone we just held our posture and
‘echeloned out.

Ww. Question and Answer 22.
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(1) Question 553] Did anyofyou real women_____]
expressed that sending him to the STP saved his life because they were able to
stabilize him before the Role 2.

(2) Answer5g]t might have bees)that did that, as E175 gwas his Marine.
I had the same thought process when | tookis.on, there. That Role 2 was too far
sometimes.

(3) Answer [us] The STP at East Gate was only a 5 minute drive, it was about a
mile and a half away. On the night of the push we didn't have a vehicle and we had to
Tun a child with a pelvic fracture there.

(4) Answer[oe] Yeah we didn't have a vehicle yet. A few of us ran there, passing
her back and forth. We ran her most of the way there before getting picked up by a
British guy on the last leg.

x. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question (C1). Did any wounds penetrate Keviar or SAP! plates?

@ Droverx]| rememberforfia)130v.whe hada lot of blood inside his Kevlar. |
didn't take his Kevlar off, so | couldn't say for sure if it was penetrated. | do know that a
lot of Marines’ Kevlars stopped shrapnel. | think the personal protective equipment
(PPE) and plates did their job. |didn't see any that went through armor.

(3) Answer 513) Most injuries Were in the non-PPE areas. The neck or the area
above the side SAPI plates was usually where we saw serious wounds.

(4) Answer[56] The guys that passed away were mostly those too close to the
blast. They were probably within 10 meters, and some were as close as 5, to the blast.
We never heard gunshots after the blast, | was focused on treatment. | heard the canal
was a massof casualties. I'm glad the Marines did their job and pulled security so that
only the right casualties got to us so we didn't get overwhelmed.

(5)Answer536] Our mind-frame at the time was to focus on treating US Miltary.
‘The assets and the training we had enabled everyone to get treatment quickly.

(6) Answer[(5]Also, there were a lot of vehicles just showing up and evacuating
anyone that needed help. There was some sort of ambulance exchange point (AXP)
established inside the middle gate, | heard. | hope that's true because it would direct
care to the right place. We had a lotofassets being flexed at that time. We had Fox
Corpsmen and a bunchof guys in therearthat were ready to support, there were the 4
medical Brits, there were 3or 4 Army medics helping take care of walking wounded,
and the SARC.
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(7) Answer[i]Afterwe pushed all of the casualties out, the Marines lined up and
established a security posture. We fell back to the inner gate wherethe Weapons
corpsmen were. | coukd see them directing where to send patients. We consolidated all
of our meds with{iay1305rom Weapons Company there at inner gate. He was
drawing up the proper dosage for corpsmen to administer and assess patients at the
inner gate. | took|___ys1500.66)_|and gave him ketamine before sending him to
Role 2 care.

¥. Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question[5s]About how long was it from the blastuntil[x3)1506,oxo)left?

(2) Answer[5] About 16-20 minutes probably, it was absolutely within 30
minutes.

2. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question (C1). The concussive waves are serious and have long tem effects,
‘what are you doing now to double back and check on those Marines affected? Are you
checking for that?

(2) Answer[sic When we got back to Kuwaitwe did a TBI screening on those
who may have been affected. We made all of 1st platoon get checked. Nowthat we are
back in Pendleton, the whole company will be doing our post deployment ANAM
(Automated Neuro-psychological Assessment Metrics). We are identifying some guys
who might need individual attention.

aa. QuestionandAnswer26.

(1) Question (C1). | heard about a Marine that had two feet blownoffand kept
trying to drag people?

(2) Answer6] That may have been[i35561) heard that he was dragging
[earsexe]after the blast, and she said she remembers seeing him bleeding while
‘dragging her. They reunitedlater on, once they were both back receiving care State-
side. Italsomay havebeen[ mimeei land kept
dragging people off the X.

bb. Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question[51]Who was directing traffic at the inner gate?

(2) Answer[0GJwas the Weapons Company Senior Line Corpsman
He started the walking blood bankforseeexe _]and pulled ten units of blood
from the field. He started leave today. from the other STA team may also
have been there.
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cc. Question and Answer 28.

(1) Question, (C1). Can we get your contact info?

(2) Answer (All).
email.

dd. QuestionandAnswer29.

(1) Question (C1). Could you see, hear, or feel the blast?

(2) Answer[oys] | didn't see it, but| heard it. It definitely wasn't a flashbang.
‘Things were pretty dusty, after that my adrenaline kicked in and | ust started acting.

5. The pointofcontact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[sand
assistant investigating officer,

=

LANCE G. CURTIS
Brigadier General, USA
Investigating Officer
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with armsoie ____JCompany Intelligence Cell, 2nd
Battalion, 1st Marines, 8 October 2021

1. On 08 October, 2021 BG Lance Curtis, USA,and[ xeon. x6]USMC,
conducted an interview of the above personnel at Camp Pendleton, CA to discuss the
facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology. BGCurtis[ys15.be) askeda seriesof questions throughout the
interview hatiGiansiered in a conversational manner. xe)Jwill designate that

(Ex@1300.wis speaking, a (C1) will indicate that BG Curtis is speaking, and an[_&xe|
designate _(aaov.016) Jis speaking.

3. Discussion.

a.[_wonoie)| provided overview of scopeofthe investigation, which included
the fact-finding concerning actions before, during, and after the attack, chronology,
leadership, task organization, force protection, gate operations, and medical operations.
He stated the intent was to make notes of the conversation and prepare a memorandum
of the statement. The subject would have the opportunity to review and make additions,
add context, or remove anything not correctly captured and rendered to writing.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question (C1). Do you have any information on threat streams right before the:
blast?

(2) Answer[oxe] IfI could get onthel bis1 could confirm. | saw that there
was a timer from what | was reading, it was on the Hamad Karzia International Airport
(HKIA) coordination thread. | couldn't say the exact source or if it was a specific gate. |
remember a 30 minute, and then a 5 minute, and a 2 minute waning. | couldn't
remember if it was specific to the blast, | would have to go back and read.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question[bxe] | don't think there is any doubt about there being counters that
day, there was high confidence that an attack was imminent. That resulted in Marines
taking a knee and waiting for impact, we were tracking it as being a couple of hours
prior. Do you think what you remember is the false alarm or the actual blast?
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(2)Answerfox) | just remember that there was a countdown. | know it was in the
afternoon, | couldn't say if the countdown happened for the actual blast.

k. QuestionandAnswer10.

(1) Question (C1). Do you have access to those reports?

(2) Answer[ia] I'm locked out of my token right now, our[oxéjcould probably get to
it

4._The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at mie) land
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview withGisele]24th Marine.
Expeditionary Unit, 12 October 2021

1. On 12 October 2021, BG Lance Curtis, USA, and[i31036)_JUSMC,
conducted an interview of the above personnel at ll Marine Expeditionary Force
Headquarters, Camp Lejeune, NC to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding
the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: BG Curtis (C1) and asked a series of questions,
throughout the interview which| answered individually.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with BG Curtis and [x3)100.te]describing the purpose of
the interview, the scope of the investigation, and the manner in which the conversation
would be captured and rendered to writing.[Gos6 was
present to record and transcribe the statement.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question: C1: Can you talk me through your pre-deployment training and
validation?

(2) Answer. I've been the 24th Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU)__oxe|
since December of 2017. This is personally my second deployment with the MEU. |
previously deployed with the SPMAGTF to Africa for Crisis Response.

The MEU went through a six-month pre-deployment training here at Camp
Lejeune, NC. There are 13 Mission Essential Tasks (METS) that we trained on,
including Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations (NEO). Normally, NEO is included
during our urban training, but we actually did a NEO training package separate from
what we normally go through. We added this as an extra exercise because we had
extra time in January 2021. This NEO training was sponsored by our Expeditionary
Operations Training Group (EOTG) We had personnel from the Department of State
(DoS) and civilians train with us. We also had Professional Miitary Education (PME)
provided by the former MEO XO that participated in the last_oi11.44 NEO.
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Our training consisted of sending in a Forward Command Element (FCE) and
then a security element that practiced screening and searching operations. We went
through practical exercises and conducted personnel searches. Looking back, this
training was not to scale of HKIA, however, it provided us with a broad overview of
Evacuation Control Center (ECC) operations. It was less realistic than what | would
have liked because we had Marines as role-players. Marines are much more compliant
than civilians in real life. This NEO exercise was four to six days long.

The next NEO training we completed was during deployment. Initially, we were
focused on the European Command (EUCOM) Area of Operations (AOR). We received
SDOB for Central Command (CENTCOM) specifically for the NEO. June 1st 2021 was
our first time dealing with CENTCOM. Initially, the orders were signed only for 30 days.
feCENT. practice NEO. We sent out our command and

Control element and secur element into the embassy to practice how we would se up
and process people through in order to practice repetitions of NEO.

On 28 June, we began heading back toward EUCOM. We made it to the Suez
Canal, received a new SDOB, and made a U-turn back to CENTCOM. This next SDOB
was for an additional 30 days.

Next. GEN Mackenzie posturedus nearthe shore. Weput our Marines mii |
[oopsland staged our forces here for HKIA. Some
Marines arrived to Jo Jo, Coming afof the US Iwo Jima, | arrived tofcares]
on July 23rd. The restofthe Marines arrived a week after me after stopping in Oman for
ship maintenance. Once everyone was in_wx11.42|we began running daily rehearsals.
We focused on running organized operations and keeping stand-off at gates. We had
aor of cup Marinos pesca Wit trseourty forors an ihe arfoks ofacaiacfrat
they could learn airfield security operations. We practiced all aspects of NEO. We were
running rehearsals up until the day that we went to HKIA. We ran at least four or five full
rehearsals in preparation. On 13 August, we received the call from fjthat we were.
going to HKIA.

We first started hearing initial discussions about NEO around May. | don't
remember the dates of the first Secure VTC with GEN Mackenzie. We had been talking
with BG Sullivan since Mayor June about NEO. Our inital discussion and plan was to
arrive to HKIA, augment with the Turks, set up the ECC, and process people. In July,
we sent a leader's recon to check out HKIA; welefthi)1300. jawith the JTF at HKIA to
help us continue our planning efforts.

We knew we would be operating out of Building 300 on HKIA as our
headquarters and Tactical Operations Center (TOC). This area was already set up with
a computer network. We also set up single-channel, plain text communications. We
combined efforts with the JTF and created a Joint Operations Center (JOC). This
helped create one central point of information. Again, our inital plan was to have our
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security element integrate with Turks, man gates, have QRF capability, and then have
our ECC begin processing personnel. Our planned force flow was to have our ECC and
security elements arrive first and the command and control elements arrive second.

We didn't conduct any training rehearsals with 2/1. As a MEU, | have a Battalion
Landing Team (BLT), 1/8, consisting of three Rifle Companies, a Weapons Company,
an Artilery Battery, a Light Amored Reconnaissance (LAR) Company ‘minus’, an
Engineer Platoon, and a Reconnaissance Company ‘minus. | also have an Aviation
Combat Element (ACE). | didn't take any aircraft forward, but brought some ACE, like
air traffic controllers, to help run airfield operations. They ran air traffic with the Special
Operations Forces until the Air Force arrived, and then continued to work into their
organization. The Combat Logistics Battalion (CLB) has a similar organization. The final
piece of the MEU is the command element, consisting of the headquarters and staff.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question: C1: Let's discuss Task Organization (TASKORG). Who did you
work for directly? Was this clear?

(2) Answer. | worked for BG Sullivan from the Joint Task Force-Crisis Response
(JTF-CR). Yes, it was very clear, but sometimes it was hard to tell who he worked for.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question: C1: Who did 2/1 work for?

(2) Answer: They were TACON to the MEU and OPCON to the JTF. | was giving
them their tasks. 2/1 stil had a direct line to BG Sullivan and sat in a lot of the same.
meetings due to the OPCON relationship.

“The initial plan did not have 2/1 TACON to the MEU. Weoriginallywere going to
bring their SPMAGTF in. As the plan evolved, it didn't make sense to bring in another
0-6 headquarters and they were busy with other things. BG Sullivan askedif | could
handle another battalion to command, and |said yes. It was helpful to have another
unit.

‘The 2/1 Commander understood that he was TACON to me and he never tried to
work around that. It was sometimes challenging with the other units already at HKIA.
For example, TF Polar Bear (2-10th MTN), initially worked directly for United States
Forces-Afghanistan (USFOR-A) as a Quick Reaction Force (QRF) for the embassy. MG
Donahue and TF Wild Boar (10th MTN Rifle Company ‘minus’, a very small element)
arrived between 17-20 August. They were supposed to relieve TF Polar Bear but they
‘ended up keeping both on HKIA. TF Wiki Boar was pulled from our TASKORG and
were put underneath one of the brigade commanders from 10th MTN that was working
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as the Deputy Commanding Officer for USFOR-A, He was the garrison
commander of this unit. They formed a unit called the multi nation coordination cell.
‘They coordinated the movementofpeople from all directions. We were receiving calls
from retired generals, senators, and reporters, and they were tasked with coordinating
these calls and movements. This command relationship was pretty unclear.

1 was unclear of the two Army units’ TASKORG to the JTF, the MEU and
USFOR-A. It became especially confusing when the 82nd Airborne arrived. The
"TASKORG constantly changed with the force flow.

As the MEU___&xe|my command and control were clear. The 2/1
Commander arrived right after the MEU and was immediately TACON to me. He stayed
like this for the duration of the NEO. The command and control relationships above the
JTF sometimes changed,butdidn't really affect me because |worked directly for BG
Sullivan.

Our force flow was slowed due to the 82nd Airborne (1-82) using someofthe
crews that were supposed to fly our C-17s in, They started arriving on the 15th or 16th
of August.| told BG Sullivan that this was affecting our combat power because we didn't
have many people on ground. a oa le 1-82 Commander, arrived
and he was adjacent to me. The infil security that we were going to push out were
delayed because the follow-on forces were delayed and we needed to integrate their
personnel on the line to assist with security.

My initial security guys were manning someofthe towers with the Turks and
doing QRF drill. We hadn't started manning the gates to start pulling people through
because we were limited on personnel. Once I put oneofthe companies in the towers, |
really only had onecompany to serve as QRF. | sent one rifle company out during the
first civilian uprising onto the airfield. They were trying to keep people from crossing the
runway. We eventually brought some concertina wire out to assist with this. At the same
time, the 82nd started to arrive to Camp Alvarado. The JTF tasked them to support us in
the south by sending a unit to us to link up with 1/8. They were sent to assist 1/8 with
pulling security to reinforce the line. This coordination was difficult because we hadn't
met or talked to eachother yet as units. This became a problem because we didn't have
communications with them and had to go through their headquarters element to
communicate.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question: C1: What did the 82nd have for TASKORG when they arrived?

(2) Answer: | think they had about one battalion.

1. Question and Answer 5.
4
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(1) Question: What's the largest size for TASKORG that you received?

(2) Answer: All of 1/8, to include three Line Companies, one Weapons Company,
two Provisional Companies, one Engineer Platoon and one Reconnaissance Platoon.
We also had additional mortar personnel, most likely helping with searching personnel.

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question: When do you achieve full strength of 1/8 at HKIA?

(2) Answer. It was around the 19th or 20th of August. It was well before the event
on Abbey Gate. Our UAVs were flying around the 15th and 16th to provide video feeds.

2/1 wasa lot smaller than 1/8. They were an Infantry Battalion ‘minus’. Two of
their platoons from F Co remained atthe] ®i4a lin Iraq. They
brought forward G Co, E Co, two platoons from F Co, and a Weapons Company to
HKIA. Initially, they were linked up us to help pull security on the line. 1/8 pulled one.
sector, 2/1 pulled a sector, and the 82nd pulled a sector.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question: C1: Whenwasthe first time that you saw a large change to your
mission set in regards to the 82nd arriving?

(2) Answer. The 82nd arrived around the 15th or 16th of August. A few days later,
around the 19th, we decided that their mission would be to provide airfield security. The
MEU would keep security on Abbey Gate, East Gate, and North Gate. | met with all of
the battalion commanders and described who would pull security and where. Each gate
had two rifle companies pulling security. BLT 2/1 was responsible for Abbey Gate.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question: Can you provide a timeline of the gates opening and how
operations at the gate changed up until the 25th of August?

(2) Answer: The first gate we opened was North Gate. It was open from 17-23
August. It was the only gate open for the first few days because we didn't have enough
people to open more, This was not the gate that we first planned to open, but we had
delayed planning with the Turks. We had to wait for some supplies, equipment, and
personnel before opening Abbey Gate. We were planning to set up a holding area with
tents on the eastern side of the airfield to keep from having to bring personnel up to the
PAX terminal right away. This would help to limit the back log of personnel waiting for
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aircraft at the PAX terminal. We requested tents and other supplies in order to do this.
There were pre-existing structures at North Gate and it was close to the airfield.

The North Gate allowed us to process people through and bring them
immediately to the PAX terminal. There was a holding area that we called CATO where
the overflow of people at the PAX terminal could wait.

The North Gate has an inner and outer gate but they were closer together than
the other gates. The construction material was similar to that used at Abbey Gate;
flimsy. The avenue of approach to North Gate was never shut down, even though we
asked the Taliban to at least shut it down to one lane. That never happened. We
received intelligence reports that mopeds or motorcycles were transporting Vehicle-
Borne Improvised Explosive Devices (VBIEDSs). One time, a tanker truck came through
that was a high threat. There was a lot of traffic in this area and it caused the personnel
to be very cramped closer to the gate. This area required us to use alot of measures to
control the area allowed by our Ruled of Engagement (ROE).

The North Gate was the hardest gate to control.

j Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question: What wereyour ROE?

(2) Answer. It was the same for all US Forces on HKIAl  oyran|

We had the National Strike Unit (NSU) trying to help us with crowd control. It was.
difficult to work with them because they had some overly-aggressive tendencies. They
used a lotof warning shots, By the third day, warning shots weren't effective with the
crowd because everyone was so used to them. You constantly heard warning shots at
HKIA. Our guys didn't use warning shots very often because we didn't find it to be
effective. The Taliban and NSU fired warning shots al of the time.

We used a vehicle to help reinforce the gate when we would close it, There was
a natural alley/corridor that was made by some hesco and jersey barriers that helped us
create lines for initially-screened evacuees to stand in as they waited to be searched
and escorted to the PAX terminal. Once the PAX terminal was overflowing, we brought
personnel to other designated holding areas. The Germans set up a separate NATO
line at North Gate

We had to open and close the North Gate often. There was also a pedestrian
gate with a tumstie that we originally wanted to use. However, this quickly became
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mobbed with people and was unusable. We eventually used this pedestrian gate to
return people that didn't pass screening back out to the crowd.

North Gate was closed on the 23rd because it was too hard to control the flow of
people and vehicles had a lotof access to it. We moved the mass screenings to Abbey
Gate. North Gate remained closed after this, except for special intakes.

East Gate was open from the 20th to the 24th. It was the easiest gate to control
because it had one access point and fewer people trying to enter. There were towers:
‘with strong overwatch at East Gate. The first day that we opened the gate was easy to
man because people were not expecting it to be open. There is only one gate and a
vehicle barrier at East Gate, so we accepted a lot o risk by using it. We had to push
people outside away from the gate to create stand-off to try to control the crowd from
storming in. We also emplaced a wire obstacle to help create stand-off. The crowds
were very unyielding and the NSU eventually took over pulling security at East Gate and
used aggressive crowd-control measures.

There were alot of pre-existing structures behind East Gate that we could use to
control the flow, searching, and movement of personnel for processing and movement
to the PAX terminal. The walls were high and there weren't many people trying to climb
over. There were still warning shots and non-lethal munitions used here.

Other elements, like the Taliban, did not like to help us pull security at the gates
and this created some banter. Around 23 August, we saw the Taliban setting up mortars
outside of East Gate. We understood that the Taliban help us until the 31st of August,
but after that, they wouldn't hesitate to attack us. This caused for a ROE discussion
because we agreed not to attack them. They ended up not doing anything with the
mortars, but it was still surreal.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question: Did you receive phone calls to help find people and bring them
through?

(2) Answer. Yes. | created a special task force that dealt with this.

I. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question: As a[__sie which gate did you mostpreferto use?

(2) Answer: At first, | preferred East Gate, Abbey Gate ended up being a better
gate because it was easier to access evacuees and pull them through. The chevron
was helpful with the crowd. The canal created a challenge as it filed up because it was
hard to control who was moving to the front. The Brits also used it, operating out of the
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Barron Hotel. Once the Brits had enough people processed at the Barron Hotel, they
would convoy them in during the night. By the 26th, all multinational forces were using
Abbey Gate.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question: Why did East and North Gates close?

(2) Answer: We would close gates periodically if there was a backlog of personnel
or ifthe crowds get too aggressive. The commander on the ground had the authority to
open or close gates as they saw necessary.

We were directed to close North Gate by the JTF Commander because there
was too high of a risk for VBIEDs and we were receivingconstantthreat streams for
vehicles in that area. The VBIED threat was huge to me because there was a lot of
room to get large vehicles by North Gate.

n. Question and Answer 13,

(1) Question: Why don't you think there was an incident with VBIEDs here?

(2) Answer: Someone was talking with the Taliban about watching and keeping
people away. We had snipers on overwatch and they took out the Corolla and moped
with disabling shots when those threat streams were published.

I'm not sure why a VBIED never actually went off.

North Gate was ultimately closed because the risk to force was too high.

o. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question: Why did we close East Gate?

(2) Answer. We initially closed it on the 23rd because we had about 6,000 people
now on HKIA with no fights coming in or out. The holding areas were overflowing and
we needed to process people and get them on planes before we could intake more. All
gates were closed at this time. We re-opened Abbey Gate once the flow of evacuees
started moving again.

p- Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question: Why didn't you re-open East or North Gates?
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(2) Answer: Abbey Gate was working the best. The multinational forces were all
using Abbey Gate. Every nation represented at HKIA had groups they were escorting
through the Abbey Gate Corridor all day, every day.

q. Question and Answer 16

(1) Question: Why was Abbey Gate used by the multinational forces the most?

(2) Answer | think it was due to the ability to corral people through the canal.
‘There were barriers to hold people back and it was wide enough to conduct searches.
‘The multinational forces weren't assisting with security. Only the US Forces and British
Forces were conducting security here. The other nations saw this and used the
opportunity to pull their people through here without having to provide security.

. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question: Do you think itis possible that this caused additional inducement for
the coalition forces to send all of their people to Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer. Yes. They had much smaller forces. It was easier for them to go to
Abbey Gate to pull their people out and bring them through without having to provide
security.

5. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question: Did you receive any phone calls to open up East and North Gates
again?

(2) Answer. | did not. | only had people in the US call me asking me why we had
gates closed.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question: Are you aware of other selective operations occurring at other
gates?

(2) Answer: Yes, but we were only focused on East Gate, North Gate, and
eventually only Abbey Gate.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question: Did you receive any threat streams at Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer: By the 25th, we heard threat streams focused on Abbey Gate.
9
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v. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question: Is this becauseitwas the only gate left open?

(2) Answer: Yes. The intelligencebriefwe received on the nightof the 25th was
that there was a threat of something happening on the 26th. We discussed howto
operate at Abbey Gate with this threat. The Brits were planning to stop operations and
leave on the 26th, and we were also planning to stop the nightofthe 26th. Our plan was
to close the gate around 1600, clear the area to the Barron Hotel, and then pull security
while the Brits drove from the Barron Hotel through Abbey Gate around 1800.

We wanted to keep operating and pulling people for as long as we could on the
26th. All of the Marines on ground were aware of the threat and what to look for; a man
dressed in black with a shaved head. The canal access was of huge concern at this
time.

At this time, the 2/1 Commander, the 1-82 Commander, and the British Battalion
Commander were going to have a KLE with the Taliban to discuss the turnover of the
gate. The plan was to close Abbey Gate, have the Brits retrograde from the Barron
Hotel, and then have 1-82 take over for Us in preparation for the Joint Tactical Exfi
(UTE) on 30 August. The KLE occured at 1700 on 26 August.

We were aware of the threat streams on the 26th.[Gasticwie |
C woousemonsceisgThe Commander moved the

Shock Trauma Platoon (STP) closer to the gate and the Marines at the gate were on
high alert. Around 1430, we received intelligence from the Brits that someone with an
Improvised Explosive Device (IED) could be at the gate now and that it could detonate
‘within the next five to ten minutes. | was between the inner and outer gate at this time.
As | approached outergate ys)130 t}stopped me and told me about the threat and
asked me to take cover. | asked him about the information that they received and he
told me the this isn't the first time today that the received threats like this.

Earlier in the day, someone attempted to throw a backpackover the wall. The
bag didn't explode and nothing happened. The Marines pushed the bag back over the
‘wall safely. Bags were often thrown over the wall containing food and similar items.

After the threat timeline passed, the Marines continued their mission.

W. Question and Answer 22.

(1) Question: Do you know where the Brits received intelligence of this threat?
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2) Answer: | don't know theirsource.
[®xuracIsaw an email after returning saying that the Brits passed this info to us.

x. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question: What actions were taken during this threat?

(2) Answer: Marines were pulled back from the canal. They kept a low profile and
took cover if they could. Snipers were scanning and PSYOP was on their loud speakers
giving messaging to the crowd to push back.

2 Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question: Did you ever get information about Afghans in the crowd being a
threat?

(2) Answer: No. Just the threat information sharedbythe Brits.

aa. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question: What time do you think the blast at Abbey Gate occurred?

(2) Answer: According to reporting, it occurred between 1730-1740 on 26
August.

bb. Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question: Where were you when the blast occurs?

(2) Answer: | was heading back to the JOC after a latrine break. | could not hear
the blast. It was always pretty loud with smalls arms fire.

cc. Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question: Did you hear small arms fire at the time of the blast?

(2) Answer: | heard small arms fire (warning shots) every time | left the JOC.

dd. Question and Answer 28.

(1) Question: When and what was the initial reporting to youofthe blast at Abbey
Gate?

1
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(2) Answer: There was a blast at Abbey Gate. It initially looks like 20-30
personnel being treated and they couldn't tell if they were Marines or civilians. There
were approximately 15 urgent and one routine casualties. Marines could hear small
arms fire and they requested more ambulances. The BN OPSO was hit but stil
communicating with us. Initially, he couldn't locate the battalion commander but then
found him. We closed the gate after all casualties were pulled in.

By the time we had airborne assets en route, all casualties were already
transported.

ee. Question and Answer 29.

(1) Question: What time did was Abbey Gate closed?

(2) Answer: | don't know.

The dayafter the blast, I brought a lot of people in and did a recapof the events.

ff. Question and Answer 30.

(1) Question: Do you have any products from this?

(2) Answer: Yes, my[oisiwas the scribe.

gg. Question and Answer 31.

(1) Question: What was the conclusion?

(2) Answer: One blast occurred. Some people thought it was two blasts because
both the US and the Brits reported it. The Battalion Commander said there wasn't small
arms fire but theloxeiaid that our Marines were engaged in small arms fire. We heard
there was fire coming at us from the chevron, but were unsure if it was our guys being
fired at, us returning fire, or there just warning shots being fired. It's a possibilty thatwe
could have been firing at the Taliban.

hh, Question and Answer 32.

(1) Question: Are you aware of the 82nd having any designated marksman or
snipers?

(2) Answer: I'm not sure about that.

ii. Question and Answer 33.
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(1) Question: When is the decision made to close Abbey Gate blast and what
time?

(2) Answer: We were planning to close Abbey Gate on the 26th to bring the Brits
through. Originally, the Brits were going to come through and we were going to close on
the 25th, but the Brits ended up needing more time to process their personnel. The next
plan was to stop processing people at 1600, clear the area, and have the Brits come:
through and close Abbey Gate NLT 2000 on 26 August. This was information from a
JTF meeting. | think this was discussed in the KLE as well. The gate would close, the
82nd would take over, and we would peel off and prepare to exfil

i- Question and Answer 34.

(1) Question: Who made the decision to close the gate after the blast?

(2) Answer. | don't know who made the actual decision. It could have been me or
it could have been BG Sullivan. The gate was closed but we knew we still had to bring
the Bris through.

We talked with the Brits to coordinate bringing the rest of the people at the
Barron Hotel through. Originally, before the blast, we were going to have them convoy
through while we had Marines holding the area secure.

This was at the same time that we had the threat at North Gate with the tank
truck. We still had people at the North Gate even though the gate was closed.

I met with BG Sullivan, post-blast, to discuss getting the Brits in from the Barron
Hotel. | recommendedthatwe stil follow our plan to have the Marines and Brits push
out to hold the canal, have the Brits convoy through, and then closed the gate. This is
‘what ultimately occurred. We then had the engineers emplace obstacles between the
inner and outer gates. The 82nd replace us at Abbey Gate around the morning of the
27th.

kk. Question and Answer 35.

(1) Question: Were people flooding to Abbey Gate again after the blast?

(2) Answer: | don't know.

11. Question and Answer 36.

(1) Question: What time did the Brits finished coming in Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer: Sometime between 2000 and midnight on 26 August.
3
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mm. Question and Answer 37.

(1) Question: Do you know what obstacles were placed at Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer: I'm not sure, There were vehicles up against both the outer and inner
gates to reinforce them being closed.

nn. Question and Answer 38.

(1) Question: Do you have the numbersofwounded and kiled Afghans?

(2) Answer: The most I've heard is 160-170 Afghans killed, 12 US
Servicemembers were KIA and an additional Servicemember passed away during
surgery. There were 18 wounded Servicemembers evacuated the morning of the 27th.

00. Question and Answer 39.

(1) Question: Did you see[15m5a]shorty after the blast?

(2) Answer: Yes, he came back into the JOC and was clearly concussed. He
was speaking very loudly because |think he was having a hard time hearing. He was
clearly shaken.

Pp. Question and Answer 40.

(1) Question: When did you leave HKIA?

(2) Answer: My fight out of HKIA was around 1000 on 30 August.

qq. Question and Answer 41.

(1) Question: Is there anything that you think we need to know thatwe didn't
discuss?

(2) Answer: No, but you didn't ask about the State Department's involvement
during HKIA. The DoS started surging more assets around the 25th or 26thafterwe
requested more personnel from them repeatedly. They didn't seem prepared to support
the amount of people at HKIA. A lot of us were shocked when the embassy shut down
around 15 August and was immediately evacuated. It took a while for them to provide
DoS personnel to process people. The DoS kept changing who we could and could not
bring through the gate. This confusion directly caused us to have the surge of 6,000
personnel on the airfield. Not only were we confused, but the DoS was confused and
didn't keep standards between themselves. We would often pull people through the
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gate that passed initial screening, but when we brought them to the PAX terminal, DoS
would change the requirements and they wouldn't be able to be processed and get on a
fight.

At the endofthe day, | think everyone wanted to get as many people as we
rightfully could through the gate and to refuge. It was just really hard to get people
through the gate and then get tured away at the PAX terminal.

fr. Question and Answer 42.

(1) Question: Was BG Sullivan hesitant to help get the Brits through from the.
Barron Hotel after the blast?

(2) Answer: No. We discussed it and decided it was the time to do it.

ss. Question and Answer 43.

(1) Question: Did you see the crowds surging around the timeframe that the
Brits came through the Barron Hotel?

(2) Answer: No, | don't think so.

. Question and Answer 44,

(1) Question: What time do you think that Abbey Gate was completely closed
after the Brits pushed through?

(2) Answer: Sometime between midnight and 0600 on 27 August. By the time
we got all of the Brits through and had the obstacles in place it was probably around
0600.

uu. Question and Answer 45.

(1) Question: Is there anything else thatwe didn't talk about that you think is
important?

(2) Answer: No, I think we got all of it.

Vv. Question and Answer 46.

(1) Question: Is there anyone else that you think we need to talk to?

(2) Answer: No.
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ww. Question and Answer 47.

(1) Question: Can you please provide your contact information?

@Answer]
4. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at and

assistant investigating officer, at

LANCE G. CURTIS
BG, USA
Investigating Officer
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interviewwith[wisnoe JUSMC,[ ox ____|Combat
Logistics Battalion - 24, 12 October 2021

1. On 12 October 2021, __tx@100.06)|USMC, conducted an interviewofthe
above personnel at Il MEF Headquarters, Camp Lejeune, NC, to discuss the facts and
circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: [1500t16_Jasked a series of questions throughout the interview,
which [“wsisee.06) answered.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview beganwit ox oie_Joroviding an overviewof the scope of
the investigation, which included he facE-inding concerning actions before, during, and
after the attack, chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection, gate
operations, and medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the
conversation and prepare a memorandum of the statement. The subject would have the
opportunity to review and make additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly
captured and rendered to writing.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question. What training did you conduct prior to the deployment to prepare
for noncombatant evacuation operations (NEO)?

(2) Answer. As partof our Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation
(MCCRE) in June 2020, we conducted some NEO training. We completed the MCCRE
before we had our changeof operational control (CHOP) to the MEU. We also
conducted a few NEO exercises before that. One of our mission essential tasks (MET)
is evacuation control center (ECC) operations. We went down toleis|
where we set up an ECC and set up the NEO tracking system (NTS) just to get
repetitions. In January 2021, as part of our pre-deployment training program (PTP) we
conducted afourday NEO training package through the Expeditionary Operations
Training Troup (EOTG). As part of the package, 1/8 sent a company to do an embassy
reinforcement, the 24 MEU sent in a forward command element, and we conducted
ECC operations.
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Throughout the NEO in Afghanistan, we processed a total of about 80,000
records in the NTS, while about40,000 others were processed through other
government agencies (OGAS). We sent over tablets to help assist them in their
processing of individuals. The OGAS processed the Afghan National Strike Unit (NSU)
personnel. They also didn't process everyone. Some were just sent on to the plane.

In January 2021, we came to the agreement that we would focus on our other
METs while we were al sea. We started our Composite Training Unit Exercise
(COMPTUEX) in February.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question. Do you think what you did for NEO training adequately trained you
for what you saw at Hamid Karzai International Airport (HKIA)?

(2) Answer. No, you would have to simulate all the human factors and issues we
faced there. You would have to do a continuous flow of people. It was 24 hours a day
processing people. It would take a lot of resources to provide that level of realistic
training. I'm not sure if it is in the capability of the Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) to
provide that training. | don't think you can really train for that, You could possibly do 24
hour operations for a few days processing people.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question, When did you deploy?

(2) Answer. | deployed 21 March,after we conducted COMPTUEX, the MEU
certification exercise, in February.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question. Was there anything you guys were doing while underway that
prepped you for NEO?

(2) Answer. Until May we were training in the EUCOM area of responsibility
(AOR), and finished up training in[ uy:before we completed our CHOP to the
CENTCOM AOR on 1 June. Before we completed our CHOP, we knew that Joint Task
Force-Crisis Response (JTF-CR) was preparing for a NEO. During the month of June
we conducted a Theater Amphibious Combat Rehearsal (TACR) in|___txiiés|
Arabia. Throughout the TACR, we focused primarily on providing combat service
support to the infantry units conducting training in vicinity of[eis] Throughout the
month of June, we thought there was a 50/50 chance we would be staying in
CENTCOM, and then on 29 June the Secretary of Defense Orders Book (SDOB) made
it official. When we knewwe were going to be in CENTCOM, we shifted our focus and
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got out our NTS kits to make sure they were fully functional, and got some repetitions
on the systems and ECC operations. July is when the planning started to ramp up.

f. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question. Who did you deploy with? How many are with the ECC, is it a
platoon?

(2) Answer. We had 296 marine and 2 civilians as our battalion total. The total we
deployed with to HKIA for ECC operations was about 225. Our battalion has a Landing
Support Company, Motor Transport Company, and an Engineer Company, butI task
organized them into three Combat Logistics Detachments (CLDs) spread across the
three ships. The Marines we took to HKIA to run the ECC pulled from all the CLDs. We
built our ECC to be a unit that could execute 24 hour operations. We were told to expect
up to 300,000 people. We wouldn't be able to take that capacity.

We had a heavy and light package that we were going to send, but | had to keep
some people on the ship because we thought we were going to be at HKIA a while, and
once the ships returned to the US, |would need people to manage the equipment
offload as well. We went ashore in x1) 42Jstage the third week of July, and that was
absolutely the right call myl_16_]was already there to receive us. |
knew that | needed to have at least a captain to stay back to help coordinate with the
MEU while we were forward at HKIA, =Tesntonlmade the most sense, so
that's why she ended up staying ir

Before offloading eral did a pre-deployment site survey (PDSS) with BGen
Sullivan in HKIA around 10-13 July. The purpose was to get a layofthe land, survey the
gates, and meet with the units. This was kept quiet because we couldn't tell the Turkish
military personnel at HKIAthatwe were planning a NEO. We offloaded the CARTER
HALL into and before we on]tiimept approval from BGen Sullivan
to offload people. 15 July was when the quartering party left for HKIA. |sentlommn exp
[oasesedn with the quartering party to run the ECC. |also had four other Marines wit
NTS kits.

Based on imagery analysis, we had planned to set up the ECC at Abbey Gate. When
we went to HKIA for the PDSS, we validated what we had planned off the imagery. We
had everything on graphics, and set an ECC up, to scale, at We ran
through three mission profiles, each one getting more complicated as we progressed.
“The second run through we processed about 250 people, and on the third we ran
through IEDs, and other threats.

There are various stationsof an ECC, including the search area, bracelet issue,
scanning area, and other various stations. The last stage before getting on an aircraft
‘was going to be the comfort area. We planned for about 5,000 people per day, but
theater logistics was not in place at all. We had submitted our plan up through the MEU,
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[ensclana I assume it went up through CENTCOM logistics, and we identified all the
Tents and everything else that was supposed to be staged at HKIA prior to our arrival.
‘We identified all our requirements, but when we arrived at HKIA for the NEO there was
nothing there. Logistical requirements were identified no later than the second week of
July. We identified a certain number of tents, generators, etc. that we'd need to conduct
ECC operations. Logistical support was a major source of contention for the Marines.

9. QuestionandAnswer6.

h. Question and Answer 7.

1) Question. Were you anticipating a NEO around 17 July when you offloaded
molBLe

(2) Answer. It was a two-fold effort in[(wx1)1.4d Part one was the staging phase,
and part two was getting the equipment washed down in prep for redeployment. At this
time the SPMAGTF was going to be the main effort, but it later switched to the MEU.
BGen Sullivan knew it was one of our core METs. The IWO JIMA was not in the Arabian
Gulf yet, she had to do the Straits of Hormuz transit, but once it entered the Gulf and the
MEU was whole, we were tasked to lead the NEO.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question. Did you conduct any other preparation?

(2) Answer. We started seeing all the districts faling, and the map go from blue to
red, but that didn't change what we had to do. The restof the BLT was prepping to man
the gates at HKIA. We didn't know until August that 2/1 would be responsible for all of
Abbey Gate. The initial plan was that they were doing part of the ECC with the Turks.
assisting. We had 1/8, the 82nd, and 2/1 coming to also help support the airfield.

j. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question. When did you get the order to deploy to HKIA?

(2) Answer. It was just as everything started to collapse around 13 or 14 August.
There were additional forces we sent in such as a representative from our Shock
‘Trauma Platoon (STP) and[ exe)|We were able to add these teams because JTF gave
us more spots on the initial wave into HKIA. The majority of the force was still in]e114|
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We had about 10 total in country by the time the NEO started. The entire footprintofthe
MEU was about 30.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question. Talk to me about deploying in to HKIA? What do you see when you
arrive?

(2) Answer. They wanted a small security element and mostofthe ECC
prioritized for the initial flights. Elements of the MEU Command Element (CE) went on
the first flight. The second group of flights was the ECC. | got there about 0400 on 15
August. This was the day Kabul collapsed. |flew into HKIA. Everything was peaceful
when | got there. They already had the ECC established at the PAX terminal, and they
had already started processing people.

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question. Why was the ECC set up at the PAX terminal initially and not Abbey
Gate?

(2) Answer. We didn't have anyof our equipment there yet. If we sent the ECC to
Abbey Gate, it would require allourtents and generators. Everything at Abbey Gate
would have been my organic equipment,butwe just set up at the PAX terminal because
none our equipment arrived on time. The first people throughour first day were
multinational embassy workers. As the helicopters brought people in we would process
them through our ECC and put them directly on to the aircraft. We had processed
several hundred Spanish, Danish, and other nations as well.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question. What happened during the night of 15-16 August?

(2) Answer. We were the first to see the masses of people coming across the
airfield. Some of my team were sent out to help stop the people flooding the air field.
1/8, JOC personnel, our team, and anyone that was available helped to stop the flow of
people. Now in regards to filing the aircraft, | remember seeing all the people that had
boarded a C-17 without being processed. | was on the ramp, trying to get the people off
the plane, but no one was budging. Then the engines fired up, and | ran along the
outside of the plane to talk to the pilots and let them know the plane was full, and they
said that they knew, and they were just going to take them. We filled most planes with
450 people, but that one had at least 600 on board.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question. How do your operations continue from there?
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(2) Answer. There were a couple of instances that aircraft were trying to land but
couldn't because of the massive amounts of people. It took about a couple of days to
secure the airfield 50 we could restart our ECC operations.

©. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question. You had about 225 Marines in HKIA. How many were working the
ECC?

(2) Answer. We were doing about eight hour shifts, with three shifts. | had people
manning the tablets, assisting screening at the gates, and the Shock Trauma Platoon.
We had about 70 Marines for each shift. This was only their day job. When they got off
they would provide combat service support to the other units. | had Marines finding
dump trucks and forklift to move MRES, pallets, pick up trash, and transport items
around the airfield. Prior to the NEO, we hadn't planned to deal for the massive
amounts of trash and human waste, as we thought contractors would handle that.

Pp. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question. Was the CLB expecting to provide as much combat service support
as it was required to, or were you expecting to focus primarily on ECC operations?

(2) Answer. We thought there would be contractor support, so that the overall
NEO process would be relatively easy. The contactors started to evacuate four to five
days in to the operation. | had my guys focus primarily on the ECC. They were very
proficient on the NTS. | asked the SPMAGTF's CLD to focus on the combat service
support stuff.

9. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question. Do you know2/1's|__x91 @x__b Did she coordinate any
logistical support through you?

(2) Answer. | never met her. | spent a lot of time at the ECC and at the gates with
the female search teams, and never crossed paths with her.

r. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question. How did you get tasked with the female search team mission, and
how were they organized and tasked?

(2) Answer. | had responsibility for the female search teams because | had the
preponderance of the females at HKIA. We supplemented the search teams with female
corpsmen from 1/8. The training they received wasn't ike traditional Female
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Engagement Teams (FETs) would get going through 29 Palms. They were a team of
female Marines and corpsmen task organized to search women and children at the
ECC, but then were tasked to serve at the gates in direct support of the companies out
there. There were about 35 female search team members, who worked eight hour shifts
at the North, East, and Abbey Gates. Sgt Gee, who was my Marine that was killed, was
at the ECC processing people earlier that day. | had talked to her that day. Towards the
end, when we were processing alot of people, none of the female search team
members were at the ECC, they were solely focused on searching people at the gates.
Sgt Gee was an electronic maintenance technician. She wanted to laterally move to
EOD, and had been meritoriously promoted to Sergeant in July. She was oneof the top.
5 sergeants in the battalion.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question. Can you talk to me about the State Department's role at the ECC
and how it helped or hindered you in the execution of your mission?

(2) Answer. | had Marines outside the PAX terminal who would bring people into
the ECC. The people were staged outside the PAX terminal. There were either two or
three State Department personnel at the entranceof the PAX terminal checking
documentation. The issue with them was that they wouldn't do 24 hour shifts. When it
was time to shift change they would just leave, not rotate in place, but just leave to
change out elsewhere. They would be gone for a few hours. When the volume of people
lowered they would just leave. This would happen all the time. The fix for this was for
the Marines to just check documents even though they weren't qualified to do so. In the
mean time | had people outside the PAX terminal wanting to get through the process.
My main concer was throughput. There was a time that the civilians rioted and we had
to restrain them. My fear would be that we would get behind and not be able to fill the
aircraft quickly. When the State Department representatives were not there it would
slow down the process. It was a big issue.

t. QuestionandAnswer19.

(1) Question. Would it be fair to say that you were mainly focused on the ECC
throughout the NEO?

(2) Answer. | was tasked to lead the ECC. | would go around and check on my
Marines, and | interacted with the JOC, but spent most of my time was at the ECC.

u. QuestionandAnswer20.

(1) Question. You mentioned earlier that based on imagery analysis, you had
selected Abbey Gate as the location for the ECC, then confirmed that during the PDSS
in July, but it ended up being set up at the PAX terminal. Why did that happen?
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(2) Answer. The bottom line was that when we did rehearsals we thought it was
going to be an organized, orderly NEO process, but it wasn't. North Gate was the first
gate that was opened and we quickly learned that it wasn't going to happen how we
imagined and practiced it. Based on the geography, based on how it would need to be
set up, and based on how we were bringing in Afghans, it made more sense to do initial
screening at the gates then bring them through to the ECC at the PAX terminal.

v. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question. Based on the situation at the various gates, do you think it would
have been possible to separate those with proper documentation from those who did
not have documents at the gates, so that the ECC could have been set up at Abbey
Gate as planned?

(2) Answer. No, the people were 100 desperate and pushing too much down at
the gates. Once they got to the ECC, we'd tell them that they were going to get on a
fight, but they still ried rushing the aircraft to get on fights. The process was first in and
first out. The SPMAGTF and MEU Marines did a good job of keeping them in sticks and
in the order they arrived to the ECC prior to getting them on flights. When Afghans saw
the planes come in they would start to rush the aircraft. It was every man for
themselves. The men would rush through without their wife and kids. We had all kinds
of women that were at the ECCs that would come up and talk to us about it. When you
see the news reporting about how we could just go out to the gates and grab AMCIT,
they were completely wrong. It was rough.

W. QuestionandAnswer22.

(1) Question. What engineer assets, including personnel and equipment, did you
have at your disposal?

(2) Answer. Most of my engineers were doing ECC operations. | had about 35
Marines in the Engineer Platoon, comprised of combat engineers, heavy equipment
operators and mechanics, and utiities Marines.

x. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question. Was it a fairly even split?

(2) Answer. It was about a third of each. We had planned on bringing a bunch of
equipment but because of logistical delays it didn't arrive. The only equipment we set up
atthe PAX terminal was communication equipment.

¥. Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question. Did you have any engineer officers working for you?
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(2) Answer. A 1302 lieutenant. The BLT had a combat engineer platoon. That is
the standard with the MEU. The JTF-CR may have had an engineer on staff.

2 Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question. What force protection improvements for the gate were requested of
you, if any?

(2) Answer. 2/1 was given the Abbey Gate and maintained full control there. 1/8
had North and East Gates.If the units wanted support they would send a support
request through the MEU, and the BLT Engineer Platoon was in direct support. It wasn't
a CLB mission, but we would assist them when we could. My Marines would operate
‘dump trucks, and forklifts as needed, but | don't ever recall seeing a crane for moving
barriers.

aa. Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question. Was GLB tasked to provide sustainment for 2/1 at Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer. We assisted in moving food and water out there. If the BLT or 2/1 had
atruck to pick up MRES and water, then they would just come get it. Food and water
deliveries were mainly ad hoc based on how many people were coming through, as the
Marines had to take careofthe Afghans once they were inside the gates. | wasn't
receiving the logistics support requests, but | know our team would move things as
required. Whenever | went out to the gates, | saw plenty of pallets of water. We were
never short Class | that | was aware of.

bb. Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question. How did the female search teams being pushed out to the gates
come about?

(2) Answer. When we were doing the rehearsal in[51142lve already had the
teams putin place. Other units didn't have search teams. CLB provided the female
search teams, and there were BLT corpsmen embedded in as well. | had teams at the
North, East, and Abbey Gates.| _@xa1300.wis)___|was the senior female search
team lead.mynm5 Jwas the [Gaia JSince the BLT and SPMAGTF were
in chargeof The gates, the female search teams were in direct support to those units at
the gates. They were directly engaged with the people at the gate. They enjoyed their
job, because they felt like they were doing important work.

cc. Question and Answer 28.
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(1) Question. At any given time how many female search Sailors and Marines
were at Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer. On average there were probably about six to eight.

dd. Question and Answer 29.

(1) Question. How many total Sailors and Marines were part of the search teams?

(2) Answer, We had 35 females trainedin[©114dwho went through the full
mission profile training, but others were added to the team when we got to HKIA.

ee. Question and Answer 30.

(1) Question. Did you have a role in the decision making process regarding when
the gates were opened or closed?

(2) Answer. It was mainly a BGen Sullivan decision, but when flights weren't
coming in, and there were a ton of people at ECC and comfort area, | would call the
JOC and recommend that they close the gates. This was primarily because of the
throughput issue. lt wasn't on our end, it was mainly because the birds weren't coming
in and the temporary safe havens couldn't take any more evacuees.

ff. Question and Answer 31

(1) Question. Were you aware of any flights that went out empty, or partially full?
There were reports in the news of flights leaving empty, although the photos | saw
looked like they were commercial aircraft. Were the people you were processing flying
out on commercial fights?

(2) Answer. It was primarily C-17s, there were onlyabout two commercial aircraft
that we sent. We started out planning to send 300 out per fight, but we got up to about
450 per flight. However, there were times we'd be told to manifest 450 passengers for a
fight, but when the aircraft would arrive the crew chief would say they could only handle
412 passengers, or something similar. | would then have to take a bunchof people off
the manifest, which caused problems. | would have three sticks of 450 passengers
staged and ready to get on aircraft at any given time.

9g. Question and Answer 32.

(1) Question. Were you at Abbey Gate on the 26th?

(2) Answer. No, | was there on the 25th. We walked all the way down to the
chevron and down the canal. | was literally standing where the blast was 24 hours prior
to it happening. It was right about 1400. | remember going through a hole in the chain
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link fence, and seeing people in the canal holding up paperwork, It wasn't a mass of
people at this time. | believe that this was when the people were pushed back up
passed the bridge.

hh, Question and Answer 33.

(1) Question. Did you notice a difference in the level of desperation at the gate
versus what you'd see at the ECC?

(2) Answer, Yes, people werea litle more desperate at the gate. They would yell
and hold up various documents, and were mainly trying to get our attention.

ii. Question and Answer 34.

(1) Question. Do you remember hearing about any threat reporting throughout
your time at HKIA?

(2) Answer. | remember that there wasa threat in the vicinity, but not sure if it was
Abbey Gate itself.

i- Question and Answer 35.

(1) Question. Do you remember if the threat level was increasing leading up to
the 26th?

(2) Answer. | don't recall. | remember around that time there was an ISIS-K threat
being talked about. | don't remember it being with any specificity. We had nightly
meetings at the ECC with the leadership. | talked about the threats of suicide vests and
1SISK.

Kk. QuestionandAnswer36.

(1) Question.At the ECC, did the threat streams change how you operated?

(2) Answer. Yes, once the attack happened we made the civilians consolidate
their personal belongings into a clear plastic bag. We would put their stuff through the
scanner, while it was working. After the blast they had to dump all their stuff and
reconsolidate it into the clear bags.

II. QuestionandAnswer37.

(1) Question. After the attack occurs, and there's notification of a MASCAL event,
what do you do?
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(2) Answer. | got a call from the JOC sometime in the afternoon. The Shock
‘Trauma Platoon that had been working near the PAX terminal was deployed down to
the gate. They had NTVs that were modified into ambulances. They started bringing
people back. The more severe cases went to the Role 2 and the lower priority cases
went back to the PAX terminal for lower level triage. | knew that there were Marines that
were killed. | found out later that one of them belonged to us. It was Sgt Gee. She was
evacuated to the Role 2. | remember having the conversation that at the gate she had a
pulse but wasn't breathing. By the time she made it to the Role 2 she had passed away.
That night we went over there, around 1830, we went over to the morgue to identify the
bodies. She was in the back right corer. I'm not sure what her immediate status was
when the blast initially happened. | don't knowwhat the ultimate cause of death was,
but | was told she had some fragmentation.

mm. Question and Answer 38.

(1) Question. Did you have any other Marines wounded?

(2) Answer. [1130566) was in between the inner and outer gate area when
the blast went off, Fie may have had a concussion. | don't think he was diagnosed with a
grade three, but | know he had some effects.| think he was down there to check on the
search team Marines. He was inside the gate, not outside where the females were. He
worked at the ECC, often times at the front. He may have been down there for that or
just to check on the Marines. He is one of the Staff NCOs that always wanted to be
engaged. Nothing changed operational wise. A couple of my Marines on my team were
in tears.| addressed the unit and shared the facts of the tragedy. | tokd them we must
continue what we are doing in order to get people out. There will be a time to grieve. |
told them to check on Marines that may be taking it exceptionally hard.

We processed people until 0800 on the 30th of August. This was about two hours
before we left. We had a small team of about 10 with me. This was just enough to
process peoplebeforewe left. We took IDF on the morning of the 30th. They almost put
rockets through aircraft before we left. We flew into wy1).4a then redeployed on the
24th of September. All of our flights went through Romania or Ireland.

nn. Question and Answer 39.

(1) Question. Do you have any story boards that may be helpful to us?

(2) Answer. | know the MEU did an AAR that may be helpful.

00. QuestionandAnswer40.

(1) Question. Is there anything that you want us to know or have any questions
that we should have asked?
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(2) Answer. The theater logistics support wasn't very good. We conducted our
PDSS and submitted our requirements in plenty of ime, but stil didn't get the support
we needed. We felt ike we were alone out there.

4. The pointofcontact for this memorandum is the undersignedatl ox) pnd
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview mem,
24th Marine Expeditionary Unitxe) 12 October 2021

1. On 12 October 2021, BG Lance Curtis, USA, and[__Gioes.616 JUSMC,
conducted an interview of the above personnel at Camp Lejeune, NC, Il MEF
Headquarters to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey
Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: BG Curtis and|[ e313 txe]asked a seriesof questions throughout the
interview, which| often answered collaboratively. When
only one person provided an answer, it is annotated accordingly. yoga,eupecorded
the interview for transcription below. For brevity, C1 will indicate BG Curtis [esiwill
indicate il indicate] will indicate

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with BG Curtis andt@130.sxe providing an overview of
scopeofthe investigation, which included the fact-finding concerning actions before,
during, and after the attack, chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection,
gate operations, and medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the
conversation and prepare a memorandum of the statement. The subject would have the
opportunity to review and make additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly
captured and rendered to writing.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question (C1). When did you first start training to be certified as a Marine
Expeditionary Unit (MEU) and when did you think you would deploy forward?

(2) Answer[yo Training for the MEU is started in July of 2020. Before we even
formed as a MEU, we started classroom training with our amphibious squadron. Then
we went up to Little Creek, Virginia to do integration training with them with a focus on
amphibious assaults. One of the staff planning exercises that we executed in a
classroom environment at the end of July 202 was a noncombatant evacuation
operation (NEO). We went through the planning process of inserting the command
‘element and preparing for a follow on evacuation. tis part of the standard progression
up to evaluation by the Expeditionary Operations Training Group (EOTG). NEO wasn't
the focusof the course, but t was covered.
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‘Then on about 09 August of 2020 we formed the command elementof the MEU. In
steady state the command element of the MEU is about 70-80 people, but it picked up a
lotofpeople to deploy. The command picked up communications, human intelligence,
and Military Police (MP) to bring that number up to about 250. The entire MEU was
formed in early September when we gained our Combat Logistics Battalion (CLB), our
aviation squadron (consisting of heavy lift attack helicopters, the UAV detachment, and
the harrier detachment), and the battalion landing team (BLT) (an engineer platoon, a
light armor reconnaissance (LAR) company, and the base infantry battalion).
Throughout the fall we were doing individual courses. There was NEO involved in that,
about a week long. The primary attendees are the evacuation control center (ECC)
folks, the CLB, and some folks from the battalion landing team that would pul security.
Generally the executive officer (XO) would go forward with that command element, so
that XO could coordinate with the embassy they arrived at. Obviously, that was
unnecessary during this operation as so many higher headquarters arrived before us.

‘The fall is just those individuals’ courses. Then we had an exercise to establish an ECC,
train their guys on NEO tracking systems (NTS). It was mostly the CLB and BLT
involved in that, Our first at sea period, was PHIBRON-MEU Integration Training, and
that's really just figuring out where you live on the ship and how to get on and off. That
happened in mid-October, thenwewent to sea again in early December. That was our
first evaluated exercise. We are evaluated by EOTG and the carrier strike group
forward, a one star admiral. We executed raids, and one decision | would like to note
from Il MEF by LtGen Beaudreault his perspective wasifyou can do the higher level
stuff you can do a NEO. His decision was not to use the at sea days for the NEO, and
use it for the higher priory exercises.

There ended up being a delay of the deployment in front of us. That 1 star admiral has.
to evaluate everyone, so that delay pushed us back as a result. Ourfinal exercise was
February into March. That was a COMPTUEX and go. Normally you would take leave
and do final maintenance prior to departure. We still had to go to Norfolk first, but we
deployed straight from there. Between the 2 exercises we did a NEO exercise, with an
embassy and a couple of remote sites where we could do evacuations. It was integrated
in with the operational scenario known as the Treasure Coast Scenario. It was in line
with all of our exercises, the first one we had done was an urban training situation with
the same politcal situation of a deteriorating country. So we planned on a NEO,
deployedourforward element, security, and the CLB, Then we deployed the NEO
‘element to execute and pick up evacuees to a nearby landing area. We answered
requests for information (RFls) on how we would bring them back to the ship. That was.
done in January.

(3) Question (C1). You had harriers?

(4) Answer[16)] Yes, they flew off the USS Iwo Jima. They had about a 6-8
hour flight time and they did a total of8 sorties while we were in HKIA from the 19th to
the 22nd.
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c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question (C1). Alright, jump forward to the EOTG and tell me what training
you did, I'm told you have 13 Mission Essential Tasks (MET)? What did you do to
conduct a NEO at EOTG?

(2) Answer 56)] It's down to 11 METS, 3 were combined into 1. Conduct a NEO
is one of the MET tasks. We did individual courses that were NEO focused and some of
those courses were interagency focused. There is a bleed over with foreign
humanitarian assistance, so we sent a lot of NEO folks to that course. The NEO course:
is taught by EOTG, We sent our artillery battery anda rifle company platoon to a
nonlethal weapons train the trainer course which is important for ECC crowd control.
We also have a small MPs detachment of4 on the staff.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question (C1). How were you certified by EOTG?

(2)Answer[515]We are actually certified by Il Marine Expeditionary Force
(MEF), and validated by EOTG.| rom the MEF, a peer headquarters, did the
recommendation to LtGen Beaudreault as we executed. During the course of our 3 at
sea exercises, 2 of which were evaluated, and the 2 we did on shore (the urban training
and the NEO in January) we executed all 11 METs as necessary. EOTG has a general
rubric of how many times they need to see each event in order to be validated. NEO is a
long execution, so EOTG only wants to see it executed once. Some of the shorter ones
that only take half a day, you may have to execute 4 times.

©. QuestionandAnswer4.

(1) Question (C1). When are you validated and certified? You are validated then
certified?

(2)Answer[46] At the end of our COMPTUEX exercise in mid-March. Yes sir,
they are close together but that is final step.

f. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question (C1). When did you deploy?

(2) Answer[66]We knowwe are going to EUCOM. In late February there was a
Secretary of Defense Orders Book (SDOB) change that gave us to CENTCOM for 30
days in June because we were the backil for a big deck carrier. We deployed at the
lend of March 2021, around the 28th. ida J

We know we were going to
CENTCOM so we started planning exercises and crisis response with
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Afghanistan came up a little bit, but at that point anyone thought that a withdrawal would
be more like a draw down with a long term presence.

g. Question and Answer 6

Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question (C1). When do you hear that you may be supporting Afghanistan?
When are you sure?

(2)Answer[46 |About mid-June. We knew thatfoxr4was standing up as an on
call Joint Task Force for Crisis Response (JTF-CR) as a partofthat withdrawal plan. |
believe the President's announcement was in April. CENTCOM did some of its
‘withdrawal plan in May and there was a NEO annex in that plan[exr4got that
commanders estimate in June.

(2)Answer[(©6)]| remember that, you all flew to Afghanistan in mid-July and
conducted that site visit. A few days after that, we all moved ashoretd x1)1.43]

i QuestionandAnswer8.

(1) Question (C1). What did that visit look like?

(2) Answer[16 We talked with all the U.S. personnel, but not that much with the
Turks due to the concern of spooking the herd The Brits arrived when BGen Sullivan
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did, they were the only foreign partner that we really got to coordinate Soi
went to visit the embassy at the same time that Gen McKenzie and RADM Vasel
visited. While they did that, the planners and crisis response element thatwe had
present wanted to pick out where we would set up for NEO and where would we call in
Joint Mission Essential Equipment Listing. By the time they returned from the embassy
we had a plan on ground and we decided that Abbey Gate would be our primary gate It
would provide the best security as it had more standoff than the North, and more space
to spread people out than East Gate. At the time we weren't too aware of the Barron's
ole for the UK or the potential role of Camp Sullivan. We also looked at the Afghan
Border Police check points that approached Abbey Gate. It was the only gate that had
depth, and therefore space for processing. That would have let us hold evacuees at the
cargo area at the far eastern end of the airfield, and then bus folks to ramp 8 to load at
the PAX terminal.

After the PDSS, we went back to the ships. We weren't sureifwe could go ashore.px fe
was seeing who would let us staynearan airfield, and Al Jabar became the best option.
(inihad just left to consolidate in [2114s there was space. It was within reach obi<
[e140| We probably could have flown our C-17s outof wx1)1.4s finstead of going to
[_exi14a_| We continued to plan with SPMAGTF-CR, they were better postured to get
in from[©x1144than we were in|FalThey were the main effort until the 1st of August.
Everyone's preference was get the MEU in, since we had trained on NEO and EEC
operations as a MET. It was not a core MET for the MAGTF, evenif they had trained for
it. It may be an additional MET for them. We had less competing missions as well, they
still had to controlthe[_wx1)1.4aJembassy and maintain some training presence in

jem)We brought almost double the number of companies that they brought. But we
needed everyone we could get, we ran out of people quickly.

In the second half of Julywewere moving our ships in. Iwo had to do an exercise with 2
other ships. Our CLB headquarter was ashore and ready to go as an ECC and control
element. As soon aswewere inrangewe flew in tole We were officially capable.
‘This was around 20.July, and Iwo continued to steam around before offloading the rest
of the battalion a few days later to get everyone ashore. That's when we became the
lead element and SPMAGTF had to provide support.

J: QuestionandAnswer9.

(1) Question (C1). When do you know for sure that you are going?

(2) Answer [16)]it became clear on the 13th but we still didn't really know when
we were going. Around the 9th Kandahar fell, and there was an announcement that the
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‘embassy would do a deliberate draw down, Between 9th and 10th our tether pushed
from 48 hours to 24 hours. The night of the 12th it was a 12hour tether. The other
concern that night was a quick collapse of security on the airfield, so we bumped some
security up from force package 3 to force package 1. That caused some friction, we
didn't understand why at the time, but it was because they were trying to prioritize space
to bring in the 82nd. I'm not quite clear on the 12th, but |think only 3ofthe 6 C-17s in
theater were functional, so the 82nd with C-17s may have been better positioned than
us.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question (C1). When are you boots on ground and what does that look like?

(2) Answer[wo] Initially we had 2 companies and a headquarters elements on
ground. We left on the nightofthe 13th and got in around 0200 on the 14th. By that
‘evening 2 and a half companies and some of battalion headquarters element (sniper,
scout, engineers, and a 25 man jump HQ for the MEU) were in Hamid Karzai
Intemational Airport (HKIA). We had a few folks. about 10-15 get in early with the
ET

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question (C1). What was the force flow?

(2) Answer[546] Onn the 14th we had our initial force with 2 companies. Maybe
we got some more bodies on the 15th and 16th. Then as the zombie apocalypse started
on the 16th into the 17th we weren't getting much in. We leaned heavily on TF Polar
Bear. The next day the crowd rushed the airfield, and there was some gunfire. 1/82
showed up at this point, and we tried to put them on line to pull security to the south but
they had to go secure ramps 2 and 7 in the west,nearAlvarado. There were times
when BGen Sullivan wanted to employ arrivals in a certain location, so we would go
grab a stick as they landed and position them in a security location.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question (C1). When do the first 82nd elements arrive?

(2)Answer[x6) The first night that the crowd broke outofthe civilian terminal.
The 17th or the 18th. They flew in over the course of the next days, and they were
pretty short on manning. The white and red devils were both there, but one of the
battalions was basically just a company for the first few days.

n. Question and Answer 13

(1) Question (C1).| think you shut north gate between 22-23 August, with the
‘exception of special targeting, and you shut east gate on the 24th. Why?
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(2)Answer[ 16] We never liked North Gate. We started there because that's
where the crowd was and the Taliban had some control there. It was along the road,
‘which wasa high speed avenue of approach. It was also en route to Kabul from the
Prison to the north. A lotofthe threat picture from previous attack on the airfield had
come from the northern direction.

We didn't like North Gate, the walls are up against the road and it felt breachable and
climbable. As we execute at North Gate, it was a challengeof crowd control. They were
using riot control elements and flashbangs. The Afghans are firing rounds in the air, at
people's feet, or at people to crowd control. Every few hours we would have to take in a
‘gunshot wound for treatment until RADM Vasely ordered to stop treating noncompliant
military aged males.

(3)Answer[1]Additionally, a lot of international forces coordinated to use that
gate. That worked for a few days until word got out and that gate was getting crushed
by people. That wore out the Marines manning that gate. Steady state manpower for
that gate was2 rifle companies for 12 hours. They'd pull over watch, security, and close.
and open the gate as necessary. That was our intial threat focus.

(4) Answer[ 6)[Threat reporting was generally at North, East, and Abbey Gates
from the beginning. The Taliban owned South Gate and you didn't hear about it. To the
North there are elements of key terrain with the possibility of plunging fire and there had
been some historical machine gun fire from that northern area toward the airfield at
some point. It felt like a risk, and our going in assumption was not to use the North
Gate, The crowds changed that, they were always present at North, East, and Abbey
gate. There was no time when there weren't 2000-3000 people at a gate.

o. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question (C1). How about East Gate?

(2) Answer[516]You still have crushing at East Gate. There is a lotof density. It
doesn't have same opportunity of plunging fire, but it just a single gate. Mostly a vehicle
gate. Itis very simple. It's about 12 feet tall

(2) Answer[xo]The first couple of nights it worked out for our foreign partners to
bring in a few convoys at night. It was a nice balance for international operations for a
dayor2, but once word got out it was crushed as well

P. QuestionandAnswer15,

(1) Question (C1). Why and when did you close East Gate?

(2) Answer[)6)]It took a company and a half to man that gate. It ate up two more
units of combat power, and had some of the same problems of people crushing against
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that gate. It was actually easier at North Gate to pick out certain individuals lie
someone with an orange flag and telling the Taliban to bring that person. It was too hard
to open the East gate, and the Taliban commander at East gate was omery and didn't
like being there. The Taliban commander basically told the company commander to
shut the gate down around the 24th because he wasn't going to cooperate. We
observed them bringing in mortars around us there as well. But mostly once the crowd
collapsed there, you couldn't get anyone in that gate. | think we closed it on the 24th.
The 24th and 25th were only Abbey Gate. A couple people came through North Gate
during that period, but none through East Gate.

q. Question and Answer 16

(1) Question (C1). Could they have operated a mortar there?

(2) Answer[516)]They observed them moving the mortar by there, in transit, not
actually setting it up.

(3) Answer[6]0ur legal team thought that there was enough legal standing for
the Marines at the date to have shot at the Taliban, but think it was the right call not to.

. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question (C1). Why did you like Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer[@ys) It gave us more standoff, and as we learned that the Brits were:
going to use Barron we knewthatwe would have to keep that gate open anyway, We
were manning that south eastern area anyway as a buffer in case the crowds tried to
jump the fences and get to the commercial terminals. That never happened, the Taliban
and the 1/82 locked that area downprettywell. There was probably some bias as well
since our inital plan was Abbey Gate, butwe liked the depth and that there were a
seriesofgates to close. In our inital assessment we did not give enough appreciation to
the canal, we only assumed the road would be used.

(3) Answer[ 19]Not to say we set conditions, but we were using that drainage
ditch. The Taliban were stopping high isk Afghans, so we recommended that some
families come along that footbridge unti we saw them and would pull them through the
hole in the fence. You would typically see Afghans on the village side, but at first not in
the canal or on the fence side. But once we did that for a few days, you see a large mob
in the canal. That mob was manageable on the 24th and the 25th, but it was huge on
the 26th. The word just got out.

(4) Answer[ 61] The embassy was also deliberately messaging to use Abbey
Gate in addition to the National Strike Unit (NSU) Gate.

5. Question and Answer 18.
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(1) Question (C1). Those other gates were very targeted, weren't they?

(2) Answer[ 516) Yes. The walk up gates are Abbey, North, and East. The NSU
and South Gates were generally targeted. Around the 19th or 20th we lost a gate on the
Northern side (AAF compound) and people poured in, it wasn't as viable.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question (C1). How did the situation on the ground at Abbey Gate change
from the 25th to the 26th?

(2) Answer[ 56) I don't think there was a major change on those 2 dates. | think
there was a surge of personnel across that canal because the word got out about it, and
because the Taliban hadn't quite figured out to screen that area yet. The Taliban had
checkpoints elsewhere, but the canal could avoid them. We were pulling those high risk
folks in through the hole in the fence, there is a much lower presence of Taliban around
here and they wouldn't be stopped, 50 we have them go around. We were successful at
that for about 3 days, but that word was fully out by the 26th and the crowd was huge.
On the 24th and 25th it would be busy after 1100 in the canal, so we would try to pull
people out in the morning. By the 26th, that wadi s filed on both sides, and the Brits are
no longer along the fence line as they had been for 3 days prior. The Brits were focused
on the Barron, they didn't have the manpower to manage the fence line and the Barron.
‘They can't secure the gate/fence and the Barron with the crowd there, there was only a
company or two of 2nd Para. The Battalion Commander was the tactical commander of
the 2nd and 3rd Para companies that were there.

Answer[vwol twas ataskforce [Givsesiuae1

u. Question and Answer 20

(1) Question (G1). When do you want to close Abbey? To lay it out, | see that the
crowd has grown. The Brits have made it clear that they need us to keep it going. | think
that the end time for the Brits kept changing because they couldn't keep up, is that
accurate?

(2) Answer[546]The afternoon of the 26th. | think it is somewhat accurate, |think
they were trying to get everyone out, but the crowd was too thick for them to convoy
through the crowd.

v. QuestionandAnswer21.

(1) Question (C1). Are we concerned that if we closed Abbey Gate the risk to
force and mission on HKIA increase? Would it have taken 48 hours to reestablish
operations which was unacceptable due to the tight timeline?
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(2) Answer[ys] Part of the atmospherics was that the quality of intakes had
decreased.

(3) Answer[569) To back up, when we had that breach on the 17th we had
control back by the 19th. At that point, | understand that there was a push from the
‘executive branch to get the flow started. Doing the right processing was t00 slow, so the
quality of intake dropped because we were barely checking paperwork. At one point we:
had 18,000 people on HKIA. That's just evacuees total, and some NSU folks. 3,000
people were at the ECC site alone, and the holding areas were full

(4) Answer[ e)] Those holding areas weren't even constructed as we had
planned.

(5) Answer[546]We were dealing with people getting in, but we had nowhere to
put them because the air craft weren't getting in which exacerbated the problem and
pushed us to 18,000 people.

(6) Answer[(x6)] At the same time we had to turn the gatesofffrom the 20-22nd
to deal with that backlog.

Ww. Question and Answer 22

(1) Question So even though we paused, other nations are still getting
people out?

(2) Answer0]Yes. Some birds are coming in, but they are foreign planes and
they are only getting out their people. That frustrated the crowds that we were trying to
control, and they would get extremely distressed when they saw those planes coming
and going.

(3) Answer[oe] didn't help that we were also rejecting people from inside:
HKIA.

(4)Answer[76)That started happening later, because they would get to
and then be rejected. Then we had to go back and be stricter with our acceptance
criteria, and we had the logistical nightmare of trying to kick people out that we had
previously let in but we knew would be rejectedfurtherdown the road. We had to fll
bussesofpeople that got rejected and push them out. | think that when it comes to
‘opening and closing gates, there were also the company commanders making
decisions to temporary close the gates in order to push people off in order to reestablish
control. That was acceptable, andifit went on for a bit too long the command desk
would ask what the situation was and the commander would explain that they or the
NSU were pushing the crowds back to reopen the gate.

x. QuestionandAnswer23.
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(1) Question (C1). When does the blast occur? I've heard 1730-1745.

(2) Answer [46)] | think it happens at about 1300Z. Ithink that time frame you
haveisaboutright_ _ ooueome_]

y. Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question (C1). What do you do when the blast happens?

2. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question (C1). Who has a picture and information on the guy in the ball cap
who stood near the bomberand looked suspicious? Allegedly the recon guys fired at
him,

(2) Answer. [66]1 don't knowifthey fired shots at him, | think they wanted to. |
think I have a picture of him.

aa. Question and Answer 26.
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(1) Question (C1). |was told thatthe recon guys fired at hm right afte the blast
because he was standing around. Warning shots finally scared him off but he still

looked unconcerned. What do you think was going on there?

(2) Answer[16] Yes, I have a picture of him that | can get to you. | can DOTS it
over to you on SIPR or send it via Signal. | don't knowif anything can be done about

im, thats spaculaton at this pent Wo could maybel ree oro
It's not clear to me exactly what they did If they fired at him.

05 ey Joke about him initially, but | don't know the answer o that.

dd. Question and Answer 29.

(1) Question (C1): Do you have post blast photos?
@ rosuer Bl Yes, the Brits and the explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) did a

post blast analysis that have some photos. We may have included that in our initial
brie, and |can providethatto you.

ee. Question and Answer 30.

(1) Question (C1). I've been told at any time there are as many as 60 threat
streams?

(2) Answer[@x6)]I don't know about 60, but the threat reporting was definitely
consistent. | would say there were 4-6 separate threat streams at any given time.

ff. QuestionandAnswer31.
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hh. Question and Answer 33.

(1) Question (C1). What kindofscreening are you doing on women? Are you
using Female Engagement Teams (FETs)?

(2) Answer[(&6)We don't have FETs, we just had females searching females.

(2) Answer6)|Itwas basically a pat down search.

ii. Question and Answer 34.

(1) Question (C1). Did weeverfind anything?

(2) Answer[ x61]They maybe found some knives or some handguns, no devices.
rinks may be a beter question orl srsi]
[wx]He may have better fidelity about what was found, I think that anything
That was found went straight to EOD.

(3) Answerwo] Most things that were confiscated were found, like abandoned
bags.

i. Question and Answer 35.
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(1) Question (C1). Do you have any reporting that the bomber flashed American
identification to get closer?

(2)Answer[ 116) No, that would be a first heard for me.

kk. Question and Answer 36.

(1) Question (C1). Any reason to key in on this guy before he blew himself up?

(2) Answer No, we are having a hard time even identifying himatthis point.
It's possible we saw him, but we don't have a solid description of who he was. It's all
speculation. If you were looking at that crowd, you were looking at a hundred people.
Evenif there was a go pro that were recovered | don't think we could pick him out. With
that, | know there was some reporting of small arms fire thereafter.

I. Question and Answer 37.

(1) Question (C1). Do you think there was a complex attack?

(2) Answer[546] | don't. | believe there was shooting, but | don't believe they
were being engaged by an adversarial force.

(3)Answer[506] 1 agree, the Taliban was probably shooting to back up the
crowd, 1 don't know if they shot at them.

mm. Question and Answer 38

(1) Question (C1). | believe that the Marines returned fire after the blast at some
Taliban individuals that they saw on top of the crack house. The Marines probably
viewed that as hostile intent, and fired on them. | think that is a possibilty.

(2)Answer[ 6] don't know that I have seen a single report of any Taliban being
shot during this event, but we couldn't know for sure. It could be possible, but the
Taliban would have informed us that we shot someof their guys.

A) Answer[cro]You are going to hear tomorrow from[es130s. wdthat they think
our doctors treated people with gunshot wounds.

(4)Answer[46)] There are Taliban on the connex boxes, and there are Marines
stretched all along that corridor. We had the non-green tipped rounds, the Taliban
usually have 5 or 7 millimeter weapons, but there is no telling what kind of rounds there
are in theater. There isprobably green tip all over the place. The MEU showed up with
an open tipped, non-colored, copper jacketed barrier blind round that | was not familiar
with and the SPMAGTF showed up with green tip (M855). Its conceivable that some
people may have got caught in that crossfire given the layout of the area. | did see
some open source reporting of rounds being pulled outof Afghans, but we can't know
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for sure. There are 20 years of rounds being in the theater and the ANDSF armories
have been abandoned and opened for weeks. There is no way to know, but there is
‘enough uncertainty that|am not convinced that there is anyone shooting at the
Marines.

nn. Question and Answer 39.

(1) Question (C1). Any reports of the sniper tower taking fire? The snipers say
they took 3 rounds, but that has been unconfirmed.

(2) Answer[x6)J| don't recall, | would have to go back and check.

(3)Answer[ xe) | heard that reporting, but it was never fully actioned by the time
itgotto us.

(4)Answer[x]When you look at the ball bearings, they are small. It is
conceivable that it would look like gun shots. | don't knowif anyone has a ball bearing
butyoucanseethescale inthe EOD report.

(5) Answer[5x5)] We got sporadic reporting of shooting throughout the night as
well, around when we got circular reportingof the IED in the market.

(6) Answer We did get more reporting of a secondary IED at the backof the
Barron, but that was the same threat.

00. QuestionandAnswer40.

(1) Question (C1). You don't believe it was a complex? Do you think we fired at
the Taliban on the crackhouse?

@)Areva]! do not think it was. | was unfamiliar with a Taliban position on
the crack house, 5T could not say.

(3) Answer[0] | don't believe it's impossible, but| have no reason to believe it
was. My speculation is that all the compounds in the area had local management that
hired their own security forces. Someofthose were contractor facilties. Camp Sullivan
had probably a platoon of its own contracted security.

PP. QuestionandAnswer41.
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(1) Question (C1). Did you get any RFs saying that Taliban were killed? | was.
told there was an issue up north?

(2) Answer[56@)]| have no indication that Taliban were shot by U.S. forces. If they
were shot up there that was probably the National Strike Unit (NSU).

qq. Question and Answer 42.

Ir. QuestionandAnswer43.

(1) Question (C1). Do you think any Taliban were killed in the blast?

(2) Answer[46] | don't think so. Taliban usually have aweapon and some load
bearing equipment and are distinguishable from the rest of the population. | do not recall
a report a saying there was a Taliban in that location. | remember reports of suspicious
individuals in the wadi, but no reports of individuals with weapons that would indicate
that they are Taliban.

(3) Answer[6] | think the Taliban weren't there, we wouldn't have needed the
PSYOPs to come help with crowd control if they were helping with the crowd.

ss. Question and Answer44.

(1) Question (C1). Any reports of the Taliban laughing after the explosion?

(2) Answer[ 56) |.am not aware of any reports like that.

tt. QuestionandAnswer45.

(1) Question (C1). Are there EOD guys that were present at the gate? Anyone
present here at Lejeune?

(2) Answer[9) | think we should defer that question to our EOD officer. We can
coordinate that for tomorrow.

uu, Question and Answer 46.

(1) Question How did the gate change over time?
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(2) Answer[516]We initially used the wadi to get people around the Taliban
check point. There were always Afghans on the building side. They were not in the wadi
or the fence side initially. The recon company commander would know better than me,
again, he was there every day. His gunny and his guys could give fidelity on that
concentration.

Ww. Question and Answer 47.

(1) Question (C1). Would the Taliban have told you if any of them were killed?

@ AnswersohoTaliban were good about reaching out when their needs
weren't met. If the Taliban were wronged they would have reached out and said
something.

ww. Question and Answer 48.

(1) Question (C1). What do you think Dover will have?

(2) Answer[©6)|They will do autopsies and pullany projectiles from the bodies.

xx. Question and Answer 49.

(1) Question (G1). Could we please have your contact information?

@ Answer:
¥y- QuestionandAnswer50.

(1) Question (C1). Anything you think we missed?

(2) Answer[yo] In terms of calculus for keeping the gate open, Camp Sullivan
never went away as a possibilty for ways to get Americans out. Like | said, the quality
of our intake had gone down so there was speculation that ifwe stayedlongerwe might
90 to Camp Sullivan for a collection area. It had pros, like having an existing
infrastructure to support about 3,000 people. It used to be a SOF training camp.
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(3) Answer[6]When we were having the Camp Sulivan discussion, |
recommendedthatwe not use it. | saw the sheer volumeof people at the gates, and |
knew that this space would be difficult to control since it was outside of the wire at a
time when we had very high threat streams. | recommended considering other options
and not going that far south.

(4) Answer[pelea part of keeping Abbey Gate open, was keeping that Sullivan
option openif we stayed longer. By the 26th we had gone final on our withdrawal plan,
but | don't know if anyone believed it until the blast. People were trying to keep options
open, and Abbey Gate would have been our answer. We planned on closing the gate as
500 as the Brits left. The White Devils would come take the gate right afterward. In the
back of our mind we felt like we weren't done yet and we would go to Sullivan.

®) Answer[ovo] I'm confident thatifwe stayed past the 31st we would have had
a huge fight on our ands. | don't think the Taliban had any deal making left in them.

22. Question and Answer 51.

(1) Question (C1). How fragmented was Taliban leadership? | have heard that
they were not cohesive.

@ Arswer or) That is accurate sir, there were different levels of how much
these guys talked fo each other. The senior leadership would talk, but the battalion and
company level had pretty fractured understandings of the situation so you would get
different cooperation at the lower level. There was some reporting of lower level Taliban
moving over to ISIS-K when the Taliban started working with the Americans. It
presented an ideological issue for them. | think the brigade level Taliban had fair control,
but at the lower level execution | think you had some problems.

(3) Answer[46] The other side is that the Taliban would follow instructions to the
letter. If the dad had documentation they might let the dad through, but notthe family.

(4) Answer[w(6)That's true they would either follow it exactly or maybe not at all,
‘That presented issues and we had occasions where a bus would be stopped and
families separated at the south gate. It got to the point that we had to provide a detailed
list to the Taliban of who would be on a bus or they wouldn't let it through,

aaa. Question and Answer 52.

(1) Question (C1). Which flag officers spoke to Taliban?

(2) Answer| xo) | don't have great awareness on that. | know that MG Donahue
and RADM Vaseley did, and |dont know that BGen Sullivan didn't. Company
Commanders at the gate would also speak to the local Taliban commanders at their
respective gates.
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bbb. QuestionandAnswer53.

(1) Question 2-1 didn't have a gunner but you did. Any reason to talk to
him?

(2) Answer[x0][wonmio were always together, they did the PDSS
at Sullivan together and were there for about 30 days before we got there. | think that.
would tell you the same thing, so you could speak to either of them.

3) Arswerloo)ToSpaeunput we were told to stay in CENTCOM in July and
we came ashore [ate Julyin ©X)144] In early August the provincial centers are falling.
After that you had about a week and half until the Taliban entered Kabul. As soon as
that decision to take provincial center occurred, the writing was on the wall. The country
and its government were actively collapsing. In my professional opinion, that is when
the NEO should have been called. We should not have waited until every provincial
capital had fallen except for Kabul.

And that brings up the sensitive topic of when to talk to the Presidentof Afghanistan
about what our plans would be, in order to shape the governmental decision. It just feels
like on our end, when the capitals were falling and the news was saying 90 days, we
knew that was false.

(4) Answer[ ©] Even the day before Kabul fell, RADM Vasely was telling the
leaders in[ox1 4not to approach Kabul or they would be bombed but that was
eventually overcome by events.

he point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at ®x6) land
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with
12 October 2021

1. On 12 October 2021, Gas5x6), USMC, conducted an interviewof the
above personnel at Camp Lejeune, NC, Il MEF Headquarters to discuss the facts and
circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: [313066) asked a seriesof questions throughout the
interview, which[551s (16)Janswered.[sastye) US Army, recorded the
interview for transcription below.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with[_ex31305(x6)| providing an overview of scope of the
investigation, which included the fact-finding concerning actions before, during, and
after the attack, chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection, gate
operations, and medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the
conversation and prepare a memorandum of the statement. The subject would have the
opportunity to review and make additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly
captured and rendered to wring.

b. Question and Answer1

(1) Question. What is your background and what was your duty position with the
MEU?

(2) Answer~twas TI I Im currently with
2d Combat Engineer Battalion (CEB) and this was my first deployment, The platoon |
had on the MEU was my Platoon whom |trained with for almost 2 years. | was dual hat
being the Engineer Platoon Commander and worked inthe[dassisting the Operation
Officer and Assistant Operation Officers.

¢. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question. Describe your element and force structure?

(2) Answer. We deployed with a total force of 43 to Hamid Karzai International
Airport (HKIA). We left behind the Motor Transport (MT) Operator, a MT Mechanic, a
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Heavy Equipment (HE) operator, HE mechanic. a Electrician, a Food Service Marine
and a couple Combat Engineers who'd gotten into trouble, so | had mostofmy Marines
out there. The Engineer breakdown of the platoon was myself and 2x 1371 staff NCOs.
35x 1371/2x 1345/ 1x 1141/ 1x RTO/1x Corpsman. We had no females in the
Platoon which meant no one to get pulled into the female search teams at HKIA.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question. Describe the training and operations your element participated in
during the deployment, prior to HKIA?

(2) Answer. We were very focused on survivability, mobility, and counter-mobilty
training. We knew we could potentially be tasked to execute a noncombatant
‘evacuation operations (NEO), but our tasks would be engineer related. Since we
aggregated as a platoon we trained to execute missions based on survivability, mobility
and counter-mobility operations and had a lot of range time focused directly on those
tasks. While deployed the whole platoon got a chance to do some training in[e1)1.4¢
[X183We got to do some force protection and demolition training. We secured a few
gates around the Logistics Support Area and created guard shacks with a knife rest. We
also emplaced wired obstacles around the Command Operation Center and the
Ammunition Handling Area. During our BiLateral training with the Saudi Arabian Royal
Army we demonstrated the construction of various wire obstacles.

e. Question and Answer4

(1) Question. When did you arrive at HKIA and what was the atmosphere upon
arrival?

(2) Answer. We were split up. My Platoon Sergeant; [_xsi.we) J, went out
first on advance party. He was in HKIA on 9 August and was with the initial MEU
elements. He assessedwhat we had for HE and Class IV Materials and made sure we
knew what we were walking into. Then | had a squad flown in on the 16th that linked up
with[_exs)1305.6)JThe insane influx of people on the runway happened the next day.
‘The remainder of the platoon including myself arrived on the 17th or 18th.

1. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question. What wereyour first tasks and priorities at HKIA?

(2) Answer. | showed up in the middie of the night. My Platoon Sergeant greeted
me and talked to me about setting up some type of obstacles across the southern
portion of the commercial passenger terminal to get controlofthat portion of the airfield.
There was Infantry Company and a Light Amored Recon Company setting up
defensive positions across the southern side. We ran wire as much as possible across
the grassy area south of the flight line. We ended up having to move and use about 20
connex boxes to create a litle bitof a canalizing feature. We useda flatbed tow truck to
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move the containers and save a lotoftime. We used the Rough Terrain Container
Handler (RTCH) to load containers on the backofthe flatbed tow truck, and then we
would drive it around and move the container as necessary using the tow truck. That
took us through the first day. We were really still getting the equipment and identifying
‘what we could use. Class IV on hand included: Engineer pickets, concertina wire (c-
wire), barbed wire, razor wire, HESCO7 footers, and 6x8, and 4xds, and some
plywood. Initially they had stacks of wire on hand, but as much as we used we started
running out. | put in requests for resupply, but by the time the requests made it up, they.
never got a chance 10 get more back. We never got resupplied with Class IV while | was.
there. Equipment wise, we had contract equipment. We had a crane, front loaders,
dozers, fork lifts, backhoe, dump trucks, semi-trucks, a tow truck and excavators, We
used the crane once and broke the cable on it. We had knocked down a bunch of guard
towers and they were outside the wall and because some Afghan civilians were using
them to observe the airfiekd or to climb into the airfield, we had to knock them down from
the inside. We used the excavator to knock them down in order not to go outside. We
‘ended up using the crane to try to knock down the last tower. The tower came down but
it broke the crane. We had stocks of barriers, but they were already inside the gates and
we basically moved them around to the best situation we could make at each location.
We couldn't really get the crane into the Abbey Gate area. We didn't have any certified
crane operators, so my guy who'd been on it before was just operating it to make it
happen. We used the RTCH to move T-walls. With the RTCH we were limited to about
8 feet of height clearance. There was no way to move taller walls over other walls using
the equipment we had on hand. We made some tetrahedrons using some rebar and
welding equipment in a mechanics shop we had. They let us make some obstacles and
improvised obstacle pieces in order to cover areas and create barriers. We double
stacked alot of ISO containers. We did that a lot because it was something we had a
ton of and it was effective.

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question. Did you have any clear tasks upon arrival or did anyone ever
specifically task or prioritize tasks to you?

(2) Answer, We were working at each gate, East Gate was our #1 priority and we
would work wherever 1/8 needed us and had companies at the oo JL prioryarg
the BLT was the Ops O and directed that effort. Id bounce from Eastand North Gates
to Abbey. | worked with the British Royal Marines. We put the chevron in place for 2/1. |
‘worked up with(fx21205.ben that effort and it was somewhat sketchy even when we did
getoutto the outside gate area due to the amount of people there. He directed a litle
effort out there and then we didn't really have anything else to do for them after the
chevron. We installed that on the morning of the 20th but it took all night. Throughout
most nights we were shoring up holes in the wall. There was an area west of North Gate
that used to be a gate and the Afghan civilians were hopping the fence in that area.
‘There was another Army unit out there, TF Polar Bear, and we happened to be right
there with them when the 50+ CIVs hopped the gate. We would work with these units
and we would constantly have to plug holes in the fence. The guard tower take down
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took a night in itself.We were originally supposed to destroy the concrete towers
outside the perimeter, but that got canceled because we couldn't do so without
impacting all the civilians nearby. We did get tasked to come back down to Abbey Gate.
This was coming from the BLT so it was ee rn me. On the morning of
the 25th the 2/1 Marines said we weren't going to talk about the gate improvements
because they were shifting focus to the draw back and gate closure. The role had
switched from operating the gate to then looking at the echelon back movement once
we closed the gates and that wasn't really just at Abbey Gate. We were looking at
‘emplacing disruption obstacles following the pull back. Getting back out there on the
26th we weren't asked to help with anything outside the gate at all

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question. Is it fair to say East and North Gates were your priority, considering
You are the BLT Engineer, and those gates were manned by BLT Marines?

(2) Answer. Yes. It was clearly and specifically briefed that way.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question. What assessments did you doat Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer. My first assessment was passed back to me by 2/1 saying, “I'm not
worried about the gates because we're turning them over.” We got called back out there
to improve it again on the morning of the 26th, but it was inaccessible other than the
outer gate area and even that was crazy with the amount of people processing still. We
basically couldn't input anything else at the gate, and the inner corridor was extremely
dangerous to operate equipment in because of the crowds.

j. Question and Answer 9,

(1) Question. Did you ever receive any requests for support to gain standoff,
create obstacles, or increase or decrease traffic flow?

(2) Answer. Not after the fist tasking to put in the chevron. Everything after that
was to go down and talk with the infantry companies to see what they needed and could
use to improve the area. They had pushed civilians back, but they were right on the
road and we had no room to operate. When we were placing the chevron obstacle, |
was with the HE operator and we were ground guiding the vehicle which was super
dangerous on the 20th let alone later on. We had the RTCH and an up armored vehicle
with a plan to fall backifthe crowds got crazy. | was on the ground and there was a
second ground guide basically keeping people from grabbing and touching the
containers while they were in the air. | was on the ground helping them. | was working
with the British Royal Marine who was also an engineer and he had been out there for a
while.
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k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question. What assessments did you do as the BLT Engineer? Did you have
time to do any assessment or was it always responding to the crisisof the moment?

(2) Answer. | had time to look and assess but getting the units to understand
‘what we would need in order to move things all over the place was the hard part. We
had the evenings sometimes, but the crowds restricted us from being out there even
then. We provided as much assessment as we could 10 help them improve their areas
and force protection. The gates would change by who was working it also so the gate
changes were different every time | came back. It was the same at the other gates too,
50 this wasn't just Abbey Gate. We had the gate set up and they briefed what they
would do but they were doing a lot of searching and crowd stuff at the gate that wasn't
happening at other gates.

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question. When you got out there on the 25th, what'd you see?

(2) Answer. The 25th was crazy. The people were lined all over the place and the
entire area was flooded with human traffic. The Marines were trying to keep it organized
but people were packed in. | couldn't even get out past the break in the fence when |
tried to look at the area. The company leadership even told meit wouldn't have been
worth it to try to get out there to assess potential force protection improvements
because there was so much traffic of humans there and we couldn't make any changes
among the crowd. | couldn't even see past the break in the fence to look at the problem
set theyhadfxs: eioved our help, and he was super complimentary of our work,
but when I came back on the 26th, he couldn't give us space or time to be able to make
any changes to what existed. The crowd was going nuts. It was crazy at Abbey Gate on
the 26th. Compared to the other gates it was worse on that day.

m. QuestionandAnswer12.

(1) Question. What was the situation like at the other gates?

(2) Answer. North Gate was crazy in their own way. 1/8 ended up going outside
the gate after the gate got pushed in. We were stacking wire everywhere to help them
gain space. We had to push the people back so that they were not right up on the gate.
It was effective until we abandoned the gate later on. It was crazy at all the gates. The
ANA was kindofhelping but shooting a lot of warning shots so that was confusing. The
Taliban were out there and traffic was right next to the highway and they were also
shooting warning shoots. East Gate wasn't that bad. | onlywent out there once and it
wasn't that bad. | knew things were crazy at all the gates, but East Gate never had too
much craziness after we stacked the vehicles up against the fence. And noneofthis
was the focusafter the first improvements. | was really concentrated on the plan to pull
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back and so was everyone else. We were constantly trying to just figure it out based on
‘what we had and what we were being asked to do.

n. Question and Answer 13

(1) Question. Leading up to the 26th, were you awareof the increasing threat
stream?

(2) Answer. Never. | never got an official brief about changing force pro
conditions. It was at best a conversation in passing. Nothing like intelligence about a
specific threat. | was never briefed any of that, We worked all day and worked all night.
We would hear it was an IED, but nothing specific about the threat to Abbey Gate or
size or type of bomb. | had heard about the possibility but nothing specific at any time or
place, and as far as | was tracking there was never any effect on force posture other
than taking shelter at the very localized level at the gate.

o. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question. Describe the scene on the 26th.

(2) Answer. Busy, chaotic. They were still pulling people in and processing. | had
a whole flatbed truck full of wire and | came out there to try to helpThem bron, wiwas
focused on finishing at the gate and they couldn't gain any space to install anything
anyway, so he was focused on changing over with 82nd. They were also focused on
lane closure in the fall back. They couldn't get me any space in order to work outside so
we couldn't really drop anything outside the gate by the sniper tower. At the time the
IED went off we were fixing a breach that had just happened at tower 8. We saw 11
Afghan civilians come through a break in the fence. We were addressing that right when
the IED went off.

p. Question and Answer 15

(1) Question. Did you have any role in the CASEVAC?

(2) Answer. No sir, we finished the gate breach fix and | had guys setting up trip
fairs in order to address the other problems and perimeter breaches all over the place
because of dead space and sight lines. We were busy at all times. Working to fix holes,
working to shore up breaks, working to solve strange problems.

q. Question and Answer 16

(1) Question. So the attack happens, what role did you have in shutting the gate?

(2) Answer. Nothing. We had about 24 hours after the IED before
[oxi4c. x1) 4ndicated a follow on requirement at Abbey Gate. On the 28th | went back
out there and linked up with the CPT from 82nd Airborne. They asked us to put a barrier
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at the gate in order to stop anyone from coming in. Because the fences were pretty
solid, we basically moved cars in to position to create a serpentine and filled the rest
with wire. It was a disrupting obstacle, not a blocking obstacle. There was too much
space and not enough time to make a block. We got that set up between the morning to
mid-day on the 28th.

. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question. After that?

(2) Answer. We went back to our compound and we departed on the 30th.
Between then we were cleaning up the passenger terminal area and still kind of
plugging holes in the perimeter. We were filing holes, pushing trash, and really just
making sure things were ready to roll out.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question. Anything else you think we should know?

(2) Answer. We played a role but we were really focused on the BLT. We had no
engineers with 2/1. We didn't have any of the Marines tasked directly with them. The
Marine from CLB-24 were pretty much working with the evacuation control center
(ECC). I spoke with the Engineers from MWSS briefly but really didn't have any
‘exposure to them directly. We had the biggest engineer force and because of that we
got the bulkof the engineer work.

t. QuestionandAnswer19.

(1) Question. Any thought about contracting heavy equipment support?

(2) Answer. When my Platoon Sergeant was out there on the intial push to HKIA
we knew we would have shortages of manpower and licensed personnel to run the
‘equipment we had. The RTCH was our main mover for the most part for lifting.
Contracted support wasn't really discussed.

Contact info:

5._The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at and
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with|
[Cee "T1713 October 2021

1. On 13 October 2021, BG Lance Curtis, USA, and[__txa1300.6)|USMC,
conducted an interview of the above personnel at ll Marine Expeditionary Force
Headquarters, Camp Lejeune, NC to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding
the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: BG Curtis or METI a series of questions.
throughout the interview which[ox 016 knswered individually.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with BG Curtis poCEE the purpose of
the interview, the scope of the investigation, and the manner in which the conversation
would be captured and rendered to writing.[momexe was
present to record and transcribe the statement.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question: [iE]: How long have you beenthe ©0 Jof
18?

(2) Answer: Since February of 2020.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question:[aT When did you lock on with the MEU? Can you discuss your
pre-deployment training in preparation for Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations
(NEO)?

(2) Answer: We locked on in September of 2020. Prior to that, we did our pre-
deployment training under our Division. We completed three pre-deployment training
blocks, including the Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation (MCCRE) in the first
half of July This was when our Division certified us and confirmedthat we were ready to
lock on with the MEU. The attachments that joined us include the Light Armored
Reconnaissance (LAR) Company, an Engineer Platoon, an Artillery Battery, and a few
months later, the Reconnaissance Platoon. At the Change of Operational Control
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(CHOP) in September, we conducted three amphibious trainings, including getting on
and off ships and practicing raids. We were evaluated on this training. We also
conducted many field operations, to include Realistic Urban Training.

We conducted a Marine Expeditionary Unit Exercise (MEUX) specifically in
preparation for NEO in late January. The MEUX is where we really focused on NEO
operations and were evaluated. We practiced embassy reinforcement during this
training. This is an assigned Mission Essential Task (MET) for us.

We got on our ship in February to deploy. Between February and March, we
conducted our Composite Training Exercise (Comp 2X), which is our Certification
exercise with Expeditionary Operations Training Group (EOTG). We officially deployed
in March.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question: Did you conduct any other NEO, or any elements of NEO,
training between your time of departure and time of arrival at Hamid Karzai International
Airport (HKIA)?

(2) Answer: Yes. June was when we fist started to hear about a possible NEO.
We werein[_____oiii4a____Jor three and a half weeks conducting our
amphibious training when we first heard about NEO. We completed the training in June
and got back on the ship in July. We kept hearing about Afghanistan and geared our
training toward a possible NEO. We conducted publication and internal Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP) reviews while on the ship. We were only on the ship for a
hak of 50 ana Got oh In| BIR Jo sage for HOA. Once insane we
conducted NEO training every day. We focused on all types of security. We leveraged
the Air Force Security Forces to help conduct training.

I conducted a site survey of HKIA for three days in July and got a strong
situational awareness on what HKIA looked like. This helped shape and adapt our
training in mid-July and August. We really learned how to secure a base, use the
mechanical arms available, train on anti-terrorism measures, practice Evacuation
Control Center (ECC) operations. We received a lot of role-players from the Battalion
Landing Team (BLT) that helped create realistic scenarios. We would injecta lot of
different scenarios.

Communication between leaders at this time was verystrong.[Giiiic were
already on the ground and helped a lot.

In June, we were focused on high-risk levels of sustainment training. In July and
August, we focused solely on NEO training, to include drivers training, security
operations, and other NEO-related training.
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e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question: [£46]: When did 1/8 arrive to HKIA?

(2) Answer: The lead element, consisting of approximately 130 personnel, arrived
on 13 August. This included of my staff primaries, the command element, all of Alpha
Company, and some portions of Bravo Company and Charlie Company. | had my
Gunner with me and my Assistant Operations Officer on deck to help us integrate with
the MEU staff. | sent my gunner and three corpsmen to HKIA from [(ex1) 4]in July to
help set up our processes and systems.

f. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question: Can you describe the restofthe force flow?

(2) Answer. It was very simple; full companies would come in on flights. The lead
element received tasks right away. We established the towers, had a QRF element, and
started pulling security on the gates to begin processing people. The arrival of the rest
of my elements were delayed for about four days due to the 82nd bumping our flights.
All of 1/8 was on ground in a period of darkness on the 18thof August.

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question: Talk me through the breach of security on the airfield.

(2) Answer: The breach occurred on the civilian sideofthe airfield. The Gunner
and | were circling the entire airfield but never went to the civilian airport. We never
anticipated the abrupt departureof Afghan security forces on the airfield once the
government fell.

We took rounds on the 16th when the breach occurred. We were bolstering our
positions. No one really knew that it was coming. | came into the JOC and everyone
was staring at the screens. All you could see were thousands of people running on to
the airfield. | picked up my gear and ran out. | grabbed the one company that | had,
without chow or water, and we ran out to the airfield. We didn't know the threat level or
the capabilities of any threats. We ran out to Apron 8 and saw thousands of people
everywhere. | looked west and saw one C-17 being overrun. The pilots were in the
cockpit. | looked south and saw that the only option we had was to push everyone back
off of the airstrip. | knew we didn't need to use lethal force.

We got on line immediately, riot control-style, and marched forward. More forces
began to arrive and help. An Army platoon was behind us, mounted, and helped. Some
staff members came out of the JOC fo help. A few others from 1/8 came out. We had
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about 300 personnel in total. It took us until about 0200 to push everyone back. | was
calling back for engineer support because | needed something to block these people.
Eventuallywe got concertina wire out there and started setting it up. We had everyone
contained now. There was a lot of shooting going on near the south side, from the
‘Taliban. They were pushing North to South and we were pushing South to North,
causing the crowd to get condensed in between. A lot of people in the crowd were
military members, trying to get their families out.

thought we had it pretty well under control, but around 0400, people found
another way in on the southeast side. | didn't know it at the time, but this area was very
porous. Thousandsofpeople broke through on this side now. We had a few thousand
people that we already pushed back and now thousands more were coming in.

1 100k some of our people off the line to take controlofthis breach. We ran the.
concertina wire further and got everything contained.

The C-17 was now behind us and eventually took off,

1 was supposed to receive 82nd personnel during this time to help reinforce our
security but | never received them. | don't know what happened, but| didn't receive any
help. | kept getting told more reinforcements and engineer equipment was on the way.
Eventually, a company from 2/1 came to help. | think it was Echo Co. | also received a
company from 10th MTN, They arrived around 0700 or 0800 in the morning. We
eventually received some water and chow.

Now that the airfield was clear, C-17s started coming in to land. This caused
excitement in the crowd. | pulled the mounted Army platoon up to the line to help. They
were almost out of ammo. The crowd was relentless when the C-17s would land
because they saw it astheir only way out. The Taliban were becoming very aggressive
at this time and we killed about six of them. They were armed and pushing the people in
the crowd and were shooting at us. We had the crowd kneel down and we returned fire
on the Taliban and killed them. | don't actually know if they were Taliban, but they were
hostile and armed. This showed the crowd we were there to help, but the C-17s kept
landing and the crowd was hard to control.

We had about 8,000 to 10,000 in the crowd now and only 300 of our forces
holding them back. People in the crowd began stepping on the concertina wire and
broke through our line. They ran across the airstrip and we tried to run them back. This
happened a few times throughout the day. | wasn't receiving forces, and in fact, | kept
losing people. Many people augmenting us were leaving.

The crowd swarmed the parked C-17 again and the pilot signaled to me that we.
needed to move because he needed to take off. He taxied on the airstrip and took off.
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This is the moment where you saw three guys that were clinging to the aircraft all off in
the air. This moment deflated the crowd and they became easier to push back.

We finally got the crowd across the airstrip to the civilian terminal. We kept them
there for a few hours but then they overtook us again. I noticed that the crowd was
finding other places to breach, They were very clever at finding ways to get in. We were
never lethal with them because we knew they were just trying to get in. We played this
back-and-forth game all day.

Later in the afternoon, toward dusk, the National Strike Unit (NSU) arrived to
augment us. | was at the Northwest Gate to link up with the commander. The air
operations were shut down all day. We let the NSU mostly take over after they arrived
and we pulled the Marines back to Apron 8. The NSU was very violent and clearly had
different Rules of Engagement (ROE) than us. They pushed everyone back offofthe
airstrip and we never had a problem with being overrun again.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question: Is this around the same time that the Taliban began helping the
us?

(2) Answer. | went back out to check on the NSU on the 17th. | knew the JOC
was looking for sites to begin processing people. This was the first tip that|got that the
Taliban were helping us because | saw their first checkpoint they had set up. I looked
for a few different sites to set up the ECCs and went back tobriefthe General and Col
to pitch the ideas | had about where to set up ECs.

My forces began toflow in by this time and we had everyone on deck.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question: Did you have any other elements, Task Organization (TASKORG)
wise?

(2) Answer. We had the Headquarter and Services (HIS) element and Weapons
Company. | left a small element ad‘about 200 personnel remaining on the
ships. We had 996 Marines on ground.

i. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question Atthis point, there is relative securityofthe airfield between
the Marines, Army, NSU, Turks, and somewhat the Taliban. Aircraft are flowing in and
you're starting to find ECC sites. Talk me through the inital gate operations and
TASKORG.
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(2) Answer: We focused on North Gate, East Gate, and Abbey Gate. When 2/1
arrived, they took over Abbey Gate from us. | had two companies at North Gate and
East Gate. | rotated them of the gate every 12 hours as part of the rest plan. We were
stil receiving warming shots and sniper rounds and it was exhausting. We also had
security at the passenger (PAX) terminal wherewe were helping with the ECC. We had
to reinforce this area a fow times because we would get an overflow of people and no
aircraft to send them on.

On day one, we had a frontage of Marines on the gates trying to help people as
much as they can and pull people in. It became unsustainable to keep this slow
process. We eventually created a lane to bring people in to conduct initial screening and
this made the process faster. However, we weren' bringing in the right people and we
had two many people on the airfield. BGen Sullivan recognized that this created a
security threat and we began to find ways to remove people that weren't eligible.

Our focus on this time was security, both internally and externally. Once aircraft
started to arrive the flow was better, The issue now was that there were changing
requirements for processing. The Department of State (DoS) constantly changed the
requirements needed to get on a fight. Another issue was with the coaltion forces.
There were many people that looked like us and spoke perfect English,but they held
Spanish or other passports. We would tryto pull them in and help them when we could.
Also, coalition partners would constantly come to the gate and start pulling their random
people out, even when we had the gate closed. This created a lot of anger with the
crowd. We had to push them back a fot when this happened.

Eventually, we had created a comfort area within the gates containing about
5,000 people that stil required screening. We wanted to finish screening these people
before bringing more people in, but we needed more consulars present to screen. About
15%of these 5,000 people actually had the correct documents and we had to escort the
remaining 85% out. This was soul-crushing for the people being escorted, and the
Marines, because these families had just fought for their ives for days to get inside the
gate and now they had to leave.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1)Question: 5X6}: Going back to the initial clearingofthe airstrip, you mention
that there was an engagement with the Taliban in which the Marines killed six members.
of the Taliban, Was this verified?

(2) Answer: Yes, |was there when it occurred. It happened near a gate close to
Aprons 4 and 5 on the southside of the airfield near the international terminal. The
crowd in this area kept telling us that they couldn't move back because the Taliban were
Killing people in the rear. | don't know for sure if it was the Taliban, but the crowd was
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saying it was the Taliban and they looked like the Taliban. We were getting shot at all
through the night on the 15th. These men caused the crowd to run away from them.
‘They would swing sticks at the crowd and beat them. Around this time, I had pulled the
mounted Army platoon backoffof the line to refuel and get more ammo, causing the
crowd to push forward

15aw six of the guys that the crowd alluded to coming through the gate. The
crowd cleared away from them and that was our chance to eliminate them. They had
displayed hostile actions and hostile intent. They had been firing at us before they came
through the gate. Once they came through the gate, we had a clear fine of site and we
Killed them. I saw three of the men go down personally. Shortly after the engagement,
the crowd overran the airfield again.

The civilians in the crowd had received fire from the Taliban throughout this time
period and we rendered aid to them. Sometimes the crowd would take them away to
render their own aid or bring them to a hospital. If someone was very injuredordied
while out in the crowd, people in the crowd would just take them away.

1 didn't know that we were working with the Taliban at this time. | heard about
RADM Vasely talking with the Taliban the next day and that was the first ime that|
heard that we were working with them.

1. Question and Answer 11,

(1) Question:[X61] What happened to the six men that were killed?

(2) Answer: We never went to check them like we normally would do. We were
quickly overran by the crowd when a C-17 landed and weren't able to go to the location.
When we were able to retum 1o the area, the bodies and weapons were gone.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question: C1: How long after the engagement with the Taliban did the C-17
land?

(2) Answer. Id sayit was an hour or two after the engagement. It landed, taxied
over to the apron, and then the civilians overran us onto theaistrip.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question: Did you say that the aircraft were receiving fire?

(2) Answer: Yes. It was around the morning or early afternoon of the15th when
there was fire coming from the Taliban towers onto the airfield. | saw all of the Afghan
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Security Forces leave their security towers when this happened. There was a C-130
staged on the airstrip that received fir. | think the firing was coming from oneortwo
nefarious actors that were the ones firing. We recovered one round from them and my
‘gunner and EOD conducted analysis on it. They said that it was an armor-piercing
found and that it was pretty large. The rounds only came in when aircraft were parked
there.

We were posting security at this time. TF Polar Bear was patrolling the area,
mounted, at this time. I linked up with their Platoon Commander and spread their screen
line wider. Once TF Polar Bear had their two M240s pointed intheirdirection, the fire
stopped.

I eventually had some guys take these towers down with high explosives
because people from the crowd were using them to jump over the fence.

After this, | went in to the JOC. This is when | watched the video feed of the
thousands of people pouring on to the airfield

o. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question: C1: Do you have any photosofthese rounds?

(2) Answer: Yes, | have photos and EOD conducted an analysis.

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question:[66 Whatwere the ROE when you arrived and what did it
transition to? Was it CENTCOM ROE?

(2) Answer: Yes, It was CENTCOME ROE. We were never unclear on the ROE.
Our SJA did a great job briefing us. We conducted training on this and also handed out
cards to each fire time. The only ROE change | was ever told was on the evening of the
15th.

q. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question: C1: Can you provide one of the ROE cards to us?

(2) Answer: Yes

. Question and Answer 17.
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s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question: C1: How are things changing between 18-25 August in terms of
force structure? What are you seeing in the dynamics of the Afghans in the crowd?

(2) Answer | finally had all of my people. They started flowing in the evening of
the 18th. We went from approximately 150 people on ground to 996 people. We were a
battalion minus, but reinforced. | had eight maneuver elements. Alpha Co, Bravo Co,
Charlie Co, Weapons Co, H/S, the LAR Co, the Artillery Battery, the Recon Platoon
attached to the MEU, and the Engineer Platoon. The Engineer Platoon was tasked by
me but they used by all as general support.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question: C1: Who was your boss and was the chain of command clear?

(2) Answer: twas very clear. He arrived to HKIA with me on 13
August.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question: What was your mission set once your entire battalion is on ground?

(2) Answer: Simply put, security. We had securityofthe north and east gate. We.
had security for North HKIA and the towers/perimeter security here. We had QRF and
snipers.

'v. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question:[ze] Did you have security of Abbey Gate with the Brits?

(2) Answer. When we had securityofAbbey Gate, we were there with the
Azerbaijani. The Brits were in the Barron Hotel.

Ww. Question and Answer 22.
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(1) Question: C1: Where was the best overwatch that you had on the perimeter?

(2) Answer: There were towers available and we leveraged the camera system
available at the gates.

X. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question: C1: Who had the sniper tower at Abbey Gate? Were any ofyour
forces pulling security at Abbey Gate on the 18th?

(2) Answer: 2/1 eventually took that gate. | don't think we had anyone there on
the 18th.

2. Question and Answer 24.

(1)Question[E611Who did you change out with at Abbey Gate and when? What
did the changeout look like?

(2) Answer: We changed out with Echo Co, 2/1 on or before the 18th of August.
I'm not sure how many people they had. | wasn't there during the change out. Every
gate was open at this point.

aa. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question: C1: Were you at Abbey Gate on the 25th or 26th?

(2) Answer | was there on the 26th but was at East Gate at the time of the blast.
I heard the blast perfectly. |was out with my guys at the time and knew exactly what the.
sound was. It didn't sound very big; | thought it was a suicide vest or small Improvised
Explosive Device (IED). | couldn't see it. As s00n as the blast occurred | grabbed my
Sgthaj to go check it out. | wanted to see what my other guys were doing.

We were walking that way and saw many vehicles speeding by with casualties. |
saw blood on the vehicles. We saw three or four casualties that had already received
care.

bb. Question and Answer 26.
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cc. Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question: C1: Was East Gate closed at this point?

(2) Answer: Yes. Abbey Gate was supposed to closed at 1800 on the 26th. We
were receiving threat streams all day about an IED at one of the gates. We were taking
measures to spread our people out.

dd. Question and Answer 28.

(1) Question: C1: Even though East Gate and North Gate are closed, were
specific people stil being pulled out at the gates at this time?

(2) Answer. Yes, at North Gate. We pulled a group of New York Times reporters
and a large women's organization out at North Gate. These extractions were very
targeted. We continued pulling special groups out here up until the 26th. The threat
stream was too high to keep doing this. Thousands of people were still outside East
Gate even though it was closed.

ee. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question: C1: Did you see the Shock Trauma Platoon (STP)?

(2) Answer. Yes, they were at East Gate. They weren't receiving a lot of patients
because no one knew wheretheywere located[is15s x3told me they had received
some casualties from the blast but | wasn't in that area to verify.

f. Question and Answer 30.

(1) Question: C1: Is there any way for people to cross from Abbey Gate (34 on
the map), across the apron to Tower 3, to get across the airfield? “Uses map as
reference”.

(2) Answer. Yes, there was, There was an offshoot with a fence that brings you
out to Apron 2. We had this blocked by vehicles, so they would have had to move the
vehicles to get through. The unimpeded route was the route that the casualties took.

gg. Question and Answer 31.

(1) Question: C1: From Abbey Inner Gate the distance to the hospital is about 3
kilometers. Can you clearly see Tower 3 from across the airfield? Could you see the
hospital?
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(2) Answer: It was about 3 kilometers. You can see the tower but can't see the
hospital.

hh. Question and Answer 32.

(1) Question: C1: About how long does it take to drive the route that the
casualties took to get to the hospital?

(2) Answer It would take about ten minutes. There are a lot of tums and people
inthis area causing you to have to go slowly.

ii. Question and Answer 33.

(1) Question: C1: Generally, how long do you realistically think it would take to
move a casualty from Abbey Gate to the hospital? Did you see anyone deviate from this
route and take a different way?

(2) Answer. | think it would take about 15 minutes. |didn't see anyone else use a
different route.

i- Question and Answer 34.

(1) Questionxe)|Were aircraft flying in and taking off at this time period?

(2) Answer: Yes. | don't specifically remember any movement during the time of
the blast. But airfield operations were open.

kk. Question and Answer 35.

(1) Question: What time do you think the blast occurred?

(2) Answer. It was in the later half of the afternoon. I didn't think to look at my
watch.

I. Question and Answer 36.

(1) Question: How much time was there between the blast at Abbey Gate and the
direct fire? Could you see anyone shooting?

(2) Answer: Maybe about ten minutes. | saw our Marines on topof the barriers
and in the tower, all aiming toward the directionofthe fire. | did not hear us return fire,

mm. Question and Answer 37.
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(1) Question: [©46)] Did 1/8 have suppressed weapons? Did you hear suppressed
or un-suppressed weapons?

(2) Answer. | heard un-suppressed fire. It sounded like it was coming from an AK.
‘The Marines had round impacting around them.

nn. Question and Answer 38.

(1) Question: C1: Whatdid the fire sound like?

(2) Answer: It was sporadic to sustained fire for about five to ten minutes. It
was ineffective in the fact that no one was hit, but it did cause heads to go down for
protection.

00. Question and Answer 39.

(1) Question: C1: Did some of your Marines hear the rounds coming in?

(2) Answer: They could hear and see impact.

Pp. Question and Answer 40.

(1) Question: 46)|Did the fire sound louder as you got closer?

(2) Answer: | guess, yes.

qa. Question and Answer 41.

(1) Question: C1: Did you talk to your guys after this?

(2) Answer: Yes. | talked to[_(xs1305.(xe) afterward and he was pretty
rattled. Everyone was concerned with the blast and casualties. We had one of our
Marines serving on the Female Search Team,ss.016) |get injured during the blast.

Ir. Question and Answer 42.

(1) Question: xe) Many things led to the decision to close the gates. Can
You talk about this?

(2) Answer: North Gate needed to be shut down. It was very hot and people
were passing out often. It was untenable and there were a lotof Taliban nearby. There
was also a huge Vehicle-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (VBIED) threat at North
Gate.
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We did the same thing and shut down East Gate before the 26th. The threat
streams coming in were very high. We were taking active measures at bothofthese
gates to spread them out and reduce man power.

1 would say the blast occurred around 1500. | walked toward that area and saw
that 2/1 had the situation under as much control as they could. | had my guy come help
pull security for 2/1sothey could worry about the gate and evacuating their casualties.

Many other units showed up to try to help and were bringing in aton of large
cee these units away and off the road to ensure that 2/1 was

able to evacuate casualties as easily as they could.

ss. Question and Answer 43.

(1) Question: [461JAs the blast happens, do you see an increase in civilian
activity at the gates? Or was it more of a dispersal?

(2) Answer: | think they felt unsafe and many made the decision to leave.
They had been out there for three, four, five days and did feel ike it was safe enough to
stay.

. Question and Answer 44.

(1) Question: C1: Do you have any photos of North Gate or East Gate to show
‘what you were dealing with as far as the crowd and the surrounding area?

(2) Answer: Yes. I have photos | can share.

uu. Question and Answer 45.

(1) Question: C1: At one point, East Gate was used for deliveries to HKIA. I'm
tracking it only had only one gate insteadofthe double gates. Is this true?

(2) Answer Yes. | also have photos from the PDSS that would show the area
well

wv. Question and Answer 46.

(1) Question: Did there appear to be a change in the atmospherics of the
people as you got closer to the 31st?

(2) Answer: At first, when we were being breached on the 15th and 16th, the
crowd thought that t was a free for al to leave. Once we began controlled gate
operations, people were just trying to push and shove and get through the lines. After
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about six or seven days, the crowd realized it was a process and took a lot of waiting to
get through the gates and on to a fight. As it got closer to the 30th, people gave up and
were leaving. The crowd was almost cleared when | turned our operations over to the
Amy on the 29th.

It wasn't immediately after the blast that people left, but as we got closer to the
30th, the crowd dwindled down.

Around the 27th, the Taliban started telling us to getoffthe wall and they began
pointing RPGs at us and telling us to leave.

ww. Question and Answer 47.

(1) Question: C1: Our main Taliban point of contact was located at the South
Gate.| think that we felt thatifwe told this guy something, he would push it out to
everyone. Instead, | believe that the Taliban did not have a unityof command like this
and information was not spread throughouttheircommand structure. Is this true? Did
the Taliban commanders at the gates work separately? Who was the hardest to work
with?

(2) Answer: Absolutely. The Taliban commander at the North Gate was the
hardest to work with. The Taliban at the North Gate made things difficult and wouldn't
talk to us. The Taliban at the southern side would talk with us and work with us.

The Taliban at the North Gate were stil firing pop shots. | believe they were firing
at the NSU. They hate each other. Guys from my Bravo Co saw an NSU man get shot
in the chest and die from a Taliban firer.

Xx. Question and Answer 48.

(1) Question: C1: Did you ever talk to anyone from the Taliban? Do you know.
Who was the Taliban Commander at the East Gate?

(2) Answer: | don't know who he is. | can remember someof the ones that |
talked with.

yy. Question and Answer 49.

(1) Question: C1: Do you have any photos of the Taliban?

(2) Answer: Yes.

22. Question and Answer 50.
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(1) Question:©]Did you see the Taliban setting up any mortars around
East Gate on the 23rd?

(2) Answer: The Taliban were moving rounds and tubes around the buildings
in that area. According to the ROE, the Marines could have engaged that Taliban at this
time but they didn't. | went to the JOC to discuss this. | was concerned with the
Taliban's intent. It seems like they were setting the conditions for their actions after
August 31st.

aaa. Question and Answer 51

(1) Question: C1: Did you see any other weapons that the Taliban set up?

(2) Answer: No, just heir typical RPGs and the mortars. Nothing else.

bbb. QuestionandAnswer52.

(1) Question: Did you interact with the Departmentof State? What was
your interaction with them

(2) Answer: Yes. There were usually only one or two consulars at the Gates.
‘They were initially very intermittent and hard to find. We kept requesting constant
consular support and finally received it. We created relationships with some of the
consulars and could get them to flex to certain areas as needed, such as the comfort
area when it was overflowing.

*BG Curtis and(543130.66) refer to the map of HKIA and draw out locations of
the comfort area, Taliban areas and checkpoints, gate locations, and their set-up."

ccc. Question and Answer 53.

(1) Question; C1: Is there anythingthatwe haven't asked you that you think
that we need to know?

(2) Answer: |will forever wonder how the 82nd arrived before my guys. The
rest of my battalion was stuck in[)1)14sfand their flights kept getting bumped by the
82nd.

ddd. Question and Answer 54.

(1) Question: C1: It doesn't sound like the Taliban reacted veryheavilywhen
the Marines killed six of their men. Is that correct?

(2) Answer: Yes. | never heard anything else about it.
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eee. Question and Answer 55.

(1) Question: [56]What kind of extemal pressure, asa_____© |
at the tactical level, did you experience while you were on ground? How muchofyour
time did this take?

(2) Answer: Quite a bit. With my name, picture, email, and phone on our unit
website, received alot of traffic. | had former Congressman hitting me up on Signal
and emailing and calling my phone. | had Marine veterans that | knew reaching out to
me. | received requests every day.

1 kept the mission of the security of the airstrip and Marine security as my highest
priorities. | would have the people reaching out to me conduct allof the coordination to
get their requested people out. | would tell them which gate to go to and | would meet
them at like 0300 or 0400 in the morning. | would act on maybe oneortwo of these a
day but would receive about 15 requests a day. | told my subordinate commanders to
push requests that they received to me. | Tell a2 Grow about everything. |
pushed some of the extracts to my recon element because it was partoftheir mission
set to do these special tasks.

if. Question and Answer 56.

(1) Question: Can you please provide your contact information?

@answerTemes]
4. The pointofcontact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[wwland

LANCE G. CURTIS
BG, USA
Investigating Officer
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interviewwithmemes]
Marine Expeditionary Unit, 13 October 2027

1. On 13 October 2021,ty@1ow.6x6) | USMC, conducted an interview of the
above personnel at II Marine Expeditionary Force Headquarters, Camp Lejeune, NC to
discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26
August 2021,

2. Methodology: [_exs1306.46) asked a series of questions throughout the interview,
‘which bx3)1300. bxdanswered.[o3)130.Gxdrecorded the interview for transcription below.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview beganwith[6313056) providing an overviewof the scope of
the investigation, which includedthefact-finding concerning actions before, during, and
after the attack, chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection, gate
operations, and medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the
conversation and prepare a memorandum of the statement. The subject would have the
opportunity to review and make additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly
captured and rendered to writing.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question. What was your duty position with the Marine Expeditionary Unit
(MEU)?
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c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question. When were you actually assigned from the Marine Expeditionary
Force (MEF) to support the MEU?

(2) Answer. June or July of 2020. | did the full work up with them, to include the
Amphibious Ready Group (ARG) MEU Staff Planners Course (AMSPC) where you do
top level planning that is blue side coordination. We did Realistic Urban Training (RUT)
that we did on the ground here in North Carolina, which is just the green side MEU
‘executing against targets from the Expeditionary Operations Training Group (EOTG).
‘Then we did Amphibious Squadron (PHIBRON) MEU Integration Training (PMINT).
That was the last time that | was on the ships, since they knew that |would be the LNO.
1 was left on shore for ARG MEU Exercise and the Composite Training Unit Exercise
COMPUTEX), ——— oomme  [TheMEUwas
doing COMPUTEX and go due fo COVID, so T went out fo aly with enough time so that
1 could quarantine and be ready to work before they changed of operations (CHOP) in
to theater. 6th fleet used LNOs lke they should, so | reported to the director of fleet
operations and the fleet admiral the way that| should, and they understood that|
represented (1320. x] | worked with my friend at6th fleet. At 6th Fleet the PHIBRON and the MEU are treated as their own task force
commanders.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question. Alrightso you areivf.cxfrom March through July, then where do
you go?

(2) Answer. | transferredto]14s-Jfirice was already there and we linked in
(with. )6) bwentwith my PSOYP Marine| We had two PSYOP
Marines in the MEU, one was with me and one was afloat. the

also came with us. We three get told to get with the Joint Task Force.
(JTF) and focus on the NEO planning and execution from the time we get there. We left

fos. Harun the steady state stuff. | also did a little 10 stuff, like
‘while | was there.

e. QuestionandAnswer4.

(1) Question. Alright, you get there on 08 July, when do you get to Hamid Karzai
International Airport (HKIA)?

(2) Answer. | did not get on the pre-deployment site survey (PDS)1«Koes
not use their LNOs appropriately, they use us as exra staff officers.| ended up helping
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with planning, and | only had 2 conversations with their Commanding General. Joint
Enabling Capabilities Command (JECC) planners were brought in, so that ramped up

planningreallyfast, and things would spin down a bit once a plan was developed. Then
the situation would change, and planning would ramp back up. Things were changing
rapidly. I'm sure you have ascertained that State thought they would have a diplomatic
presence and keep processing visas regardlessofthe situation in country. I'm not
suggesting the military was more correct, but the two perspectives were not in line.

The JTF deployed the Early Entry Assistance Team (EEAT) to help speed the visa
processing up, but really it had a lot of Marines for the Evacuation Control Center

(ECC), gate protection, and air traffic control. At the time our
caught some shit for sending__wia1sos,0x6 in to HKIA. He was there for 51 days,
and they needed him for planning. BGen Sullivan was trying to get in as many people
as he could, so he was willing to lie bit for the purpose. They eal]oe]
eethe LN sven hough tratwasr'
Teally his job.

Meanwhile, the MEU was figuring out whatwe needed. We knew there would be a huge

10 need, so we pushed|Sreawork with the CLB and Battalion
Landing Team (BLT) on messaging and signage. We also pushed cyberto]waz|
before they went to HA, thy had

f. Question and Answer 5.

3. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question. Around when are you tasked to deploy? What's your team and
equipment set?

(2) Answer. | got there during the periodof darkness (POD) from the 18th-19th of
August. In the JTF scramble to get there, they realized they were missing a SOCCENT
10 planner and an Information Warfare Task Force-Afghanistan (IWTF-A) 10
representative. The MEU figured they could fix that problem by sending me, and

sondnglee MEASeR  een satin
He is a 0510 additional MOS, an intermediate level information operations planner. He
was given to the MEU before RUT, and he is a great coordinator. He was an additional
10 planner, and he is sentto [E1iilto coordinate with the IWTF-Ain[ora|
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(AUAB). We are filling all billets as best as possible.[sistsci@was already in
Afghanistan and so are my 2 cyberguys. monemm
Those3areincountry.[ pus

[iebut they are Miliary Information Support Operations (MISO) equipment
that we use to broadcast messages across differentfrequencies._@iac J

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question. Between you and your team, you can operate and employ all of
these systems?

@nnswerCorrect]enews]

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question. Marines didn't get out to Abbey Gate until the 19th, | understand?

(2) AnswerTrue,(913 wlhad already been out there a good amount. Our focus
a eauelesSe Maui

technically my boss for IO, but we did everything fogether. We worked on force closure,
employmentof equipment, and closure of gates. Messaging crowds to stop throwing
rocks at Marines for instance. We were geting messages translated and approved
through IWTF-A. They would send us the recordings, and scripts back in English, Dari,
and Pashto. We would load that on an MP3 and loop that. We might put a translator on
amic to do ad hoc messaging as necessary. That doesn't need approval from PSYOP
authorities, because that is solely force protection at the discretionofthe ground
commander.

3 cro fractures in ry outa.The British held That tower for
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along time, and the Yorkshire Regiment, the blue patch boys would message from
there. They were pretty loose with their messaging, but it was helpful to them. | went to
get it back from them since it was outofbatteries, and |fell down the ladder there.

On the 20th,[mesi from IWTF-A arrived. Also, |forgot that |
FE yy et

©1140, 01145. 08

Sa} farwived on the 20th. Previously we had an|
Everythingwe had wasinplay. Some Mine-

Resistant Ambush Protected (MRAP) vehicles with speakers were in play and the
German PSYOPs guys were messaging at North Gate. All capabilities available were
being used.

J. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Questiandyisssisdhe first Army PSYOP Soldier on the ground at that time?

(2) Answer.Yes, he is from 9th PSYOPs andi filingthebilletatIWTF-A. The
rest of my guys, SSG Ryan Knauss,
[__®xsiso0ye) Jcameinonthe 27st. So Thave 6 guys, which | break in to2
teams of 3.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question. Who decided you would be in charge of the PSYOP guys?

(2) Answer. The MEU and the BLT started to take over the gates, and we knew
the PSYOP Soldiers would be in support of thegates: son]decided that the guys would
be TACON to me as they supported the gates. The only one that worked for me.
permanently wash bite cyber guys end up being re-tasked because their systems
‘weren't approvedsiarisce (became a watch officer at some point, andELtscs. fbecame an
NCO who did what needed to be done.

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question. Alright, so there are 6 PSYOPers and yourself?

(2) Answer. Yes, and alsofios]sametimes. | broke them into 2 teams of 3. | split
plonegmt spread the knowledge of the Marines out between the teams. The
day teamwas}130. Ryan, andf)isosJihey would work 9am to 9pm. The night team was

On and off was a misnomer, the off team was focusing on gear
‘maintenance, vehicle procurement, or getting random extraction phonepor yi of
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recovered the family of a cultural advisor that carried some political attention. Off time
‘was really was special projects time, sometimes they would provide other gates support
at that time, They might go deliver cigarettes to Marines that hadn't slept, they would
trade non-lethals between the gates, and they would provide tactical advice to
commanders on ground. They were Special Operations Forces (SOF) who had
deployed previously, so they had tactical, mundane, messaging knowledge that was
helpfubf)i3.helped them communicate that to the Marines.

Alot of time we were dealing with Afghans who had already been screened through the
gates, so that was a different change for these guys who were tense coming in country.
There is apictureof})1200.ltt went viral of him in his soft cap speaking to a local leader
inside the wire trying to keep things calm.

My guys are probably sleeping 2-3 hours a night. | would run 48 hours on, & hours off.
That was untenable, so we eventually tried to rest more. The timeline had collapsed so
rapidly that we did not have enough time. Abbey was supposed to be the ECC with a
linear setoffeatures from security, to medical, to COVID screening. It just couldn't be
done with the time and crowd we had.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question. Alright, you are in direct supportof the companies manning the
gates, providing knowledge and equipment, and in your free time they are floaters who
are providing assistance and guidance?

(2) Answer. Cross training the Marines on the PSYOP gear was crilical. We.
would leave a system at a gate anytimewe left, and we had to make sure there was a
Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) that knew how to use them so that the Marines could
pull an interpreter and push messages to the crowd as necessary. We would have to do
‘more cross training later as the Marines grew too comfortable and started using them
too carelessly. That was at North Gate, East Gate, Abbey Gate, and the comfort area
that the guys would rotate through. When the guys would come in they would check
withthe” 6 and they would go to any hotspots he identified as a 3
man team. They would take out officers like the
rm rama ezbrbould push out with them aswell. spent 50% of ry
lime working translations, approvals, and CONOPs and the other 10 work | was doing. |
‘would try to go out with my day and night team each once a day and keep a feel for the
commanders.

n. QuestionandAnswer13.

(1) Question. How did your priorities change based on the threat or Department of
State messaging?

(2) Answer. Our messaging had to be in line with State messaging. When | would
get new translations, | would run them through State. There were only a couple times.
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where they vetoed our message. The dificulty was that they didn't want things to seem
final. When we closed North Gate on the 23rd or 24th, we were not permitted to say the

gate was closed, we had to say this gate is temporarily closed, please go away. That
‘wouldn't convince this massive crowd to go away. They were willing to wait it out. That
‘was something we had to deal with. In regard to the threats, because we were in the

Joint Operations Center (JOC), we had the freshest information. We would pass that

greater information around to the gates in higher detail.
We told them about the gold convertible Corolla that our snipers shot the tire out of at

North Gate, Threat streams didn't change our operation, but it would change the
posture of the guys at the gates. We would adjust our message based off that, and tell
the crowd todispersedue to threat etc.
‘We had a message playing stating the only three documents that were acceptable to

00k ne Tors wasOEOotatwe jduced
crowd by 70% at one poi, but There was a backfll hat if that crowd left the people
further back who had been waiting would rush in and fil he gaps.
The PSYOP guys that showed up were authorized to use tactical questioning (TQ).
They were able to do that to wall jumpers to find out why they did that and if anyone
directed them to do so.
Our priorities did not change with the tactical threat stream. The priority was to support
the ground commander, the message affected their posture. Gate closures were.
confusing. Marine Lance Corporals are not qualified to say if identification is valid, but
there was one day that State said anyone with photo ID was good to come in. At one
point that led to 50k to 60K in the wire. That lasted for one day. Then we had to kick
people out, so priorities shifted to internal support of riot control, riot prevention, and
crowd subduing as the crowds inside were also large and frustrated.

The comfort area had a 6 hour long, rock throwing riot. Our[was leading a counter
charge against a riotatthe terminal. He was punched in the face at one point. The
people had been waiting for days and were frustrated. We had to message to try to
combat that issue. | estimated that my guys prevented 6 riots and helped to put down 2
more. It was an important job.

“Tempers flared for a while, even with Marines so we had to talk to the Marines to calm

them down. Same with the Brits, we had to use the British LNO in the JOC. Their dudes

would get hot too and get a lle rough with the crowds.
©. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question. Okay, so on the evening of the 25th into the morning of the 26th
Echo had pushed all the way passed the bridge. When Golf gets on deck, they collapse
that back down to the jersey barrier due {o the threat stream and the manning, correct?
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(2) Answer. Yep, and admittedly the Taliban weren't our enemy but there was a
house down that foot bridge, the crack house, that had about 15 Taliban and they would
come out and point ifles at Marines anytime the crowd got rowdy. That was just not
something you wanted to deal with, especially that far way. And again,if a bomb had
‘gone off, that was very far away to egress.

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question. When were you out there?

(2) Answer. | was there by midmorning of the 26th. | had planned to go out with
the gate team, but they left without me. | wenthe Antteroism and Force
Protection (ATFP) team to Abbey Gate. Theb)'42. )las messaging that the gate was
temporarily closed and that only people with the 3 valid formsofidentification, the
passports, green cards, or U.S, Visas, were the only acceptable ID,

q. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question. Were you tracking the threat stream? Had you heard that Abbey
Gate was the highest threat?

(2) Answer. Yes. | put myself there since Ithought it would be the highest point of
friction and | wanted to disperse that crowd. | worked the positioning of haltso]and
tried to observe the crowd on both sidesofthe wadi to seeifthere were any suspicious
individuals. My day teamprobably got there at about noon, and my team joined me up
on the HESCO to observe the crowd. Ryan was the best at it, he would spot the:
suspicious guys right away and call it up to 2-1 and the snipers on the radio. He could
find them instantly and give a great description.

‘The rest of my guys are pushing messaging and trying to disperse the crowd due to the
threat stream. We told them the threat was high and we tried to reject people due to
poor documents and tell the crowd what documents we were rejecting. We would get
people to leave, but they were always backfilled by the crowd further back.

After about 4 hourswe were going to leave, | went to tell
EsoEithat because | wasn't having an effect. easee]told me they were having
amassive issue at the jersey barrier where people were being crushed to death. We
had dealt with that previously by putting the vehicle up against the fence line with the

Corerorlmessaging that, “you are hurting women and children, please stop,” loud
‘enough to hurt their ears and try to back them off.

We put the truck by the gate, half in and half out of the lane in case the British came
through. We started playing some messaging, but we needed an interpreter. | went and
‘grabbed a guy who had already been pulled into the area between theouter and inner
gates with his family. He was nervous to leave his family, but | told him I'd have him
back in 10 minutes:f3)13%5. dwas in the driver seat of the vehicle, Ryan was scanning the
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crowd, and the interpreter and | are standing right next to the vehicle on the passenger
side as he pushes the messaging. The interpreter was getting into it, he's pleading with
the crowd to stop because he sees what is going on. | had told him that | would get him
back to his family in ten minutes, but at the end of that he is crying because he could
not get the crowd to stop. | start walking him back to his family lie | promised, and that
is when the bomb goes off at about 1730ish.

. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question, Where was everyone at the time?

(2) Answen{ayrics Ghwas in the driver's seat. Ryanands: ere both behind the
vehicle, talking. was standing outside and speakingtfs)130, land the
interpreter are at the vehicles 11 o'clock moving back toward the gate. The bomb goes
off. I didn't see the interpreter again after that, | don't know what happened to him. |
think | was in between him and the blast, | fly front left and break the grip on my rifle. |
checked myself and didn't find any wounds. | was fine.

My first thought was about where my guys are. | couldn'tfind [)3)1305.xe) but|saw
Ryan laying on the ground on the driver's side. We are behind the vehicles, and | hear
gunfire from the chevron direction. | can' tell where the rounds were from or where they
were going. | was trying to decide to either treat Ryan there or drag him back, since |
didn't know where the threat was. | dragged Ryan in behind the gate wall and screamed
for a corpsman until one showed up. | stripped his plates off, | swept him, and I didn't
find anything. He was in and out of consciousness, and he was stil breathing but it was
labored. His tongue was swelling up, the corpsman andI ry to fish it out. A truck came
screeching up. At this point 2/1 was flooding the zone, and casualties are being dragged
back to the casualty collection point (CCP). We lied Ryan on to the back of the truck
and I got in the truck with him. | hopped out to make room for another casualty and to
look for my guys. As soon as | got out | saw):Jhelping some Marines, so | knew he:
was fine. | went to the truck to lookforosland at that Point.enfan no look or
[oomme®  camein, screaming and looking for Sgt Gee. | realized

That the truck was in the way of the British, so | put the truck in neutral and some of us
Marines pushed the truck back into a wall.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question. You didn't try to tun the truck on?

(2) Answer. | didn't eventry. It was a white SUV and I didn't have the right
STO1tn omTOer10 the coats wd been
tipped out to make room for more equipment.

‘The vehicle actually was essential in the EOD report, they knew exactly where the.
vehicle was at the timeof the blast and they could tell by the angle of fragmentation in
the vehicle where the blast came from.
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After | moved the vehicle outof the way, | told a fire team to orient at a nearby tower,
and | realize that | am not being helpful. | went to keep lookingfori»Jisomeone
passed off a female teenager to me that | walked back to the CCP. 2/1 had a full
security posture, and the gunfire stopped a while ago.

I know where Ryan and his weapon were since | put them on a truck, and | had seen
1 went back to lookforiiisos again, and that's when | saw Sgt Gee. She

‘was already dead, she had a ball bearing right through her forehead. She was one of
the few casualties that| could recognize. | knew her from an investigation |did on her
unit before we left, and then from our PSYOPs guys interacting with her some times.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question. Didyour teams work with the Female Search Teams (FSTs) a good
amount?

(2) Answer. Yes, we would pull them if we needed them specifically for handling.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question. Was she outside of the fence line?

(2) Answer. | saw her outside the fence before the blast went off, then | saw her
again on a stretcher coming through the hole in the fence on a liter. She was clearly
gone.

After | got that female back, I told the corpsman the female with me was shell shocked
and had no injuries. | fet useless at this point, I still couldn't find my dudes. Then I heard
my name. ies 6X61Jare in an 82nd Airborne ambulance, they got yanked by
them since they were also Soldiers:vad a tourniquet on his arm, and a bandage
on his. ipso as sitting across from him, he had holes in his cheek and blood was
pouring down his face. The driver saw me and askedifthey should grab more guys, |
told them to roll. En route we heard that the Role Il was packed and since bothof our
guys were stable we went to the 82nd's Role 1 at Camp Alvarado for treatment.

(wo hoouldn't see out of his right eye, and they were watching{)is:Jbecause his arm
was initially arterial bleeding. We get to the Role 1 and they started treating. | was
waiting outside, and | wanted to find out what happened to Ryan and | knew that|
should get back to North HKIA because our leadership knew| was at the gate. | bum a
tide from some Captains, and gave my report back in the JOC. | briefed that my guys
are accounted for. | may have been the first eye witness back in the JOC.

It was either meor[Garam0x6) is the type of guy you can't pull from a problem, he
had been there for hours frying fo help people while | was trying to find my guys. The
Colonel pulled me aside and asked what happened. To me it sound like a complex
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improvised explosive device (IED) initiated ambush, but | don't know who was shooting
at who. | saw Marines from 2/1 firing, but| didn't see anyone to fire at. They were firing
toward the chevron and the Barron, down that avenue of approach. My hearing was
messed with, but it was generally that direction.

v. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question. How long do you think those guys were shooting?

(2) Answer. When | saw Gee on the stretcher, is when | noticed that the gunfire
had stopped. It may have been before then, but that is when | realized.

Ww. Question and Answer 22

(1) Question. What did you do when you went back {o the JOC?

(2) Answer. | made my report then | went back to the 3/5. | askegixcs torgrab the
night team. She ran out the door to get them, but she couldn't find them initially. They
were out doing something.|tried to go to the Role Il, but officers kept stopping me from
going over there.

x. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question. Why?

(2) Answer. Part of it was they wanted to talk to me, part of it was that | wasn't in
a great state, and part of it was they knew Ryan was being worked on. Eventually the
night team showed up, and we tried to go to the Role II. They didn't let us in.At this
time, the Colonel tells methatwe had to go to the ECC to get checked for a concussion.
Iwas cleared, and we went back to the office.

We got permission to pullsGE Jin the Role Il with Ryan. We were able to get
in touch with the 82nd, and got[xa (16) transferred over to our Role l to get our
‘guys in one spot. We started to get the casuatty reports, and the rules of engagement
(ROE) changed all over HKIA. Lethal force was authorized on HKIA for anyone who
jumped the fence with a backpack or bag. We prepped those messages, | don't know if
they were pushed from on high.Thabo ora been set up by Ryan, and he was
the only one who knewhow to use it. We had jerry rigged that one to work with SIM
Cand from Afghans who were gating onplanes[aS16 tu was over with the
82nd now. We had our cellphones in the JOC, | popped out and sent my mom and wife
a text message saying that | was fine. | had my guys do the same.

xii Jame back from the RoleIl in a hospital shirt and his boxers. He was loopy on
meds and told them he was leaving. He wanted to get back to work. We told him to sit
downand letus find himsomepants| ew |
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[sie[Hisvisionis finenowfomdum wastreated mw]
[®xsohe got sent on a flight to Germany that night.

My night team went to go recover their stuff that night, [_@xa100.®x6)_]fournd Ryan's
plate carrier and some of his kit. They saw the vehicle against the wall, and they were
able to turn it on. The 4c.o)}absorbed mostof the fragmentation and protected the
radiator. They drove it back to the JOC, that pissed EOD off but it was fine because
they could still see the tracks from where it was.

After thatfiisosJeame in at 2300. He had updated us at 2130 that Ryan was in surgery.
At 2380§100]told us Ryan had passed. He told meanes]sowe went and told the
guys in the parking lot. Afterthatyfraos. {flight out was at 0300 on the 27th.

y. Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question. Alright so at 1200 on the 27th, there was the dignified transfer, did
You attend?

(2) Answer. Yes |was one of the pall bearers. Ourwhole team acted as pall
bearers for him,andswent with him on the fight.

After that, it was getting our shit together. Later on that morning Joaught Army and
[nadboldiers send pune liom their rooms which made us late to the.

dignified transfer. After, we provided a list of stolen equipment to the British and the
23rd Military Police. After that, we just focusedporr handing off
ourgear to the 82nd to use. They wanted the gear, but not any ofoutfit4s.wit4c. BX]40

petsSnland packed them out. We consolidated the critical components of
at from11 pelican casestoone —  wxyasoiiieexis]

of eiGontinued using the speakers at the gates to push the message that the
gates were temporarily closed, even though it was permanent. The 82nd wanted the
Spcakar sos[ogoPorem howa uso
them.

[chonwent to[txt. fanbwent with me and the MEU to
[x014a]We got the final report that an IWTF-A[_txi200.&6)|completed the final

destruction of gear in country, becausethe 82nd didn't do it.

2. QuestionandAnswer25.

(1) Question. When did you fly out?

2) Answer. On the 28th or the 20th.[5056Jarein[ox)4akfiisosband
1arein]wx1)1:ea1300.buass on the Honor flight andsJisegetting treated in Landstuhl.
Our aircraft, which had about 250 people on board, landed at the wrong airfield. We
textegt{isceland he told us he was onan Guna |We thought it was
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elsewhere, but then we found out that we needed to line a route for the dignified

transfer )bepped out and we get to see him and Ryan again, and say goodbye.
After that we went to ‘and decompressed there.

To be clear, | want to go back to the closure of the gates. On the 26th, Abbey Gate was
technically closed. We had access to the canal, and we were pulling from there to a
limited extent. We were only at that gate in order to avoid ceding that territory to the
crowds in order to let the British through. The final closure of the gate wasn't until the
British came through some time that night.

aa. Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question. In your mind, we are only outside of the outer gate in order to let the
Brits through?

(2) Answer. Yes, my understanding is we were just waiting for the British convoy
that was supposed to come through at 1600 and then the outer gate would be
permanently closed. After that, there would be no way to pull anyone out. It would have
been like North Gate, where| could see some people that | wanted to pull, butI couldn't
because opening the gate would have caused a riot. To answer the question, our role in
the final closure of the gate wasjustious]x114telingthe crowds to stay away.

bb. Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question. Anything you want us to know?

(2) Answer. Tactically, | think | would be in a worse position mentallyif| had
madea tactical error. Those SOF guys were under me, | didn't order them because they
knew how to execute. They were there because of me. The Tactic, Technique, and
Procedure (TTP) that my guys ran when they left a gate was to check in with the ground
commander therecfiscstal me later thatif hadn't checked inwithxcy150sexo before
we left, he would have done it and theresult would have been the same.

In the 4 hours that we were at the gate, Ryan probably spotted and communicated 7-13
bombers to the sniper tower who kept an eye on them. Everyone had bags because
they were trying to leave. Was that area the best defensive position? No, but it wasn't
bad. There was some cover and there was security.| think we had the vehicle in the
tight place, and my guys were using the jersey barriers and the vehicle as cover. We
had allof our protective equipment on, and every one of my guys and the guys on the
line were scanning the crowd, which was hard to see through. If | had madea tactical
error, | would be in a worse mental place than | am, but| think we weren't over
‘extended and we had the right gear on.

cc. QuestionandAnswer28.
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(1) Question. Can we get your contact information and are there other people we
need to speak to?

(2) Answer. My cellis[ oo Jand my emailis[ow]
Tak to «ver there as well,

eren’t there for this but they are a bit older than|___exons.wie]
and[_exerson.exe) may also be good to speak to.

5. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at and
Cee]
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with MEU Recon Marine Interviewosmmo |
ronson,12 October 2021

On13 October 2021, Brigadier General Lance Curtis (US Army) and
USMC, conducted an interview of the above personnel at Camp Lejeune, NC,

ITMEF Headquarters to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on
Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: BG Curtis and xa1300wxslasked a series of questions throughout the
interview, which___xs15%.&x6._____|often answered collaboratively. When
only one person provided an answer, itis annotated bnNLL
Army) recorded the interview for transcription below. For the purposeof annotation of
who is speaking, the following queues will indicate the speaker:

Brigadier General Curtis ~ BG

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with BG Curtis and[©3150.&X5]providing an overview of
scopeofthe investigation, which included the fact-finding concerning actions before,
during, and after the attack, chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection,
gate operations, and medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the
conversation and prepare a memorandum of the statement. The subject would have the
opportunity to review and make additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly
captured and rendered to writing.

b. QuestionandAnswer1.

(1) Question. [ore] What's your background

(2) Answer.[56] I've been with Recon for a long time. I'm at 15 years in and
have been with 31st MEU twice, did 13th MEU twice. I've been with 2nd Recon since
2017. I've beenthe[oy)bince Jan 2019.
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[ike] I've been with Recon since 2018. | was a 1371 in 7th ESB originally. | deployed in
2017. | was on the 15th MEU.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question. What was your duty Position in the MEU?

(2) Answer.[156] We went in as a platoon plus.
xeon.chwere also with us. We had 20 Marines andwe ended up on 3rd fine defense:
originally when we were put there by Took us from the
Battalion Landing Team (BLT) and Tactical Control (TACON)'d Us to the MEU. We were
running special recovery missions all over the base.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question. What was your force structure?

@Answerers pio hd Iran it in the Joint Operations Center (JOC)
and my team leaders were out on the line and running missions. The platoon was
roughly 22 personnel. There were three teams of 6 plus some comms and medical
personnel. The attached trailer element is a security element in addition which we had
with us, essentially doubling our numbers.

e. Question and Answer4.

(1) Question. What was your mission and effort?

(2) Answer. ‘Special Operations Forces (SOF) was running their own stuff
and we were picking up their leftovers and we would every once in a while catch some
other high profile stuff. We were assigned to a lotofdifferent missions and we would
end up pulling individuals out as well. We were working to identify targets and known
people from within the crowd and we would specifically identify them and go get them in
personnel recovery. We were consistently active. So we were never activated. We were
getting tasked fromthe[_wxe)|the MEU, phone calls, the white house, people
everywhere. We were the right people at the right time.

[x6}-Also we dealt with a woman in Kabul while outside the gate, and she had a US
Senator on the phone. | asked her to Facetime us and it was in fact a US Senator from
their office. | don't remember who it was specifically.

f. QuestionandAnswer5.

(1) Question. [iox6)- Did your team feel the comms and coordination struggles?

(2) Answer. Noneofthe JOCs were linked and there were at least 5-6
operations centers which were not inked. Army, Marines, Department of State (DoS),
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Navy, Air Force, comms, noneofit. No unity of command, nobody had the ball at a
times and we didn't know who was in charge from minute to minute and the tasking was
constantly prioritized and re-prioritized. Rank gets things done usually but when the
civilians get involved and all the non-uniformed military and all the people calling and
getting involved, things got crazy even among the military.

g- Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question. When did you arrive at HKIA and atmospherics?

(2) Answer. [56]1 left on the ADVON but he made it in before me:

15 Augustweleft114We saw all the craziness going on at the airfield through
‘watching it on CNN in [Gtr4{ Tn flight we had no idea what to expect. 5 min out we
were prepared to fight our way in. When we landed and realizedit was coordinated and
organized we just started working on getting set up. We met up with another Marine on
ground and they got us set up with living space in the basketball court.

[e26}-1 eft the day prior and we flew and got routed throug [@n:«|The C17 that had the
bodies on it from the 15th was parked next to ours. | ended up sitting on an airfield in
[ex1)1.44|was with 16 trailers then. We arrived in the morning and next Period of
Darkness (PoD) we took off andxs.oe) had already left. The other element
became our Advanced Party (ADVON). We were on ground quickly and we had a
space. It wasn't ideal because it was without cover. eels simone usoff the
3rd line of defense we ended up being his special recovery team. We moved to
elevated positions and could see the civilian air terminal. We manned it 24 hours per
day and we did that 16-18 August. We got a sniper mounted and set up to be able to
observe the terminal and provide overwatch to the entire apron area. Started moving
our guys back and off the Apron. We officially started recovery operations on the 1th.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question. BG -When did we get in the businessoftargeted extraction?

(2) Answer.Erle got taken from BLT 1/8 on the 1th. Our initial requirement
was to get them from the terminal to the (we started working with|[gma60)
Simultaneouslywewere working Platoon Security Detachment (PSD) ops for MGen
Sullivan. The SOF lead was| re‘worked with him a lot too. We were
really getting tied in indirectly before we became part of the direct effort. From working
ggen our name and numbers started getting passed out and

would pass directly to me in order to get us out to get guys. We were checking papers
and then pass off for the coordination to our team leads. We would get them from
specific locations out in Kabul and we would basically exploit other business and use
those to leverage access.

i. QuestionandAnswer8.
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(1) Question. BG —Where was mostofthe activity by gate? Which gate?

(2) Answer. [o¥61-We would get names and then we would coordinate a location
and work with them to get to a point where we could grab them. After working with the
liaison teams. Normally we would try to avoid North gate because there were so many
people originally. Oneofthe things we did with the SOF Liaison. We went out and got.
them originally but that would make the crowd mad because theyd see us grabbing
people. We identified the rat maze we could work to try to get people in other ways.
The "Black Gate”, | think it was the Army or Aussies who controlled it, we had some
great success there, We used this method for a minute but it drew attentionsbye)

(baizon.wlan his operation there.

Brits owned the gate but Army operated it. This would have been the 18th or 19th.
NSW shut us down a lot because they didn't have coordination with our folks.

I had connections with them and SEAL Team Six, but they didn't like us using their
access point. One of the guys with DoS that we worked with at Santa Cruz gate didn't
talk to the other DoS guys at other gates and even thoughwe tried to work with them it
didn't work out to get people in that way. The north west gate, that was the National
Security Unit (NSU) gate, that gate denied access to people unless an American came
up there and pointed out specific people to them, at that time and we weren't allowed to
90 out past the Blue ring (points on map). Ourauthorities only extended us to the
immediate protection of the walls of HKIA. With the Special Operations Forces Liaison
Element (SOFLE) we could get outthere. ayo(6 Was one | worked with for
over 9 days to get him inside. To answer your question, we bounced around a lot. There
was a spot at the East gate we could pluck people but that caused problems too. The
Canal was flooded by the 26th. The French, Germans, and everyone else started using
the canal as an access point at Abbey because it was a means to get out there and
interface.

[£363 We didn't want to burn our locations and access. We moved around to keep from
burning out ourcontacts and access so we would spread as much as possible to keep
from utilizing any one point or location. It caused problems a lot so we had to be careful
about leveraging one location.

J- QuestionandAnswer9.

(1) Question. What did you do on the 25th?

(2) Answer.footWe had planned ops at the black gate. We had 2 interpreters
and support people That would work with us. They people outside the gate were
listening and they would behave and it was going great. Our operations were halted, as

put it, “your op is on pause”, His op was taking over that location, and he
had not coordinated the gate or times.Foreword up taking that location and
he ended up taking some of our guys and our females for his search team.
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pole first night— once word got out the gate would get swarmed and it became a
focal point because every time they would work it other people would identify that and
redirect their people there. For that evening it was the first ‘Be on the look out’ (Bolo) we.
got. It was a tan Hilux. Because that was so bland and broad we would have to get out
there and get outof the traffic as soon as possible.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question. Talk about the 26th before the blast.

(2) Answer[oxo)}- After the night of the 25th we got shut down at Black gate and
we had to re-route people to Abbey. We had lists of 500-1000 people at any given time.
‘The most | ever got was one group with 29 people and it was him and his wife and their
kids and their kids. | personally pulled them through on the 26th that day by direction of

He was SIV approved and there was a green card in the group.
Comingfrom|_x3)13%.0X6) | he said they were approved. It was between 1400 -1600
on the 26th. Also, it took a while to get him because he was in the crowd and his family
was back off the crowd so they had to work forward to get to us.

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question. Photos = Do you have them?

(2) Answer. Both- Yes

m. QuestionandAnswer12.

(1) Question. In the photos you have, did you capture the guy with the ball cap?

(2) Answer. [xe] I've got it. | saw the man in the hat in the crowd. | walked down
there and the guy with the hat was down to the South of the bombing site. | looked at
him and he looked at me. After the explosion oneof the Marines from 2/1 said he saw
the guy on the water tower filming, Someofthe guys were using their phones as.
challenge and pass codes. We set up all kinds of pro words and similar challenge and
pass stuff. Initially he started at the site that would later be the blast site.| told my guys
aboutit. | saw him further down towards the chevron. After the blast I saw him at the
bridge.

He was across the canal, he was standing and observing. He was across the
‘wad, He was back by the bridge and watching back towards the tower. He was
standing up over the wall and we could see from his shoulders and above. He had on a
blue t-shirt. Almost European dressed. We shot above his head after and he ducked
and ran, but he was almost not at all effected by the blast and it was odd how calm he
was even in the aftermath of the blast.
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n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question. Blast occurs, what actions did you take?

(2)Answer[6x6] | was on the wall outside the gate facing South. We were trying
to pull out a guy. He was about 5 feet back from the entrance to the tower on the
opposite wall. | was out about 18 meters off the blast when it went off. The closest
person to me would've been one of the 2/1 Marines. Maybe 6-7 meters from me off to
my left. | saw it with my left eye and fet the pressure and initially thought it wasa flash
bang. | watchedit turn to chaos. | lost hearing momentarily. It turned into me yelling at
mySus. Tima was 1608 alu
there with me. The Blast went off and everyone was yelling and screaming and a ton of
CS gas was flooding the area. | knew what it was immediately. We could see the CS
cloud billowing up and we heard gunshots and they sounded like they were from my
right (chevron direction). My guys bounded up to me. | could feel snaps when | was
running up to the concrete barriers. | didn't see any impacts but it was hip to head high
and it felt like it was coming from the chevron area. By the time we made it back to the
gap in the fence | couldn't see where it was coming from.

0. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question. Did you remember gun fire immediately following the blast?

(2) Answer. I could not see an impact but | am certain about the rounds and
hearing gunfire. | was oriented towards the threat, and | am certain of that. Due to the
CS gas | couldn't really focus super well, but | know | heard and felt the snaps and
cracks of rounds all around me. The wounds from the individuals was cauterized
because of the blast. It was the civilians and the Marines who had blood pooled in a
way that it looked like the puncture was different. The wounds | saw which looked like
gunshots were also protected from the blast area. The people who sustained wounds
below the wall would have been protected by the wall. The parking lot would fill up and
be full at night. We had been told earlier in the day about guys with S-vests. Because of
that we were making sure anyone with bags wasn't getting through up to the gate.

So unless the blast occurred from an elevated position such as a held up
(oe)ackpack the blast couldn't have caused lower extremity injures. In terms of the guys on

the crack house area, though, | saw the guys peeking through the fence. | could see
through the screen at the fence and the gaps in the screen and it was often we'd see
guys come up to the wall and fence and peek until we would look. | couldhearthe
‘snaps and cracks inside the corridor as | made my way to the exterior gate entrance.
We saw the ball cap guy in the vicinity of the bridge. We saw the guy and he was
overlooking the blast area. We shot directly next to im se.chet two
unsuppressed hammered pairs right next to him and then the guy bounced out. My gut
says he was watching our response. It felt like we were being surveyed in our reactions.
We never went back to find out.
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Pp. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question. Back to the fire which you heard, not the ones you fired.

(2) Answer. [5464-5 round bursts in multiple bursts. Maybe 15 seconds of
shooting with the associated cracks and pops around us which is what queued me into
the rounds being incoming fire.

Sounded like an AK to me and it was distinctive. It sounded very clear to me that it
‘was maybe 30 seconds total of sporadic fire.Afterwe shot at the guy with the hat on a
coupleofthe 2/1 guys threw CS grenades over the wall too. We did observe the Brits in
the tower, but they weren't shooting andtheirweapons were oriented down outside the
exterior gate.

Cponce the smoke cleared all the gunshots were already finished. The wind was
blowing to the west that day so it also would've been worse from the CS down by the
gap in the fence.

g. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question. What else haven't we talked about that you think is important?

(2) Answer. [ox6]- When we showed up out there that day on the 26th we knew
that the North gate was the last gate open prior to Abbey being the final. The PSYOP
folks were telling the crowds at the gate that there was a imminent threat and that their
paperwork should look like this or that, They were saying the message in multiple
languages. Also because of the positionofthe walls there's no way that the injuries to
the lower extremities.

[6]The blast was on the same sideofthe canal as we were. It occurred directly in
frontofthe sniper tower I ran up to the wall and the plume appeared to be right up
against the tower. The bodies were splayed out from the blast sight right up against the
wall and the sniper tower. t looked to me like the preponderance of bodies were right
up against the wall near the sniper tower side. The orientation of the bodies were not
against the wall. There were bodies in the wadi that appeared to have died from
overpressure related injuries, not from frag or projectiles.

1. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question. BC = Did you hear other Marines return fire?

(2) Answer.[:x6}-| didn't see any Marines return fire during that time, there didn't
appear to be clear areas or targets to engage. From the smoke, debris and CS gas, it
was not easy to identify any viable targets. | saw and heard Marines fire warning shots.
2/1 kept telling us the Brits were constantly firing warning shots which was detrimental
to crowd control. My initial actions following the blast were to run to my guys who | knew
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were inthe blast area. Once | had them accounted for, we looked for targets to
prosecute. When there appeared to be no one to engage, we ran back in and try to
work casualty assistance and work on the movement of Marines.

foo.phone number[wo |

==

LANCE G. CURTIS
BG, US Army.
Investigating Officer
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with smc,
Female Search Team, Combat Logistics Battalion 24, 13 October 2021

1. On 13 October 2021, ways616)__JUSMC, conducted an interviewof the
above personnel at ll Marine Expeditionary Force Headquarters, Camp Lejeune, NC to
discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26
August 2021.

2. Methodology: wxwronmy asked a series of questions throughout the interview
which and| often answered together. It is annotated
accordingly whenthey answered individually.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview beganvin[_spies|descrting the purpose of the interview,
the scope of the investigation, and the manner in which the conversation would be
captured and rendered towing] oomen Mes present to
record and transcribe the statemen

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question: What is your MOS?

(2) Answer: [198531 Motor Transport Operator

(30621 Radio Operator

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question: Is CLB 24 your first unit?

(2) Answer: Yes

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question: | understand that the Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) had built the
female search team by pulling female members from various units to function similarly
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to the Female Engagement Teams (FET) of the past. At which point do you get pulled in
for this?

(2) Answer {sx@We began training for this while on the ship. They kept calling us
FET, but we never trained as an engagement team, just as a search team.

E1@We began training on actual searches once we arrived to Kuwait, the third
week of July.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question: When did they consolidate all of the females for this function?

(2) Answer. While we were in[©X)14] Once we were pulled together we spitin to
different teams. One team was Landing Support (LS). They handled most of the Non-
Combatant Evacuation Operations (NEO) tracking systems (NTS). We all trained on the
NTS,

1. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question: Did you anticipate that you would be in the Evacuation Control
Center (ECC) at Hamid Karzai Intemational Airport (HKIA)?

(2) Answer: We were told that allofthe CLB would be in one location. We didn't
know anything about the gates. We practiced setting things up a different way than what
actually occurred. The plan seemed to change when we landed.

xd was told that | would stil be doing some communications operations.

Oncein[©x14s]we were told that all females would be on the female search
team. There were about ten to twelve females in each team. There were three teams.
Each team would pull eight-hour shifts.

We trained with the Air Force Security Forces to learn about basic searching and
how to use batons and metal-detectors. We also completed realistic night training and
pulled our shifts and practiced searching the Air Force personnel. We did this three or
four times during our training events.

g. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question: Did this training seem sufficientin|eine]

(2) Answer: HKIA was chaotic and it seems like our training wasn't actual training
compared to what we saw.
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h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question: When did you find out that you were going to Afghanistan for NEO.

(2) Answer: At frst, we were put on a 36-hour stand-by. Then it changed to 24
hours, and then we were told that we were going. It was around the first week of August
‘when we knew we were going for sure.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question: When did you land at HKIA?

(2) Answer. It's hard to remember the actual dates because they all meshed
together. We flew in with the CLB. We flew in before the commander. We were the first
team to arrive and we set up the NTS kits. The restofthe CLB was supposed to fly in
the next day, but then the airfield was rushed by civilians and their lights kept getting
pushed back,

j- Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question: The airfield security breach was on the 15th and 16th of August, so
You arrived before that?

(2) Answer: We arrived to HKIA the night before that, so the 14th. We unloaded
allofour gear and equipment, went to get some sleep, but then got woken up right
away because we had to go help with the rush of people.

After this was handled on the airfield, we moved in to the building and moved our
kits upstairs.

The other team arrived three or four days later.

Around two days later, we were working on the NTS kits at the passenger (PAX)
terminal. We got pulled every once and awhile to search females. They were all from
the embassies and were wearing Flak vests. They were orderly. They opened the North
Gate shortly after, around the 17th, and we all went out there to conduct searches. We
didn't sleep for the first three days.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question: How many of you went out to the North Gate? What did you do?
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(2) Answer: We had teams of two. One would be up toward the front to do a quick

search of the personnel and then they would go through the gate to the next team
member to do a thorough search.

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question: How long were you out at North Gate?

(2) Answer: The shifts were about 8-12 hours.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question: Were you strictly out there to search and interact with females and
children?

(2) Answer: Yes. We only searched women and children under 13 years old.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question: Were the women cooperative?

(2) Answer. For the most part they were. They were scared. They didn't speak
English and we didn't have an interpreter.

There were interpreters at the East Gate.

©. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question: Were you ever given an actual mission at the gates?

(2) Answer: We didn't know what we would be doing at the gates when we first
got there. We didn't even know the gates were open at this point. We learned we would
be conducting searches from the other females on our teamsthatwe relieved when we

got to the gates.

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question: As your unit and other units arrive, how long did it take to build out
the female search teams? Did you get additional team members from|_@x1)14c|

(2) Answer: [04114]had their own teams out at the gates. We didn't know
anything about what they were doing. It wasn't a combined or joint team.

a. Question and Answer 16.
4
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(1) Question: | was under the impression that Sgt Rosario was pulled in to be a

partofyour team. This isn't true?

(2) Answer: BXd)No. The first time that | saw her was after the blast when she was
a casualty. | saw them cutting pants off of female legs and that was the first time that |
saw her.

r. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question: When did your team get built up to about 35 personnel?

(2) Answer: The teams sort of split up. When we first arrived, the CLB barracks
were in one location but we quickly ran out of room and people had sleeping areas
other places. We ended up having the teams consistof the people that lived together.
‘We only interacted with the other teams when we relieved them.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question: Inyour time at HKIA, how often were you at Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer: We were only out there for the last week and a half. We were mostly
at East and North Gate. The Special Purpose Marine Air Ground Task Force

(SPMAGTF) people were the ones at Abbey Gate. They requested more females and
shifts to support searching. We relieved the SPMAGTF team on the 26th.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question: Prior to the 26th, describe the atmosphere at Abbey Gate and the

job that you conducted there.

(2) Answer: Wewere asked to search females at Abbey Gate. The female
search team location was located behind the outer gate, across from the sniper tower.
We had cammie netting set up where we would conduct the searches, We took turns in
groupsoftwo to be by the canal to check peoples’ documentation and escort females to
the search area.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question: How many people did you have on your team at Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer: We had four on our team and three or four from the SPMAGTF. This

was how it was the first few times we were out there.
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We were often requested to go outside the gate to search a baby or woman. We
would go out there in buddy teams every time. Eventually, we were requested to have
permanent shifts out there.

v. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question: Were you responsible for identifying people in the crowd?

(2) Answer: Yes. We were told to look for special colored flags or people that
would say a special phrase to us.

Ww. Question and Answer 22.

(1) Question: Was it your job to escort women and children that needed to be
searched to the search area?

(2) Answer: No, any Marine could escort them to the search area. However,
males couldn't touch them, so when we had to escort them out due to improper

credentials, we would get called over to help.

A lotof women would fake fainting oractuallyfaint and we would have to drape
their arm around us and/or carry their children.

x. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question: Describe the area by the canal.

(2) Answer: It was very smelly. We called it ‘Schitt's Creek. Our gloves would turn
yellow because they would pee on themselves. It was very unsanitary. People would
spit on us and call us names. Some people that didn't have the proper paperwork would
call us names and yell at us.

We would direct people from other countries to where their coalition forces were
located for them to go to for processing. They would call us bad names as if we weren't
trying to help them, but we weren't able to process their paperwork.

2. Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question: Was it mostly men or women doing this?

(2) Answer: It was mostly men. However, some women got very upset with us
when we were trying to help them with their children. Some women left their children
behind.
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[x6 One woman | was helping wouldn't let me help with her baby and she instead
dropped it in the canal. No one helped to get it out and it stayed there and died.

aa. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question: Did you feela lot of pressure to get as many people out as
possible, either from your chain of command or personally because you had to look
these people in the eye while they were asking for help?

(2) Answer: We didn't feel pressure from the units or chain of command. We
wanted to help as many people as we could. Our chain of command would always tell
us to take a breath and take breaks as we needed.

bb. Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question: How often did the required documents needed to get through the
gate change?

(2) Answer: All of the time. When we were on an 8-hour break, we would hear the
changes in the paperwork more often than while we were at the gate. When you're
working at the gate, we would find people with the documents that we were told were
required, bring them in, conduct the searches, and then bring them to the Department of
State (DoS) and they would get tuned away, Sometimes at East Gate, when this would
happen, we would just have the personnel wait to the side until the document
requirement changed again and the DoS would accept them. They changed the
requirements so often and it was hard to escort people back out.

cc. Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question: Do you think this slowed down the process?

(2) Answer. By the time we opened Abbey Gate and began looking for Special
Interest Visas (SIV), a lot of the people didn't have recent paperwork. The people that
had recent paperwork or had American family members made it to North Gate before
we closed because they had constant contact with people telling them where to go.
North Gate mostly saw American Citizens (AMCITs), students, and people that had
been in contact and knew where to go to get processed.

East Gate mostly saw interpreter families that had contacts at East Gate that
were helping them get out.

Abbey Gate was where people went when they thought they maybe could get
through as a last-ditch effort. The threat level felt very high at Abbey Gate. There was
less security here and we were out there with the people.
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dd. Question and Answer 28.

(1) Question: Were you receiving threat streams leading up to the 26th? What
information did you receive?

(2) Answer. We heard Improvised Explosive Device (IED) or Vehicle-Borne
Improvised Explosive Device (VBIED) threats every time we went to begin a shift. We
‘were given some non-lethal measures, lie batons and spray, during this time. The 26th
was the only day that we were told that we wouldn't be going up to the gate due to the
threat.

ee. Question and Answer 29.

(1) Question: What threats did you receive on the 26th? What was different?

(2) Answer: We relieved a team at Abbey Gate at about 1200 on the 26th and
they told us that there were three IED threats. We didn’t pay too much attention to it
because we always had these threats. This was the last shift being pulled by the
SPMAGTF.

Exe, and Gee were the females on the team on duty. We
were told by] (xan,(6)_fthat we wouldn't be at the front by the canal anymore.

/as only out there with us for a few minutes because she was puking
‘and sick and went back to rest. She made it clear that we wouldn't be out by the jersey
barrier by the canal. About an hourortwo after she left, we had a SgtMaj and Lt request
us up by the canal. We told them we couldn't go up there. They discussed it and
eventually had two of us go up to heir location iband Gee were the females that
went up there. They were there for about an hour and then came back to the search
area. We got called up again and{xs130u. land |went out. We were there at about
1500 or 1600.

The crowd seemed more hectic. There weren't any more coalition forces out
there anymore, just the Marines and Army. The canal seemed empier because they
were pushing people back.

We were only out there for about and hour but were told we weren't taking
people in anymore. We went back to the search area. We were just sitting out there
‘waiting and then we got called out again. Gee Sl etpt this time, About
five minutes after they went out there the blast wentoff. f130s and | were sitting right
inside the outer gate whenit went off.

. Question and Answer 30.
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(1) Question: What happened after the blast?

(2) Answer. 3 was sitting, sortoffacing away from the blast. There was an
‘explosion and | saw smoke and papers flying. It was very hectic and people were
running around. lookedati,diand saw she was ok. | was waiting on Gee and
{130 30 come through the gate and never saw them, They weren't coming out so|
knew I had to go out there and find them. | lost{3)130:. dand was running around looking
for Gee andbtm.twas yelling for them. | went through the fence and found rtinho
next 1o the canal near the jersey barrier. She told me not to look down at the body near
her. | looked anyway and saw Sgt Gee on the ground. People were running around
everywhere. | was trying to pick Sgt Gee up. With everything | had on, and my rifle, |
was struggling.

I thought about; Sgt Gee was already deadwhenwe found her. We left
her to go findbxay1esefsaw people cutting into the fence to get someone through. |
couldn't see who it was. | kept looking and looking. There were corpsmen everywhere. |
went back inside the gatenear the Casualty Collection Point (CCP). | saw female legs
and ran over. They were cutting up Sgt Rosario's pants. | didn't recognize her. | tured
around and saw some corpsmen carrying a body and recognized a black belt that |
knevels ov. cwore. | went up to her and she asked me what the fuck just happened. |

[@@® [Someone said something about Gee. I toldianes oF)
Would be right back and went tcheck it out. |was told to check Gee's pulse even
though | knew she had passed. I kept looking for a pulse anyway. When| left to go back
ihecae had been taken away. | think the Reconnaissance (Recon) guys were
the ones that carried her away.

Someone put a blanket over Gee. | found{iiiics (jand we posted security, moved,
and pulled security again. A GySgt found us and asked who we were reporting to. | told
them|Lisamarie GySgt then told us to get in a vehicle to go back to the Joint
Operations Center (JOC).

fxd was sitting when it went off. | jumped up. | didn't know if it was an IED or a
flash-bang. It wasn't much louder than a flash-bang. It sounded like someone dropped
one close by. We were getting pushed back by the gate. I kept yelling at the SPMAGTF
to letus go get our girls back. | ranupto the truck and talked to some Sgt and asked to
goin. | osteomand decided to go through the gate by myself. | went in and saw a
ot of Marines shooting by the jersey barrier. There was a lot of smoke. | couldn't see
‘where they were firing. They grabbed me and | started firing my weapon as well. | don't
know what | was firing at. Some other Marines started grabbing casualties. | was
looking for the woodland cammies that we were wearing in order to findbs)1se.lor
Gee.
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1'5aw a boot that looked like Gee's and I ran over and found that it was her. I took
off her flak and started checking her. At first, I thought she was just knocked out or had
burstherlung. Another corpsman came up fo Sat Gee. | was looking for her pulse and
Countnd ne. Gh a GSH he Re[____©® Irsawpome ofend fied To block herviewof Gee.
{lara Gistarted trying to pull Sgt Gee up and then realized that she had passed.

1 knew that{3)1306. s}may still be alive so | went to start looking for her. | was
screaming ame and was running around looking for her. | asked some of the
Marines that were pulling security if they had seen anyone in the same cammies as me.
‘They said no.free.Gland | kept running around looking for her. | saw a male
corpsman that had a leg injury and he was yelling and screaming. | grabbed someone
elses tourniquet and brought it to the guy giving him care.

After this, | saw} 105.o]awithfxs)1300,ihe corpsmen that carried Gee out said
she still had a pulse. | was checking, she didn't. | went backto[miso.exe |

fx311300, wyband |started providing care to wounded Afghan women and children after
(3130. olwas evacuated. | went and pulled security with another Marine. | ran and left
with120 land went to the JOC.

gg. Question and Answer 31.

(1) Question: Did you see any other casualties?

(2) Answer: bX They were dragginga lot of bodies. | couldn't recognize anyone. |
was tokd that Sgt Gee died because of the ball bearings.

hh. Question and Answer 32.

(1) Question: Do you know how many rounds you fired?

(2) Answer EINo, but | didn't have to reload my magazine, so not that many.

ii. Question and Answer 33,

(1) Question: What happened once you got to the JOC?

(2) Answer.We talkedwith orionoo JHe brought us
outside and let us calm down a little bit. We were wailing outsideforGis.0x6)Jto
‘come outside of the JOC and knocked for her to come out. | explained to her what
happened and that Gee passed andbiaub. ciwas at the hospital. We went in to the JOC
and elmorepeltok us that they were working on Sgt Gee and that she would be
ok. | was mad that he was lying to me.
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They told us to go to the CLB room in the JOC to calm down. We were sitting
there and a ground attack alarm went off. We asked if we could go back to our sleeping
area and then walked back when they approved.

i- Question and Answer 34.

(1) Question: Did anyone task you to go out to the gate after the blast?

(2) Answer: No. We only worked at the PAX terminal after that. We missed our
first two shifts because they were confused on how to work us in to the schedule without

(boon, ]and Gee. Having this downtime made everything worse.

kk. Question and Answer 35.

(1) Question: When did you leave HKIA?

(2) Answer: We left around 0200 on the 30th and wenttold We were there
forabout two and a half weeks before re-deploying back to the States.

II. Question and Answer 36.

(1) Question: Is there anything important that you think we should know?

(2) Answer: No.

mm. Question and Answer 37.

(1) Question: Can you please provide your contact information?

(2) Answer.

5. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersignedat G16 Jand
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1._On 13October2021, Brigadier General Lance Curtis (US Army) and[_ x33.06)|
then,oJ JSMC, conducted an interview of the above personnel at Camp Lejeune, NC,
ITMEF Headquarters to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on
Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: BG Curtis and[soetiejasked a series of questions to
(US Army) recorded the interview for transcription below.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with BG Curtis and 31s. xe]providing an overview of
scope of the investigation, which included the fact-finding concerning actions before,
during, and after the attack, chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection,
gate operations, and medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the
conversation and prepare a memorandum of the statement. The subject would have the
opportunity to review and make additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly
captured and rendered to writing.

b. Question and Answer 1

(1) Question. How did you enter into HKIA and what was your Task Org and
Reporting?

(2) Answer. | had a Company minus consistingof one Reconnaissance platoon,
our Infantrytrailer platoon, and a small company headquarters. Our reporting
requirements and command relationships changed during the operation. In short, we
began the operation as part of the Battalion Landing Team but spent the majority of the
operation as part of the Command Element. There is some history behind this. We
originally were assigned to the 24 MEU as part of the Command Element, however
during the workup we were attached to the Battalion Landing Team (BLT). We were
partof the BLT for most of the 24 MEU deployment. When we arrived in HKIA, we were
partofthe BLT and were reporting to[_xtses. x6} This changed shortly after we
arrived. On 18 August, a group of reporters and sources associated with the New York
Times were recovered through the south/domestic terminalofthe airport. The terminal
was not an established gate or official way onto the base and involved coordination with
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the Taliban and the Americans who were in defensive positions near the terminal. The
recovery was successful, but it was hastily organized and a group of 24 MEU staff
members had to personally conduct the recovery operation. Becauseofthis, the MEU
Commander determined a force was required to coordinate and facilitate recovery of
individuals/groups that wouldn't come through the normal gates. The Maritime Raid
Force was assigned this mission and designated as TACON to the MEU CE. We
remained TACON to the CE for the rest of our time at HKIA reporting directly to
fea. whe)

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question. What was your mission?

(2) Answer. We facilitated recovery for individuals or groups who were unable to
enter via the normal gates, required special assistance, or were designated as high
priority by elements within the DoD or USG. Our focus was on the actual recovery, not
designating who should be recovered/priorized. If the MEU said “here's the people we
want,” we would go get them. We created solutions and developed methods for getting
people onto the airfield. Although we didn't belong to them, this effort was tied to the.
international coordination cell. When we began doing these operations on 19 August,
many people from across the staff reached out to us in an attempt to help Afghans they
Knew or were geting contacted about. Al sorts of Americans were reaching out to
people they knew were in HKIA trying to help Afghans. There seemed to be a general
sense that ‘if we can just get ahold of someone on the airfield it will be easy to get this
group of people onto the airfield.” Requests like this flooded in and were impossible to
keep up with. We limited our recoveries to only those authorized by fg A
[oxeJor the reps of their team. However, we would conduct multiple recoveries for a point
of contact once they were authorized by thee)| For example, after a
successful recovery, a groupofAmerican officers who worked with a special mission air
wing (provides mission list details) requested several additional recoveries from us,
which we succeeded in. Ifwe were contacted directly by or passed info from clearly
important groups, we would backbrief the MEU and begin helping the group. This
happened with US Institute of Peace and Reuters News Agency among others. We
ended up recovering at least 2,245 people who were identified as high priority by high
ranking membersof the DoD or USG and were unable to enter the normal gates for
‘whatever reason.

©. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question. We've heard about so many people who've been making contact.
Did you have direct contact with Senators or President?

(2) Answer. No, however we were passed people via staffs from at least the
Senator level. Most of our tasking came via intermediaries or had funneled through the
MEU or J3 before it got to us. We did have some unexpected contact with high levels of
the USC, Forarama]had an Afghan dam
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he was sponsored by a US Congressman. [_eys)1305(xe) Jasked for proof and the
Afghan Facetime called the Congressman and handed the phone olatm]
We allowed that onto HKIA. [aysisos.ey)[was frequently the senior Marine on-site at
recoveries and he in particular has alot of unbelievable stories and spoke with all types
of people.

1. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question. 26th in the morning

(2) Answer. | was working in the Joint Operations Center. |was the day shift
while[a06)_|was on nights. We had fallen into a rhythm at that time and |
‘would spend the morning discussing our activities with my recovery teams. | briefed
them on what tactics we were seeing have success for the day and giving them their
assigned groups for recovery. They would back brief me on the results of their
individual operations. Many of the methods to recovery people had been used up at
this point, and the sewage canal was the best chanceof success that day and we were
planning to use it to get some folks out. (THIS IS MY MAPII) We had several
methodologies to bring people in. One method was to coordinate with Afghans on site.
For this method we used NSU gate or South gate. We would coordinate with the
Afghan NSU allies, Taliban, or 82nd, or who everwe needed to in order to get the
targets in. We also had established ratlines consisting of holes, service gates, or
ladders. We built a lotofconnective tissue with adjacent units, afghan interpreters, and
SOF elements to keep us plugged in to multiple means to get access to and control
certain areas. However, at this point we had burned a lot of the backdoors we knew
about, and the crowds would know where our ladder points or fence gaps were. So by
the 26th the sewage canal method at the Abbey Gate was becoming the best and
possibly only way to bring people in. We had workedwithparantalot to make sure
we did things without disturbing his operations or overall security at Abbey gate. |
briefed my guys that Abbey was the only game left in town and tasked out my guys with
different groups to recover. | recognized that this might be one of the last days we could
recover people, so | assigned the bulk of my force to work that entry way, two Recon
teams and an Infantry Platoon. Personally, | was also absorbed on that day with helping
the US Institute of Peace and Asian Women's University get a bus convoy onto HKIA.
‘They both had a lot of complex issues getting access to the installation and had
frustrations.

9. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question. Where are you physically when it happens?

(2) Answer. | was in the JOC. | believe the attack occurred between 15-1600.

h. QuestionandAnswer6.

(1) Question. What do you remember about the moment it happened?
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(2) Answer. Blast was announced and it was reported that small ams were also
associated with the attack. | heard continued small arms fire reports longer than |
‘expected. | heard that there was a large number of casualties and a lotof reporting
about the movement of personnel between the gate and the role Il.

i. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question. Any reason you preferred Abbey gate?

(2) Answer. We preferred to use Abbey Gate because of the sewage canal. The
canal was unique because it presented a secure area where we could pull people from
a crowd without chance of the gate being overrun. The canalwallwas high enough
people couldn't climb up but low enough you could reach down to grab someone. We
could grab a lot of people efficiently there.

[a66|Contact Phone number

5. The pointofcontact for this memorandum is the undersigned at and
assistant investigating

officer, at me 1]
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PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
AUTHORITY: ie 10,USCSection 30; The5,USCSecon 2951, .0,8997 Soci SecurtyNumber(SSK),
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TORGANZATIONGRADDRESS
24 Marine Expeditionary Unit
= WANTTOMAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDEROATH:
The Force ProtectionTeam consisting of(01505016)Jand stood at the Abby Gate drainage canal
‘everyday pulling people into our lines once all other gates shut down. We would be tasked to find and save a specific person or
8roups of people and we would have them meet us at Abby Gate, cross the drainage cana, and pul them into our lines to be
evacuated.
“That morning, the crowd was trampling each other in front of the barrier that 2/1 held at Abby Gate. The 2/1 marines were
hand to hand fighting the crow to push them off the barrier and stop civilians from getting trampled. My team and | were
searching for one Blue Passport holder (ye) Jwhose wife was at the PAX terminal. | stood on the right-
hand side of the canal on topofthe wall ooking for the indidua, but we ultimately did not see him. in the chaotic crowd,
picked outa 1-2-year-old gil ina red dress with blue eyes and her mother desperate to escape being trampled or crushed. |
had a conversation with two HN personel,a man and woman iting next to the barrier who never made it nto the ins.
Both helped me keep track of th girl and mother. Multiple times the ite girl and mother disappeared into the crow. | got off
the wall and stood behind the 2/1 Marines fighting, trying to see if | could get the girl and mother out. | took my OC spray out
of my flak and gave it to a 2/1 Marine to give to their Captain, who was fighting in the crowd. A Marine pulled the pin and
detonated a flash-bang right in front of me on accident, blowing off pieces of his hand. | looked down to check to see if | was.
okay and if | could stil hear. The 2/1 Marines carred the injured Marine on their backto safety. |couldn't leave the litle girl in
the red dress and the mother, so | went back to the barrier to see if they were stil there. They were still in the crowd and were
able to make their way to the 2/1 jersey barrier. The Marines pulled the mother and girl over and handed the girl to me, who |
camidin my arms Th mother allowedSein]cr,sacparcing, Th mother was desperately ying (go back nto
the crowd to get her husband “in a pink shirt.” The mother and girl left the area due to the trampling crowd and we.
transported them to the PAX terminal in our vehicle with three other individuals.
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Once we ried at the PAX terminal 5 ranted permission by is command to go with the Force
Protection team to help us.| got a white truck to drive tortsa od I
Continued to die or unarForeT ack SUV He ET Toppedby the JOC to brit th CE ana 0s BoM The
uation at Abby Gate. After tat, both vehicle header owards West Gat t ck up our next tasked ndiduals B76]

[:kyJor aml of8.Whenwe contacted er, she was located on he south se of the ified a a gate controled by
he Tolan. She and hr family could not gt hough. 1 devised a pian 0 ave hr5 back t hr venice and drive her snd
her family othe Northwest seof HIA to Panis Pump Station. She tod me she was wearinga blue coat and 1a a
purple umbrella so | could easily identify her in the crowd. The gate was controlled by NDS and a myriad of men dressed in

Bice = bs faye ih heees ie ign erso
he West GatE ET POE OncEwe aed
Letheulalndtom we3 cresronhpcre son
waked forward. called,61 and0d hr o bring her ad hGF ai 3s for forward 8 Could was met by 3
bearded man n'a black FSF WEG od me tere was an IED/SVEST threat currently 110d in knew,and we had get
these people ou. pointed to tham i the rowd and showed him the purple Umbra He directed me 10go forward with
NDan 0d me t stay on th ight hand side with as much cover as could ind. We walked forward and 1 dened]

[atthe crowd to NDS. NDS crossed the street and grabbed &i_Jandherfamily for me. After searching the
personel and thei bags, we loaded the fay nto our two venice. We Grove back o the PAX terminal and oped
Themolt.
We loaded the videsagin and pushed south to Abby Gate looking forth same blue passart olderfrom that morning
and another former Afghan interpreter with a bright yellow shirt. We made it past tower 11 and towards tower 8 when we
saw 14 individuals who breached the walls being held in place by British forces. We stopped to provide support and to

ensure thy ddn' need transportation fr the apprehendedoNorth Gateby th nterational itary Plc. The C Wire
aS open ontop ofthe wall and here was gap the wall where the apprehended broke in. 1 made th decision to send

ors Abby Gat to begin searchin or the blue passport holderand interpreter
TRLS3515016, Jd reported the apprehended to the JOC Sal. 1150 reported 1]x15,016) ncewe

finished reporting the apprehended, we headed toward Abby Gate.

As we drove up to Abby Gate, | could see civilians starting to run towards our vehicle and 2/1 Marines were up and
preparing to run towards the gunfire/explosion site. After brief moments trying to move our vehicle, we placed it as far

TorAyataco thlrvaesBhrdnettoerire]
srgrnd)Jostiheend les ht pion, nd ETT
were geting ready STi fara TSW another Marine in Woodlands who appeared tbe MAFan asked him fh was
going out there. He said he wasn't “not going” and we both ran forward with 2/1. | knew|
‘who | had sent earlier, were out there when the suicide vest went off. We ran up the right side behindthe jersey barriers.
371 Marines were fang and Securing 1 the south and southeast. 1 looked aroundfor ates:oxelou could net find
intial. | Tossed over SC:Wire gap where we parked our vile everyday nest to th riage pi. spoke wi 0
[8htld me Sgt Ge got hit an he had notser] a15]Thre were bodies ofboth cians and
armas 78 ground. ra towards th outer primer pas he Bh ate to th hei he fence where we had
pulled many famies trough bore. bielysow)tom,06 andwe exchanged wordsaswe passed each ther
after his team had taken shrapnel from the blast. | ran into a Marine with a wounded girl coming through the hole in the
fence. | put her on my back in the fireman's carry. | ran her from the hole in the fence back through the British gate to the
riage ein. ether down behind coverofa vehicle, A ther and hr two daughters ware in shock stanlng net 0
where 150t down the gir an up to ther and ume them around, diecin them towards he in AbbY Gots
Controlledby 2/1. 1 Saw ENS BYE) at tis point oscor i the white ruck and [EEE]

(oom.ws ling riage woud Marines st 556 point.
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soarewenror ao nar Camp Lene oareo_ 20210910
ST
[___ou130.6)6)and I backed the white truck up to whereMarines and civilians were laying on the ground.TE TTcked oy a NETHER dict ote southern permees and sow man dh Lower. We named ot weapons
towards thetower and[5130 @efand| directed a couple 2/1 Marines to orient on the tower a5 we started to 163d the
Wounded. We4 otse he ma 1 th ower again
We loaded one Morne,duo was covered in blood, in the bed of the truck with tourniquets on hs legs and arms.We loaded anther HN GHW a wounded sr no the bed ofthetrack as wall We ooded 3 small HN female chili the
Sok sagt ek(SERRE Eaapts to th ast wetiil, TermoorECT T Eo roe?hr owaka she wa SSE ao ut of consiovines. ode nthe bd oft ruck wit the wounded Marne and
i, We Groves at 2 ossleaminfo Marines and milogo ut ofthway 50We coulda 11 Role2
51st posible. All Ir were sever pan anxo.jad | 10 whatweCold 1 omfor tal 0 them he
‘entire way and keep them awake. We made it to the hospital and unloaded the little girl in the backseat first, then the girlinthe bed of th truck, then the Marine. 1 refed i — eoRregtoile
‘We then drove back to Abby Gate as quickly as possible; STORPINE eR To east gate Briefly since there was a roadblock by a
British vehicle/MAXPROs.

‘We went around it on the opposite side of the road and immediately back out to the triage point. At this point, all the
Varin had bh loaded and th Bish Gate was sh. We trae th vide around and gntred th nr Abby GatePerimeter. 1 dsembared the white truck and Spoke toSTBJon told him Abby Gore was
secured by 2/1 and we needed to get any 24 MEU CE/JTF-CR Marines out and gain accountability andpush them back to
the Joc| took the white truck and began loading another Marine (potentially Espinoza)
5Jand multiple other civilians, driving them to Role 2 to drop off.
[E55530 wasat he interior age pint neth perimeter of Abby Gate with our SUV. She was helping keep
eran osi was deerminin which cllans/llry needed tobe raporid o Rol 2 mciatehy: he ws
irecing what needed ob done t he cians around ht pproRched] HTS 0X0 and sh directed ho
ther, ile bo, and aa with badges on i ace who hod been it In 15 Head and Tce Teded 0b anspor. Weovethe tur ll parked vehica 630ed th in. We drov dec to Role 2 and unoaded her a

reSFE ohidewas breaking own his sot and hy piste bac to teCtetestingSi th wounded Toya:
fen went to medical to receive medical attention for their injuriesduringthe attack.

frm believe that ft wasnt sctons of [———— GormmE Jon the day oftheroo arse vay 0 5 1 Wounds Ty ead Tom he sch.omeSon ov mEoe
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STATEMENT OF ©1000 TAKENAT Camp Lejeune oATED_ 20210910

AFFIDAVIT
! ©6130, 0X6) HAVE READORHAVEHADREADTOME THISSTATEMENTWHICHBEGINSON

PAGE 1,ANDENDSON PAGE 4 | FULLY UNDERSTANDTHE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATENENTISTRUE. | AVE INITIALEDALL GORRECTIONS ANDHAVEINITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING
THE STATEMENT. | AVE MADE THISSTATEMENTFREELYWITHOUTHOPE OFBENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUTTHREAT OF
PUNISHENT. ANOWITHOUT GOERGION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAVIFUL INDUCEMENT.

©1130, 0X6)

wmiesses ‘Subscribed and swo tobeforeme, aperson authorizedbylow to
administeroan, his dao J
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PRACTRST STATEHENT
Aurion: To 10,USC Scton 07; Tu 5, USC Seton 3610 207 Sail Secu uber (SSN.
PRINGIPALPURPOSE: To document ena cimin sty hing Ary. andi shon Army ofc fo matin dco,To rrroo vecaa dork.
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Hamid Kars In. Aipot, Kad, Afghanistan 20210727 1200
© RST RAGE TITWARE MODERAVE mE

[we]© GRGANEATION GRAGORESS
24 Marie Enpediionary Unit
- WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

nh aflermoan of 26 AUG 2021 with vy PyOps Day Team lisa.out springth various gis |ished thnk ThA adhe TOC hf cht 2 rh Ashen GS Eneat wiht eae ion
empl here | knew {hat was the most worse res {or he day (hs of Cod ise ad Khcw he ey teamVoBId Come back hroueh eventually ite thev (nihed i at ther kates, got 1o Abbe Lai. scorined ial our

cas
Karinesof2/1 and kept thespeaker playing the message describing what paperwork you had tohave(o get in and torvssoho The mest vd Fain Vs lecon he row: hich V3 eeingOnin he day gorHotter: had been thera Hic ver an four hen my day (cats Showed dp. Paving been PIOVIGng Scsance at herates:

My day team was| _(©)3)1300. (0X6) SSG Ryan Knauss, and (b)(3)1305. (06) ogether we began
engaging divedily with Ihe crowd SUT TTAMPTIE to both molify them TTEIREOVEHT RTI 1 theAbbeyGate
crowd, Again, we achieved hitle eect a5 everyone We MARIZed Ib ComInce 10 g0 away was repirced by someone
ise. We also passed suspicious people, especially with bags. up the 2/1 chain as we spoticd them jn the. ond,
because we knew about he SVeut of PBIED threat. In three hours we had spoted over ten possibles, AKA military
age males doing mor tan the hor to ide thei features with bags or pdr bulky clothing, moving and acting
Niptctously offen withthe crowd giving hema wide berth as hough they knew or suspected something: csentialypobleier Hower! sen Sif lh bet Spoltng, oncesomeoneil ia (ha prefhe stow (lover a

ie final wadi bridge, the close packed barricade on our side of the wadi,or the endofthe wadiitself, from which
Marines were pullin oi Folks With sppropriae paper ere was Simply no way to keep ack of them. The
crowd's og dens,foo rowdy, andl cimbering to gotin

With the 2/1 Marines alréady well versed in opctating the NGLSifthey needed it, we prepared to departAbbey Gate and think gout other says to Teche crow size; Before we left owever Len: ta dheck in With the
[ oosoee—)(pelling?) of 2/1. Whiletalking. to him his [__ox6) Fame over (a Major

Whose nameIcannot recall ).and asked If we colsdprovide direct, powerful, loudspeaker support at the barrier on ourSe OTReadhebrew th fou. he crowd her has cushion and CLES up Said he
rade: ching tam iin, i ard noth tp Prt ata mmm and posi il pegple Te Valet ts to
employing 4a.o)(1)1.4c, @#roOwated fo the front of the vehicle, to implore them to Sop, as well as potentiallybe so loud50 be ptTT ee 00 ma them Stop thal way. So | wen! back to the team. told them we Fad work fo do.and we

[—
OTR

A0DITIONAL PAGESMUSTGONTAI THE HEADING STATEMENTOF TAKGNAT __ oATE0 ___
THEBOTTOMOFEACHACOITIONAL PAGEMUSTBEARTE TALSOFTHEPERSONNAKING THESTATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBERMUSTaviares
EEme RETETRE wovne rm



Hamid Karz In. Airport, Kahl,STATEMENT OF Tar Rania onteo_ 20210727
o STATENENT (Corres)

Xreumed with local many whose iy hd st been ct , | dont now hat documentation thypossessed for hat but he did speak Engl, Darl, sn Paso He wis slictant to leave his ily as thy
[progressed down the length of Abbey Gate into HKIA,but Itold him “Just give me ten minutes, just help me for
en ites au i bring vow back your fim és and brought him back to theTPT vehiclewehad!prepostoned: he tried With he basi “Stan ishing nd Pleas Calf down and pie some spc! buf moved
ono" are uring omen and children! ing t'mploe the rowd o lop psig righ here | had se 3fimer ore minute and when dined hase the mi for his asiotance HE as staal sad bechise he
could scc what vas happening. {1c ar “Tried my best” and Iassured him that he had, and that t was okey, and
[that I would then take himto <join his family. I turned to[nara mudand instructed him to ask the SPMAGTFBIT tb providecontracted misrpreter, So hisstarted talking10 (ideio his lef |had the helpful
civilian in frontof me as we walked i front ofthe TPT vic, and | ebTTTOREaTOther two sicps in towards the gate,
vith Bi sl fro me Of me, wher th 3 went otf bin ud and fo my Rt (abot Sloe) |ner anhat dude, who as Just rng help, aga ie no idea what happenedto im, he okay. 1 fe madeack to ia family: Since | don't know his name | have no way of fading out eitherWhen Ent off, tes throw onward ado my ef, THA he ground ord. and quickly checked
mys sc was got offthe pronfer that. unned, and moved rds the gat: which was fontlof fe. 1 couldn't hear anything. 1 realized | didn't know where my team was, $0 | fumed afourid (© go beck to thecid nes waen theguns staied rom the fronofthe gat, realy by the Cones bores byth envance toIhe Darron hotel 1 saw SSG Knauss, on the ground, but on hy sideof the TPT vehicle (not whire he had been
ore Thbi)ad rabbed im arid Shagg im back past hega. andof Lhe id ring to gemt anyinf tat mgt cof aah down thet fom the Baron tol ont ati i Hom the MiP an
i, he saw me and yelled (Hsve you seen Gee? Where is Gee? but | hac Seen her 1978 Bit sol said | hadsitsen hr” oriecl an by ne, Towards the hole he fence whereSt Gee lad been workin SSG Knaussautor: Boalhing appi lic Samer ofFand checked hin fo obvious Siemat nyrcs but
Fond one ionic was mclineHe stared to choke on his tongue, fo | tsied saath Maring howscling fois tongue ant while id SSG Kasswae Stconscious Tvs vfing fora Compra,
6 dd show up, and Tooked aga for obvious extemal injirics and again found none,$i stl couldnt a356 Knausylo Rak up Nicamihilc ick rick bi pull up and we decided et SG Knaus onl fepickup truck to et11 to {nage and (he role 2 as fat Save GOUT; We ot im on (he (ruck. cleared fis
Veapon and tucked it beside hi. | fished i tongue out. They loadedaSecond noncambulatory, an SPMAGTF
[Nathoe, on a sretcher, onto the bedof the same trick Which1 pelped with Fished Ryans ong gain.
realized | didn't fit on the truck bed with them both anid hanped off.

While wa Sanding on he acl| Shibisris sieFome sound the comer sporting another Marine,
whom helaid down at the temporary CCP just MSITe Te Zate. [v)@)1300. wydwasbleedingfrom his face.He saw meih the truck with Ryan, and hopped nto tha passenger side. | hopped oi, without exchang) aids with
him, and went to gb 100k forl ato.GH]The truck I2fl, withGGG Knauss in the bed ml farensde mah theposinger scat Fen back ts Hie FP Weel Tok oyna ol nd coli Find Bil reaiized
he ruck wold be he way if he Bris id manage (0 iifloy out the Barron gal and fwrards Abbey
Gate and HKIA. So Thopped no he der sat put i in neural, and isgaged he rake veld for someiarines to Helpine, and logeher ve pushed i buf against he ial ofthe1 res. autof thpoteiial pai ofth Bria conboy rowelo Stop it fom lling Al this point 1ain land spol with Him
for a second. He was looking for Command ElementNainéifpiorswlins eta He picked up a litle
civilian gir who was wounded, ut her on his bake and fan hEckARATS LHeSTP with her. Ho came back toContinue [ooking forts1ses waiter thal: SPMAGTF 2/1 Maries (ook up defensive positions behind the
rick facing forvard-1 oved bast th truck and noticed nobody ws looking ai & tower, extemal to HKIA, withclear inesof sigh iio the KilZ0nc and our actions. | got & Freican, one of ty acing forward, 1 coricit 10ich fia ower irom bihundike Dorie| watch civ Uy 0 un ne RIA, caring backpack se
ncaly at sit {ihe fact Several irines were yeling at is 0 drop i ba. red backpack te he droped ithey lef himrun by and in. He wasn't a threat, he Just didn't ow What to,do: | saw other Marines pulling (hened rough hl nh EeTaiSGLSet ThesubTro eprcIt Was af thy point that |realized that 2/1 ha the security srution under control, they had floodedfar, tov elgunte, aftr TED and while the SAF cxlange was in progres. va to adding
lanwthing to their postire. and would likely gl i their way if they had to maneucr.-So | turned around, wen: back10 the fenceline. and helped another Maria, partially ambulatory, through 10 the CCP

‘Continued on next page.
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Hamid Karzai Int. Aiport, Kabul,STATEMENTOF TENAT Afghanistan oateo_ 20210727
STREET Gortrued)

3 same buck o the fron, aoking fo yeBE) and helpeda shell-shocked civilian ady et back
fo eT had ac bs cbcBi TERS Guy Wl bck onan ie SHV Bh onaheroff I heard oxarton, aka out to me, he and cic in the back of an ambulance style HMMWN,nice had be ocking or them Thopned 80 FROFIRE diver ogo unfss Thre were any other
ambulatory patients to Tiekily because with two Corpsmen (Army medics| think acnally) Treating them, we.
didn't have any more room. There weren't any other ambulatory wounded around, so we began to leave,The
ambulance driver heard on the radio thet he roe 2 was full so she said held be aking hemo he 1827 role |
lon Camp Alvarado, especially since they were Army. 1 explained they work for the JTF-CR, not 82aighome, butard tine so Tong af they kot sein ad To sep ont, WE drove didei'acros the ica nd wos fifoio eo tothe Camp Rivaradd Role T where ey wer seen immedictely. Tied to ef them neadedto'see $5
Knaus in‘he Role 2 ut they made’ me sit for& while until a Captain had some other reason o go over fo NorthHKIA, and he drove me bacArriving at Building 300, enced he JOC and reported 1 various folks inside Lay bave been he first
[Marine who wit in the explosion 6 make it back and report, because.| had{o explain that there was only one
explosion at Abbey Gate, but that t had heen a complex TED initiated atiack because of the SAF exchange at the
front which may Have been ISIS-K shooting Talban'and hen ring to cet inside, Town an sildiam for
heb nd pore he ocaon ofwyfivesods (SE Kits he Tle and bce, oni leseldksysos. dime Camp Alvarado Role 11.1 sat down for a while. My ght teans came in, TEGRITIE fews,dd went
fo check on overybody. Eventually wysi30swie _—__Jvere moved from the Role 1 to the Role 2, soeveryone was al North HKIAois ras dlserirged and cam back ino hosoital Shirt and boxers, but 5[panton, goseenby acorp SHRINE cthaveconuson.We heard raofais stable aid wl

fine We heard Ryan was saan then Urgent and nutes, then fier Urgent Srgteal™ bronbogSipe wath hm a he RO eae AG a4 aro 330010 161 tats By hod pose TagTo
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ASIEN DEPARTMENTOFTHEARMY
g 3RD SUSTAMENT COMMAND (EXPEDITIONARY)ey EE3 g "APO AE 03gs

ACTS-SCK-DO 15 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with| 1st
BDE, 82nd Airborne Division Brigade] mo ]15
October 2021

1. On 15 October 2021, BG Lance Curtis, US Army and
USMC, conducted an interview of the above personnel at Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
3ESC Headquarters to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on
Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: BG Curtis asked a series of questions throughout the interview, which
[_oomoee___ hnswered often answered collaboratively.

«fmBUS Amy recorded the interview for transcription below. For the purpose of
recording who was speaking, the following shortened terms wil be used to identify the
speaker:

BG Curtis - BG

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with BG Curtis providing an overview of scopeof the
investigation, which included the fact-finding concerning actions before, during, and
after the attack, chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection, gate
operations, and medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the
conversation and prepare a memorandum of the statement. The subject would have the
opportunity to review and make additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly
captured and rendered to writing.

b. QuestionandAnswer1.

(1) Question. BG -When did you get assigned to the Brigade?

[©] 12 August 2021 | was assigned as the BOE

c. Question and Answer 2.
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(1) Question. BG - Can you talk about any important events in your pre-
deployment and train up to your movement to HKIA?

(2) Answer.[ ©10) IRF Prep started in March which was our Joint Readiness
Training Center (JRTC) Rotation 21-05. We did not rehearse non-combatant evacuation
operations (NEO) but we did rehearse civic engagement. Mock interagency visits and
role players. Did not rehearse crowd control. Geronimois the size of an airhead line and
we ran Entry Control Point (ECP) ops at the scale available at the location. Unlike the
one at National Training Center (NTC) where there's always a NEO inject we did not get
that. Following that we did marksmanship training in preparation for IRF 1 July. We did
one LPD involving tactical decision games, One was a NEO. We practiced a NEO
leaving Hamad Karzai International Airport (HKIA) with a penetration. | would not have
considered us to have achieved the status and training the Marines do in their prep for a
float.

d. QuestionandAnswer3.

(1) Question. BG -When did you officially get alerted?

(2) Answer. We started studying the problem knowing it was highly likely
and developed a pointed playbook. We talked to MG Donahue and we were told to
focus on Bagram. We worked up Joint Forcible Entry (JFE) concepts and thought things
through for how to split forces between multiple airheads if necessary. We started
getting serious about NEO discussion and then got the official notification on 12 August.
The CG (MG Donahue) gave me the first indicator the day before that it was definitely
going to happen.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question. BG -What did the departure look like? Prioritizationof outioad?

(2) Answer. We were 100% focused on outload. IRFPVL and echeloned
‘equipment sets. We began to work on Soldier load issues because it wasclear that the
division would be manipulating the force flow. We deployed decisions based
on probably going to an Intermediate Staging Base (ISB) like 143and then when
called forward we planned to be security for whatever location it might have been.

f. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question. BG - Talk about force flow and build-up.

(2) Answer. [©46)]- My first unit on the ground is 2/504, We had one aircraft land
on the 15th. It was a Sunday and we landed 2100 local. We linked up with Diplomatic
security.
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9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question. BG - Talk me through your first impression of the tactical scenario.

(2) Answer. We were immediate put on the Camp Alvarado perimeter and
then when the sun came up we were told to put our Soldiers down against that crowd
who was out all over the airport facility and fields. | was in the Cab CP.
and his staff were watching the crowds with the raid camera and the crowd intially
looked like the Taliban attacking. We had securityofAlvarado and we sent a unit out to
establish a screen line. We had 300 personnel on the ground (one battalion minus). We
had 2/504 with their artillery battery on the ground. Red Devils landed on the 16th at
0440 local. We got a lot of artillery personnel on early in anticipation of opposition. They
were basically with the IRV 1. By the time the zombie apocalypse happens we were at
about 750-800 personnel. But the end of that night we had 1k on the ground. We
established the screen lines south of the air strip oncewe had the personnel.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question. BG - Talk about COMREL. Who did you work for?

(2) Answer. 1 worked for BGen Sullivan (USMC, JTF-CR Commander). |
asked this question right away and that was one of the things we established very early
on. Although it later changed, I worked for BGen Sullivan.

i- QuestionandAnswer8.

(1) Question. BG - How did you get tied in with Marines on the ground to create a
security perimeter?

(2) Answer. [361+We tied in visually. We never established radio comms in the.
darkness. | recall that the Marines at the time only had 200-250 personnel themselves
s0 we were both pretty thin. It would have been 1/8 or 2/1 but they wereunder x6]
(B23.w}here was an understanding that the Marines had the East side of the airfield
and we had the West.

J. Question and Answer ©.

(1) Question. BG - Talk about how the dayofthe 15th ends for you.

(2) Answer. [46]-Our third aircraft came in and the night ends with the crowd
never being disbursed. That's off of apron 8A-C. There were two distinct waves
according to outside reports, but we just saw it as a mass mob because we were 00
close to it all. It looked to us like a constant wave of influx. We could differentiate
between the Taliban based ontheir dress and while someofthem were armed, there
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was never a direct threat to our Soldiers demonstrated in any intent. We had to be very
careful about crowd control because the crowd was in the thousands and even small
movements or disturbances could have a much larger effect. Those who were directly
associated with the Taliban had clothing that was distinctive. Later that night as we
pushed the crowd and the Taliban out. You could tell the difference and they even
lamented to the National Security Unit (NSU). | witnessed awkward, but civil interactions.
between the Taliban and NSU. The night of the 16th was the first time we had any
interactions with the Taliban. We were clued in then that the partnership and balance of
relationships would be okay.

[[x6)+When 1 got there and we established a more secure perimeter the interactions
‘were civil between the NSU and Taliban. This is a different time and space because |
came in a ltl after the CDR.

k. Question and Answer 10,

(1) Question. BG—What Rules of Engagement (ROE) were you aware of and
practicing?

(2) Answer. The ROE was the right to self-defense - | was going off the
self-defense ROE and it was the hostile act and hostile intent standard expectation.
‘They never maneuvered or demonstrated intent and our paratroopers exercised
amazing restraint even in a lotofdifficult scenarios.

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question. BG - Can you talk at all about messaging to the crowds?

(2) Answer.[©6)}- We used a vehicle with some guys who showed up and spoke.
afew of the local languages and they would speak and tell the crowd that nothing would
happen until they getoffthe airfield. They understood that they needed to move back.
‘There were a lot of injuries that night between locals claiming getting hurt and the
shoving of the masses. I've heard a lot of figures. We haven't really established the
numbersbutwe think there were 2000-3000 civilians on the airfield that night.

m.QuestionandAnswer12.

(1) Question. BG -What was your posture when dealing with the crowd?

(2) Answer. [5161]- We were inoculated from day one because of our close
proximity to the Afghan Civilians (AFGCIVs). We were immersed in the crowd and the
people at the forward line of troops (FLOT) since the moment we touched down. We got
used to their presence and proximity and so as we continued from our arrival we
became normalized in accepting the risk and proximity of their crowds. We were in no

waydismissive of the danger and potential issues, but at the same time we did not
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have a choice in how we engaged them and our timetable was known to be
compressed to a point of stressing making things work.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question. BG - So we're at the 17th now. Talk about your posture, force flow,
and tasking understanding as of the 17th.

(2) Answer. 17th was the first day of normalcy in terms of operations.
without surprises. Our CP was at Alvarado and we had 5 companies, one delta
company, and two batteries. We had a strong point at theoie]
Cre ve had an agreement with the Marines that they had the East and

we Fiad the West prior to the 17th. The narrative was that we were securing the airhead
line. That started on the 17th. On the 18th that changed to us being responsible for
perimeter security with the Marines on local security for their gates in which they were
operating. It looked like the following by date in a very general sense:

15th, arrive and secure locally
16th,clear AFGCIVs and secure locally
17th, secure the western line and establish perimeter understanding
18th, build combat power and secure the perimeter
19th, we have the entire perimeter line minus the localized Marine gate security
20th, secure the entire aithead line
21st, same as above
22nd, start supporting the NEO through south gate, and this was a big change because
this was the first day we started receiving AMCITs at west gate. This is the day that we
‘got wishy washy because we were doing the boutique exfils along with the planning of
the Joint Tactical Exfil (JTE). This grew and grew and grew over time. Gate 1 and 3
were our gates we ran. This was also in coordination with__exo__Jin the
International coordinationcells didn't start producing clarity and unity of effort until
then. There was a moment in time where it wasclear that he wasn't doing much chief of
staffing and he was really running the international coordination cell. The MCC was
really working to create clarity to be able to provide clarity.

o. Question and Answer 14

(1) Question. BG - Mission Orders are distributed how?

(2) Answer. [x6]- Joint Task Force 82 is formed on the 18th and All American 6
(MG Donahue) and the Division tactical command post (DTAC) arrived mid-day. He had
His first huddle that night around 1900. The task org changed the next day. | was.
working for Gen Sullivan before and then got TACON to 82nd on the 15th. We were still
coordinating directly with the Marines but at this point what was established between
myself and| sas that we agreed to assume the entire airhead line and that

het avas on the gates. The security of the gates had a bubble around them
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which they efficiently established on the ground and they owned the security in those

Spaces Iwas argo tuntan uo esabisnd hose
connections.

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question. BG - So now we're on the 22nd. Talk me through the issues and
observations you had around this time.

(2) Answer. These are the days where the Marines are extracting
personnel from the gates and the reporting in the news is picking up. The NSU is firing a
huge amount of warning shots. The Threat stream is picking up. We had multiple threat
streams with levelsofspecificity that varied. We started hearing about the ‘gold corolla’ I
think on the 2nd day but it's not populated on the Intel row until the 20th. | have physical
‘evidence of the threat on the 20th and we knew they were cooking something up early.
We knew they were imminent on the 22nd. This is important because the issue became
apparent when we would try to do anything at the gates. The issue of standoff and
crowds complicated any transitions. The Taliban were verydifficult to deal with at the
North Gate.

q. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question. BG -What was your interaction with the Taliban and their
leadership?

(2) Answer. [©5X6))- We established a sense of the Taliban control structure after
Abbey Gate opened. We established individuals who controlled specific areas and then
overall commanders who reported various levels ofeffectiveness. _wxe) | he
controlled a specific ar a the senior guy at south gate._iewas the city
commander and he'd enter through the South gate and he'd have meetings.[ox |
may have been abigger deal that someofthe others because he got the pomp and
circumstance that the others didn't get when they came around. They had a fairly clear
command struciure based on conirol and presence, 1/504
interfaced with[____(x6)___Jwas at Abbey Gate.[_()6) was the overall area
leader, but weneverestablished contact with him.

1. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question. BG - Talk about gate and transition planning.

(2) Answer. [x61)- | had been to Abbey Gate on the 23rd to get a sense of the
gate ops and structure. There was always a discussion about this and we would agree
to things but then our guys on the ground would start actioning stuff, and agreeing to the
relief in place (RIP) schedule. Timelines started slipping almost immediately. We
established the 27th early on that we would have leadership interface and start to
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transition. This was the 23rd when we initially agreed to this. BGen Sullivan and MG
Donahue were very much of the mindset to say you guys figure this out down to my
levelihn oie established on the 24th that we would start pushing out info ops.
that the gates would close. We understood we would never operate the gates to
process the evacuees. The economy of force was never capable of having us operate
gates and secure the airhead line. We established that as the known factor. The earliest
date they asked for was the 24th. This was the compelling factor because this was
based on their ex timeline understanding. They (the Marines) thought that was the
amountoftime it would take to draw back and then getoff the lines and exfil. The Brits
had asked for the gate to remain until the period of darkness (PoD) pies

[16-You could just see that the Marines were tapped out. They were almost
culminating with their ability to operate the gates and we felt like their ability to operate
‘was approaching end. They were exhausted, but they kept doing it.

[6163 We agreed to the timeline: RIP on the 28th/29th. but the moment we walked out of
theroomwith __w@mowexe| and then MG Donahue and |
walk the ground to assess the gate ops and I'm wondering if we can keep the Baron
hotel rat line open. We called those rat lines because they were known ingress points.
used by lots of folksfordifferent reasons. The Baron complexis large. We planned to
close the larger gate and only operate the very niche boutique extracts. | convinced MG
Donahue we could operate the rat line to Barron. MG Donahue was convinced there
‘was no way we would keep the gate open based on the operations we already had
planned. He said that based on the fact that this was an accident waiting to happen. We
talked about the timeline for the 28th and 29th and it almost went from the agreement to
an understanding that it likely wouldn't work the same way as the initial discussion with

[xe1300.m6)We established that we planned to close those gates and have zero
operations, to a degree that we discussed the specific control. We established the
‘expectation that the Marines would close the gates with an obstacle plan and their
engineer effort would make sure the gate traffic could not continue.

I kept hearing the Marines at the lower level kept pushing the expectation of
establishing the timeline that did not match our agreements and they kept pushing for
Fy—
walking around becauseof this expectation to start taking the gates earlier despite the
understandingof the 28th/20th timeline. He was down there doing an assessment.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question. BG - So the dayofthe 26th?

(2) Answer] 56)|- The day started at 0400 in the morning with some craziness.

Hie was not
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in charge of anything, His purpose in the group was to use his clout. Anyway, | get info
from) that there was an issue at the Black Gate. On
the heels of the “small extraction” (6 busses) at Black gate. There was no coordination
done prior and it created big problems anditwas really sketchy.[x6) | owned
that part of the perimeter. We show up and the info was mixed. The person who was
more apparently in charge than anyone. He never said anything about Americans on
the busses, and in fact pointed out that they didn't know who half the people were. He
said half of these people jumped on these busses out of nowhere. We were surrounded
BY Gite2] and a bunch of paramiary. There was a logical connection
but nothing official. | called the consular affairs people because this all felt bad. It just
reeked of unofficial and off the books. | explained who was at the gate and was moving
them around. | end up taking the JSOC auy to the JOC in order to coordinate entry. The
longer| work with the ____©X&)____|, the more| learned. He was working with the

[ome ana using their air force. They were bringing the evacuees to the gate 9 ramp.
BUT The Tonger we worked with them, the SoA people led by[m6Who was
the front-man for SoA, the more| realized the divide between the SoA people and the
actual JSOC crews. It was an understanding but nothing real. This was at 0504 I sentaoxtio6Tuas Daal 16 |The reat scam was
‘growing in this timeline, so this was a real potential problem connected to me wanting to
get the convoy of random Afghans off the base. It was surreal.

[e361]1 went out there. | told the boss “this needs your attention”.

[©This went on and continued to get more and more sketchy in some ways. Insane
and absolutely uncoordinated.

t. QuestionandAnswer19.

(1) Question. BG - Timeline for the blast.

(2) Answer. | took a note and wrote down 1734 as the SIGACT. They were (the
Marines) miraculously poised to react and provide medical care. The other gates were
shut down. North and East gates were shut down.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question. BG - Do we know why the Abbey gate was operating stil?

(2) Answer. [(546)]- When you go down there you'll see the international forces. It
was almost sectioned off. The crowd would go nuts when that happened. But it offered
alot of options to see and grab select personnel. It was the whole reason the North gate
shut down at one point after the NSU/Taliban/Marine incident.

v. Question and Answer 21.
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(1) Question. BG - You referenced the incident between Marines and NSU at the
North gate. Can you talk about that?

(2) Answer.[56,1 Kind of. The Marines killed 2 NSU guys at the North gate.
‘There was some sort of confusion. The Marines thought they were getting shot at. The
Marines returned fire and killed an NSU guy. There were a lotof contributing factors to
that incident, but more specifically to the feeling of keeping the gates operating. |feel
like the problem was that they had no control of who was coming in. We were actually
taking to one ofa Marine LiGole. I was an Ho called
it out as being very frustrating with the amountofpeople were being let in specifically for
people whom we did not have control of or valid information on. The DoS operated in a
way that made this difficult. | believe there wasn't a company commander out there that
didn't feel that pressure and know that it was tied directly to the bigger picture at the
White House level. BGen Sullivan and MG Donahue had meetings all the time with the
White House and they knew it. Not that it was permeating down necessarily, but we
were all aware of where a lot of this was driven from. We believed that it was something
‘epic and awesome and we were just out there assuming risk in order to keep the lines
open and do good things for people.

Ww. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question. BG - The 26th threat stream reporting?

(2) Answer. 1 recall clearly the threat streamsof a motorcycle or bag IED
and ISIS media reportedly in position. It was awful at Abbey gate on the 26th. We were
actually there at 1430 on that day. The Marines didn't seem to be taking a lower profile
than any other day. The other countries were there doing the same. Still operating like
normal.

[46] That's what | observed. | was down there several times in that time period and
‘we had a lot of visualization over time and | didn't observe any change.

x. Question and Answer 24,

(1) Question. BG -What about uptic in threat stream reporting?

(2) Answer. [56))- | did not observe any special threat reporting that day or any
threat stream that specifically told me to change posture. Whether it was an incident or
group of incidents, there were constant reports of ‘bomb in 10 minutes’.

¥- QuestionandAnswer25.

(1) Question. BG - Did you observe any specific gate being used for targeted
extraction?
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(2) Answer. So we controlled and ran West Gate with 2-504, and South
gate with 2-501, then later 1-501. The ANA gate was controlled using TACON National
Guard, but NSU mostly decided who entered. The Black gate was never even supposed
1056 a portal. Each gare had ts own hustle. Thre was af61014 oompound just
outside of i. | got a messagefromeand remember telling him *KAK needs
to work within the discipline of the gate security requirements". We called West gate
“West Gate". Most people called it liberty gate but WSJ called it “Glory gate” other
people called it NSU gate. Santa Cruz gate also known as the ANA gale was pretty
much small extractions througt We used [__x6__to control that gate, but
we normallynever would have done that. The crowd would be right up against the berm
and the fence. The 28th was the day they controlled the outer gate.

2 Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question. BG - Back to Abbey gate on the 26th —The Marines say there
were snipers or designated marksmen in a tower there. Do you know if they fired?

(2) Answer. [©6616had a bunch of guys out there. I've askedf3105dj)
this question and | don't understand his answer. He was always kind of tied in with
multiple international folks and different security posture. But the area isn't as open as it
appears on the map. We were trying to determine whether or not anyone fired from us.
Itended up that the small arms fire following the blast was US and Taliban forces firing
‘warning shots. All the small ams fire would have been warning shots and trying to get
AFGCIVs back. The medical personnel kept describing the penetrating wounds and it
would have been ball bearings and fishing weights they were pulling out of guys. They
would have known if it was bullets they were pulling out of Wounded,Glacei

[_____oxwmew_ Jwould know who to speak to about that specifically.
The initial reports indicated that hundredsof shots were fired but eventually someone
said that it was everyone shooting into the air. It would have been US personnel and the
Taliban most aknow who was in the tower that day and whether or
not anyone fired from thatposition.[121300£16)_]may know what it even sounded
like because he was down there.

[461]As it pertains to the Role Il minus. As far as the timeline from the blast. | was on
site as of 10 minutes from the blast. | was initially there because of traffic control and we
needed to make sure the entrance was clear. | made it down to the first gate. We did
not hear anything inour time there so it would have had to happen in the initial 2-3
nOaalst have boen direct inthe
gate area when the blast happened.

aa. QuestionandAnswer27.

(1) Question. BG - On the scene, how long are you there and what do you see?
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(2) Answer. Initially got control of the inner gate. We brought in
evacuation vehicle after evacuation vehicle. We were treating US servicemen and
AFGCIVs. It was mostly Amy FLAS that moved everyone out of the Abbey Gate area. |
don't think the Marines recognized that. We maintained the route and kept moving
Marines outof there, Aircraft was still lowing, meaning | don't think the airfield ever shut
down s0 we had to be real careful of not effecting the runway operation even while
evacuating. Rules didn't change for crossing the taxiway. 90% of our Crossings were
done on the West side of the taxiway. We could gain access to the North side of the
runway through West side. The CH47 came in hot at about blast plus 45. The PJs came
off the bird where it landed at the gate area and they just screamed past me and past
the control measures and entered the gate. All the casualties were already gone out of
the gate. |didn't have much visibility after | went in about what was happening inside
the gate. The Western corridor was used and | know that from the divers[rom 5]
can speak to the casualties that would've gone in to Alvarado Role 1. They would've
been US Service members and local nationals.

[®461}-at 1901 on the 26th I took a note that said 5 Marines and 4 Afghans. MG
Donahue was trying to gain visibility of the location. | later wrote down 4 more urgent
cases. Those may have been pushed to us later.

bb. Question and Answer 28.

(1) Question. BG -What were your medical capabilities at Alvarado?

(2) Answer. [)6)]-We considered it Role Il Minus. Only thing we didn't have
there was CT or Xray.

[(X6)]- We had everything else there though. So the senior ranking provider/surgeon
‘would have been but the senior medic from 82nd would havebeen[te)|
{bx31300.expThe building was 40 yards from my command post.

cc. QuestionandAnswer29.

(1) Question. BG -What did I not ask that you think is important?

(2) Answer16)}- Only thing |would add would be that it was[_@x3)1305.ox)_]
‘Who had walked from the inner gate through to the outer area on the 26th moments
before the blast and was doing a recon and he would have been down by the chevron
‘when the blast occurred — he would have a very specific and clear perspective on the
fire he would've heard and seen.

dd. Question and Answer 72.

(1) Question. BG - Exfil, What does that look like for you? Brits?
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(2) Answer.[46)}-|know we agreed to speed up the timeline and we saw zero
activity at the gate after the bombing. The gate would have been operating through the
Barron evacuation. The next time | was at Abbey| saw zero crowd. On the 27th JTF-CR
transitioned controlof the gate to Task Force 82nd. From the 26th on, the North, East,
and Abbey gates were actually the quietest, We had a lot of jumpers, but never at the
gates themselves. We were active at South and West gate. On the morning of the exfil
we saw rockets and we were down to the last few sticks, but t was eeriy quiet and
stable on the last day. We had 100% manning and we began to collapse slowly. From
the time we collapsed to the time we were out was 2 hours. The reason the ISIS threat
stream dropped to indirect fire was because they knew we were not taking gate traffic.
On the fence our manning looked the same. As we started to collapse in, we knew we
wouldn't have time to eject people, so we started making sure people couldn't get at the.
aircraft by isolating or controlling them off the airfield in non-lethal controls like locking
them in busses off the flightline.

Contacts provided to add statements or interview are found below:

[_____®®____]-POC for statement with 1/82 IBCT

[oxens0n. xe244th FWD surgical detachment.

hepoint of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[ exe land

LANCE CURTIS
BG, US Army
Investigating Officer
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interviewwithin]
24th Marine Expeditionary Unit, 13 October 2021

1. On 13 October 2021, ymiee616]USMC, conducted an interviewof the
above personnel at ll Marine Expeditionary Force Headquarters, Camp Lejeune, NC, to
discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26
August 2021.

2. Methodology: asked aseries of questions throughout the
interview, which swered recorded the interview for
transcription below.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview beganwith[_ 3106.6x6)| providing an overview of the scope of
the investigation, which includedthe fact-finding concerning actions before, during, and
after the attack, chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection, gate
operations, and medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the
conversation and prepare a memorandum of the statement. The subject would have the
opportunity to review and make additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly
captured and rendered to writing.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question. What's your Miltary Occupational Specialty (MOS)?

(2) Answer. 5803, a Military Police Officer.

c Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question. What s your official billet?

d. QuestionandAnswer3.

(1) Question. When did you get assigned to that billet?
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(2) Answer. A year and ahalf ago, during the summer of 2020.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question. Leading up to the deployment Hamid Karzai International Airport
(HKIA), what where you doing in terms of training?

(2) Answer.

1. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question. Were you conducting vulnerabilities assessments in these
countries?

@ Answer. | went to all three locations a
[expeTand the embassy. Assessments
had already been conducted at the embassy and In tite Jw were
going to be doing a vulnerablty assessment, but we ended yo nal doingit because the
training was canceled. | did do vulnerability assessments for|

g. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question. When did you first make it to HKIA?

Answer. | was part of the Pre-Deployment Site Survey (PDSS), originally in
I requested to go to Afghanistan, so | talked to the MEU Operations Officer to

put me on the team. 11 July was when we inserted, and | stayed through the duration.
“The original plan was to stay a few days, but we were able to get extended and the
MEU advocated for me staying there. | workedwith[(wys)1s00.we]

ho were he anes operating
out of HKIA.

h. Question and Answer 7.
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(1) Question. Talk me through what you are seeing asan| oxs)1300, ®16]from July

11th through the collapse of Kabul on 15 August.

(2) Answer. | 100k the first week or so during the PDSS to really estabiish the
layout and security aspects of the perimeter at HKIA. | linked up with

joined the team around the end of July, which formed our security team.
“This is also about the same time when the Combat Logistics Battalion (CLB)Majorflew
in with eight other Marines to execute Evacuation Control Center (ECC) operations. The
‘main goal was to figure out security. | workedfor[o)3)13%.Gxdin my security role and
mata my operations role, both of them were with Joint Task Force-Crisis

Response (JTF-CR). Situation Reports would be sent to the MEU Commander. |
worked hand in hand with the Turks. We went with their Commander o look at every
single gate and tower. We developed a security plan between us. | looked at the gates
and security posts for the Battalion Landing Team (BLT) for fighting positions and
overall security posture. | sent my findings back to the MEU Commander. We did this all
around HKIA, between 13 different compounds. We did the security assessments at
Camp Sullivan as well. The other thing | was doing was working with[e550 GEWe
would bring in all the Afghan leadership once a week on Saturdays, to go over the all-
around security posture. We mainly talked about what we would do if HKIA was
attacked. We focused on the attack aspect rather than a hordeofpeople.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question. What is your assessment of the overall survivabily and viability as
the one location that we would conduct the noncombatant evacuation (NEO) from?

(2) Answer. | provided all the assessments in detail and documented them on the
high side. Specifically, we were talking about North HKIA where we identified four main
security vulnerabilities. One was the North Gate and the others were the eastern

perimeter towers, the southern area that was leading up onto the airfield, and the West
Gate. We provided our recommendations to the commanders.

i- QuestionandAnswer9.

(1) Question. Did you conduct any assessments at Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer. Yes, however | can't give you the results because it was on a
different domain. | sent the report to the MEU and JTF-CR, mostly every staff member
should have had it.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question. Does anything stand out in your mind that could be problematic?

(2) Answer. Firstly, we had to get the General's permission to go outside HKIA to
originally look at the enemy perspective. Everything we did on Abbey Gate was from
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inside the compound looking out or from about 200 meters outside looking back in. This
was coordinated with the Turks who would provide security for us while we were
conductingour analysis. From the original plan, to what actually happened, was
completely the opposite of what we expected. Inside the internal gate was a shack that
we needed to harden, but besides that | don't recall anything else.

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question. During the time you were on the deck between the PDSS and when
the NEO was starting off, how much time did you have with the RSO?

(2) Answer. Not much, | had anticipated working with the Embassy quite a bit, but
everything was focused on the set up and security analysis at HKIA.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question. How was HKIA as the primary location to conduct NEO?

(2) Answer. From a security perspective, not very good. Ifwe had more Marines
it may have been feasible, but not with the Turks providing security. | was comfortable
with the actual physical security. All the fence lines, tower structures, and the perimeter
notification system was good enough to prevent people from entering the perimeter. |
pointed out that the towers were outside the perimeter wall. If someone got into the.
tower they would be able to shoot or throw an IED on to the compound.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question. Were you mostly concerned with protecting the force and less
concerned with keeping people off the runway?

(2) Answer. We were planning on keeping peopleoff the airfield as well. We
specifically talked about the holes in the fence line that would keep people from entering
the airfield. | didn't anticipate that all the Afghan security forces would leave their
‘weapons and let people flow through.

o. Question and Answer 14

(1) Question. Prior to the NEO starting, was anything done to mitigate the threats
you identified or any other security short falls?

“ Answer. No, ees we determined asa risk was :ushed =we

p.- Question and Answer 15.
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(1) Question. Ifwe declared a NEO sooner, could we have fixed the security

short falls?

(2) Answer. Yes, most likely. This goes along with making sure the ECCs are set
up correctly. This could have been doneifwe pre-coordinated with the Turks.

9. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question. As you do you assessments to determine the viability of whether or
not HKIA is valid from a security perspective, how do you envision the NEO occurring?

(2) Answer. We thought it would be an orderly process just like the way we were
practicing it in|e:14sIt just didn't play out that way. The in-depth planning was
conducted to sef everything up with a secure perimeter, but on the 15th it just didn't go
that way.

r. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question. Did you ever readdress the major vulnerabilities?

(2) Answer. Yes, we briefed the JTF-CR staff about the vulnerabilities when they
got on ground. We did that for about the first week. Once things started it didn't really
matter because the situation had changed.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question. What did you assess as the risk to mission and risk to force?

(2) Answer. Risk to force would probably be the quick advance of the Taliban and
their ability to attack HKIA prior to the NEO kicking off and before the Marines would get
on ground. This was also dependent on the Turks’ ability to provide security. This would
affect our overall ability to properly secure the airfield.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question. What was your biggest concern to risk to mission and force?

(2) Answer. Aninsider attack and suicide vests were the main concern because
ofthe ability for them to get close to the gates. There was a possibilty a threat could be
pulled in from the drainage ditch or through one of the other gates. A vehicle borne
improvised explosive device (VBIED) wasn't a main concern due to the amount of
people, as the crowds provided some standoff from the gates.

u. Question and Answer 20.
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(1) Question. Are you talking to the other units about that concern and ways to

prevent that threat from manifesting?

(2) Answer. When 2/1 arrived |talked to theirsecurity officer and the BLT Marines
about what | saw on the ground. My role as the protection cell changed because | was
at the gates all day. The three of us would go to every gate. sas the
intelligence analyst, | was filling my role asthe[ox Tad]
was the Marine whose main job was to
help with the biometrics. We linked up with the female search teams (FST) in order to
help them whenever possible. | also spent muchof my time going to find people at the
gates and bring them in.

v. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question. Was it primarily North and East Gate?

(2) Answer. Abbey Gate, North, and East. We also helped at West gate as
people started coming in. There were families at the airport that were Americans. Some
of the family members were stuck outside the gate. Our job was to go get them. There
were important people from the embassythatwe were tasked to go get as well.

W. Question and Answer 22.

(1) Question. Did you have success finding those people?

(2) Answer. Yes, | was provided a phone number and name to contact them. |
‘was familiar with the area since | had been on ground so long. | spent about 90 percent
of my time identifying people at the gates and getting them out. The other 10 percent
was spent briefing and working with engineers to fix security issues around HKIA, We
worked to get riot control gear around the compound. While going out to the gates to
find people, | was able to identify security concerns and make recommendations to the
commanders on the ground and the engineers to mitigate those concerns.

x. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question. Were there other engineers making improvements at the gates
besides the BLT Engineer Platoon?

(2) Answer. No, itwas mainly just the BLT.

y. Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question. What concerns did you have from the time when we get Marines
out to Abbey Gate to the endof the 26th?
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(2) Answer. My original concern, before the Marines were at the gates and while

Iwas picking up locals at the gates, was the massive amounts of people. The Turks had
shut the inner gate due to the amount of people. We had to work with them to open the
gate when we needed to get people through. When we get the gate open the people
tried to break in. This made me realize the security concen with how many people were
located at the gates.

2. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question. Once Marines establish security at the gate, pushed the people all
the way out passed the Barron Hotel, and emplaced chevron on the 20th, what was
your main concern?

(2) Answer. We were working with intelligence to find the people who would jump
over the wall in order to get on the compound. We were trying to apprehend them to get
themoffthe airfield. As | would go from location to location, | would consistently find
people jumping over the wall who needed to be escorted off the compound.| think there
was about 60 in total. There was a tree located near Abbey Gate that people were
climbing and jumping over the wall in order to get past the perimeter. It was later cut
down.

aa. Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question. What at Abbey Gate was a concern to you?

(2) Answer. It was just the massive amounts of people at the gates. Alof the
foreign countries were using that gate to get their people out as well. They would grab
them from the ditch and process them through.

bb. Question and Answer 27.

Questio “Oyuakovel— we]
[[_e® _Jaboutways to mitigate risk?

(2) Answer. | don't remember talking with them about that specifically. You also
had the British out there controlling the gate as well.

cc. QuestionandAnswer28.

(1) Question. Were you out there on the 25th at all? What did it look like versus.
26th?

(2) Answer. Yes, the nightof the 25th we were pulling people in. The British had
pushed everyone down to the bridge. They had the riot shields down there controlling
the crowds. The next morning the crowd had made it back up to the gate.
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dd. Question and Answer 29.

(1) Question. What are your thoughts on the crowd being up near the gate during
the 26th? Did it make more sense for the company to collapse security or keep them
further out?

(2) Answer. Based on the amount of people, and from my perspective, it's my
opinion that it would provide more standoff, for the people to be by the bridge, in the
case of an attack.

ee. Question and Answer 30.

(1) Question. If the Marines had kept security pushed out passed the bridge, how
do you think it would have goneif there was an attack?

(2) Answer. Triage would have taken a lot longer, because casualties would have
had to been carried a further distance. Depending on the situation there may have been
more loss of life.

ff. Question and Answer 31.

(1) Question. Do you think there could have been anything done that would help
with the standoff?

(2) Answer. | think that the Marines on the ground made the decision to the best
of their ability per the threat that was identified and the numbers of people on the
ground. You may have been able to put obstacles on the ground, but was there enough
time? Potentially. From what | saw on the morning of the 26th, you would have needed
a lot more Marines to push the crowd back. This would expose more Marines to the
threat just to get more standoff.

9g. Question and Answer 32.

(1) Question. On the 26th where are you when the blast occurs?

(2) Answer. The morningof the 26th we woke up and went over to the PAX
terminal, where there was one person that was identified as a blue passport holder who
was meeting us at Abbey Gate. There were two individuals at the gate that | stood next
to. We couldn't actually locate the person. | saw the Marines fight the crowds and
watched the crowd trample each other. As for threat awareness, | was tracking a
potential S-Vest during that day. | didn't know at which location. Inside the crowd was a
one to two year old girl with her mother that was getting trampled and killed. The mother
was asking us to get them out. At the same time a Marine blew up his hand with a
flashbang and was getting evacuated. | gave the Marines my mace to help control the
crowd. We eventually got the mother and her child out and took them to the PAX
terminal to send them of.
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hh. Question and Answer 33.

(1) Question, Were they passport holders?

(2) Answer. I'm not sure, we would talk to the Department of State workers about
certain people and explain the situation to try to get them out.

ii. Question and Answer 34.

(1) Question. Did you go back out to the gate?

(2) Answer. Yes, | went upstairs to ask totake[___wyaiaonmye) | with me. He.
wanted to get outside and help. JTF-CR tasked us to get a lady and her family out that
we were trying to get for multiple days. | located her on the southern areaofthe airfield
old her to meet us at the gas station outside the West Gate and wait for us. She had a

purple umbrella, which we used to identifyher.ors:(e) Jtook a white truck and
we took a different vehicle. We drove out North Gate toward the West Gate. We were
greeted by an American guy that told us about the S-vest threat. | tokd them we were
still going to get these people out. | looked out from one of the towers for the signal. |
went outside the HKIA gate with National Directorate of Security (NDS) personnel. They
went across the street to get the family and pull them through the gate. | checked their
documents and brought them into HKIA. We searched the personnel and brought them
back to the two trucks. We put the females in the up-armored vehicle, and we put the
males in the white truck. We took both vehicles back to Abbey Gate to look for another
person we were trying to find.

Atthis point there were several people that jumped the wall. The British personnel got
them and were holding these people. They had it under control. There seemed to be
another hole in the wall that needed to be closed. We drove over to the JOC and told
them about the situation because our radios weren't working. At this point we get to the
inner gate where we saw people running. Our vehicle was in the way 50 we moved it
We ran with the 2/1 Marines out past the barriers through the outer gate to find my
Marine. | was looking or but couldn't find her. | found out she was hit and
made my way to the hole in the fence. | puta lite girl on my shoulder and evacuated
her to the casualty collection point (CCP). From there | ran into and
[xsx6 Jwho were helping to triage people. We saw someone looking outof the
tower, 50 we had Marines look that way. We loaded{syaos. oda host nation female,
and a little girl intothetruck.TBorst, was in the back helping[_ox)120.oe)|
was driving, and in the back as well. We drove to the Role 2. We dropped them off and
‘went back out to the gate. Once we got back out again there wasn't really anyone to get
50 we went back toward the inner gate. loaded up a few
more Marines and civilians to transport them back to Role 2. We meet upwith 6]
[__x01300.046) to load up a mother, her child, and a male in our black vehicle and
‘drove them to the Role 2. We then reported to the JOC.
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i- Question and Answer 35.

(1) Question. What syour focus after the attack?

(2) Answer. | reported in what happened and what | saw. They brought in
cf@300. ojo give a statement about what happened.Afterthat we stayed in the JOC for a
‘while. They told us to stay offthe gates. At this point we went into the[_Gxnias|

kk. Question and Answer 36.

(1) Question. When did you leave HKIA?

(2) Answer. The 28th of August.

I. Question and Answer 37.

(1) Question. What else do you think we should know or should have asked
about?

(2) Answer. | think you hit all the major points.

mm. Question and Answer 38.

(1) Question. Was it formalized that you would work for JTF-CR or have two
bosses?

(2) Answer. | was the only[__®1&Jon the deck so it just happened over time.

nn. Question and Answer 39.

(1) Question. What's your phone number?

(2) Answer.

4. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[___&x6)and
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview withmo.)| 2nd Battalion, 501st
Parachute Infantry Regiment, 15 October 2021

1. On 15 October 2021,[_®x3130.6x6) |USMC, conducted an interviewofthe above
personnel at 3RD Sustainment Command (Expeditionary) Headquarters, Fort Bragg,
NC to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26
August 2021

2. Methodology: asked a series of questions throughout the interview
‘which[)3)1305.ydanswered individually.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview beganwith[13150516] describing the purpose of the interview, the
scopeofthe investigation, and the manner in which the conversation would be captured
and rendered towriting.[____exoms.we ___]was present to record and
transcribe the statement.

b. Question and Answer 1.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question: Can you provide a brief overview of the training completed in
preparation for your Immediate Response Force (IRF) mission?

(2) Answer: Collectively, our main training was completed at the Joint Readiness
Training Center (JRTC) in Fort Polk, LA in March of 2021. We followeda full training
glide path up to this point. This was a brigade-level training event. When we came back
in April, we conducted recovery and then began preparations for assuming IRF I. This
included Deployment Readiness Exercises (ORES) and inspections to verify our
readiness. We conducted two DRES to practice deploying out of Joint Base Charleston,
South Carolina (JBC).
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d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question: Did anyofyour training include securing an airfield?

(2) Answer. Yes, during a brigade exercise called Devil Storm, we seized and
defended Sicily DZ at Fort Bragg, NC. We also secured an airfield while at JRC. It's
kind of our bread and butter to seize an airfield, but Hamid Karzai International Airport
(HKIA) wasbigger than any airfield we had previously trained on.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question: As part of your preparation, did you do any training to prepare for
Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations (NEO)?

(2) Answer: Not really, but we made ourselves familiar with the NEO doctrine
through Leader Professional Development (LPD) sessions at the brigade and battalion
levels. We never trained specifically for a NEO. Our portion of the HKIA NEO was
primarily security, rather than evacuation.

f. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question: When did you receive notice of your deployment to HKIA?

(2) Answer: Our brigade received the alert message on 12 August. We received a
WARNO earlier that day to expect an alert. At first, it was unclear on which battalion
would be going where. | was IRB Ill 50 | expected to be infwx:<sinstead of HKIA, but
MG Donahue told me on 14 August around 2200 that my whole battalion would be
going straight to HKIA.

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question: When did you arrive to HKIA?

(2) Answer: We departed JBC during a periodof darkness between the 15th and
46th. Our pilots thought we were goingta x)r.4o] but| told them we needed to go to
HKIA. We refueled in|oxi4s_ Jbefore arriving in Kabul during the period of
darkness between the 16th and 17th.

We arrived to HKIA shortyafterthe chaos of the crowd running onto the airfield.
The airfield was mostly secure when we arrived. We filled the security gap on the south
side

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question: What was your initial mission upon arrival to HKIA?
2
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(2) Answer: Our initial mission was to tie in with 1-504th Parachute Infantry
Regiment, 82nd Airborne Division to help secure the south side of HKIA. We initially
secured from the Abbey Gate to the domestic terminal. 1-504th was on the international
terminal and to the west.

After the Marines left, we pulled security from the domestic terminal to the
northeast comer of the airfield.

i. Question and Answer 8.

j. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question: What was your Command Relationship (COMREL)?

(2) Answer: | reported directlyto](52130.®)¢)|Once MG Donahue arrived, he
visited my sector and provided guidance often. Adjacent to me were the Marines and
Brits. There were a lot of other nations and other services present throughout the NEO.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question: Did your mission change or evolve from airfield security while you
were at HKIA?

(2) Answer: Initially, we were tasked with making sure that no one came on to the.
airfield. The mission eventually evolved to providing security on the south side of HKIA.
‘This became difficult because many convoys came through the south side to the
‘domestic terminal. We would process the convoys and support their movement to
planes. We did this for four or five days and then | handed this over to 1-504th when we
replaced the Marines at Abbey Gate and East Gate on the 27th. The gates were closed
at this time, so we were not processing anyone at the Abbey gate or East Gate. We
secured the southeast portion of HKIA until the exfil on POD 30/31

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question: What was the COMREL above you? Did you understand the
adjusted Task Organization (TASKORG) pushed by Gen Mackenzie?
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(2) Answer: When | first arrived, a day or so before MG Donahue arrived, |
understood that RADM Vasely was the CENTCOM representative in AFG. | thought
[xaraneoe)was working for BGen Sullivan, who was working for RADM Vasely. At
first, it seemed like BGen Sullivan ran the NEO and MG Donahue ran security. But
eventually, it just seemed like MG Donahue ran everything at HKIA.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question: What were your immediate priorities when you arrived to HKIA?
How did they change over time and what drove your decisions?

(2) Answer: At first, my urgent priority was to understand where our perimeter
was and to make sure we held it to ensure airflow in an out of HKIA. | was also
concerned with trying to finding a place for my battalion to conduct sustainment and
command post operations. We were the third battalion from 1/82 to arrive and we didn't
have any logical place to live. We ended up establishing a CP in a hangar on the south
side of HKIA. We didn't have any running water or latrines, but we had shade and set
up our command post and living area in the hangar. My first priority was security. My
second priority was to take care of the troops and establish a battle rhythm. Eventually, |
had to focus on the security of the convoys, because | had to do a lot of negotiating with
the Taliban to get the convoys through. | placed a lot of trust in [_wxs)_|and staff to
keep security operations running along the perimeter, while | focused on the convoy
missions at South Gate.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question: Did this take a lotofyour time?

(2) Answer. Yes, | didn't sleep much during this time at South Gate. There was a
high demandfor the convoys to be coming in. | was the middle-man for many other
countries and the Taliban.

It was important to work with the Taliban to ensure convoys could pass through
the South Gate (which the Taliban controlled). The Taliban wanted information about
each convoy, which we originally were uncomfortable with. We agreed to provided the
numberof buses, the drivers’ names, and the number of passengers on each bus, so
that the Taliban could be sure they were letting the right convoys in. The Taliban
eventually wanted a full manifest before letting the buses in, but we were hesitant to
provide names of evacuees,

finally got a break from this mission at the South Gate as the Brits and Marines
prepared to leave around the 26th. 1-504 PIR replaced us at the South Gate, and |
began planning with the Marines for our transition. The Brits were leaving first, and then
the Marines, and then we would be responsible for securing the East and Abbey Gates.
There was a lotof discussion on if we would stil be processing evacuees or notafterwe
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took over. | conducted a leader's recon on the 26th to discuss all of his with the
Marines.

0. Question and Answer 14

(1) Question: How often did you have the Department of State (DoS) working with
you? Was it episodic or static? Did you understand which documents were required for
processing?

(2) Answer. | never really understood what the standard was for evacuation and |
was rarely the decision-maker on who would be allowed to come in to be evacuated. |
knew that passport holders and green card holders should be able to come through. It
seemed like there were not many American Citizens (AMCITs) waiting in line at the
gates to come in. The Special Operations guys were plucking AMCITS out of the crowd
and many AMCITs had contacts guiding them through easier ways to get in. | didn't
have anyone from the DoS with me to help with any of this. A lot of Afghans that were
trying to get in had random paperwork, but not passports or VISAS so we couldn't really
help them. We weren't really running a processing center 50we only helped obviously
qualified evacuees.

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question: What were the Rules of Engagement (ROE) when you arrived? Did
it evolve over time?

(2) Answer: We were stil trying to figure specific ROE when we arrived, We didn't
receive a lot of information about ROE before deploying. Clarification to the ROE was
my largest information requirement when we landed. | told my battalion that they should
defend themselves when faced with hostile acts or hosiile intent. Our Brigade Judge
Advocate gave us a very good briefing whenwe arrived at HKIA explaining RO
escalaonofforce. exe 1]

[felt like it was pretty clear. The most
confusing thing was how to interact with the Taliban.

We had one incident when a small group of either the Taliban or ISIS
maneuvered toward one of our battle positions and pointed weapons atour guys. My
guys fired at them. | immediately talked to my Taliban contacts and explained what
happened. They didn't seem to know of care about it, so the group of armed males may
not have been Taliban

q. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question: Was there any confirmation that you hit anyone during this?

(2) Answer: No.
5
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r. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question: Were you receiving threat streams during your time at HKIA?

(2) Answer: We received intelligence reports all day, every day. | mostly received
them through our brigade command channels, but MG Donahue would also tell me.
directly what to be watching out for. He would call, text, or tell me in person. There were
constantly threats and reports being passed. We received the threat reportsa potential
attack at Abbey Gate, but it didn't seem more urgent than the many other threat reports
we received.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question: You conducted your leader's recon and initially coordinated
replacing the Marines at the gates. What did this look like?

(2) Answer: We knew all along that we would eventually take over security at the
gates. We didn't knowifwe would be taking over the work of puling people in the gate
to process them, orifwe would be solely pulling security. As the date for the handoff
approached, we didn't think we would have anything to do with the evacuations. We
were focused on security.

1 focused Bravo Co on Abbey Gate and Charlie Co on East Gate. Starting on the
25", these companies were in the vicinity of their gates to begin the transition. Each
company was replacing a Marine battalion. | went down to the gates a handfulof times.
on the 25th and 26th to check on my guys and the transition.

We had one joint meeting with Brits and Marines and Taliban. We were
supposed to meet at 1500 on the 26™ at the Barron Hotel. | was down at Abbey Gate
the morning of the 26™, around 1000, and saw and talked with BGen Sullivan about the
situation. | saw the huge crowds of desperate Afghans. It seemed like the Marines had
created a more orderly process compared to when | had been down there before.

Around 1500 | walkedwith 5xz)1306.(6) to the Barron Hotel, leaving x6)|
andthe oe) JatAbbey Gate. Wemetwiththe m6) |
‘who was tied up in a VTC with his command. We waited for almost an hour and ended
up starting the meeting around 1600. | think | missed some of the incoming intelligence
reports about the Abbey Gate because of the meeting. | didn't feel any security concern
on my walk through the Abbey gate, to and from the Barron Hotel. It didn't seem like
there was going to be an imminent attack. The Marines were conducting business as
usual.| think the meeting lasted form 1600-1700. | left the Barron Hotelwith xe|
fens dandthel © stayed at the Barron Hotel

stayed at Abbey Gate withf3)1305.to Continuetheir transition.
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The attack happened after| returned to my TOC. My battalion responded
immediately by assisting with CASEVAC and crowd control.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question: Can you discuss the Taliban leaders and who was in charge at
which gates?

(2) Answer:[16 seemed to be MG Donahue's Taliban counterpart. It
seemed like he was the overall Kabul Taliban Commander.[ pe)_jwas located mostly
near the South Gate at the domestic terminal. This seemed to be their headquarters.
‘This made it tough for me during convoy coordination because we had to stop convoys
for KLEs between US and Taliban leaders.

I know G36)Jand MG Donahue talked a lot. | also coordinated with[_&16
few times. When | moved over to Abbey Gate and East Gate, | was trying to figure out
who the Taliban leaders were in these areas but it was initially unclear.

I eventually figured out that[i was the Taliban leader at Abbey Gate on the
day that | went to do my leader's recon at the gates with the Marines. The Brits gave me
a burner cell phone that they used to contact pa]Ialkedto[_6Ja lot when
there were surges of people near the gates, after we took over, when we needed help to
control the crowds.

‘The Taliban commander near the East gate was|__w6)_] He was very helpful
assisting us with ground control. He would send guys with swords and hoses to quickly
disperse crowds. They were unbelievably helpful. | don't know how we would have been
able to clear crowds from the gates without their assistance.

At first, we had the National Strike Unit (NSU) as a partner force, and they were.
helpful with crowd control. After they left, we relied on the Taliban for crowd control,
because the Afghans did not respond to our escalation of force methods.

I never met face-to-face with [_56)_} we only spoke through phone conversations. |
met face-to-face with_____x6 often. | had very good rapportwith[x6| |
trusted based on our mutual interests. | never thought that they enabled the blast at
Abbey Gate.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question: What was discussed in the meeting? Did you discuss the timeline
for the Brits and Marines to retrograde?

(2) Answer: We discussed that the Brits would pull out from the Barron Hotel that
night. After they exfil'ed, the Marines would close the gate. Over the course of the 27th,
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the Marines would begin theirexfil, as we replaced them for security. We discussed all
of this with the Taliban and worked out the logistics of communication with them. The
only thing that seemed a litle sticky was when our transition with the Marines would be.
think this was worked outbetween Goonee Jon the 26 before

theattack.[_x3)1300_ 36) made it clearto me that we wouldn't take over the gates until
the 28th. We ended up taking over the Abbey Gate sooner, due to the attack. We took
over the Abbey Gate on the morning of the 27th.

v. Question and Answer 21

(1) Question: Do you recall the Brits discussing any delays with their exfilration
timeline?

(2) Answer: No, | was pretty oblivious to anything they were doing, | didn't get the
sense that anything was off.

w. Question and Answer 22.

(1) Question: What happened after the attack?

(2) Answer: After the attack, I broughtallof[me|
to the Abbey Gate. We showed up about five minutes after the biast. We had one
Afghan Field Litter Ambulance (FLA) that we had found on HKIA, and also called our
brigade to send any FLAS that were available. We provided Role | medical assistance,
and moved casualties to Role Il. Four FLAS came down and we evacuated all of the
remaining US casualties. | think it's safe to say that we evacuated all ofthe US
casualties.

I'm not sure who evacuated the majority of the Afghan casualties. We pulled
someofthem through to Role If after we evacuated the US casualties

We didn't really have to assist the Marines too much with security after the
attack. | astandby to augment with them as needed.

Once we had all US casualties evacuated, a chinook landed with SOF medics.
We had already evacuated all of the casualties, so they were not needed so | waved
them off. | acted sort of ike a “beach master” throughout the CASEVAC process,
directing the ground traffic for first responders.

x. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question: What time did you take over Abbey Gate and East Gate?

(2) Answer: We took over Abbey Gate around 1200 on the 27%. We took over
East Gate a litle later because a different Marine unit was at this gate. The gate at
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Abbey Gate was sealed at this point. We could open the gate to talk to the Taliban, but
it was closed to potential evacuees. Some Afghans civilians continued to mass at the
gate in hopes of being evacuated.

2. Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question: When did you start collapsing security at the gates and begin the
force flow out of HKIA?

(2) Answer:[__16__|held security at Abbey Gate until the last night (POD
30/31). I'had been phasing my battalion out until theFArNA a
three-phased withdrawal in less than two hours. They stayed up in Towers around the
gate until they had to move to the exfi plane.

The Taliban kept asking us for our exfil timeline but we didn't share any specific
information with them. They knew we would be out by the 31%, but wanted to know
exactly when so that they could rapidly move to control HKIA.

aa. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question: Is there anything else that you think we should know? Is there
anyone that you think we should talk to?

(2) Answer: The main thing we failed at, is that | didn't feel like we ever a found
good way to communicate with our adjacentunits. wx1)14a.wx1)14c.wx1)14d

[onaooucoog We relied on face to face
ComMUNCATion, andsentrunners16 Their TocaTions to pass informationfayrs a

1 was also confused about when we would stop operating the gates and the
timeline for our troops to pull back.

The Taliban were getting very frustrated that people were getting into HKIA that
shouldn'thave.[exe)_Jwanted us to tell the Afghans exactly where they need to go
and what to do. He said we needed to clearly message which gates were open and
what the required documents were to get through. Many Afghans would go to Taliban
checkpoints and tell them that Americans had told them to come to the gate. So the
Taliban were frustrated because a lot of people that shouldn't be at the gates.
unnecessarily which became a security concern for the Taliban.

For every legitimate evacuee, there were thousands of illegitimate people trying
to getinto HKIA. We had such pressure to get as many people in as we possible. There.
was a lot of outside messaging to the Afghans that almost anyone would be able to be
evacuated. This made perimeter security tough.
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bb. Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question: Back to the blast at Abbey Gate. Where were you located at the
time of the blast and did you hear it? Did you hear any gunfire in the area?

(2) Answer | was in the vicinity of Abbey Gate. | was in my TOC in a hangara
couple hundred of meters away. | could hear it but it wasn't extremely loud at my
location. It was around 1730 when the blast occurred. | put my gear on and drove to the
site to coordinate our response which | assumed would entail security and CASEVAC.

1got to the site around five minutes after the blast. There was sporadic gunfire,
but it seemed to be coming from Taliban positions which as not unusual. | heard a few
explosions south of the gate shorty after the attack, but assumed they were Brits or
Taliban to control the crowd. | don't believe there was a complex attack after the initial
explosion.

I had attached to
my unit. They were in the tower west of the Abbey Gate at this ime and they could
provide more information about possible small arms fire. No one has told me that there
‘was any incoming small arms fire during or after the blast.

1 had communication with the 82nd units at the time of the blast, but not with the
Marines or Brits

cc. Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question: Can you please provide your contact information?

(2) Answer:
he point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[__®@ Jand
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ACTS-SCK-DO 15 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with|
Bravo Company, 2nd Battalion, 501st Parachute Infantry Regiment, 15

October 2021

1. On 15 Se usmc,
conducted an interview of the above personnel at 3RD Sustainment Command
(Expeditionary) Headquarters, Fort Bragg, NC to discuss the facts and circumstances
surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology:[noswie lasked a series of questions
throughout the interviewwhich[__—wy@isnexe pften answered
together. It is annotated accordingly when they answered questions individually.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview beganwith[______59130.©46)___describing the purpose
of the interview, the scope of the investigation, and the manner in which the
conversation would be captured and rendered to writing.oxo|

of1300.das present to record and transcribe the statement.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question: What's your background and how long have you been in Bravo Co,
2501s?

(2) Answer

c Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question: Did you conduct any training before assuming the Immediate
Response Force (IRF) mission that helped prepare your unit for Non-Combatant
Evacuation Operations (NEO)?

(2) Answer: We didn't conduct any specific NEO training but we did train on
securing airfields.

d. Question and Answer 3.
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(1) Question: When did you find out you would be going to Hamid Karzai
Intemational Airport (HKIA)?

(2) Answer: We were alerted on 13 August.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question: When did you depart for HKIA?

(2) Answer: We departed Joint Base Charleston, South Carolina (JBC) on the
night of 16 August.

. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question: What was your task and purpose when you arrived to HKIA?

(2) Answer: Our mission was to provide airfield security.

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question: Were you aware of the crowds that were storming the airfield before
You departed?

(2) Answer. Yes, we saw the CNN coverage while we were at JBC.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question: When did you arrive to HKIA?

(2) Answer: Our initial out load was sent six hours ahead of the main body, at
2200 on 16 August. Despite leaving earlier, they arrived after the main body. The two
‘groups arrived within three hours of each other around 0200 on 19 August with 120
personnel.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question: What was the organization of your company?

(2) Answer: We were organized organically with 20 additional fire support
specialists.

j. Question and Answer 9.
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(1) Question: What was the atmosphere like when you arrived at HKIA?

(2) Answer: It seemed rather tame when we arrived. We had to first establish an

inner cordon around the airstrip. We were trying to secure some dig assets to set up an
operations network on our line. We set up from the southern portion of East Gate. We:

had local communication with the Marines at East Gate, but everything else was just
internal communication within our battalion. Our battalion was located by the domestic.

terminal in an abandoned hangar.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question: Did you feel comfortable with the mission at this point?

(2) Answer: Yes, everything was pretty tame. We occupied this area for five to
seven days and only 25-30 people managed to breach our security. We would detain,
hold, andclear these people andes) escorted them out.

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question: Was anyone else out by East Gate?

(2) Answer: There was a Marine unit and our inner cordon.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question: Did you receive any notification from personnel monitoring cameras
in the JOC about people getting over the walls?

(2) Answer: No.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question: Did your entire battalion deploy? Where were they located?

(2) Answer: Yes, all organic elements did.[__ © was northwestof Abbey
Gate and were staged as a QRF element mE were near the
terminals.

©. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question: How did you understand the COMREL?
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@ Answer. R: | worked for hel ores who worked for

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question: What can you tell me about TF Wild Boar and TF Polar Bear?

(2) Answer: Absolutely nothing. I've never heard of them.

q. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question: Did you do any work with the 10th MTN?

(2) Answer: A: | did a lot. They had MRAPs and helped flex assets when people
would getoverthe wall

R: | understand that 10th MTN were mounted and acted as the base QRF.

. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question: Did you guys acquire any vehicles?

(2) Answer: Yes, a bus and some National Directorate of Security (NDS) trucks.

5. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question: How did you priorities change from the 19th to the 26th?

(2) Answer: Our techniques to maintain security changed over time, but our
mission didn't change.

. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question: Over the inital five or six days, did you have any interaction with
the Taliban or the Department of State?

(2) Answer: R: During the periodofdarkness from the 20th to 21st, there was a
pretty significant security concern near the domestic terminal. We were asked to provide
any additional manpower to help secure area defense. We interacted with the Taliban
there, at South Gate. There was a group of civilians that were causing issues. We were
told to close South Gate. The Taliban were guarding it and told us that we couldn't close
the gate. The Taliban had broken the gate. We had to establish a secure perimeter here
to keep 500-600 civilians from storming in. There were about 30-50 Taliban in the area.
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u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question: Did you have to use crowd-control measures here?

(2) Answer: Yes, we created wire obstacles around 2000 the night of the 20th.
We were helping at this location until around 0200 on the 21st before the screening
process could begin again.

v. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question: How many of the 500-800 people were processed?

(2) Answer: Maybe 120-200 people were able to get in to the terminal for
processing.

Ww. Question and Answer 22.

(1) Question: What happened with the restofthe people?

(2) Answer: MG Donahue was in the area during this time and conducted a KLE
with the Taliban commander near the gate. After the KLE, we were able to start
processing people.

X. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question: Were you ever briefed on the ROE? Non-lethal measures?

(2) Answer. We were aware of the theater ROE. Weknew we had the right to
self-defense when shown hostile acts o intent.

R: I received this brief from the BJA the day | arrived around 0500-0600.

2. Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question: Leading up to the 26th, were you tracking the departure timeline?
Were you a part of the planning?

(2) Answer: We weren't a part of the planning but were tracking the exfil date was
the 31st.
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aa. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question: Did you visit the gates before the 26th?

(2) Answer: R: | went to South Gate the nightofthe 20th. |went to Abbey Gate:

periodically because we had an adjacent unit there and were told we would be taking
over that area. | went there to conduct reconnaissance. | went to East Gate to try to

‘establish radio communication with the Marines there.

A: | waswith[ex3)1305.exdmost of the time and went with him. We did a lot of
reconnaissance.

bb. Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question: How many times did you go to Abbey Gate before the 26th?

(2) Answer: R: The first time we went out there was the 23rd. Between the 23rd

and 26th, we went to Abbey Gate all the fime to survey the area in preparation for when
‘we would take over security. | went all over the area.

cc. Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question: What did the atmosphere at Abbey Gate seem like on the 23rd?

(2) Answer. It was very chaotic. The entire area was full. The area between the.
inner and outer gates was full. The canal was full. From the chevron to Barron Gate, it

was either completely fullorempty. Always one or the other.

There were Taliban on top of the chevron and they also had a small tower
nearby.

1 went to the Barron Hotel to meet with the Brits and saw the resting area that the

Taliban used,

dd. Question and Answer 28.

(1) Question: Did you interact with any Marines at the gates?

(2) Answesfisodittkedwith son. often about our change out.

xsf150]taiked withfys300.wkand also a gunny out there.

ee. Question and Answer 29.
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(1) Question: What did you talk tafx)150v. ofabout? What was your impression?

(2) Answer: We talked to them about their operations and our changeover
process. For the situation they had out there, they were doing wellGomi a great
job.

ff. Question and Answer 30.

(1) Question: How was the population at Abbey Gate at this time?

(2) Answer: Military-aged males were very aggressive. Most other people in the
crowd were rather tame.

gg. Question and Answer 31.

(1) Question: From the 19th to the 25th, what threat reporting did you receive?

(2) Answer: We had a daily BUB every day at 0600. The intelligence we received
was not specific. It was generic and vague.

We received reporting that ISIS-Kwas moving in to the area, This caused more
credible threats over time as they moved in.

There was threat reporting every day. Some seemed more credible than others
but it was very normal.

hh. Question and Answer 32.

(1) Question: Did the high number of threats cause any sort of change in
operations?

(2) Answer F: | don't think so. We reported all of the threats that we could.

ii. Question and Answer 33.

(1) Question: Was there any change in threat reporting as the 26th came?

(2) Answerfisod would say threats seemed more credible now becausethey were
getting called over the net.

i- Question and Answer 34.
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(1) Question: Did you ever receive any threat reporting over the net that caused
any changes in posture?

(2) Answer: Not really. There were multiple reports of an imminent threat but
nothing occurred and the mission continued.

kk. Question and Answer 35.

(1) Question: Where were you during the blast on the 26th?

(2) Answerf32} kas in the hangar.

05132] lavas at the endofthe fence near the latrine. | had been back and forth all day
talkingwithb)a)1300. )pWe were supposed to take over the gate security the night before
but the timeline shifted. | got to the gate around 1720. | had linked up with the Brits to
get a burner phone in order to maintain communication with the Taliban when we took
over. | was walking back to my truck to drive back to the BUB at 1800.

The blast went off as | was walking back.[G31 txehwas with me. | saw the
explosion and knew it wasn't a flash-bang. | old everyone to get down. | could feel the
blast. | called itover the net to say there was an explosion, most likely a suicide vest
(SVEST). | said there was a minimum of 30 KIA.

There was a lot of smoke in the area. | was counting my guys and started
bounding back toward Barron Gate. | saw that the Brits had openedtheir small
personnel gate and | pushed my guys through there.

The Brits were pulling security in the area. | made sure | had accountabilityof my
guys. | kept pushing the information that | knew over the radio. | recommended that our
QRF not go to the gate because the Afghans in the area did not disperse.

I talked tof130.mand he told us his plan to retrograde. It was a quick
conversation and | understood what they were trying to do. | heard a call for medics and
my guys and | went over to assist. There were some Brits that went with us. We moved
toward Outer Gate. There were still hundreds of people in the area. We went to go get
the truck that we had to use as a casualty evacuation (CASEVAC) vehicle. Once we
had used our full capability, | told the QRF to stand down. There wasn't enough space. |
ran back to help marshal the vehicle traffic in the area. | was doing this for five to ten
minutes. | had one of my platoon sergeants take over and went to meet with the

[CC ftogive hima SITREP.

A Jey from the gate. We were assisting
with the CASEVAC:
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11. Question and Answer 36.

(1) Question: Do you remember seeing any specific casualties?

@ Ans ihember seeing a large, white male being treated in front of
where my vehicle was parked. We were trying to assist with getting him in the vehicle.

mm. Question and Answer 37.

(1) Question: Did you or your Soldiers treat anyone?

(2) Answer: We didn't treat anyone, just assisted with moving people. Everyone
was already being treated or had already expired.

nn. Question and Answer 38.

(1) Question: What did you see at the casualty collection point (CCP) at inner
gate when you arrived?

(2) Ansviét}Jeitiyone was being treated but t dint soem ike a typical
CCP. | remember seeing a Marine with injuries to his face. | remember seeing a dead
baby on the ground.

00. Question and Answer 39.

(1) Question: Was there anyone in charge of the CCP?

@ Ans at tell you who was in charge, but there were a lot of
people coordinating the CCP. It was controlled chaos. We were trying to get everyone
out of the area as fast as possible.

pp. Question and Answer 40.

(1) Question: Were a lot of vehicles being used?

(2) Answer: We had a lineof 20-30 vehicles ready to CASEVAC.

ag. Question and Answer 41.

(1) Question: Have either of you been a part of CASEVAC before?

(2) Answen[o] Yes.
9
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A: Ihave, but had air and surgical assets available.

rr. Question and Answer 42.

(1) Question: Is there anything that could've gone better for the CCP?

(2) Answer: The STP was pretty far away. The corpsmen at the gate did a
really good job.

ss. Question and Answer 43.

(1) Question: Do you or any of your Soldiers hear small arms fire at the time of
the blast? Where?

(2) AnswemfsojAbthe close sideof the canal, | saw British firing about 45
degrees up in the air, spraying the area to the northeast. They were about 10 meters
away from me. | called up for Charlie Co when | saw this to tell them to take some
cover, as the Brits were firing in their general direction. | didn't see any Taliban in the
area.

. Question and Answer 44.

(1) Question: Did the Soldiers in the tower observe anything?

(2) Answan{sofThey could hear fire, | don't know if they saw i, but they did not
return fire.

uu. Question and Answer 45.

(1) Question: How many Brits did you see fire?

(2) Answenfio}Atleast two.

Ww. Question and Answer 46.

(1) Question: Was your whole company at the inner gate?

(2) Answer{=2] MopThey were either out on their positions or at the hangar.

ww, Question and Answer 47,

(1) Question: What happened after the casualties had been evacuated?
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(2)Answen{o}Weleft our guys pulling security out on their positions and the
rest of the company went to the hangar.

xx. Question and Answer 48.

(1) Question: When did 16 take over the securityof Abbey Gate?

(2)Answen{:0hAtsund 0200-0300 on the 27th, Itook my leaders olit to Abbey
Gate to conduct a final recon. | met up with some Platoon Commander fro foo) ear
the inner gate and went over the timeline with them quickly. It was a differenti on the
gatethan cys tgThe Bris had not completed their retrograde yet. |broughtfoe]

out around 0530 and took over the security of Abbey Gate.

By this point, the Brits still had people retrograding between the inner and outer
gate and the corridor near East Gate. We had security elements placed from the outer
gate to the inner gate and the outer gate was closed. By 0700, the Brits were north of
the inner gate.

yy. Question and Answer 49.

(1) Question: How long were you pulling security at the gate?

(2) Answer: We pulled security up until our fight to leave HKIA.

22. Question and Answer 50.

(1) Question: When did you leave HKIA?

(2) Answer: We left at 2358 on 30 August.

‘aaa. Question and Answer 51

(1) Question: Do you know why the Brits’ timeline kept changing?

(2) Answer] ktink there was just confusion.

efioom my initial coordinationwith3,50cH made my timeline basedoffof
is. | briefed this plan to BN and was told to wat to action. A while later,bothfya,1200Gk)
and | were told that we had to shift our timeline to the right.

bbb. Question and Answer 52.

(1) Question: Did your entire battalion leave at the same time?
1
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(2) Answer: No, about half of the battalion, to include Alpha Co, Delta Co, and
HHC left the day before us on the 29th. At this point, we had two companies pulling
security of a large area.

cee. QuestionandAnswer53.

(1) Question: Were the crowds dispersed now?

(2) Answer: No. There were 50-100 people during the day waiting near the
gates. At night, 300400 people would come. We had an interpreter come out to tell
them that we weren't processing people anymore and that they needed to go to a
different gate.

ddd. QuestionandAnswer54.

ce. Question and Answer 55.

fff. QuestionandAnswer56.

(1) Question: From your position, did this seem like a coordinated attack?

(2) Answer: No.

99. Question and Answer 57.

(1) Question: Did you see any impacts from small ams fire or hear rounds.
snapping overhead during/immediately after the attack?

(2) Answer: No.

hhh. Question and Answer 58.
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(1) Question: Is there anything else that you think we need to know?

(2) Answer: No

iii, Question and Answer 59.

(1) Question: We had a report that the sniper tower mannedby the 82nd
received a few rounds during the time of the blast. Did they report anyofthis to you?

(2) Answer: No. They never said anything.

jil- Question and Answer 60.

(1) Question: Did you noticea difference in the crowd from the 23rd to the
26th?

(2) Answer: The crowd in the canal was extremely packed by the 26th.

kkk. Question and Answer 61.

(1) Question: Can you please provide your contact information?

@Answer|

4. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at___x6 Jand

13senna:
wenicomronaross I” wnET
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ACTS-SCK-DO 15 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with MG Donahue, USA mmo.oie USA,
82nd Airborne Division, 15 October 2021

1. On 15October 2021, BG Lance Curtis, USA,mounee|
[EmBHUSMC, conducted an interviewofthe above personnel at the 82nd Airborne

Division Headquarters, Fort Bragg, NC to discuss the facts and circumstances
surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: BG Curtis(C1).[_______womme asked
series of questions throughout the interview which MG Donahue (D2),

rar temcohaboremals reise

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with BG Curtis and[(ox500.46]describing the purpose of
the interview, the scope of the investigation, and the manner in which the conversation
would be captured and rendered to writing.

ofAmere present to record and transcribe the statement.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question, C1: Is this COMREL accurate?

(2) Answer, D2: RADM Vasely chose to retain Joint Task Force Crisis Reponse
(JTF-CR) specifically. He wanted BGen Sullivan to keep working for him, we all
coordinatedith well. As the mission changed, it was the right call. We all worked very
collaboratively anditworked out.

®Arswenfon]Fhat's all codified in the U.S. Forces Afghanistan (USFOR-A)
order, both the 82nd and JTF-CR would be tactical control (TACON) to USFOR-A.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question, C1: Please describe the readiness, preparation, and medical
operations prior to the deployment.

(2) Answer, D2: To speak to the medical aspect, Sergeant Major would have to
be present. He was unbelievable and highly involved with the process.
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d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question, C1: Was it a complex attack?

(2) Answer, D2: Ask James Martin, the Brit who was in command. He watched it
happen. That's why | know it's not a complex attack. The bomb went off, and so
‘everyone shoots in the air. The reason that we started to think it was a complex attack
was because fish weights were used in the suicide vest which look more like a bullet
‘wound on impact. We ran the hospital, so immediately after the blast, Gen McKenzie
called me to get updates, since he was on the line with the President. | told him in our
first report that there was a suicide vest and maybe some gun fire. Gen McKenzie was a
phenomenal leader with clear guidance. | fully understood his intent.

To follow up from that inital report, the next day | sent him an email. | told him that we
were 99% sure, based off videos from ISIS-K and speaking with our medical providers,
that it was not a complex attack. The medical providers initially told us it was a lot of
lower extremity gun shots, but we came back and we corrected that. James Martin
confirmed, BG James Martin the 16th Assault Commander at Abbey Gate, he told us
that there was 1 bomber and no shooters. He was standing by the chevron, and he
witnessed the attack from his perspective.

1 saw the video that ISIS-K released. The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) should be
able to get that for you. From the angle of that video you can see that the ISIS-K
members in a building near the explosion. Anyways, James Martin reports that he saw
the explosion from his location.3136. x6)was over by the Psychological Operations
(PSYOP) vehicle. He describeditto me the same way.

I will be transparent, and have said this to everyone, | am shocked we only got hit with
one suicide vest. The Marines did a movement to contact at North, East, and Abbey
Gates. That is phenomenal, and the Marines did phenomenally. | am shocked that we
had so few people hurt, we need to realize that people get hurt.

You knowwhywe didn't get hit with more suicide vests? The Taliban did a great job
screening people. The Taliban screened people and pushed them back twice that day.
We watched it on our raid cameras. They were clearing stuff all the time. They were
trying everything in their power to get us out. They wanted us to leave on the 31st of
August.

e. Question and Answer 4.

2
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(1) Question, C1: How and when did you find out you were going to Hamid Karzai
International Airport (HKIA)? When you were on the ground on the 18th, what did you
do?

(2) Answer, D2: |found out on the day that LTG Kurilla told us, the 16th of
August. | showed up with a small team theoommem
and](31300.(46)|The flow in was haphazard, as you know. | immediately came in and |
met with RADM Vasely. He and |are friends. | told him he was in charge and that | was.
in direct support of him. He just needed to let me know what he needed me to do. He
told me we were good, 50 | went out to assess the perimeter. We went to North Gate,
then East Gate, then we drove the entire perimeter.

In fact, here is my map. This map had no markings and is unclassified so that | could
use it with the Taliban. We used this map to drive around and also to speak with the
Taliban. The perimeter stopped right here, and jutted down by i ori)
Coin are Taliban over here driving Toyota ZPUs back and forth. Our
‘guys, 1st Brigade, are right here. oye] is down bythe[xidinitially. | bumped in
to him whileI was with one of my rifle companies. Some of the guys had been there
maybe 24 hours by then.

I asked[exe) what was going on, because it all was very unacceptable to me. | went
cruising around the perimeter and |was jacking people up as we go around. We
continued down to the terminal because there was a command post there. Inside the
terminal there were about 9 Taliban pulling guard. | was pretty agitated by this point, so
old my guys to give me some rifle squads. | told my guys to take the two ZPUs that

were pointed towards Abbey and East Gates. | ordered my guys to get them out.| came
back into the terminal, and the Taliban were sweeping the floor. There were two Taliban
snipers on the roof of the international terminal, and the Taliban were also watching us
on closed circuit television (CCTV). | had my guys push them out. When we got back|
saw RADM Vasely, and | fold him that we didn't have a perimeter and we needed to
meet with the Taliban.

Later that night, around 0200, we met with the Taliban. We told them which areas we
would be in charge of and which areas they would need to control. We told them that we
would control the gates and they would push people out, We expressed that they will
comply, because if they fight us on this we would we be able to kill more of them than
they could ever hope to kill of us.

After thattheir tone changed, and they generally did what we needed them to do. After
that they moved out, and RADM Vasely had me establish the perimeter. | told him, and
RADM Vasely and BGen Sullivan agreed, that North and East Gates weren't
sustainable. I told them that we will open other gates, South and West Gates. We also
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worked rsup by at the Northwestern Gate, also referred to as the National
Strike Unit (NSUJ Gate. Then |sawthatwe needed to get organized. | told RADM
Vasely that Gumexe because he is phenomenal. He crushed it
out there by the way.

After that | outlined what we would do. Our priorities were to defend the area, keep the
runway open since | was concerned about indirect fires, plan the exfilrationofthe force,
and conduct the inital Joint Tactical Exfilration (JTE). Then we added in all the gates,
and after that we added in go on the offensive. We had all of this going on while still
executing day in and day out operations. We didn't have enough people to do the
processing that Sullivan's guys were doing. | don't think we ever could have got to that
point. RADM Vasely understood that.

Ittook 26 hours to get the rest of the division TAC in there. So that night | focused on
meeting with everybody. We put markers down. The plan wasfor all international forces
to be out on the 28th. By the way, allofthis is stil being done on the 18th, within the
first 6 hours of being on ground. JTF-CR was consumed with running those three gates,
and the international parties were only adding to that burden. That is why we took over
the perimeter and the Arrival/Departure Airfield Control Group (ADACG) stuff. We
‘would move equipment a ere pushing equipment, while
BGen Sullivan and his guys are processing people.

So we met with everybody that night and told them that we are focusing on the
withdrawal and then the JTE. The withdrawal s to get everyone out, then the JTE is to
get the last people and equipment out. Those are two distinct plans. The battle rhythm
that emerged from that was doing a standup in the morning with everyone that was.
there. After that, my guys would go into working groups and | would go into battlefield
circulation for the afternoon. Then we had evening meetings. RADM Vasely and | had a
meeting with the Secretary of Defense. Then | would do circulation at night and sleep
when | could. The first 3 days we did not really sleep. As soon as | went out and came
back, | toldour surgeon that he needed to prepare for a mass casualty event. We were
responsible for the hospital since we had the highest ranking surgeon on the ground.
[ox3)1305.x6)|was very good and he was formerly 160th, a Special Operations Forces
(SOF) guy.

After that, we started doing mass casualty stuff. We got all of the vehicles out of the
road which was essential since the roads wereclogged.(vx3)1300. ye) lstarted preparing
for the mass casualty. Our headquarter reinforced the NATO Role II and st Brigade set
up a second one. |also want to point out how great the international surgeons did,
specifically the Norwegians who extended to the 30th for us. We did rehearsal of
concept (ROC) drills, table top exercises, etc while we did other stuff.
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About 40-50 people jumped the fence every night. We also had to have quick reaction
forces (QRFs) out every night to push to breaks in thefence.[ui¢ihad to manage that,
and as we got more forces, we arrayed those better to properly defend the airfield. We
‘were figuring this out in the first 8 hours while we were there, so we were doing this as
well as the mass casualty planning.

hop inif you want. Things were happening so fast, theinsanitywasoffthe
chart.

(3) Answenfiso4 eirvaddition to our intemational partners, we would coordinate
with them to open gates to allow foreign Afghans in. This would cause a flood to that
newly opened gate from one that was already open. That would cause a crowd and
burn that gate's usability for a while.

(4) Answer, D2: To jump ahead, | knew Ambassador Bass really well. | told
RADM Vasely that we needed to coordinate with State. We met with Ambassador Bass
and AmbassadorWilson[mE me]
| exe |and BGen Sullivan. We made] the coordinating cell lead.
We gave the Taliban lists of groups from the Department of State like Afghan Women or
New York Times Afghan reparies]eailuody coordinate to get them in. At the West
Gate youhave[ exe]and eventually msison.exe] took over East Gate to South
Gate as we startedtothin the ranks.

f. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question, C1: Was it difficult to do perimeter security and gate operations at
the same time?

(2) Answer, D2: Absolutely, it became a maneuver defense. Everyday North Gate
would have to close. East Gate was too high risk, and we all knew it, 50 BGen Sullivan
shut it down. It was overwhelming over there. BGen Sullivan and everyone else was
stuck at Abbey Gate. The chevron was in place there, the Taliban were screening
constantly, and it was also the “International Gate”. We were getting people through that
gate.

‘The Marines were bringing people through Abbey Gate, as was the United Kingdom.
The International SOF was also pulling in people through the canal. The Marines pulled
security for all of those forces as well. The U.S. provided the platform to get everyone
out, and the Brits helped defend the perimeter as well. We had large numbers of
Afghans that, once through, would just sit inside the gate and RADM Vasely had to work
on overseeing their processing. It wasn't until we started to thin the ranks, on the 25th,
that we went to the gate since we were going to takeover the next day.
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James Martin commanded 2 Para Battalions over there. Hetold me that they were
going to try to keep pulling people out, and he wanted to know if I thought that we could
keep the gate open. | told him that we would conduct a site survey since we were going
to take over that gate. And we were interested to knowifwe could keep Abbey open,
since North Gate was obviously dangerous at that time.

3) Anite] we estimated 13,000 People at North Gate in ourfirst48 hours
there.

(4) Answer, D2: We wanted to close it. | told16]thatwe will get our
people out, and they needed to cooperate withus.[ xe was a team player. Once
we got some more gates open, West and South and NSU,wecould close those other
gates.

So we did that for North and East Gates, but Abbey was our main producer. On top of
that, we were still getting pressure to pull people out.|told James that we had 2 rifle
companies replacing 2 Marine Battalions, 2 Para Battalions, and the SOF community. |
told James that we were going to plan on closing the gate, because we weren't going to
be able to keep it open with our manning.

Those Para Battalions were at least battalion minuses. They neededour forces there to
help them. The Paras were not two full battalions, but at a minimum they were two
battalion minuses. Do | know that for certain? No, but James Martin would.

The[EXi14State, and other International Nations were all provided for, including air lift,
by the United States. BGen Sullivan could talk better on that, but that's why | called it
the international gate.

g. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question, C1: When were you going to close to the gate on the 26th?

(2) Answer, D2: Initially at 0900, on the 27th of August. That time moved left after
the explosion.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question, C1: So as the timeline for the JTE closed, Abbey Gate was the only
gate open?
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(2) Answer, D2: That's not true. West gate was open. One time the Taliban were.
complaining about the two guys who got shot. RADM Vasely told them that we lost 13
people. It was interesting, one of the Taliban guys responded to that by saying “12 of
my Taliban fighters were killed in that blast as well.” | don't know if that's true, but that's
what he said. | don't believe what they say, but that's what they told us. All that we.
actually know is that there were hundredsof Afghans killed and wounded. Some came
into our aid stations, our corpsmen and U.S./Coalition medics worked on Afghans. That
‘was something our providers had a hard time dealing with. They treated high numbers
of women and children that were hurt, and then they had to turn them over to the local
hospitals.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question, C1: When was that meeting with the Taliban?

(2) Answer, D2: About 3-4 days after the blast.

J. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question, C1: Did you hear the blast? | believe the most accurate time | have
heard is 1734.

(2) Answer. | did not, | was not there for that. But that sounds right because that is
‘when | am normally in the Joint Operations Center (JOC) preparing for our evening
meetings. That's why| didn't hear the blast, but it sounds right. The person that | think
would know best is BGen Sullivan.

6) Aust]Sif) the USAFOR-A J2 chatog | have shows 1738. [is]
Foefom the Marine Expeditionary Unit, put that out in the cfiatiog.
However, that is probably a few minutes after the blast.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question, C1: What do you do after you hear about the blast?

(2) Answer, D2: We got the report, and we sent a runner to the hospital to tell
them to prepare for a possible mass casualty event. BGen Sullivan called me, and he
told me that an attack may be occurring at Abbey Gate. We were getting threat
reporting throughout the day. We were mentally preparing for an event like that

I. Question and Answer 11.
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(1) Question, C1: I'm tracking 50-60 threat streams, suicide vests, vehicle bore
improvised explosive devices (VBIEDs), and countdowns to the blast from the Brits that
happened around 1400 and caused the Marines to lower profile until about 1430 before
they realized it was a false alarm.

)Anse ie was from a twitter handle at 1433, according to the chatlogs
that have.

(3) Answer, D2: | was not aware of that. But to put this in perspective, | got into
the JOC about 5 minutes before the blast happened. At the time we were very worried
about the gates. The road up here to the north,if a large truck VBIED happened a
breach would occur.

4) Anse] not just at the perimeter sir. This was right nearthe
headquarters. This would have taken out JTF-CR headquarters at the least.

(5) Answer, D2: If an 18 wheeler went off over here, | don't think it would take out
our headquarters but it would have knocked out our comms and destroyed other
headquarters. Once the blast occurred the Taliban shut off that road and stopped
anything from moving.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question, C1: How far is this road from your headquarters?

(2) Answer, D2: I's got to be about 200 meters. By the way, we moved cranes
and twalls all around so that we were ready to fillin any gaps caused by VBIEDs. We
were very prepared mentally fora VBIED. We went around looking for people who could
drive a crane so that we would be prepared to move t-walls and trying to find out how
long it would take, The Brigade Engineer Battalion Command Sergeant Major was
‘working with us. We dug a 13 foot deep trench, and we lined up filled connexes along
the fences. We stacked cars up. We were conducting a defense in depth.

[€)Arsh] the South to the airhead line (AHL) was where civilians
massed on the airhead before/while Inmediate Response Force (IRF) 1 arrived. 1BCT
placed obstacles on that route to disrupt civilians ability to mass on the AHL again. Due
to the sheer volumeofcivilians, we wouldn't be able to block or fix them but we could
disrupt and slow their movement should they breach the perimeter again.

ehYTto disrupt them as they got closer.
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(©) Ansviek=]htwas good the LRADS were strong enough to make the
Afghans sick if they got too close.

(6) Answer, D2: Secretary of Defense Austin was asking about our obstacles and
disrupting. Also, don't forget about our demilitarization (demil) plan. That took up a lot of
time. We were told to demi any helicopters out there, but also anything that State left. It
‘was thousands of rounds, and thousands of Mds laying around. Whenever guys came
in through NSU gate, they would drop all their stuff.[ois1]

@Ans] Weanuite, you havemone|

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question, C1: | need more information on threat streams you have directed
towards Abbey Gate. | was told that you only really have general threat information at
this point, but to the point, | have been told there were 1-4 individuals that didtheir
media interview, and there may have been a briefcase with arrows on it. Was there
anything specific on Abbey Gate?

@J on the 26th we knew it would be North or Abbey Gate. We.
‘were not surprised. I do not think it was a generic threat, we knew that it would be a
suicide vest and it would be at North orAbbey Gate.

0. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question: Have you received any information on a man with a ball cap near
the bomber?

PE—7

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question, C1: Any images on the actual bomber?

9
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(2) AnsweH]"2WB received about3 images of possible suspects, but nothing
that think would indicate the bomberspecifically at Abbey Gate.

q. Question and Answer 16

(1) Question, C1: | hadn't heard about the lead fish weights in the suicide vest
before this.

(2) Answer, D2: | got that from the surgeons. That is confirmed. Before | spoke
to Gen McKenzie, | spoketoiGig and James Martin. When | spoke to Doc, he
was emotional because he just performed surgery to save an Afghan child and initially
reported that it was a gunshot wound to the head. | asked him about that being a
gunshot wound, because all of the threat reporting focused on a suicide attack. There
were several casualties who had lower extremity wounds and our medical teams initially
thought those were gunshot wounds too.

Later on the medical team came back to me, and they told me it wasn't gunshot
wounds, they were fish weights and they showed them to me.

. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question, C1: There is still a bit of a gray area for us. There is a t-wall by the
canal, and maybe the Marines are standing on it, but normally there are the low walls in
frontofthem. You can see the pattern of the blast on the wall below them, so we
‘wondered why they have lower body wounds. Do you have any other insights on that? It
is a leading theory of the complex attack.

(2) Answer, D2: James Martin is the guy who will tell you about that, and you
need to speak with the doctors. My qu; ou need to speak with him. He is
an emergency room doctorandl_____ex) He was running the main
Role Il, not the other aid station that received only 9 guys.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question, C1: After RADM Vasely left were you the mainconduitfor
discussions with Taliban?

(2) Answer, D2: Yes, but our general breakdown was that if it was tactical, | would
deal with the Taliban. If it was above that, RADM Vasely would deal with it. If we met
with them together, same thing. | would also try to set conditions for getting American
citizens and others out after we left. | made it clear that we would leave the terminal
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ready to go, with theX14to run it, so that we would leave them an international
terminal to get citizens out of the countryafterwe departed.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question, C1: What role did state play?

(2) Answer: Ambassador Bass and his two deputies’ task organized the
screening. One Deputy worked with us, and one worked with the Marines. We talked to
foreign nations at my level, but big gol no-go decisions were for RADM Vasely. He was
the up and out guy. Once he made a decision it would fall down to me or BGen Sulivan.
If it was withdrawal it was me, if it was at the gate it was BGen Sullivan,

We started planning the JTE right away. We took 82nd, Joint Special Operations
Command capabilities, and flew in the Air Force mission commander and their planner.
We did a ROC dil with them. The JTE went very well. All of that planning went very
well. We have a book with all of that planning in it that we gave to Amy Central
Command (ARCENT), myexelcan provide it.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question, C1: Were you in anyway associated with decisions to move from
using the North and East Gates, to focusing on Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer, D2: BGen Sullivan made those decisions. We talked about all of
these decisions together, RADM Vasely and | weighed in, but BGen Sullivan was
making all of the right calls. At one point, on the 25th, Gen McKenzie told me to make
an assessment of the gates. Gen McKenzie asked me if the North, East, NSU, or Abbey
Gate was the highest isk. | explained that was Abbey Gate and why. The reasoning
made sense. When we showed up North and East were the only gates open, but the
British pressured the Abbey Gate to open. And it was a great decision to open,it got
thousands of people through.

v. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question, C1: What was the force flow out of HKIA?

(2) Answer thas very easy. We thinned US and intemational capabily. We
gave everyone slot times to fill to get them out for the exfilration.

©)AnswBH Past clean. There were so many impacts on the planning to
get people and equipment out. It was an hourly, daily change. At onepointwe had to
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transition to a more aggressive number of people, but we stil had tonsofequipment to
retrograde. We had pause where we didn't bring any equipment or people out because
we were planning on bringing people in to hold the air field.

(4) Answer, D2: We took over the A/DACG and set the priorities throughf)roe:be)
(butane prioritizing evacuees as necessary. To James pointxia|

Ww. Question and Answer 22.

(1) Question, C1: Who was in charge when RADM Vasely leaves?

(2) Answer, D2: | was. There is a formal FRAGO saying that | was in charge
‘when RADM Vasely left and that |was to report to Gen McKenzie directly. | want to say
again, that he always had crystal clear guidance for RADM Vasely, BGen Sullivan, and
myself. He would always end a conversation by askingifwe had any questions, and
‘emphasizing that he was available 24/7 to answer questions. My respect and admiration
for him are immense, and they only grew during the operation. He did awesome.

x. Question and Answer 23,

(1) Question, C1: When are you out of HKIA? How did that go, what did you tell
the Taliban? We heard that there may have been some deception involved with what
You told the Taliban the plan was.

(2) Answer, D2: Early morning on the 31st. | told the SECDEF and everyone else
that this was our plan during the back brief.

ox{se.chiWe:had 8 or 9 chalks planned, 5 programmed to land, 2 flying spares, 1 that had
surgical capabilities, and 1 that had a heavymaintenance team. That all went in to
timing. It's an evolution, i's like a sync matrix or a machine once it starts. We needed to
leave enough time to land and fix an aircraft if necessary. We had to plan on how to
take off with a damaged plane. All while people were tracking us. That photo of me was
the Sth aircraft, We got a report saying that| ied, | wasn't the last one out because
additional aircraft took off after mine did. We had to beat that back to make itclear that
those were spares falling in to formation.
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Atour last meeting on the 30th, we told the Taliban that we were leaving on the 31st. At
2000 we told them we would give them all the details the next morning. They were
asking if we would take photos of the handover, etc. | almost felt bad, but the other side
of me knew they were Talibanonsen]

y. Question and Answer 24.

(1 Quest]#8) mentioned the pressure from the Brish. What was the
driving factor to keep Abbey Gate open, was it that pressure?

(2) Answer: We had pressure from everyone, not just the British. The U.S., other
countries, and foreign interest groups were all exerting pressure. | had a company
commander getting called directly by his congressman for not letting groups through.
The pressure was real.

When I did the Pre-Deployment Site Survey (PDSS), | came back and told people that
when | took over that gate | was going to close it. | think the pressure to keep it open,
kept it open. That and the pressure to get people through. The threat was up, down, and
sideways, so | think there was just immense pressure to keep that gate open. If you look
at the steps that BGen Sullivan took to balance that risk, they were more than prudent
to mitigate the threats the received with the resources they had. RADM Vasely and
BGen Sullivan are both great leaders. Gen McKenzie is a great leader. When you get
placed into a position where you don't control all the conditions, and you can't change
those conditions sometimes there is a hard outcome.

z. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question; C1: Anything else to bring up?

(2) Answer: Ghost Company is the reason that Abbey Gate was as successful as.
it was, Of the three companies that were there, that company is the reason for their
success.

When we put out the demil plan everyone was responsible for an area, there was a
MEU element and one of the rifle battalion elements that were wantonly destroying
things. We had to stop that twice, state department reported it as well. Ghost company
had the most reason to be pissed off, but they executed their demil plan exactly as it
was briefed. Their sector was excellent. | cannot say enough about that company. You
could tell just walking around, the difference there was between the companies.
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Have you interviewed RADM Vasely's Command Sergeant Major? You need to
interview him if you want to hear more about Ghost Company. When | got back from
looking at the gates, his Command Sergeant Major asked me which company was the
best, and | told him Ghost Company was the standard. He absolutely he agreed, he was
out correcting other companies.

‘You need to remember which area Ghost Company occupied. Until the day prior at that
gate, intemational guys controlled that gate] ons |

My point is, down at Abbey Gate, Ghost had to deal with that. The international SOF
forces were outofcontrol. Ask sianwie) how they acted.

3) Answeroryre ‘They were out of control. They had no regard for anyone
else. They did not coordinate. They would hang off the side of the vehicles as they were
driving around, they were reckless.

(4) Answer, D2: | told RADM Vasely that | was frustrated, these guys lost their
mind and didn't know how to act. They were always asking if they had to leave on the
28th as well.

possi]

(3) Answer, D2: Many countries tried to do that, but the Brits were able to talk it
back to the 20th.

aa. Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question, C1: Was State difficult to work with as well?

(2) Answer, D2: The State Department element forward had to reach back to
Main to synchronize messaging efforts. My Paratroopers had to deal with the confusion
that their messaging caused. They would send the wrong messaging, the wrong threat
streams, Then you would have to go and renegotiate with the Taliban for an hour to
‘smooth over whatever state put out. At one point they accused us of brain draining
them, we were taking all of their educated women, etc. We had to negotiate through
that, and another time we had to negotiate them letting the National Strike Unit (NSU)
through. We were able to get allofthe NSU out, because we told theif the Taliban
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didn't let them through we would just tell them the NSU to go fight out of Panjshi. After
that the Taliban would cooperate there. This stuff about the Taliban not letting people:
through isn't true, they'd let people through it just took some time.

bb, Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question, C1: What were the rulesof engagement (ROE)?

(2) Answer, D2: We had tons of discussions, a whole conversation on ROE just
for the exfil and JTE. | remember discussing that with_exa130.oe)|But we didn't
need an ROE. This is the purposeofthe 82nd, to go info a situation like this.Ifwe had
asked for an ROE, it would not have been dynamic enough to keep up with this event.
We told our guys that if someone jumped the fence, assume that they have a suicide
vest. And still none of my guys shot. They knew their ethical left and right limits.

(3) Answer Atsolutely. It was incredible restraint by the Paratroopers and
Marines.

(3) Answer, D2: There were occasions where paratroopers shot warning shots,
the situations could have escalated from there, butthey didn't Itis on Commanders to
plan and use the information available to make the decisions on the ground. If we had
sought guidance we would have got late and wrong answers about what to do on the
ground. We had a whole meeting with the Commanders about ROE, once in the ROC
dill and once about just using thvef:)"4a. wx1|\We talked about when to use lethal force.
From an exiltration perspective, when the MPs got in we went over what was expected
to for them. | would talk to the Paratroopers during battle field circulation and ask them
about ROE, and | would spot check them and their Commanders. It was something we
‘were able to develop on the ground. oxejwas with me for all of this.

cc. Question and Answer 28.

(1) Question, C14oxelwas with you for all of this?

(2) Answer, D2: He would pull all kinds of people.
through on his own. He Would go on his own and save people left and right. He did
remarkably. He had previously been held captive be the Taliban in Kabul for two
months

[He hates the Taliban.

Hewas angry that the Afghan Security Forces didn't fight the way they said they would.
He was mad they didn't go to Panjshir. He had a lot of raw emotion.
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5. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned atl 6 and
assistant investigating officer, at

LLcomes00]

LANCE G. CURTIS
BG, USA
Investigating Officer
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with[Gianei) 13/10thMountain Division, HKIA,
18 October 2021

1. On 18 October 2021, mmo. ye) USMC, conducted an interviewofthe
above personnel via Secret Video Teleconference (SVTC) from Ft. Bragg, NC 3ESC
Headquarters to ____mxii4a____to discuss the facts and circumstances
surrounding the affack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodolog asked aseries of questions throughout the interview,
which answered.[Gian6161] (US Amy) recorded the interview
for transcription below.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview beganwith[543)1305.546)providing an overview of scope of the
investigation, which included the fact-finding concerning actions before, during, and
after the attack, chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection, gate
operations, and medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the
conversation and prepare a memorandum of the statement. The subject would have the
opportunity to review and make additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly
captured and rendered to writing.

b. Question and Answer 1.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question. What was your mission in CENTCOM?

(2) Answer. We deployed forward and established the security assistance force
(SAF) for USFOR-A for continuity. That consistedof a rifle company and part ofa
Forward Support Company (FSC) and we reinforced US Forces Afghanistan (USFOR-
A) with part of the staff, Thiswasihe
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Counter Rocket Artillery and Mortar (CRAM) team, SAF was filed out with a bunch of
enablers and an Infantry Battalion (-) in| We were planning for security of the
Embassy and as required at HKIA. We also had a second Battalion at JTF-CR to
reinforce the non-combatant evacuation operation (NEO) if required when the Turkish
forces pulled out.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question. So Polar Bear and Wild Boar are already in Afghanistan asof July
or August timeframe?

(2) Answer. It wasn't until mid-June that things started getting clarified, but it still
was not captured in orders. We were fleshing out that structure into pushing into
USFOR-A Forward. The lead element left Fort Polk around 4 July to push into
We did the over the horizon (OTH) CT platform in order to get an intelligence read. We
had the brigade role 1 and some of our security force. The rest of the element was set
to come forward a little bit later in order to spread transitions and build continuity into the
forceflow.[31300exelhad been there for 6 months. They are outof 4-31 in Drum so
not organic to 3rd brigade. 4-31 and 2-30 Relief in place and transfer of authority
(RIPTOA) was meant to happen 2 August. Since we had both units on the ground |
went to RADM Vasely and requested to freeze the RIP. |asked). tosstay in place
and I pulled some staff forward. But as of mid-August the boots on ground (BOG) ceiling
was still the same and in order to stay under it we kept having to adjust our planning.

It was apparent that we would need more combat power. When | came in, it became
really obvious early on that the bulk of my effort needed to be in the
role. When| looked at the employment of forces, at authorities, and for the aviation
specifically, it was all at RADM Vasely level. Our priority was with planning for the
employmentofforces and preparation. | came in with the aviation unit and dug into the
maintenance. | came awayfrom[isx)14dwith an understanding that 31 August was a real
date and BOG was a real thing. The policy was that we would be out by 31 August and
that would not move. For context| had been inthe____@xi4ain 2019/20, so|
understood the NEO and evacuation framework in mind. | understood the evacuation
‘was coming based on my experience. That drove me toreallyfocus on the aviation
maintenance problem in order to think ahead of the problem. Those aircraft had been
ridden really hard and they were going to be challenged if needed.Ifwe were going to
have to swap out aircraft we needed to get ahead of the problem in order to make sure
we could keep pace.

For the infantry company on the ground, | had personal relationships with them going
into it. Having been a quick reaction force (QRF) company commander before, |
understood their planning and capabilties and likewise quickly dug into the equipment
to identify if we were showing green on slides or showingTealtydsRuickly
responded to that energy and started getting after it. Both the aviation unit and Polar
Bearwere able to rehearse and set priorities of planning early and that set them up for
success. For my with energy from BG Day (Brit), we had this realization that
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we had a lot more to retrograde than we originally planned. | had
[©with me sol set them on that problem. They dug info the retrograde
and made it their responsibilty to plan and dispose of properly. They continued to work
the retrograde as much as possible and we got a ton of equipment and material out all
the way into late July. | also helped build their staff. The staff was comprised of
Resolute Support (RS) holdovers and we had a lot of pieces to bring together. Dropping
that down from a 4 star headquarters into a 2 Star headquarters was always going to be
a challenge.

e. Question and Answer4.

(1) Question. Safe to say your staff was rounding that out?

(2) Answer. Yes

1. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question. What was TF Polar Bear?

(2) Answer. It was approximately 130 people. Thewayfiiso:.iad aligned it, it
went to 4 platoons. They weren't doctrinal Modified Table of Organizational Equipment
(MTOE). He had a platoon leader with a reinforced squad as the Platoon Security
Detachment (PSD) and then had some Battalion staff officers to make a very small
Battalion tactical TAC. The next problem | gavefio: was to really get a handle on the
security at Hamad Karzai International Airport (HKIA). It didn't take a lotofwalking
around to realize that they had a different attitude on that than we did. We had a lot of
struggle to keep them in the game and trying to be a force for good in improving the
Force Pro standards at HKIA.

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question. You got into HKIA when?

(2) Answer. | arrived 18 July and immediately went to the US Embassy Complex
(USEC).

h. QuestionandAnswer7.

(1) Question, What role did your subordinates play in the embassy evacuation?

(2) Answer. It would have been 14th through the 16th. Period of Darkness 15th-
16th. We made the decision on the 12th to swap unis. We were in the middle of
RIPTOA and made the decision to go organic with Polar Bear. That gave us unity of
command and put a Battalion commander at each location.[exsiace66) had TF
Polar Bear because he had more time on the ground at HKIA and understood that
problem better. The USEC, |thought the Infantry Battalion commander would be the
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right fit there so that'swhenefjisos jwent. |really felt that with me there the existing
Department of State could handle the requirement. The rifle company with a sniper
seton and a Battalion commander was TF Wik Boar under bam. 616 |

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question. When did you get your mission change?

(2) Answer. During the RIPTOA, we saw the way this was going. Pretty obvious
that we would have things change. We knew we needed at least 2 companies available.
We needed two distinct teams and set the personnel up at the different locations.
RADM Vasely had given a discussion to the ambassadors on the nightofthe 13th. The
Regional Security Officer (RSO) had changed out4 days prior. The previous RSO got it
and understood, but he was frustrated with the restofthe embassy team for keeping
their heads in the sand. It became problematic to a degree that RADM Vasely is
meeting with the ambassador and his messaging was something to the effect of “ths is
going to be bad and itl be bad faster than you think". There was a general disbelief and
lack of agreeance on behalf of the embassy team towards that point. We kept putting
together talking points and eventually the Ambassador agreesthat we need to
‘evacuate, but the timeline kept becoming the issue. As late as 13 August the embassy
staff was stil planning to be evacuated around 31 August. | sat in the EAC and had to
be very clear about the fact that we were looking at hours, not weeks. | think what
‘eventually got traction was the decent possibilty that there would be a gunfight at the
‘embassy. Partof what resonated with the ambassadorwas the larger pictureof what
that fight would look like and how the Taliban would get the choice of how that went
down.|literally had to talk to him about planning for firing[exe) __Jinto the streets.
of Kabul.

So early morning on the 14th we quickly moved 1400 people off the embassy
compound and frankly not much leadership came from within the DoS personnel at all,
‘especially the senior ones. A lot of very junior RSO's would push, but they couldn't
provide a head count or names for us to work movement tables. From RADM Vasey, it
was the plan to beoff the embassy footprint by the morning of the 15th. We didn't want
to fly in daylight, but it became obvious that we would have to. It took direct push and
leadership on our part to almost force our will on them to move. We went in and had
that conversation with the ambassador mid-morning on the 15th. That led him to do the
flag ceremony later that afternoon and planned forthe collapse back into the embassy
as wellasthe HLZ location. The plan all along was that the last elementoutwould be a
security element. Therewere[ __ ®xti4a__ |and that was the last
‘element out. We ended up going room to room and pulling out individuals to make the
deadlines. DoS people were intoxicated and cowering in rooms. People were still
operating like it was day to day operations with absolutely no sense of urgency or
recognition of the situation. The junior leadership were dialed in, but the more senior
leadership did not understand the gravity of the situation or didn't think it was real.
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Likewise the equipment destruction plans were not realistic. We just had to explain to
them the challenges associated with the timeline and all the stuff that still needed to

happen. The RSO was planning for some compactor operation for vehicles. We had to
be frank about the fact that the green zone was gone. But they just had trouble
conceptualizing the idea of what the attack from a regular force would look like. We

We ended up having direct fire engagements with the Taliban during this time where
they were shooting sporadically at anything they thought they could hit. As the evening
‘went on it started sinking in that the gravity of the situation was very different than their
previous expectations. We didn't know how much control the Taliban had over their

fighters and we saw their capability. We had reservations about their ability to hold their
individuals back from full on coming at the embassy.

Towards the end we were running out of time and aircraft availability and we're
tossing bags off the ramps and manifesting people. Equipment kept coming out of the
woodworks. They brought out hundreds of weapons. There were diplomatic pouches
with sensitive equipment and communications. The embassy team was not postured for

an evacuation whatsoever, not planned, not resourced, not rehearsed - it was beyond
them. The maintenance for the chinooks actually kept us up and running. We collapsed
the perimeter and got the Gurkha guards down and started the transition as soon as
possible in order to get set up for the actual final pull. We didn't want to leave it late with
contracted security. The ERT element gave us some more guns, but then it was the late
‘evacuation and planning for destruction of equipment that really pushed us to problems.

First thing that went sideways was the chinook generator fire and emergency landing
at HKIA. We had conditions checks, and we blew through some of that right away. The

penetrationof the perimeter at HKIA put that all that other stuff on pause. That was the
zombie apocalypse and that event changed timelines. We had to push security back out
and reset the security to protect the LZ. That's where we had some direct fire

engagements. We didn't knowifwe would be able to continue to evacuate by air, or

would we would we have to go by ground? We ended up getting up and the
aircraftHLZ wasn't over run. Lead elements of 82nd were on ground. Polar Bear is
working to control the south side perimeter. At that point they were answering tofox1)1.4

Every aircraft was maxed out at that point. 55-60 people in every CH47. |was one of
the last guys off other than the operator team leader. We cleared the compound as
much aspossible.We had quys going as slim as possible in order to be abletobringoff
JTAC-TS equipment.

oi )Sametime between 0230 and 0330 we reorganized and got back on the fine.

J. QuestionandAnswer9.

(1) Question. Were you dealing with airfield perimeter security at all?

(2) Answer. We saw and understood the implications of having people on the
airstrip. The evacuation was literally impossible with the airfield controlled.
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k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question. What was your initial role upon arrival and reconstitution at HKIA?

(2) Answer. So, in daylight | went out and had to get a handle on our forces on
the ground includingfx1)1Jwho isn't even organic to me. | was bouncing between
checking on them and trying to help get USFOR-A sorted and perform the command
post transition. Then it was complicated by 82nd getting on the ground and getting their
HQ integrated. That first morning wasreally just going out to see what it looked like. We
did alink up with the guys from 82nd just to get a sense of things. We drove out to

ee ————
Getting HKIA secure was obviously our 1st priority. At this point you have Marine
elements and Army elements on the ground but nobody is complete. The posture and
command and C2 and visualization was still in the grey a litle. We were grappling to
gain and maintain understanding of what we were dealing with. After talking with RADM
Vasely, he didn’t understand the JTF-CR plan was to secure HKIA. | spent some time
vith ela nd two of the problems I saw were the Graphic control measures and
the array of forces.

The graphic used to develop that was off. The terminal road was kind of split and
that's where the line was drawn to divide the runway. | felt like that was a seam instead
of a unified front. | knew rr aa eyconceptualized it. We
knew the airfield seizure concept. | thought that was a challenge out of the gate and the
other issue was the JTF-CR staff, and their lack of scenario planning leading up to this
point. They had acompletelydifferent lead up planning cycle. It was huge, it was
incomplete force structure for almost every unit. It was taking alitle bit for them to get
that. The first part ofthis forme was to make sure that HKIA remained open and
operating. If HKIA became untenable it was a problem. We ended up having that
conversation with JTF-CR, and [sxv.4fand MG Donahue identified that the NSU was the
‘clear’ force and that 82nd would ‘hold’.

The South sideofthe apron was a whole different problem. There was so much
gunfire, Taliban and NSU shooting over peoples’ heads. Pretty much continuous
machine gun fire across the South side of the airfield. It was the most chaotic situation
I've seen in my time in the Army. We almost planned for having an accident on the
runway. The control of the airfield and the visualizationofwhere everyone was on the
airfield at all times was almost impossible at that point seemingly. At one point we
established a meeting with pretty much everyoneotherthat BGen Sulivan and RADM
Vasely and laid down the real plan to establish the security perimeter. It was that night
where the realignment happened. From that moment on 82nd owned the perimeter. The
82nd focused down. North HKIA west all the way around was tactical control of the
gates was JTFCR. Polar Bear was the mounted reserve. Their Soldiers, leaders, and
everyone had done the rehearsals, and we knew that mission, Polar Bear and 3-21 had
their footprint in the JTE-CR footprint. At that point, once things were in that place, |
really leaned into the x6__|1 was able to do another command post
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transition to where 82nd had the JOC floor in order to give them down and in and us
being up and out. The other thing that needed to be done was the interagency and
international burden had to be taken off the senior leadership. We stood up the
multinational coordination cell by direction of RADM Vasely. We ended up moving down
into JTF-CR footprint and there was a cell we could occupy. The upstairs was us,
downstairs was the internationals. Ambassador Bass came in about that time and he.

was the NEO. He needed from me the planning abilities from the mil side. He needed

us to sync with coalition partners. He needed us to sync the team and triage requests
and inputs. We helped him to plan and visualize the embassy staf evacuation while
helping to maintain relationships. We had to separate the spaces in a way that we could

‘maintain the NOFORN space but not off-put the partners, so we used the upstairs for
that. RADM Vasely was communications up and out and we had to maintain synchro
with JTF-CR. Some folks augmented the 82nd, and some folks stayed on with me but
the effort was divided pretty hard.

I. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question. What did the Turks have a role in, and how did that transition over
time?

(2) Answer. The COMREL with the Turks was interesting. When the JTF-CR

thing ends it was interesting. They didn't work for RADM Vasely. They were business as
usual, and their operations were very normalized at low operating concept. They
identified early on that they would not fight the Taliban, and that while they would
‘secure HKIA' but they specifically would not fight the Taliban. The identification of North

HKIA as their area of control. | saw the problem set as a two Battalion problem set at

‘minimum to secure HKIA. In faimessto|_ 16)| he probably didn’t know what their
countries policy was. Their Force Pro officer went on leave like 10 days before
Fti—xr—
working hard to establish the perimeter and the control measures and gate and radio

traffic. We got that and some measureofcommand and control (C2) established, and

then there was supposed to be some element of LNO with the Turkish. Wild Boar had
really provided them the support, but then when 3/10 got the notification of the
requirement right before the embassy evacuation to feed that problem.[we |
Bijan he would be able to go in there and get it done. The second part was frankly to
understand what the hell they were doing. The third part was the contracts. The

machine ran on contracts. We had to keep that on life support as much as possible. The
Turks and NATO were the ones keeping a lot of the lights on and the chow moving. It
got a lotofattention from JTF-CR and USFOR-A. Keeping that going was key to theBenois Sh Tur peed ov moo aie: coro ef
Eres]They went intheir shel, and f was erasing Boonies They ended
Tp going to ground until the last few days. They started wanting things in those last few
days.

m. Question and Answer 12.
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(1) Question. Looking at the 17th, Gen McKenzie established the COMREL
product. Talk about your understanding of that update?

(2) Answer. | was in the room with RADM Vasely with Sullivan and MG Donahue.
Maybe even before Gen McKenzie said it. The most difficult dynamic would be USFOR-
Aforward and 82nd. There was tons of respect and ego would not be part of this. That
was abundantly clear by personal example and clear within their staffs. They talked out
what Gen McKenzie ended up framing as the COMREL. USFOR-A up and out. 82nd
focus down and in. | really was impressed with the way they did it andtheir whole:
organizations bought into it. The 82nd came into it with that downward focus in order to
bring order to chaos. Everything fell under JTF-CR, but in termsofauthorities, 1 knew:
this was not at my level. Clear communication with BGen Sullivan and RADM Vasely
and to me. | would oversee the evacuation. JTF-CR would operate at HKIA and we
‘would go work for them upon arrival back at HKIA. It became obvious that we were
really operating under 82nd. For physical terrain we were operating out of North HKIA
and 82nd owned the airhead line and 1st BDE 82nd had South, North, and West.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question. So how does that evolve?

(2) Answer. JTF worked for RADMVaselyas far as the NEO. As far as the
security component, it wouldn't surprise meif it was complex and changed a lot, but it
‘was 82nd. It really became clear with 82nd.

©. Question and Answer 14.

1) Question. So from your perspective oie)
dun.Siam can you talk a bit about your interactions with

outside organizations?

(2) Answer. Two times daily we held an international reps meeting. | was usually
the senior military guy there andusually Ambassador Bass would be there. This was
the formal sync with the coalition partners non-military folks. This was continuous
engagements with DoS, and eachofthe two main DoS guys got one of my Infantry
Captains. | gave them the CPT in order to keep the products and information synced to
be usable for us. The sync with MG Donahue and reps from RAMD Vasely and
was multiple times per day. We were working continuous, around the clock and we.
maintained touch points. We were constantly triaging the needs of their partner nations.
and managing relationships with them and their needs and making it equitable. The
focus was on not marginalizing the smaller nations and making sure the JTF-CR folks.
were really operating with options for everyone. The bulkofthe international personnel
coming in was from South perspective. The riskiest gate was at South gate. The most
likely gate for VBIED was South. 82nd was having to manage that gate closely. We did
a lot of direct engagement with [_ys)1305,(xe)]We had to keep plugged in to that gate
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because it freed us up to do things in other places. We met the requirement there with
our international partners.

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question. You reference those pick ups at the gates. Can you discuss thata
litte?

(2) Answer. | was primarily coordinating bulk entry. This was primarily passport
holders or folks who had passport and visa. This was not partner, worked with, or
unclear folks. This was coordinated for large groups andclear documentation. We built
movement tables and figured out the movement windows in order to allocate them for
our partners. We knew what was coming and what the need was. This was key for the
search teams. They had their own responsibility for their searches and this required
coordination but it was their own responsibility to keep people from going rogue and
stepping on each other and to keep 82nd out of the business of doing it for them. The
manifest issues were worked through the International Coordination cell. The Taliban
would validate the manifests at their gates. Much has been made about those lsts, but |
want to beclear that the busses weren't being screened out using people on the lists. It
‘was people who weren't on lists and shouldn't have been on the busses who were
screened out.

q. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question. Marines were running North, East, and Abbey Gate. Did you visit
those locations at all and can you discuss what you saw?

(2) Answer. | ended up going to all gates at some point and just based on what |
was doing, | went to South gate most. You could tell North gate was a bad deal. We
‘would watch them on the feeds as well. North gate was not awesome. One of the hard
parts for the dismounted gates was really the Marines had to establish those gates in
contact. They were mobbed from the moment they arrived. It was not feasible to gain
standoff. Noticeable difference between North Gate, East gate, and Abbey gate. |talked
to alot of folks about it but | really felt lie North gate got dialed up a little too much.
NSU added a dynamic to it. They were shooting over people's heads. |think it was NSU
on NSU and then Marines ended up getting tied into it. It was chaotic enough. It was not
an if, but a when. Frankly the NSU was very aggressive towards Afghans. It was
untenable. East Gate was a bit different. | went there with RADM Vasely to get an
American family at East gate. It was chill. It wasn't chaotic and Marines were looking
after the area. It was chill. This was around the 19th. Big group of female searchers
there. Felt very in control. A lot of depth to that gate area. We met up with the NSU
commanderon the ground and moreofthe same machine gun fie. The gas station
acrossthe street fel lieadrug deal gone bad.

There was some kind of altercation
and the little bubble we were in was chill, butwe saw them kill some dude like 100
meters away. We roll up and while that's happening, we are dealing with the Taliban
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and they took the photo and go and get the guy and we all walk back into the chill. | was.
trying to get my head wrapped around what all this looked like. It was very clear that the
control and the division of the labor was happening. The Taliban and the NSU would be
shooting over people, but when we walked up, the Taliban guns and the NSU guns
would go down. The SPMAGTF folks was justa real challenge, not on their shoulders. |
was 50 very impressed at how empathetic the 18-19 year old Marine was in dealing with
these people. It was clear that they had really trained to deal with this problem. | did not
see, particularly with the SPMAGTF, that it was a problem. | specifically talked to those
guys about how their moms and dads would be proud of what they were doing.
Obviously at Abbey gate was the issueofthe multinational. It was the Barron hotel and
the other nations using the canal to get people in. The initial ideaof Camp Sullivan, and
how the Brits ended up using the Barron hotel, it didn't obviously work out that was and
the Abbey gate operations weren't ideal. South Gate was order and| really felt like
North and Abbey were chaos. We really tried to preserve the order and usefulness of
South gate s0 we measured entry there and tried to keep itto these bulk deliveries.

Another item1 think is relevant was thatI don't think we had enough non-lethal
capabilty. | think the folks at the DoS went through theirs in the first night. For future:
NEO, we need lots of capability pushed forward. | made my folks bring masks.

. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question. Talk about threat streams,

(2) Answer. The high profil attack 1.2 km away from Ministry of Defense house
a few days before the embassy evacuation. That was a 4-5 hour gunfight. We were
absolutely aware of the present nature and concept threat. The support throughout July
and Aug meant that we were supporting ANDSF meant we were supporting them
instead of ourselves. The limited numberof x14 went to ANDSF. The efficacy
waned obviously, and then it started to make us have to identify pressure points and
prioritize the future look and how this would roll out. We knew ISIS-K was trying to play
the spoiler in this thing. Everyone saw there would be rockets and we expected an
SVEST or VBIED attempt. Because there was an expectation and it became clear that
the Taliban were interested in seeing us out of there, we were not oblivious to the ISIS-
K threat. The risk to people due to concentration and lack of stand-off. We closed every
gate at some point. We were trying to get security and react appropriately to the threats
as the streams came in. We were in a lotofways sharing our information with the
Taliban. Taliban were not interested in an ISIS-K effecting us. The ISIS-K folks were
likely more effective than the Afghan National Defense Security Force (ANDSF). My
recollection ofit was that Abbey gate, the transition was from Marines to Brits and the
gate was supposed to be closed. There was a known presence of passport holders and
it was supposed to have transitioned or closed earlier that day but that timeline slipped.
If it had been ordered closed, it would have closed. There was a lot of extemal pressure
to get people out. | got phone calls from the white house. | got calls from congress. | got
calls from 4 stars retired and current. Chiefs of staff of all those entities. There was a
real pressure to want to get people out, but there wasa real sense of mission and
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responsibility to get people out, We all felt a tremendous responsibilty to get every
single American citizen, every Afghan who had served with the US, and everyone we
could who we'd worked with out. | believe that was felt all the way to the lowest level.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question. Force Flow out?

(2) Answer. 82nd has the JTE. We wanted to make it as easy for them as
possible. We started pushing out non-mission essential on the 25th. We start pushing
out and collapsing down. We flowed 4-31 out on 26th-27th. They were first in order of
movement out from us. We were closing a lot of gates and starting the process of
getting out. We flowed 2-30th out and collapsed down to skeleton crew of the
multinational coordination cell. It was basically me, a skeletonofstaff, and my surgeon
and bare bones crew with them. | think it was the 30th, | went to MG Donahue and the
last of South gate and some weird mass of NYT reporters came in. | completed my
requirements and went to MG Donahue and manifested on the 30th between 1000-
1100.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question. Did you visit the gate on the 26th? Present for the blast?

(2) Answer. | did visit the gate but I was not present. | was in a meeting and I
didn't hear a blast or anything. | checked in with the JOC and we knew something was
going on. Wild Boar was QRF. Initial report was 3 wounded US. | got started looking at
itall and kind of saw things come back and realized it was massive. Wild Boar never got
called. People were clearing the roads to make sure evacuation was clear. They had
‘done a MASCAL rehearsal like 48 hours from when it actually happened. Our role Il had
relationships with a lot ofthe other medical folks who had already been out there. These
guys wereJ cnie1 ran the triage. The amount of
medical capability was insane. Unfortunate, but the reality was that it is likely that those
who could've been saved were saved. | didn't spend enough time at Abbey to be able to
speak to the tactical array of the gate, There was no way to run anyofthose gates in

order to be done with zero risk. Given all the requirements of operating the gates, it was
a requirement to take risks in order to make things happen. Bags were offloaded. We
madeit a principle to not allow bags just because that was one factor we could control.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question. Anything we haven't discussed?

(2) Answer. In the spirit of learning and taking away lessons. |think it was hard
for the entire enterprise, and for people not on the ground, to be able to rectify the
picture of what Afghanistan was in July and August of 2021. It felt like people just didn't
understand that the de-evolution of the situation was known. It fel like the Taliban built
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in the airstrike losses into their calculus, They knew they could keep charging and be
effective. The overconfidence in the ANDSF was due to the investment over 20 years,
but I'm not sure we were as honest with ourselves as we needed to be. As a guy who
would've been in charge of about 650 people at the embassy even if things went well. |
think we really overestimated our requirement to support our operations with outside
agencies.| really just felt the overestimation at my end. Not your problem, but DoS has:
to do a real wargame of the math and science of this stuff. The rigor wargame on DoD.
end is also incumbent upon us. We were able to do napkin math for so long, but the
tyranny of distance with Afghanistan caught us short. |think the fixation on BOG
absolutely hurt us. | didn't feel comfortable getting on a plane with a BOG between 650-
1k. No organic fires. | didn't want to get caught out, and nobody did, so the bottom line
1o us was planning on getting put in a position of having to fight. Organic units are a
thing and you cannot outsource your security to other people. The force flow and the
triggers for force flow were probably a bit calculated off. You can gowithout food and a
lotofother things, but the unity of effort has to push security as the primacy. Lot of
05/06 on the ground commanding 1-2 companies. Things that were positive: we sent
the most ready units in the Army to do this. We just came off CTC rotations. We had
Soldier discipline and movement down. That was painful and was very much a
preparation for what we saw and dealt with out there. | think that saved lives. | think as |
look at the SPMAGTF, they had clearly trained and prepped for that mission very well.
Finally, | was really proud of the young people and their empathy, discipline and
courage. Last one | would add is that | watched a lot of people stepping up. The PR
Recovery team. Across the entire team, people played ego-free ball. Especially the
senior leaders, and it was reflected in their actions and attitudes. They set the tone and
they operated in a way to make sure everyone was clear as possible given the shifting
sands and moment to moment picture changes.

5. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersignedatexo)Jorat
email
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with USAF|
USFOR-A, 18 October 2021

1. On 18 October 2021,[__wmia1o0e546) |USMC, conducted an interviewof the
above personnel telephonically from the 3RD Expeditionary Sustainment Command
Headquarters, Fort Bragg, NC to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the
attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: _x3)1500.x6)|asked a seriesof questions throughout the interview
‘which MAJ How answered individually.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with[_wxs1306.x6)|describing the purposeof the interview,
the scopeof the investigation, and the manner in which the conversation would be
captured and rendered to writing,|Gx1505016) as present to record and
transcribe the statement.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question: Could you state your name and your billet?

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question: Were there any other USAF medical officers present?

(2) Answer: Yes, 2 aver]i]Actually twas3
others.

d. Question and Answer 3.
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(1) Question: When did you deploy to Afghanistan?

(2) Answer: | got to Afghanistan on April 23rd, and | was working out of Bagram
Air Base. When that closed, | went to HKIA on June 20th and |was there until August
30th.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question: When the Noncombatant Evacuation Operation (NEO) kicked off,
and Kabul collapsed, what were the medical capabilfies at the Role II?

2) Answer: We had several surgical teams. We had[____mia |
[ous|, 2 Surgical Response/Resuscitative Teams (SRT), we had a
British light surgical team, half an Army Forward Resuscitative Surgical Team (FRST),
and ar)Allof those were located at the Role II. Later there was a
274th FRST. That was about half a mile or so away in Camp Alvarado. That was
supposed to be considered a Role Il, but they were missing some supplies so they were
more a Role | and a half. They could do surgery but not as much as a Role I.

f. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question: Could you describe your medical capabiltes at the Role II?

(2) Answer: We had 2 physical operating rooms (OR), we would practice having 2
patients in one OR so we could flex up to 4 patients in the OR. We had 7 Intensive Care
Unit (ICU) beds,butwe could flex up to 10. We had 14 regular medical surgery beds,
but that could flex to 30. That was our surgery/ medical capability at the time.

g. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question: Did you have any specialized equipment?

(2) Answer. We had one computerized tomography (CT) scanner in a connex, we
only had one portable x-ray because the other one was broken, and we had one C-Arm,
a medical imaging device, that was for use during surgeries.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question: Was there anything you felt you were lacking?

(2) Answer: In terms of some of our laboratory equipment, we were running out of
the ability to run the basic metabolic panel. We were short some dressings for a while,

2
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butwewere eventually resupplied. The Aeromedical Evacuation Liaison Team (AELT)
had flights to andfrom almost daily, and they were able to get us more supplies.
This was prior to the mass casualty (MASCAL) on the 26th. We were short basic bed
coverings and linens as well, so we used a disposable sheet on some of our beds. We
‘were not short anything that was medically critical.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question: Have you ever seen anything like that Role Il in terms of capability?

(2) Answer: No, not even at Bagram did we have that many surgical teams.

j. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question: Did you have a relationship with other countries’ medical facilities?

(2) Answer: For the Norwegians, we were fully integrated. We shared shifts, we
were in the same location, and we shared educational materials. When the Briish came
they initially set up a Role| right outside our facility. After August 15th we fully
integrated them into our trauma system as well

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question: Were you aware of any British medical capability out of the Barron
Hotel?

(2) Answer: No, |was not aware of that.

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question: Did the hospital do any coordination with either the Marine
Expeditionary Unit (MEU) or the Special Purpose Marine Air Ground Task Force
(SPMAGTF) shock trauma units?

(2) Answer: We received and discharged patients from and to them. They often
brought us patients for higher care, so we interacted with them to that extent.[6]

of worked that coordination directly, | was not a partofthat. They would often bring
us patients for higher level care prior to the 26th,

m. Question and Answer 12.

3
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(1) Question: Was there any rehearsal prior to the MASCAL that incorporated
either the Shock Trauma Platoon (STP) or the 274th Role | at Alvarado?

(2) Answer: No, there was not. We saw a lot of patients even prior to the
MASCAL. We were busy, so we did not incorporate them into the planning, An
MASCAL exercise prior to the 15th would have needed approval from the

and | think thatwe could not have even gotten approval for thatif they
Tried, there was a lot of confusion.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question: Was there a MASCAL plan that covered all of HKIA?

(2) Answer: Yes, there was a plan and it was worked on bymyself and the
Norwegian team that handled the entire base. We were planning casualty collection
points (CCP) and trying to streamline the plan while working with the exn14a|

It was difficult to ensure that patients would receive the necessary pre-
GspIal care in the event of a MASCAL. There was already an initial plan in place, but
we were trying to improve it and make it comprehensive as the situation on ground
changed.

o. Question and Answer 14,

(1) Question: Is it fair to say that when the NEO kicked off, the full MASCAL plan
had not been finalized?

(2) Answer: That s correct, we were going off the initial MASCAL plan. | am most
certain that whatever MASCAL plan there was, it was not being implemented. The units
atthe gates likely did not know the full details of the MASCAL plan.

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question: Did you ever work with[©313066) from the STP by East Gate?

(2) Answer: No, sir.

q. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question:Prior to the 26th, what type of patients were you seeing?

(2) Answer: Mainly refugees that were being evacuated. A lot of dehydration,
hunger, heat stroke, and lack of nutrition. We also had some trauma patients. For our
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trauma patients we saw multiple penetrative injuries that ranged from children to elderly
men and women. Someof these may have been from warning shots that went up and
fell down from the air. There were also some flash bang injuries that occurred. |
remember one Afghan with a serious chest wound from a flash bang. Around August
15th to the 16th there were some civilians that were being hostile, so warning shots
would ricochetoff the ground and hit them in their limbs.Therewere 1 or 2 active duty
service members that had some penetrative injuries from stray bullets.

1. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question: Any Afghans with flashbang injuries to the head?

(2) Answer: Yes, there was one with a head and eye injury from a flashbang. That
individual lived and went to Landstuh for medical treatment after we stabilized him. We
would evaluate, stabilize, provide necessary surgeries, and then medevac patients to
the next echelon as soon as possible inorder to keep beds open.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question: Do you remember which gate that occurred at?

(2) Answer: Maybe North Gate. That is where mostofour patients were from, The
flashbang injury to the chest was definitely from North Gate.

. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question: Prior to the 26th, was the Role II's capacity stressed at any point?

(2) Answer: Itwas not. The max number of people we had in the ICU at that point
was just 4 patients. We never reached full capacity, and that is due to the excellent work
by the AELT that was there. We were able to] _____oiiissjor to Germany.
From a capacity standpoint we were not stressed for a brief timewewere pressed on
supplies, but the AELT helped us with that as well.

Initially when we first had our patients, and when we had Afghans brought in the
whole government was already collapsed. We used to be able to send treated Afghans
to a local hospital, but once the government collapsed we had to either hold them or
discharge them to continue evacuation withtheir family. That was not ideal, they may
have had to hobble onto a crowded plane with a A
leadership was able to work out evacuating casualties toerasJor
Germany.
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u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question: What were you doing when the blast occurred?

(2) Answer: | was in the emergency department. | did not hear the explosion, the
door was closed. | immediately got a text from someone saying that there was an
explosion and to prepare for a MASCAL. We got notified almost immediately, the
explosion happened at 1740 and we were preparing by 1741 or 1742. | don'tthinkwe
ever officially announced a MASCAL because we knew that a bunch of patients were
coming, so we activated our MASCAL. Al trauma teams had toreportto their respective
departments. Everyone reported to their respective bays/beds, and nurses reported to
their areas. The way it worked in HKIA was to have different triage levels. T1 was the
worst, they needed immediate surgical help. T2 was the delayed category, T3 was the
walking wounded, T4 was expectant, and TS was the dead. Healthcare personnel
assigned patients a triage level, and they report to those areas. A triage officer at the
door evaluates patients at the door to direct where the patient would be treated. The
——r— patient injuries and their identity before
they headed over to the trauma bays. We were basically living in the hospital at that
time, 50 everyone was there within 3 or 5 minutesofthe blast. We received our first
patient 12 minutes after the attack.

v. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question: Do you remember the trauma officers that were assigning triage
levels?

(2) Answer: from 3-10 Mountain, and[wormoie]
USAF,a_____mm that went with the Bagram team to HKIA.

Ww. Question and Answer 22.

(1) Question: Talking to everyone at the gate, it sounds like patients were
evacuated rapidly from the gate. We know of 2 that went to the Shock Trauma Platoon
(STP) location before going straight to Role II, which saved their life before the longer
drive. Do you know of anyone that died but would have survived if they went there first?

(2) Answer: No, most of the patients that died had wounds that were pretty
catastrophic so they were either dead or expectant by the time they arrived. Patients got
there within 10 or 15 minutes, which is pretty fast. Some had truncal hemorrhaging and |
«don't know if going to STP would have helped them. | think patients went to the
appropriate locations for care.
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x. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question: How many patients did you receive after the blast?

(2) Answer: Close to 30. For the Afghans it was also about 30 or 31.

2. Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question: For the 13 that ended up dying, from your assessment was there
anything that could have been done, or equipment, or treatment that could have saved
those service members?

(2) Answer: Sadly, no. Most had very catastrophic injuries. | wasn't helping with
triage outside, but those were pretty catastrophic injuries. We only saw about 3 or 4
patients that may have made it but died from exsanguination. Perhaps receiving blood
en route may have helped keep them alive, but that was almost impossible given the
situation. To establish an IV, get the blood out and in a pressure bag, administer the
blood, and carry them to us while treating other patients would have been almost
impossible. For one patient that would take all of our attention, but to have multiple
patients like that in a MASCAL was unachievable.

aa. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question: For the 13 that were killed, do you remember trends in causes of
death?

(2) Answer: | don't know all of them, most were expectant. The 3 that | was
aware of mostly had catastrophic injuries to the head, next, or chest injuries and
‘exsanguinated or could not clear their airways from there. One individual bled to death
from pelvic trauma.

bb. Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question: From the 13 that were killed, 9 were T4 or T5 when they arrived?
And the other4 were T1, but passed from blood loss or airway?

(2) Answer: That is correct. Yes, and they passed rapidly. We had to crack their
chest and provide a cardiac massage on 3 while administering blood. One made it to
the ICU, but had a significant penetrating cardiac injury. He essentially had a massive
whole in his heart, the injury to his heart was too significant without bypass capabilities
and a cardiothoracic surgeon torepairthe hole in his heart. That equipment is not
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normally available in a Role Il or lll. Even then, it was tough to say if he would have
survived.

cc. Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question: You mentioned cracking chests, did you do that any patients that
survived?

(2) Answer: Yes, that wasa different team. My role was to oversee and assign

patients to different trauma teams. | was able to move around to patients as they were

receiving care. We overflowed in the T1 area since there were only 8 beds there, so we
overflowed to the T2 area. This patient was there, lost pulse, the surgeon cracked his
chest and did a cardiac massage and was able to bring the patient back. He had
bleeding, a penetrative injury to his chest and also had some lung injuries that were
able to be repaired. They took him to the operating room and stopped the bleeding and
air leak in his lungs. That was a very good save.

dd. Question and Answer 28.

(1) Question: You mentioned a number of patients with penetrative injuries. Were
any gunshot wounds (GSW)?

(2) Answer: It was hard to tell honestly. Most were shrapnel or ball bearings. |
don't recall one that was a clear GSW. Most were penetrative injuries and may have

been labeled a GSW, but they were shrapnel or ball bearings as |can recall. No bullets
‘were extracted from patients. We didn't extract items, we saw them on imaging or CT
scans or from Germany, it looked more like a piece of metal or shrapnel than bullets.

ee. Question and Answer 29.

(1) Question: So[ waa.ox) decided where they went in the
hospital?

(2) Answer: Yes, T1 was the emergency with trauma beds. Walking wounded
went to T3. This was all in the Role Il to decide where they would go.

ff. Question and Answer 30.

(1) Question: How long did it take for all patients to arrive?

(2) Answer: It was until midnight due to the high number, the more minor injuries
‘were coming in that long.
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gg. Question and Answer 31.

(1) Question: Of the patients who were T1, 2, T4, T5 how long did it take to get
all of them in there?

(2) Answer: The initial wave was about 30 minutes to an hour. The other location
at Camp Alvarado also received patients and operated on them there. Our second wave
was to receive some of those patients from Alvarado, which is why patients came in
until midnight.

hh. Question and Answer 32.

(1) Question: Why would patients go to Alvarado, was it because[ys1300.tye)
directed them there?

(2) Answer: No sir, that was still unclear to me. That wasnot [oxs1s00016)
decision or anyone's about why patients would go there instead of our Role Il.

ii. Question and Answer 33.

(1) Question: |was in an interviewwherewe heard some patients were told that
Role Il was full and to go to Alvarado instead, would that have happened?

(2) Answer: No sir, we did not do that. We did not have a set capacity, we were
able to take as many patients asthey were able to give us. mre the only one
who would have had the authority to direct patients there, and he was also confused.
He was pushing that all patients could and should come to our Role I.

i- Question and Answer 34.

(1) Question: Did you treat any other countries other than US or Afghans from
the blast?

(2) Answer: No, just US and Afghan.

kk. Question and Answer 35.

(1) Question: In termsof Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCC) that was
conducted at the blast site, then at the STP and en route, can you speak to what you
saw from that? How well or poorly were the patients cared for?
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(2) Answer. From my perspective, and the enormity of the situation, the TCCC
that occurred was appropriate and adequate. Most patients that needed a tourniquet
had tourniquets. The most basic care was applied, | did not see anything that was
insufficient. Al limbs that needed tourniquets got tourniquets. It would have been ice to
have them give blood, but | don't knowifthey had time or resources. Pre Rol ll care
was pretty good. Normally we have one triage officer, but we flexed to 3 triage officers
due to a litle bottle neck at the entrance, so having medics outside the RoleIl that were
still providing care, tourniquets, and dressing wounds saved a lot of ives as well.

II. Question and Answer 36.

(1) Question: Did you hear about any patients that arrived and survived due to
anything outside of the norm having been done prior to arrival?

(2) Answer: Not that |can recall

mm. Question and Answer 37.

(1) Question: Can you speak to the Norwegians’ role?

(2) Answer: The hospital was really under the Norwegian hospital commander.
‘They were very helpful from the 15th onwards, they were very helpful in being able to
discharge patients. During the MASCAL they medically evacuated some of the Afghan
casualties to Norway for care by making them Norwegian citizens. ICU nurses were
about half US and half Norwegian and worked very well together. The x-ray tech was
Norwegian and very helpful. It was basically one team, and they contributed to caring
for those MASCAL patients as much as we did.

nn. Question and Answer 38.

(1) Question: You departed on the 30th, is that correct?

(2) Answer: It was on a Monday, it might have been the 29th (30 August was a
Monday).

00. Question and Answer 39.

(1) Question: Is there anything else you want us to know?

(2) Answer: | don't believe so.
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5. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned atl___®x6)land
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interviewwith wm 10
October 2021

1. On 18 October 2021, mxmowex USMC, conducted an interview of the
above personnel at Fort Bragg, NC 3ESC Headquarters to discuss the facts and
circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: asked a series of questions throughout the interview,
which baum.0ie) often answered collaboratively. When only one
person provided an answer, itis annotated accordingly. US Army,
recorded the interview for transcription below. For the purpose of note taking at speed
during the interview, the following representations will be used to denote who is
speaking:

3. Discussion.

a. The interview beganwith[(5%3130. 6) providing an overview of scopeofthe.
investigation, which included the fact-finding concerning actions before, during, and
after the attack, chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection, gate
operations, and medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the
conversation and prepare a memorandum of the statement. The subject would have the
opportunity to review and make additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly
captured and rendered to writing.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question. What is your background and how long have you been with your
current unit?

(2) AnswersJ+Gan be broken down a couple different ways. Bottom line we
didn't have a whole team on the ground. We were requested at the gate by JTF-CR.
Traditionally we have a PSYOP CPT with a Detachment Sergeant MSG. We tend to fill
that with an E7 currently. The ops Sergeant tends to be an E6. The Ops cell would be a
combat illustrator, an intel cell. Under that are the teams. Typically this is 4. The Tactical
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PSYOP teams are a three man team. The Detachment would be about 12-16. The
PSYOP team refers to the small 3 man teams. The detachment can be pulled and made
right sized for the mission. There are also vetting processes to make sure that the team
meets the needs of the mission. The traditional team structure is doctrinal but not
normal. I've worked with SEALS, Rangers, and other Special Mission Units. We both
have deployments with special mission units such as those listed.

The request we received was from JTF-CR for a 4 man detachment. | think[xe |
as a good breakdown of why.

Based on the request we knew it was odd, We tried to understand why they
‘would ask for 4 when considered against our traditional structure.| think they didn't
know what they were asking for. Information Warfare Task Force Afghanistan (IWTFA)
helped with the request and |think they knew who was already postured forward. By the
time the request made it to Bragg, t was already stale]wae|

[BEE And there was a lot of push back from our team. We identified that this should
have been a detachment.

xf1305 efor us to have a good footprint for what you're asking us to do, we would need at
least 8-9 individuals. There was a large gap in capability based on what was asked.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question. Sois it possible that there was a misunderstanding of capability or
‘employment techniques?

(2) Answer. [61]- | genuinely believe that JTF-CR doesn't know or understand
our composition and capability, so they requested what they through they wanted, and
someone, somewhere, turned that into the request that actually came down.

[x6] That is common actually and we see that a lot based on being PSYOP'ers. We
had a Marine plus five of us. So we ended up having two teams of three.

So even after all that, and after they put the4 under a microscope, it was strange
That we ended up with 6. It ended up being something positive, and it helped us do the
actual work needed.

d. QuestionandAnswer3.

(1) Question. How'd you come to HKIA in August 2021

(2) Answer[xo|We had a problem set presented to us in June and we
presented the concept o the team. The request and our response waited almost a
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month and a half, We ended up getting picked up on the 18th. | had discussed this with
our Battalion Commanderfor the 4 daysprior to getting pulled in. It happened about 5
days prior to us getting on the plane that we got confirmation. So August 10, 11, or 12
we knew what was happening. We ended up sleeping in the team room for almost 5
days. We were initially told to hitch a ride with 82nd. We ended up driving down to
Charleston and got manifested and front loaded within an hour.

[®X6)}- We did show up as a priority push from wyiras so that was quick.

[x61] We ended up gettingtolerdard that we were getting bumpedoffthe aircraft.
They ended up bumping us off The aircraft and we unloaded our stuff off the aircraft,
That was right around the timeline of the airfield rush, so | do understand the potential
change in priorities on the ground. We were kickedoff the bird and told to take further
instruction from our command. We ended up getting on a bird on the 18th of August
during Period of Darkness. Morningof the 19th. We touched down that night late.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question. You land PoD 19th. General Atmospherics

(2) Answer. Not to make a joke, but lordofthe flies. The JTF-CR was
running well, but it felt like no one was in charge of HKIA when we got there. It felt like
sourcing equipment or personnel was completely off the cuff.

[=x6)]- We link up with the Marines and basically started getting the rundown of what
‘was happening on the ground. We knew right away that we were getting over extended
Tight away. We sourced a vehicle and basically committed to starting rotations through
friction points. So main points were North Gate, Abbey, and black gate. We were lucky
‘enough to get a running vehicle and we broke upour team into two sections of three for
12 hour shit coverage. Call it luck, butwe had the right amount of people and the right
combination of people on the ground. It worked really well. Bottom line we had the right
specialties. We broke down the priority of task organization.

f. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question. Talk Task org and where those tasks are coming from

(2) Answer. [46]-JTF-CR asked us for Crowd control and mitigation. We ended
up falling into more jobs while we were there. We fell into making sure speakers were
running and responding to rioting. We jumped inwith iorsupand the Force
Protection folks. We were going after Fence Jumpers. We would also workwith oe|

(ExE1305wend his Recon Marines for targeted pull for individuals.

We tried to identify the biggest friction points. He ran nights, | ran days. Our
priorities were to identify the friction points in order to better understand the evolving
threat issues. We were constantly working on loops of information and keeping our gear
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up. We worked very hard getting the information from the JTF-CR folks out to the
crowds, be it AMCIT or AFGCIV with CIV. The ‘comfort zone’ was anything but that. It
went from 100 people to as much as 4000 people. The area was an internal holding
area which was just inside the Inner Abbey area.

The first day we were on ground, while sourcing our vehicle, we saw the ‘comfort
zone’, We saw Afghans holding 2x4’s trying to hit Marines. We intervened and helped
talk them down.

[(49)]- We worked diligently to be accessible and workable inorderto keep touchpoints
at each location. We staged other equipment at gates in order to access when we would
come back around.

g. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question. Did you have any other directed messages?

(2) Answer. [o66)]- The DoS made a lot of last second changes. This changed
over time and it made things way harder. The DoS would make changes and it effected
the mood of the crowd.

The people already knew the gates were going to close. When this messaging
Would keep changing the people would hear it and become conditioned to understand
the environment would change. The one noticeable change we saw was on the day of
the change. That day in particular was different because all the international partners.
pulled off the gate.

[x6]Ifwe were putting out our end date, the others were doing the same

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question, Equipment?

(2) Answer. We brought three different loud speakers, the portable
manpacs. We ended up getting a Marine larger loud speaker we mounted. That ended
up being one of our best assets. That microphone is loud. Like real loud.

CT | YE IWTFA helped us
bring in capability. The messaging was sent to Us and we were able to put out the
required information.

[©x6)]- The messaging on some of the pamphlets was a little broken too. We had one
piece that we decided not to disseminate which told family members to approach
service members if they had concerns about missing family members, We already had
problems with child theft and there was no shortageof people asking to be prioritized
because of family members, so we decided it was better not to use that messaging.
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We had a lotofequipment, but what works best for us
was interface with the individual.

[x6)}- We'd been out there for a few days, and we ended up interacting with the
Marines. The elderly Afghan males ended up giving us a list. They had ordered their
party into an order of march, and they asked that we pull them out in that order and that
they would remain calm as long as that was something we honored. They did honor
that.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question. Talk about your adaptation

(2) Answer. [©6)]- The GFC is the primary ownerof that battlespace. The DoS
was bad about trying to push information. The GFC is always the primary concern. It
was kind of groundhog day in a way becausewe were workingoff the security posture
and changing tactical situation, so we couldn't project information out more than 24
hours. We always have to make sure to tie in to the GFC for that reason.

[[oxe)]- We also got tasked by the JOCs. WE would end up responding a lot.

The North gate was probably the most physically secure in my mind. | don't know
‘why the gates were so much different from one another. Once you arrived at North gate,
you could tell the North gate was under control. Despite that visual, the North gate:
crowds were probably the most aggressive though. | showed you picturesof the comfort
zone, and for whatever reason, the Marines established the ‘comfort zone' in a rocky
unshaded area. It was just inside East gate. They incorporated tents later on.

fool That was an issue too because there were several areas where you could jump
the fence, so we had jumpers all day and night n that area.

[46]- The ‘comfort zone’ was located over there and because there was a fluctuation of
personnel there, we ended up dealing with them face to face a lot as much as possible.
The changes at East gate were mostly physical and in anticipation of the hordes of
people. But Abbey gate was by far and away the hardest gate to deal with. The depth of
the inner corridor was a problem. The different partner nations created a lotofproblems
by doing their own security checks and pat downs. That was already a red flag, and
they also caused traffic issues by staging their pulled AFGCIV pax in areas that backed
up personnel and vehicles in the gate corridor. Anyone could have jumped in those
vehicles. The C-Wire changed too. They added more concertina wire. The Marines had
‘excellent control of their pulled personnel, but the partner nations were very bad and
disorganized about where they stashed their pulled personnel. Night time was relatively
organized because the Marines would be the only ones operating, but the International
operating hours would complicate their processing during the day.
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The crowd could get unruly at times. The Brits decided they would enter the
crowd and use shields at one point. It created multiple problems for a lotof reasons and
one of the biggest ones was the fact that the expectation would change. The Taliban on
the chevron were bad enough, so that got more and more complex.

J. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question. Change in priorities?

(2) Answer. We were just more adaptive. We were passing as much
uniform messaging as possible, but we had to adapt as time and energy shifted at the
locations.

The timelines shift a lot too. We were doing a handover with 82nd, and even then
‘we couldn't really tell when we were going in or coming out. Determining when we.
would be pulling out would have been very helpful. The exfil plan may have existed for
others, but we were not part of that planning outwardly. Bottom line though was that we.
were planning to leave with JTF-CR

k. Question and Answer 10,

(1) Question. Night of the 25th leading into the day of the SVEST.

(2) Answer. It was more or less business as usual. We heard threat
streams about every 6 hours at this point. This warning came straight from CENTCOM.
It was Bald with well-kept beard wearing tan man-jams carrying some typeof bag. The
crowd was more unruly than usual that morning. | think that word had circulated through
the crowd that something would be happening. They crowd went into full blown riot
mode. There were crowd divers, there were tons of problems that day with people
throwing kids. We were handling the craziness while also working on looking for the
BOLO. We also were looking for the calmness in the crowd. That was the end of our
shift and we ended up switching at about noon.

[26] We ended up getting there at 3-4 in the afternoon. | showed up at the gate at
1500 and the behavior at the gate was chaotic. There was no intemational community.
‘The Marines were now holding the outer line by the canal. We got there and we took up
a position inside the gate behind the sniper tower.[5131300 idand our team were
working on talking to the crowd about the gate status and what documents we were
looking for, We were aware of the threat and so we were also on the lookout for the
BOLO. When we got down off the gate initially the vehicle was parked inside the gate.
At that point intime,[ox3)1305. oxdhad talked lo They wanted our vehicle up
atthe outer gate. The driver was having a hard time parking the vehicle, so | hopped in
and moved the vehicle back to the position where it sat when the bomb went off. We got
an interpreter and he spoke in the loudspeaker for a few minutes. was right
next to me. The explosion went off. When the bomb went off, | knew it was bad. My first
reaction was to check myself. | moved to the rearofthe vehicle and stood there for a
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miute figuring out what happened. | chose to wait because | wanted to make sure to be
careful of any follow on direct fire. | told[arm ciolte get accountability. We couldn't
find SGT Knauss. We went down to the inner gate. And eventually madeourway back
to the outer gate and we found a corpsman working on Ryan Knauss. | didn't receive
anydirect fire behind the vehicle. | heard shooting. It wasn't direct fire at me. | know the
Marines were firing. | went to the rear of the vehicle specifically becauseofthe firing. |
know | heard small ams fire and because of everything else I've seen, | expected it fo
be a complex attack. Adrenaline kicked in and| realized | was wounded. Once of our
other team members was wounded and he got checked out by a corpsman with a
tourniquet. | assisted getting Ryan loaded into the vehicle. | got checked right after the
second vehicle pulled up. Ryan got taken to the role 2. | got taken to role 1. Overall that
entire time lapse was about 30 minutes (speculating, based on fuzzy memory).

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question. Who was around you

(2) Answer.[iorssvavas directly on my left when it went off. SSG Ryan
Knauss was off the side of the vehicle. (Depicts on photo locationof individuals known
at the time of the blast).

[@61]- 1 was not there because we had rotatedoff the gate for the day coming off night
shift. We tried to get clearance to get back out to the gate that night.

[x)- After that the prioritiesofwork changeda lot. I did not get rotatedout.[we]
fia1300.Gjgot manifested and rotated out to Germany and then to Walter Reed. SSG
Knauss was stable in medical treatment facility for some time, but while he was in the
treatment facility he ended up having issues with wounds in his chest and he later
passed.

[546]-We had one of our team members stay with Ryan. The doctor told us the piece of
shrapnel in his chest cavity was working its way to his heart and there was no recovery
from that. | knowthey did everything they could have and that nothing was going to
save the ones that ended up passing.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(1) Question. Role in final closure

(2) Answer. Because we had no flight out, we stuck by Ryan's side and
equipment accountability. There was a ton of looting in the final hours. Our team room
‘ended up getting raided.

[©X6)]- We were told later that there was some marking system that didn't make its way
tous.
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[(©6)]- We walked Ryan onto the plane, thenwe walked back to our team area and we.
found MP's going through our stuff, like our personal stuf, Anyway,sowe worked out
the plan for destruction and leaving equipment. We torched the rest of the equipment
we were supposed to and worked into the plan for retrograde.

[x6)]- At this point in time, we started working back into the 82nd for our messaging
and retrograde. It was maybe 24 hours after.

It would have been the 28th.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question. What else haven't| asked?

(2) Answer. Sir in 10 days, it was very hard to understand the
requirements that were generated. We didn't understand authorities, team travel issues,
and all the associated issues with all the friction from requestto fulfilment. | just don't
understand how the whole thing felt so desynched to us.

It felt like no one was in charge. It was contentious with the different units even
within the holding areas.

It was to the point where the International folks would leave people at the gate,
and there was no coordination with the gates for how to shut down. The ‘why’ ofa lot of
this is still very very unclear to me.

[(66)]-We ended up getting stuck inl_exn14sfor like 5 days too on the way out. It was all
Just so unclear.

o. Question and Answer 14.

(1) Question. Would you be willing to provide us contact information for you?

(@ Answer.[me]sIPR email:

5. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at exo__Jand
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with Role ll Hospital, 307th
Brigade Support Battalion, 7st Brigade Combat Team, 82nd Airborne Division, 18
October 2021

1. On 18 October 2021,[was.66]USMC, conducted an interviewof the
above personnel at the 3RD Sustainment Command (Expeditionary) Headquarters, Fort
Bragg, NC to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey
Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodolog asked a series of questions throughout the interview
‘which[(3)120.se] answered individually.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with[_(x01506.6x6) ] describing the purpose of the interview,
the scope of the investigation, and the manner in which the conversation would be
captured and rendered to writing Gain.006 was present to
record and transcribe the statement

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question: What is your role?

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question: When did you deploy to Hamid Karzai International Airport (HKIA)?

(2) Answer | was notified on 12 August and flew out on the 14th. We arrived the
morning of the 16th.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question: What were the medical capabilities when you first arrived?
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(2) Answer: There was a NATO Role Il at North HKIA (NHKIA). | wasn't aware of
the other medical assets until | was on ground for a few days.

e. Question and Answer4.

(1) Question: What was the unit composition that you deployed with?

(2) Answer | brought twelvepersone on to make a Role I. About
five members from the Forward Resuscitative and Surgical Detachment (FRSD) arrived
with me, and additional fifteen arrived later.

f. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question: What can a FRSD provide? Whatis their composition?

(2) Answer: They provide limited damage control surgery and resuscitation. The
FRSD consistsoftwo teams of ten with four surgeons, three Registered Nurses, two
Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists, one detachment sergeant, three Licensed
Practical Nurses, three surgical technicians, and three medics.

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question: Who were the FRSD organic to?

(2) Answer. They were from the 4th Medical Brigade here at Fort Bragg. They
are a normal part of our IRF package.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question: What equipment did you deploy with?

(2) Answer: We only had aid bags. Our organic equipment did not arrive in our
containers. Luckily, we fell in on an abandoned aid station. We typically require some
type of lft capability to bring all of our equipment. We only brought the supplies in our
aid bags. We had to get surgical supplies from the Role II at NHKIA. We were not able
to order supplies. We picked up blood from a blood detachment[114Jon ourway to
HKIA.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question: Were you assigned to Camp Alvaradoordid you acquire that area?

2
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(2) Answer: The[6 Headquarters was sty bos over there and we
joined them. Elementsofthe medical platoons frome)Jwere already set up to
ude] memedical assets.

J. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question: When was your Role ll fully established at HKIA?

(2) Answer: We were fully capable as US Role Il the first day. It took afew days
to getthe FSRD in to establish surgical capabilites.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question: What was your Task Organization (TASKORG) with 1-82nd?

@answer[ ee |

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question: Did you understand the Medical Rules of Engagement (MEDROE)
when you arrived to HKIA?

(2) Answer: No, Idid not. We first started to set up our aid station the way that we
wanted it. | went to go meet with the NATO Role Il to discuss the MEDROE. They kept
saying that the MEDROE didn't change. This was on the 16th. We followed the
CENTCOM MEDROE. We were told to change it so that if people were injured within
the gate, we would treat them and evacuate them through our chain. We treated two at
my facilties on the first day. One was treated and returned. The other was shot in the
face and we kept him in our facility for a while before evacuating him to the NATO Role
I.

m. Question and Answer 12.

(4) Question: Do you know how these two injuries occurred?

(2) Answer: We think that the guy shot in the head was hit by a warning shot. We
never got the full story.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question: What type of patients were you seeing up until the 26th?
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(2) Answer. We were seeing sick-call type patients. We saw almost exclusively
US personnel. We saw some Afghans only when the 82nd was controlling gates.

©. Question and Answer 14,

(1) Question: Wasyour facility ever at maximum capacity before the 26th?

(2) Answer: No

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question: Were you tracking a mass casualty (MASCAL) plan?

(2) Answer: HKIA was so massive and there wasn't a plan delineating a flow for a
MASCAL. We mostly understood that we would flex to the NATO Role I.

q. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question: Did you hear any threat streams leading up to the 26th?

(2) Answer: We began hearing a non-specific threat of a suicide vest (SVEST) or
vehicle-borne improvised explosive device (VBIED). We were made aware of an
imminent threat on the morningof the 26th. We rehearsed our internal MASCAL plan in
preparation.

. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question: Did the threat reporting on the 26th change your medical posture?
Was there any centralized medical messaging about being prepared for a MASCAL?

(2) Answer: We had a meeting around 1700 on the 26th that mentioned the threat
but there wasn't any messaging about posture.

5. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question: Did you do any pre-staging of medical assets in response to the
threats?

(2) Answer: No. We didn't hear anything about specific gates being targeted.

t. Question and Answer 19.
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(1) Question: Do you remember what time the blast occurred?

(2) Answer. It was around 1800. | came back from the meeting and found out as |
walked into our Role ll facility. We began to prepare our three Field Litter Ambulances
(FLAS) and crews to assist with medical evacuation (MEDEVAC).

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question: What was in the FLAS?

(2) Answer: We sent at least two medics in the backof each FLA, We also sent
ane emergency room doctor and an additional doctor from my team drove over
separately froma different location. There were four crews in total.

V. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question: What did they do upon arrival to Abbey Gate?

(2) Answer:[nso006 ___|was located withtheoJat the
time of the blast and arrived to the gate almost immediately after the blast. He loaded as
many casualties as he could in his FLA and drove to the NATO Role Il. My other three
teams did that as well.

The NATO RoleIl called us after they were overwhelmed with casualties and
began shifting casualties to us. We received nine casualties.

Ww. Question and Answer 22.

(1) Question: Were these casualties already seen at the NATO Role II?

(2) Answer: | believe they were triaged at the door but the ER was full. We took
them in for surgery.

x. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question: Didyour four crews return to Abbey Gate after dropping casualties.
atthe NATO Role 1?

(2) Answer: Yes, but by the time they returned to the area, it was too congested.
had them pull to the side and remain staged until he knew for sure whether

or not they were needed.
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2. Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question: Did they ever evacuate more casualties?

(2) Answer | don't think so.

aa. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question: Were there any other 82nd FLAS that could have been at the gate
to bring casualties to the NATO Role II?

(2) Answer: We had the only ones that | was aware of.

bb. Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question: How many patients did you see from the blast?

(2) Answer: The nine that were brought o us, plus one additional patient that
bumped their head in an unrelated incident.

cc. Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question: What injuries did the nine patients have?

(2) Answer: There were a few injuries to the chest from shrapnel from the blast
anda few broken limbs. There was also a 12 year old Afghan boy and his 7 year old
sister that had injuries.

dd. Question and Answer 28.

(1) Question: Were there any gunshot wounds?

(2) Answer: There were what appeared to be gunshot wounds.

ee. Question and Answer 29.

(1) Question: Could these injuries have been caused by ball bearings?

(2) Answer: Yes, they could have been from ball bearings.

ff. Question and Answer 30.
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(1) Question: How many of the nine were US casualties and how many were local
national casualties?

(2) Answer: Two Soldiers, the PSYOP guys, were our first patients. Then, we saw
three Marines and four Afghans. They all had blast-related injuries.

gg. Question and Answer 31.

(1) Question: Out of the nine, how many required surgery?

(2) Answer: Three required surgery to include one Marine, one Afghan child, and
one Afghan adult

hh. Question and Answer 32.

(1) Question: After surgery, did you keep the patients at your facility or send
them to the NATO Role II?

(2) Answer: Once they were stable, we began calling the NATO Role Il to
coordinate transferring them. We were empty by 2300 on the 26th.

ii. Question and Answer 33.

(1) Question: Were the civilians that you treated evacuated to the Role II?

(2) Answer: Yes. | am unsureif they were evacuatedfurtherto the Role Il, but |
do know that all of the US casualties that we sent there were.

i- Question and Answer 34.

(1) Question: Is there anything else that you think we should know?

(2) Answer: No. My guys that went to the siteofthe blast said they thought there
was small arms fire after the blast but they don't knowwho was firing.

kk. Question and Answer 35.

(1) Question: Did the patients you receive seem like they had proper Tactical
Combat Casualty Care (TCC) and triage?
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(2) Answer. Yes. Everything seemed to happen appropriately. Once the NATO
Role II became overwhelmed we received some patients that we wouldn't normally see.

4. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at]_ys130(xe)Jand
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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with TF MED, 19 October 2021

1. On 19 October 2021, wise.56]USMC, conducted an interview of the
above personnel telephonically from 3rd Expeditionary Sustainment Command
Headquarters, Fort Bragg, NC to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the
attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodolog asked a series of questions throughout the interview
‘which| ‘answered individually.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with[_sx3)1300ms)_]describing the purpose of the interview,
the scopeof the investigation, and-the manner in which the conversation would be
captured and rendered to writing.[asG6]was present to record and
transcribe the statement.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question: For the record, could you please describe your name and duty
position.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question: When you moved to HKIA and the Noncombatant Evacuation
Operation (NEO) kicked off, you were the senior medical officer?

(2) Answer: Correct

d. Question and Answer 3.
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(1) Question: What is the medical structure of HKIA in mid-June?

(2) Answer: We were a combined force with a Norwegian team of about 36 or 38
medical personnel. We brought about 95 medics from Bagram. |was16) |

[oe_|1answered to GEN Miller and then RADM Vasely, the Norwegians ran the.
Military Treatment Facility (TF). We kept that COMREL since the Norwegians had run
the hospital for over a year, and we didn't want to interrupt that. The senior Norwegian
Surgeon on ground was the HKIA MTF commander for the Role 2.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question: What medical capabilities were present from the 15th through the
30th of August? What medical teams were present and what capabilities were there in
terms of bed space?

(2) Answer: We had 2 physical Operating Rooms (ORs), but enough teams to run
4 cases at one time. We had space and staff to take care of 7 Intensive Care Unit (ICU)
patients and 14 ward patients. In addition to that we had a computerized tomography
(CT) scanner and a radiologist and radiologist tech. We had a COVID management cell,
primarily staffed by the Norwegians, but with someof our medics as well. We had a
public health officer on the base. We had a lab and pharmacy inour emergency room
that ran 24 hours a day.

. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question: Please talk through the different teams present on the ground.

(2) Answer: We had a constant shifting numberof medics and teams while we.
were there. Not long after we got to HKIA, we moved the ground surgical team (GST),
the Air Force 6 person surgical team, to the Role| at the embassy compound. They had
limited surgical capabilities if necessary at the embassy, we could have pulled them
back as necessary. In the beginning, one Norwegian surgical team, 2 Army Forward
Resuscitative Surgical (FRST) (20 people total), and 5 other Americans that made up
another surgical team, Those 4 teams were the steady state from early June until mid-
August. We were trying to reduceour footprint at that time, so the Norwegian surgical
team left in early August. That left us with 3 US surgical teams at HKIA, and then we
moved the GST outto[oxi hwhen the embassy collapsed. We postured them to return
as necessary. A coupleof days after that the 274th FRST, a 10 person team arrived.
Ce*= rowed 5. Th uo rah som Us Spec
SOSTs show up as well. That was ail between the 20th and the 23rd. On the day of the
mass casualty (MASCAL) event. we had 8or 9 surgical teams present on the ground.
Some of that capability was organic, and some were flown in for the Joint Tactical
Exfiltration (JTE).
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9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question: Those all operated outofthe Role Il except for the 274th FRST,
correct?

(2) Answer: That is correct. Initially the SOSTS were also going to operate out of
Camp Alvarado, but they decided that folding in to our facility was better due to location.
We worked with them formerly for a week before the MASCAL. We were counting them
towards our surgical capabilities at the time because we knew they were around.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question: What interactions, if any, did you have with the Shock Trauma
Platoons (STP) from the Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) or the Special Purpose
Marine Air Ground Task Force (SPMAGTF)? Or the other Role Ifacilties, US or
partner?

(2) Answer: There was a German surgical team that did not work within the HKIA
MTF. They were on the ground, in a buikling about half mile away from the MTF. The
9th team was a United Kingdom (UK) surgical team that initially worked in a tent outside
the MTF, but they eventually folded into our MTF as well

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question: You called it the MTF not the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) facility, why is that?

(2) Answer: We tried to tamp down calling it the NATO facility, because there was
a rumor that the Norwegians ran this one and that there was a separate NATO building.
We referred to itas the MTF so everyone knew that this was the one facility for
treatment, we wanted to avoid confusion.

j. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question: What interactions did you have with the other medical units on the
ground?

(2) Answer: Every evening we had representatives from the medical teams on the
ground. We would talk through supplies, personnel, and patient flow so that we could
support them from the hospital as well as we could. That being said, leading up to the
MASCAL the Role | facilfies did a good job taking care of the less serious injuries to
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avoid us being overwhelmed. During the MASCAL they did an awesome job on triage
and also providing us assistance at the Role Il during the MASCAL.

k. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question: During the NEO, were you ever short any supplies or assets?

(2) Answer: Yes, and it wasn't MASCAL related, it was humanitarian related. We
needed more supplies for babies and kids, oral rehydration solutions, and diapers.
‘Those things that were not an allowance standard for a treatment facility, and the Role |
facilties were not prepared for that. We spent time solving that issue. In terms of true
surgical supplies, the only time we were short was when we were trying to supply the
274th team at Alvarado since they landed without many supplies. We pushed them
‘what we could reasonably spare

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question: What were the medical rules of engagement (ROE) for the NEO?
Was it disseminated to the units and the Role I facilities?

(2) Answer: Prior to the NEO, GEN Miller and then RADM Vasely, protected us
from doing more local national care than we needed to do. Persons of special
designated status (PSDS) had to appeal to RADM Vasely ofuo get approval to
receive care from our medical team. As the NEO started to take shape, I had
conversations with RADM Vasely's staff about if those rules would remain in place, and

ifwe had to get approval to treat anyone that needed help. From a medicallethical
standpoint that gave me a lot of heartburn, that is not what we practice in terms of
providing care. What gave me more heartburn, was what it would do to our Role |
facilities and knowing that they might care for an individual that they needed to escalate
toour facility, and we would have to turn them away.

‘That only came up a few times. When Kabul fell, on that Sunday we had a dozen
patients come jn.and we treated them without RADM Vasely's approval because he was
busy. | told ishidh few days later, that ifwe had to ask for permission for every patient,
they wouldn't be doing anything other than spending time processing those requests.
Later on | gave reports about who we were treating and how much bed space we were
using, and noneofthe flag officers pushed back. | later told Role |facilities not to make
decisions based on nationalities. | made it clear thatifwe treated someone, we owned
their care so we would take them at the Role ll and | would own any blowback. That
was probably around the 18th or 19th, maybea little earlier.

m. Question and Answer 12.
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(1) Question: When you passed that information, did you say that we were
responsible for anyone that became wounded o ill while they were within HKIA??

(2) Answer. Yes, that was the guidance and we did that based off our
geographical area. It was too gray to determine if refugees were wounded by U.S.
Taliban, or Afghan National Defense and Security Forces. | told our medical personnel
that f they were inside our gates, we owned theircare. We would not push people out
once we gave them treatment.

n. Question and Answer 13.

(1) Question: So you treated anyone that needed treatment on HKIA?

(2) Answer. That is correct. For a while there was an Icarus clinic that treated
contractors, but when that folded we became the lone treatment facility on base. That
folded prior to NEO. So we treated contractors as well, but that was not overwhelming.

©. Question and Answer 14,

(1) Question: So when NEO kicks off the MTF is the only show in town for
medical treatment, aside from any Role | facilities?

(2) Answer: Correct

p. Question and Answer 15.

(1) Question: Prior to the 26th; what type of patients were you seeing at the Role
"

(2) Answer: A number of Afghan civilian patients. They had generally minor
injuries, some tied to gunshot wounds. Some flashbang injuries. Some folks who had
been assaulted outside the gate or by the Taliban en route. | don't know where allofthe
assaults came from. We were not seeing a lot of active duty folks, we would see an
occasional MEU or SPMAGTF member who had low acuity stuf like sore throat,
bumps, or bruises, etc.

q. Question and Answer 16.

(1) Question: Any surgery or ICU stays prior to the 26th?

(2) Answer. For sure, | remember one local national lost an eye froma flashbang
detonation. We took him to the OR and treated, but there was not much we could offer
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from an ophthalmology stand point. Generally from 3pm to 3 am we saw the greatest
uptick in patients.

. Question and Answer 17.

(1) Question: Upon treatment were Afghans sent to Europe or released back into
town?

(2) Answer: We would try to keep them either united with their families 0
evacuated out. Usually that meant that they would travel intra-theater to| __x14|
[xy1.4dbut sometimes to Germany which washarder to get clearance for.

s. Question and Answer 18.

(1) Question: Was the Role II's capacity ever stressed prior to the 26th?

(2) Answer: No, the only times that the Role Il got stressed prior to the 26th was.
in the Emergency Room (ER) getting the initial flowof patients. There were a few days
where a lot of patients came in, but that really just kept the ER teams busy and
interrupted their workirest cycles.

t. Question and Answer 19.

(1) Question: What, if any, medical capabilities were pushed out to the various
gates? For instance, on the evening of the 25th the STP pushed an ambulance down to
Abbey Gate with an en route care team.

(2) Answer: Nothing was pushed that | had coordinated. The MEU and the
MAGTF were doing this posturing at their level based on the flow as they saw it on the
ground.

u. Question and Answer 20.

(1) Question: Did you ever go to the gates while you were at HKIA?

(2) Answer |did not.

v. Question and Answer 21.

(1) Question: From the 15th on, was there a comprehensive MASCAL plan?

(2) Answer: Yes there was, our team had worked on it since mid-June. It was
integrated with the Norwegian team, and we were considering anything more than 4
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patients at one time a MASCAL. We worked on that, and we also prepared for
movement of casualties from the embassy, to the flight line, to the clinic for care.

Ww. Question and Answer 22.

(1) Question: Did the MASCAL plan include flow of wounded from the gates to
Role 1 to Role II?

(2) Answer: No, our MASCAL plan started when the patients actually arrived to
the ER bay.

x. Question and Answer 23.

(1) Question: Is it fair to say that the plan at north HKIA was to get the patients to
you and they would be handled from there?

(2) Answer: True, we did not have vehicle assets so we decided that vehicles of
opportunity were the way to go. This was not entirely a concen for me, | wanted to keep
our medical assets closer to the hospital so thatweweren't sending medics into a
firefight. We had some discussions about placing a surgical team closer to the Brits in
south HKIA. My concern with that was thatit would have been a reduced capability
facility and thatifwe created that facilty, patients that needed higher level care may
have been brought there instead of coming straight to the Role Ii. | also wanted to keep
my medical capabilties centralized.

¥. Question and Answer 24.

(1) Question: Threat reporting seemed more imminent on the 26th, how much of
that were you tracking?

(2) Answer: |think| read the daily report on the 25th and the 26th and there was
some specific reporting about suicide bomber threats at the gate. At 1310, | got a call
{fom RADM Vaselyshijsaying hat the threat streams had become a lot mors credible
and that a MASCAL was coming, possibly within the hour. We called all of our medical
teams into the MTF for accountability at that time. We went through the afternoon and
there were no developments,sowe let folks go back to their dorm rooms nearby around
1700. As you know, about an hour after that things went sideways.

2. Question and Answer 25.

(1) Question: Outside of you keeping anyone on a short tether on the 26th, any
other changes? You kept everyone consolidated?
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(2) Answer: Correct, the only team not with us was 274th at Camp Alvarado.

aa. Question and Answer 26.

(1) Question: At about 1738 the bomb goes off, can you talk us through what
happens at the Role II?

(2) Answer. | was in the tactical operations center (TOC) at that time. | heard the
reports of the explosion, and the team was wondering about calling the MASCAL. 1 told
them to hold until we got a report of what to expect. Within a few minutes we got a call
from the Role | saying that there were going to be a lot of patients. At that time, we
called a MASCAL and got teams staged in the ER and outside of the ER as the first
flatbed with patients arrived. Some were already dead on arrival, a few came in with no
vital signs. The first 6 or 7 patients were part of the 13 that passed away. We set up a
morgue outside, a few of those first few personnel came in for treatment but a few went
straight to the morgue. We had time before casualties showed up to stage trauma
teams. We had 6 beds in the ER running, and we set up additional treatment areas in
the hallway as overflow. | don't know how many we saw in the first wave, but it was very
steady for the next several hours. As | looked at the board and talked with the teams,
the thing that impressed me most was the triage that was done prior to the Role II. We
were definitely seeing the sickest, most serious injuries first, which is a testament to the
efforts of the fiekd medics on ground to prioritize care. Normally the folks that arrive first
are the walking wounded who can get themselves on a vehicle, but that was not the
case here.

bb. Question and Answer 27.

(1) Question: What does triage look like upon arrival?

(2) Answer: We had a covered ambulance bay, and we had an area on the
‘ground for about 6-10 litters right outside. We had a triage officer, an Australian and
some medics that were assessing the patients to find out which patients were
immediate, urgent, expectant, or deceased. Then patients would be brought into the
hospital and then the traumaczarwould control the flow of patients into the trauma bays
or the ward areas as needed.6170s exwas controlling flow from the bays to the OR, to
see how 500 teams needed the OR from the treatment area. Twoteams went to the
OR fairly rapidly, and | askedioxs)1200.idshortly afterifwe needed more OR space. He
told me he had 2 more teams that needed to go in there. We went to find out if we could
‘expand the OR to 4 beds, but we had to wait a minute since they were using that full
‘capacity. Shortly after, we were able to flex up to 4 patients in the OR ata time.

cc. Question and Answer 28.
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(1) Question: Do you feel that the MASCAL stressed the capacity at the Role II?

(2) Answer. Without a doubt. 12 hours after the MASCAL, Ifelt like we were
about at capacity. By daylight on the morningofthe 27th, we didn't have any more
patients, but the hours before that we were beyond capacity.

dd. Question and Answer 29.

(1) Question: Do you know the numbers of US service members and Afghans that
you treated?

(2) Answer. Not exactly. There were over 70 patients total. Itwas probably 30
service members and 40 Afghans. | don't know exactly, but | pushed that up to
CENTCOM.

ee. Question and Answer 30.

(1) Question: At the OR, which providers were operating the OR? Was that a joint
effort between the U.S., Norwegians, and UK?

(2) Answer. It was all of the above, the UK team went in early with one of the
more complicated patients and worked on that patient throughout the ordeal. General
surgeons would generally stay with their patient throughout, and the orthopedic surgeon
would jump around as needed. Some teams had simpler patients and went to the OR 2
or 3 times, and some teams had longer cases so they went to the OR fewer times. The
more complicated cases were shrapnel injuries to the abdomen, there was a vena cava
injury, we had one patient that was complicated and started at Alvarado before coming
to us, we had kidney and bowel injuries, we had one with a spinal injury. Those were
the cases that were a bit more involved. Then there were those with a lot of puncture
‘wounds to extremities that had to be cleared out and dressed, which was fairly time
consuming.

ff. Question and Answer 31.

(1) Question: Were there gunshot wounds (GSW)? Orwas it all ball bearings and
shrapnel?

(2) Answer. Its really hard to say.|think there may have been GSWs sprinkled
in, but that's inconclusive and wasn't medically worth trying to figure out. They would be
treated the same. | can't offer a whole lot on that, | don't know if anyone recovered a
slug from a body.

gg. Question and Answer 32.
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(1) Question: From your opinion, do you think that all patients that arrived had
received the appropriate treatment atthetactical level?

(2) Answer: Absolutely. | think the temptation in this situation is to pull apart how
one or two patients were treated, but you have to look at the number of complex
injuries, the continued threat, and the resource constraint. It is impossible to look at
these patients one by one, so | have no doubts that the team on ground did some heroic
things before they got there that night.

hh. Question and Answer 33,

(1) Question: |thinkFasGsaid that 9/13 of thosethatdied were expectant by
the time they arrived at the Role I. Are there any of those other4 that you think could
have been saved with more equipment or personnel?

(2) Answer: I'd have to defer tof311505.con that, but none come to mind based
on the serious nature of their injuries. Some of these injuries were just not survivable.

ii. Question and Answer 34.

(1) Question: You mentioned that some of the fallen didn't even make it the ER,
they went straight to the morgue. We are tracking that there was space for 8 in the
morgue, what was the solution there?

(2) Answer: We had 8 spaces in the morgue. For expediency, we placed those
that were killed in action (KIA) and the expectant in a tent outside the morgue itself.
When we had the time to gather ourselves, we had arrangements to use a refrigerated
connex on HKIA to store bodies: Before the MASCAL we had some local nationals that
were killed that we were trying to figure out how to move and we worried we would get
more. We had 4 atthe time, and the UK also had 4, so we coordinated to use the
refrigerated connex as necessary for the NEO if we needed more morgue space:

ji. Question and Answer 35.

(1) Question: When were the bodies transferred from HKIA?

(2) Answer: We did a hero ceremony on the afternoon of the 27th.

Kk. Question and Answer 36.

(1) Question: In terms of the wounded, what timeframe were they all evacuated?
How many were evacuated?
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(2) Answer: We evacuated 35 total personnel across 3 flights, Americans and
Afghans. The first light was heavily U.S. personnel going to Germany, the second flight
was a mix and dropped some folks in]: <kand then went to Germany, and the third
fight was mostly refugees and that went To That was more for immigration
reasons than it was for medical.

I. Question and Answer 37.

(1) Question: Did the severity of injuries on those flights vary?

(2) Answer. Yes, greatly.

mm. Question and Answer 38.

(1) Question: Any personnel that stayed in the Role II for a periodoftime?

(2) Answer: On the morningof the 27th we had no patients left, they had either
been evacuated or returned to duty if their injury was minor.

nn. Question and Answer 39.

(1) Question: Do you have a pointofcontact that could provide a list of those that
were evacuated?

(2) Answer:
Was specific with me, he said any releases need to

Come from him at CENTCOM.

00. Question and Answer 40.

(1) Question: Can you speak to why it took so longer to identify the bodies?

(2) Answer. Yes, some of the bodies were fairly mangled which makes
identification hard. There was one instance that had an individual in the OR that had the
identification of one of the deceased individuals with his belongings. The two looked
similar and they were confused for each other, which was difficult to sort out. That took
some time, and as we circled back to the unit, we found out that it was a different guy.
‘The gatherings of belongings at the scene and them being mixed up en route to us
created some difficulty for identification.

PP. Question and Answer 41.
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(1) Question: You mentioned that 40 Afghans were treated, and that some were
medically evacuated. What happened to those that weren't?

(2) Answer: Individuals with more minor injuries were released back to their
families to continue their evacuation. We made no attempts to push individuals to local
hospitals.

qq. Question and Answer 42.

(1) Question: Anything else that you want to mention?

(2) Answer: One thing that came up, was concerns about agequate Class VIL. |
‘want to quash any rumors about that, our supply folks and our [»)dwere extremely
receptive. | mentioned earlier the baby supplies. U.S. and Norwegian efforts to make
sure we had everything we needed on the ground were top notch and we were able to
fill allof our shortages.

We got into some interesting discussions with the USFOR-A staff about our medical
footprint, and we were able to work with the staf so they could understand the value of
having an overload of medics on the ground. We are fortunate that the Norwegians
stayed, and that the surgical teams that came in with the NEO gave us the robust
numberof medical personnel we needed to make that MASCAL response a success.

ir. Question and Answer 43.

(1) Question: What is your SIPR email?

oe
5. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[ exe and
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“Thefollowing information derived from internet sources reflects recentdiscoveries/postings
from traditional and social media sources. The accuracyof the information presented cannot be
Verified. Sources and their locations of social media posts cannot be verified.

CAUTION: MAY CONTAIN GRAPHIC IMAGES

Summary
~ Avoid Kabul airport due to terror threat, Foreign Office warns (Source: B3C)
- US State Department advises US nationals waiting at Abbey, East, and North Gates at
Hamid Karzai Airport in Kabul, Afghanistan to "leave immediately" (Source: Twitter)
- Increasing number of Afghan-Americans still in AFG are “telling us that they won't
leave unless they can take large families ith them" (Source: Twitter)
- Reports circulating that Abdul Rashid Dostum is going to or in Panjshir to meet with
Northern Alliance 2.0 leadership (Soure: Twitter)

Former GIROA governor says the Taliban has searched his residence for eighth time,
took his private vehicle, and threatened his children (Source: Twitter)
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(UNCLASSIFIED)Afghanistan: Avoid Kabul airport due toterrorthreat, Foreign Office warns

Afghanistan: Avoid Kabul airport due to terror threat, Foreign Office warns.

ssc
25 Aug 2021

People in Afghanistan should stay away from Kabul airport due to a "high threat ofa terrorist

attack”, the UK Foreign Office has warned.

In new advice, the FCDO told anyone in the area to "move away to a safe location and await

further advice”.

US President Joe Biden has warned of a group linked to Islamic State that is seeking to target
the airport.

It comes amid a race to evacuate thousands from Kabul aheadof the 31 August deadline when

troops will leave.

In the update issued on Wednesday evening, the FCDO warned Britons there was "an ongoing
and high threat of terrorist attack”, and that travelling by road was "extremely dangerous", with

people alleged to have been "mistreated" on their way to the airport.
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‘The government has said the UK's aim to complete the operation ahead of 31 August is moving
at "significant pace", with more than 11,000 people evacuated with the help of UK troops,
according to the Ministry of Defence (MoD),

On Tuesday, President Biden rejected calls from Prime Minister Boris Johnson and other allies
to delay the withdrawal date for remaining American soldiers beyond the endofthe month.
Kabul airport is currently being defended by 5,800 US and 1,000 British troops.

Meanwhile, Defence Secretary Ben Wallace has told MPs that Afghans wanting to flee to Britain
may be better off trying to reach oneofAfghanistan's borders instead.
Concern over suicide attacks

‘The Foreign Office has previously warned against all travel to Afghanistan, and cited the
possibilty of terrorist attacks.

But the new advice isvery specific. Do not travel to Kabul airport. If you're in the area, move
away to a safe location and wait for further advice.

Officials won't elaborate on the nature of the threat, but this change comes just 24 hours after
President Biden warnedof the danger posed by extremists linked to the group calling itself
Islamic State.

Commanders dealing with vast crowds around the airport are increasingly concerned about the
possibilty of suicide attacks.
What the new advice means for the British evacuation operation is not clear.

‘The MoD said that since 13 August, when the evacuation mission started, a total of 11,474
people had left Afghanistan. That includes almost 7,000 Afghan nationals and their families.

‘The total also includes British embassy staff, British nationals, those eligible under the UK
‘government's relocation programme - Afghan Relocation and Assistance Policy (ARAP) - and
some evacuees from allied countries.
About 2,000 people cligiblefor ARAP remain inAfghanistan, but the plani to evacuate more in
the coming days, the BBC was told earlier ahead of the new FCDO advice.
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Since the Taliban takeover, more than 82,000 people have been airlifted out of Kabul airport,
US Secretary of State Antony Blinken said. About 10,000 are waiting to be evacuated by the US.
Mr Blinken said the Taliban have promised to allow foreigners and Afghans to leave beyond the
endofAugust, adding that the US and its allies had "a responsibilty to hold [the Taliban] to that
commitment”.
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Graphenes -
Graphenest

The (UK) updated its travel advice for Afghanistan on
Wednesday night.

“.. ongoing and high threat of terrorist attack."
“Do not travel to Kabul Hamid Karzai International
Airport.
“If you are in the area of the airport, Move away to a
safe location and await further advice.”
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(U) OSINT TIPPER - NEO Afghanistan: US

State Department advises US nationals

waiting at Abbey, East, and North Gates at
Hamid Karzai Airport in Kabul, Afghanistan to

"leave immediately" (Reporter via Twitter)
©Soria: N20210825410
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(UNCLASSIFIED)Afghanistan: US StateDepartmentadvises US nationals waiting at Abbey,
East,and NorthGatesat HamidKarzaiAirport in Kabul, Afghanistan to "leave immediately"
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Cc Jory Duieary© -an
US. Embassy Kabul: “Because of security threats
outside the gates of Kabul airport, we're advising
US. citizens to avoid traveling to the airport &to
avoid airport gates at this time. US. citizens who are
at Abbey Gate, EastGate,or North Gate now should’
leave immediately.”

Event: Because of security treats outside the Gates:
of Kabul airport, we are advising US. citizensto avoid
traveling tothe airport and 0 avoid airpait gates at
his time unless you receive individual instructions
froma US goverment representative to doo,

US.citizenswhoareattheAbbeyGate, EastGate,or
North Gatenowshoud leave immediately.

Actions to take:

+ Be awale of you: surroundings at al times,
especially in large crowds.

= Followthe instructions of local authorities
Inéluding movement restrictions related to
curfews.

"Have a contingency plan for emergencies and
reviewtheTraveler's Checklist.

+ Monitor local media for breaking events and
adjust your plans basedonnew information.

«= Enroll inthe Smart Traveler Enrollment
Programi(STEP) to receive Alerts and make it
easier to locate you in an emergency.

+ Follow the Department of State
on Facebook and Twitter.
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(U) OSINT TIPPER - NEO Afghanistan: In

leaked recording of a call, Deputy Assistant

Secretary in US Consular Affairs King says

"increasing number” of Afghan-Americans

still in AFG are “telling us that they won't

leave unless they can take large families

with them" (Reporter via Twitter)
©) Sort Numer; 20210825410

(0)Procuoton Description Tiers videra dataerctdfom playvali formation sources RNAhortron.
0) Pteaton Cater 2 Aug2024

(UNCLASSIFIED)Afghanistan: IncreasingnumberofAfghan-Americans still in AFG are “telling
usthattheywon'tleave unlessthey cantake largefamilieswiththem"

(U) This is an Open Source Information Report, NOT finally evaluated intelligence. There has been neither
oral netenton noravai of he coment This ort docs nt represent SCENTCOMapiiot) or

assessment(s), andisdisseminatedforinformationalpurposes ONLY.Therecipient may retain this reportand bears
sole responsibilityfor assessing relevance to individual mission(s)andfurther dissemination.
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LA Dan Lamothe& Es
@DanLamothe

Got a leaked recording of a call today between
congressional staffers and administration officials
about Afghanistan.

A couple of takeaways:

7:41PM- Aug 25, 2021 - Twitter Web App

28 Retweets 3 Quote Tweets 53 Likes

o un Q &

Dan Lamothe& @DanLamothe- 14m -
Replying to @DanLanbthe
‘Some American citizens have told the State Department thatthey do not
plan to evacuate from Afghanistan unlesstheycan bring Afghan family
‘members with them, administration officials said. That's a group with an
uncertain fifture,
ofa awe QO st &

LA Dan Lamothe& @DanLamothe- 14m -
“The embassy has told thatusthat an Increasing numberistelingusthat
‘they won't leave unless they can take large families with them,” said Karin

| King, a senior State Department official. “So, part of thenumberyou have
been given are people who are self-selecting to stay."

Q 2 an QO 2% &

“ditorial intervention noranalysis ofthe contr. This report docs nf represent USCENTCOM apinion(s) or
assessmen(s, andis disseminatedforinformationalpaposes ONLY.Therecipient may retain this reportandbears

sole responsibilityforassesing relevance to individual missions)andfurther dissemination
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LA Dan Lamothe@ @DanLamothe- 12m
Adifferent official (unidentified in audio) acknowledged the situation is
complicated by reports thatsome families have been stopped onthewa to,
the airport with a mix of Afghan-Americans and Afghans seeking refuge.
State Department seeking "ground truth” on those cases.

Q 2 nur On &,

bg Dan Lamothe@ ©DanLamothe - 10m
When will the military shift to “retrograde” operationsratherthan evacuation
operations?

Rebecca Zimmerman, a senior Pentagon official, deelined to say in an
unclassified setting. Butshe added tha DOD is “multi-tasking,” and will ry.
todo evacuation ops as long as possible.
oO na On a

Dan Lamothe@ @DanLamothe- 8m -
Karin King from the State Department saidthechaotic conditions outside
the airport has prompted the U.S. government to reach out to American
citizens and graen card holders to go to specific rally points and then
bringingthemtothe airport from there.

Q:2 un 02 &

LA Dan Lamothe@ @DanLamathe - 8m we
“My best advice to all those folks is to get themselves rogistered and got
away from the gatesbecausethe gates are simply not a way to gain access
atthis point,” Karin King added.

Q 2 = On ful

(U) This is an Open SourceInformation Report, NOT finalyevaluated intelligence. here has been neither
editorial intervention noranalysis ofthe content. Thsreportdocs ot represent USCENTCOM apinion() or

assessmenu(s), andis disseminatedforinformational purposes ONLY. The recipient may retain this reportandbears
sole responsibilityforassesing relevance to individual missions)andfurther dissemination
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(Sore foreraion and Dror: 1) USGENTCOM OST, N2G210825410 (0) Source Pulao: SureDescpuon Twiara amin. (Sanam Washam Pot oponer

(U) OSINT TIPPER - NEO
Afghanistan: Reports circulating that Abdul

Rashid Dostum is going to or in Panjshir to

meet with Northern Alliance 2.0
leadership (Reporter via Twitter)

Sora Numba: N20210828421
(0PrductonDescrption: Topas piderwdtxedom blyvata formationsures without
orlrion.
0hPleat 26 og 2020

(UNCLASSIFIED)Afghanistan: Reports circulatingthatAbdul Rashid Dostum is goingto or in
Panjshirtomeet with Northern Alliance 2.0 leadership

(U) This is an Open Source Information Report, NOTfinally evaluated intelligence. There has been neither
oral netenton noravai of he coment This ort docs nt represent SCENTCOMapiiot) or

assessment(s), and is disseminatedforinformationalpurposes ONLY. The recipient may retain this reportand bears
sole responsibilityfor assessing relevance to individual mission(s)andfurther dissemination.
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(U) This is an OpenSource Information Report, NOTfinallyevaluatedintelligence.Therehasbeenneither editorial
intervention nor analysisof the content. Thisreport does not represent USCENTCOM opinion(s) or assessment(s).

andis disseminatedfor informational purposes ONLY. Therecipientmayretainthisreportandbears sole
responsibiltyfor assessing relevance toindividualmissions)andfurther dissemination.

= Panjehir Update 3
Crmnpioe

News is coming that abdul rashid #dostum is reaching

#panjshir from #Uzbekistan for an important meeting:

with #AmrullahSaleh and #ahmadmasoud for the
defence of the #panjshirvalley against the #Taliban .
#Resistance #Afganistan

7:20PM Aug 25,2021 TiterforAnd
(SateRefrncation and Doser)USCENTCOMOS: NZ0210825421 1) Sues Publdon: SoresDecrion: it: anh pit,(PampaTr0 degreoYangom Pane

(U) OSINT TIPPER - NEO
Afghanistan: Former GIROA governor says

the Taliban has searched his residence for

eighth time, took his private vehicle, and
threatened his children (Government via

Twitter)
Sorat. Naoz08z8422

(1)Proditton necro:Tparsprovider dtxen om blavedi fomatinsureswitorinition.
{0 Pbtemion Sot 25 Aug 2021

(U) This is an Open Source Information Report, NOT finally evaluated intelligence. There has been neither
oral netenton noravai of he coment This ort docs nt represent SCENTCOMapiiot) or

assessment(s), and is disseminatedforinformationalpurposes ONLY. The recipient may retain this reportand bears
sole responsibilityfor assessing relevance to individual mission(s)andfurther dissemination.
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(UNCLASSIFIED)Afghanistan: FormerGIROAgovernorsays the Taliban hes searched his
residence for eighth time, took his private vehicle, and threatened his children

Halim Fidal
aGouFida

This is the 8th time that Taliban came to my home in
Kabul, searching after me and took my private vehicle,
directly threatening my children and kids.

Sige raidLas ily 59 ajoS BS Ue a unde 1
BS nr a 9! 903g a pla of Wasdale on
1420 PM. Aug 25, 2021 - Twitter for iPhone

(1) Source Refer Caton and Descriptor (1) LSCENTCOM OSINT; N20210825422 () Source Publication; Source
Description: Twitter;Habm idol, (8Gaida: Former Govornotn 4 ravincesofAghanistan: Wordak, Lor, Khost &
Paka provinces. (2007-2021)

+++ please fill out CC122 T-OSINT RFI Feedback Form: USCENTCOM - Home (ic gov] ****

(U) This is an Open Source Information Report, NOT finallyevaluated intelligence. There has been neither
editorial intervention noranalysis of the content. Ths report docs ot represent USCENTCOM apinion() or

assessments), and is disseminatedor informationalpurposes ONLY. The recipient may retain this reportand bears
sole responsibilityfor assessing relevance to individual mission(s)andfurther dissemination.
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FT DEPARTMENTOFTHEARMY [Exhibit 144
8 B 380 SUSTAMENT COMMAND (EXPEDIONARY)27) irA § orators

ACTS-SCK-DO 15 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT: Interview withy3200oye) USA, Bravo Company, 2nd Battalion,
501st Parachute Infantry Regiment,5October 2621

1. On 15 October 2021, [womenoe___, conducted an interviewof the
above personnel at 3RD SUSTATMEN! Comma (Expeditionary) Headquarters, Fort
Bragg, NC to discuss the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey
Gate on 26 August 2021.
2. Methodology[ examsxe _sked a series of questions throughout the interview
Which|_yaoore _Janswered individually.
3. Discussion.

a. The interview began wit [ rar aHescribing the purposeofthe interview,
the scopeofthe investigation, ad TE TAANEFTN which the conversation would be.
captured and rendered to writing.| s present to
record and transcribe the statement.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question: Where were you at the timeofthe blast at Abbey Gale?
(2) Answer: was about 75 meters north of the Marine sniper tower, inside our

tower.

c. Question and Answer 2.
(1) Question: Can you describe the blast and what you saw?

(2) Answer. 1 got to the tower about fifteen minutes before the blast went of. It
was aleady occupied by three guys from 2-504th Parachute Infantry Regiment, 82nd
Airborne Division. | was emplacing then for proper security to create 270 degree
coverage. | was adjusting one of the guys when the explosion occurred. | moved to the
side of the tower looking out to the canal. The blast was in the dead space that
couldn’ see.

SECRETIREL USA, FVEY
uscenTcoM FO210s or aoazz
roy Ga voor



SECRETIRELUSAFVEY
ACTS-SCK-DO

SUBJECT: Interview with USA, Bravo Company, 2nd Battalion,
501st Parachute Infantry Regiment, 15 October 2021

There was a cloud of dark smoke. Before the blast went of, there were about
300-400 Afghans in the area. The Marines were manning the gate at the ime, 2-Para
(British forces) also had a small gate they were operating.

Marines immediately started evacuating casualties from the blast site. The.
Marines were emplaced on the HESCO barriers and were pulling security.

One of the Marines called up and asked me what | could see. There were about

100-200 people Afghans still in the area. There was a large group huddled away from
the blast, near the Barron Hote. There were injured individuals litered around the are.
The Bris had gone back {o the Hotel for cover and the Taliban maintained their
positions.

4. Question and Answer 3.
(1) Question: Did you hear any small arms fire at the timeofthe blast?

(2) Answer: Yes. heard shots coming from the direction of the Barron Hotel. It
wasnt the Taliban fring. They were just siting in lawn chars on the containers a the
chevron, | did hear that the Brits were fring at this ime but| don't know f that is true or
not.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question: Did you see any Marines fire?
(2) Answer: No. There was quite a bit of blast residue in the area butI could still

see well enough. There was a guy walking around in a two-story building that | kept
eyes on. | was hyper-focused on an attempt for follow-on attacks but didn't see anything
to allude that this may occur.

f. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question: Did you feel any effects ofthe blast n the tower?
(2) Answer: | was hit with the typical concussive force but| didn't hear or see

anything else. The force was strong enough to feel in my chest.

foetalaac orsmgmorarn isthe undersigned al___o© nd
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ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interview with @x31300.46 J, USA, Bravo Company, 2nd Battalion,
501st Parachute Infantry Regiment, 15 October 2021
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Fey DEPARTMENTOFTHE ARMY [Exhibit 147
g 3RD SUSTAMENT COMMAND (EXPEDITIONARY)27) ir3 g "APO AE 0366

ACTS-SCK-DO 19 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Interview with|__0191200.016)_JUSA, Command Sergeant Major, 82nd
Airborne Division, 19 October 2021

1. On 19 October 2021,ren©6) USMC, conducted an interviewofthe
above personnel at the 827d Airborne Division Headquarters, Fort Bragg, NC to discuss
the facts and circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.

2. Methodology: [0132 oxe}asked a series of questions throughout the interview
‘which CSM Pitt answered individually.

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began with[orromorcldescring the purpose of the interview, the
scopeofthe investigation, and the manner in which the conversation would be captured
and rendered to wring. |xaos:xo)_|was present to record and transcribe the
statement.

b. Question and Answer 1.

(1) Question: What is your full name, what is a good email to send this transcript
10? How long have you been the Command Sergeant Major (CSM) for?

@ answerwomenandplease col)
fra Phave been the CSM for 15 months now, since July of 2020.

c. Question and Answer 2.

(1) Question: When did you get in to Hamid Karzai International Airport (HKIA)?

(2) Answer: | got on ground approximately 24-36 hours after MG Donahue.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question: When you hit the ground, what was the general atmosphere?

(2) Answer. When | got there, the rush on the airfield had dissipated. North Gate
was still crazy, flashbangs were going over the wall, and we were stil trying to push
people back. Abbey Gate and all theothergates were overwhelmed. The Taliban had

SECRETURELUSA,FVEY.
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SECRETIRELUSA.FVEY

ACTS-SCK-DO

SUBJECT: Interview with|__®x91505.0x6 SA,Command Sergeant Major, 82nd
Airborne Division, 19 October 2021
not set up an outer cordon, they and the National Strike Unit (NSU), wouldn' for another
couple days. They were pushing up on the Gates and the walls, there was no standoff.

e. Question and Answer4.

(1) Question: Leading up to the blast on the 26th, what was your assessment?

(2) Answer: We were at Abbey Gate on the 25th, and we were doing a
walkthrough because we were going to take over that gate on the 27th. By the time the
26th happened, the NSU and the Taliban had pushed everyone back off the wall and
the gates. By that ime, they had everybody back and there was space between the
crowds and the gates. The situation was more depressurized. The one thing | would
say,if | could rename Abbey Gate, it would be the international gate. Marines did an

outstanding job at Abbey Gate. North Gate was just Marines, West was just Army, and
the terminal was just the 82nd.

& North Gate was very organized.bulhe
amount ofcountiesat Abbey Gate made it impossible to coordinate.
[_onw[There were so many entities there. The gale process wasn'Ta

nnel there was the gale, there was the canal. and there were ®xuies|

CC ®was Whenyouwentioanyother
gate that was only U.S. un ft was very scripted. When MG Donahue and |went to
Abbey Gate, we were like ‘what the heck”. When we were there other countries were

just walking through with evacuees, and we didn't know whotheywere.

1 don't fault the Marines for that. The Marines at North Gate were very scripted. They
had a serpentine, minimized area that would have reduced exposure to an attack.
Abbey Gate just hada large parking lot of people, there were people sitting inside the.
check point under cover that had been there for days waiting. There was no methodical

checking system like there was at North or West Gate. To me, that is the failure. | don't
want to say the attack was inevitable, but that was wherethe risk was. [exis|

Wares at over gates ay Fave been al Tok or
a Tie, BULTION 30 FGPIE GTa Tie the way theywere at Abbey Gate. The Marines

were just trying to make order out of chaos, they had to rely on the other host nations to
check their people.
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ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interviewwal _ooevolon Command Sergeant Major, 82nd
Airborne Division, 19 October 20

I wasn't there at the explosion, but | was there the day prior, and we did not know what
the heck was going on. You couldn't identify friend from foe, there were people sleeping
on cardboard inside the holding area, just waiting. At that point, faces and bags become
familiar so you lose situational awareness. Everything started to look normal after 3 or 4
days, because that is the situation they were in at that gate. wns|
Eystopped

1. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question: You weren't there on the day of the blast, but can you talk through
your understanding of the actions during and after the blast, specifically tied to the
82nd?

(2) Answer: Prior to the explosion, my boss had told me to go over the mass
casualty (MASCAL) plan. Doing that | looked at the route to the Role I, so| cleared the
dead-lined vehicles from that route. | was there when they started bringing people in. It
was organized chaos, everyone that wasn't occupied came down to help. | was very
pleased with the effort from the Paratroopers and Marines. At Alvarado they took some
as well, everyone was ready for the event, and their actions after the MASCAL showed
it

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question: From your perspective, what was the characterization of Abbey
Gate security?

(2) Answer It wasn't the same as any other gate. The Marines may have been
responsible for security, and you can say that they were responsible for security, but
that's not reall true if you have armed Polish, German, etc. forces present. At that point
everyone is responsible for security. North, West, and South gate didn't have that
problem, andit was evident. From the Mine-Resistant Armor Protected (MRAP) vehicle
back the Marines were locked down and it was pretty tight, back behind that area it was
very organized and you couldn't tell that there was chaos. Forward of that MRAP, about
50 meters in front of i, the area was outofcontrol, there were too many countries. That
50 meters might actually have been 20, I'm not sure. Regardless, that gate was out of
control because there were families so close to security.

h. Question and Answer 7.

(1) Question: When did you depart?

(2) Answer: | left with MG Donahue. | was the second to last guy on the plane.

3
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ACTS-SCK-DO

SUBJECT: Interview with[Coommeo sa, Command Sergeant Major, 82nd
Airborne Division, 19 October 2021

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question: Is there anything else that you think we need to capture?

(2) Answer: | think everyone needs to understand that Golf Company was doing
an outstanding job. What they were being asked to do, was not in accordance with what
anyone should have been asked. With that many countries operating in front of them,
something wasn't bound to happen, but the risk was so high. Nobody was.
synchronized, but you still had to try to establish security. Security was left to the
Marines, but how can you pull security without synchronization. | know thatif Golf
Company had the Gate by themselves that is not how they would have run the gate. If
they could have, they would have shut that gate down, but they couldn't because there
‘were so many countries. If you had been there, you would have seen that an attack was
coming. It wasn't imminent, but it was a high probability. If you go to the gate, and go to

the Barron Hotel it could have happened there. They had a whole crowd there, we.
couldn't believe it. The day after MG Donahue and | visited, we said thatwewere going
to shut that gate down. It was so chaotic. People knew that gate was their opportunity to
leave and they exploited it. Unfortunately that was at the cost of the Marines. But

‘everyone that was there performed well in termsofthe MASCAL from the Marines, to
the Army, to the QRF, to the Role I, to the Role II. It was a tough day for Golf Company,
but everyone worked well together. It was seamless, there was no friction. BGen
Sullivan came to our updates every day, we were all synched. It was just a very bad
incident.

4. The pointofcontact for this memorandum is the undersignedat[ oxo and
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_ 'SECRET/REL USA FVEY. [Exhibit 149

ASIEN DEPARTMENTOFTHEARMY
g 3RD SUSTAMENT COMMAND (EXPEDITIONARY)y a3 g "APO AE 03gs

ACTS-SCK-DO 18 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: InterviewwithmonowmeUSA, ana[_6|
[oomweeUSA 78 October 2021

1. On 18 October 2021 [oormme|USA, conducted an interview of the above
personnel at 3rd Expeditionary Sustainment Command, Fort Bragg to discuss the facts.
and circumstances surrounding the attack on Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021.
Approximately 30 minutes into the interview, BG Lance Curtis, USA, joined the interview
to discuss a specific question.

2. Methodology: [s)100: xdasked a series of questions throughout the interview, which
[Lexe1300:xe]and [eayiaon. ydoften answered collaboratively. When only one person
provided an answer, it is annotated accordingly. rs tio USA recorded the
interview for transcription below. The question asked by BG Curtis is annotated with
(1).

3. Discussion.

a. The interview began vith[oswdoroviding an overview of scopeof the
investigation, which included the Tact-inding concerning actions before, during, and
after the attack, chronology, leadership, task organization, force protection, gate
operations, and medical operations. He stated the intent was to make notes of the
conversation and prepare a memorandum of the statement. The subject would have the
opportunity to review and make additions, add context, or remove anything not correctly
captured and rendered to writing.

b. QuestionandAnswer1.

(1) Question. When did you get to HKIA?

(2) Answer. 18-19 August during the period of darkness.

c. QuestionandAnswer2.

(1) Question. What is the atmosphere at HKIA when you arrived?

(2) Answer.[woreornThey told us on the flight to lock but not load weapons,
full battle rattle, ey& Pro, €ar pro; but no one really knew what to expect, We had a few
aircraft maintenance issues along the way which caused several delays. There was a

SECRETIREL USA, FVEY
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‘SECRETUREL USA FVEY.
ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interview with wore [USA and

USA, T8 October 20

little issue in Bangor, Maine and also a few issues in Ramstein, Germany. Everything
was pretty much ike every deployment, where stuff happens.

(or xe noordbecause the situation changed so rapidly, there were issues with
Wiio needed to be where and what supplies were needed where.

[oteoo IThey would send a blast over Signal for the manifest of people that
‘Would Teave/stay in[ox4until they could get another flight.

[ponspr16] Ambassador Bass joined onourflight with three others. They rearranged
'e manifest a few times to get them on.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question. What were the conditions like when you landed?

(2) Answer.[oor wot was fairly calm with sporadic gun fire. We were kind
of waiting for someone To come Get us. They came by with a bus and box truck to pick
us up. They brought us to the All American DFAC where we would be sleeping

It wasn't too bad because of the air conditioning, when it worked.

e. Question and Answer4.

(1) Question. What medical capabilities did you have when you got on ground?

2) Answer. Not much for the 82nd. There were elements of the
0 arrived two days after us, about the

20th, but they arrived without their equipment. The most important thing was the Role l-
E, was already established. It provided the more important services such as the lab,
were in a permanent structure, and had the CT machine. It took us about a day or two
to getlinked in with everyone in the medical community. We had a nightly medical sync
with the Germans and British who also had Role l capabilities as wel

Some of the equipment that was supposed to come didn't arrive due to
ngs rapidly changing, and off-loading.

[pays pif Due to the natureof Airborne Operations, we are expected to go into an
area wth minimal amount of equipment. There is a small portionof the medical team
that would jump in, which means they are on their own for about 72 hours, to build
combat power. They were prioritized initially because we were going into something that
we didn't know fully know about in the first place. | don't think we really needed all the
‘equipment because we stil had the Role II-E, which was a muchbetter facilty. Its like
having a small tent field hospital on the airfield and having Womack next door. We.
would rather go to Womack.
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‘SECRETUREL USA FVEY.
ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interview with USA,and[ m6]

USA, 78 October 2021
1. Question and Answer 5.

(1) Question. When did the Role II get stood up?

(2) Answer.[omen] would say about the 23rd, which would have been
Monday. After the meeting on the 1th, | was meeting with| cx ta0o. vefabout two to
three times a day to give him intel briefs, threat updates, retrograde formation, and
how we were going to support them to leave. Each day our plan changeda litte bit as
thing progressed. The first couple of days MG Donahue was adamant that we were
going to be hit with a MASCAL.

[peel would change the way we were looking at retrograde. Once the threat
level went up, we change the way we were going to do the retrograde.

[Coir036)[We weren't able to keep up with the NEO with our own medical assets.
[Gxsyso0x6 realized this and statedthatwe needed to stay a litte longer to help out.
The problem now is thatwe are running out of real estate, because of all the support we
had. We had two Special Operations Surgical Teams (SOST), one coming fan]
and the other coming from Eglin Air Force Base, insert into HKIA, and two Surgica
Resuscitation Teams (SRT) with our Role Il. This created four surgical teams plus TF
MED (Air Force) had a team. We were now looking at each team's capabilties in
reference to howwe would have them retrograde. One FSRD was redeployed early.
We deployed with our Role I, the 246th, which was assigned to the 82nd's IRF duties.
‘The 936th was already at HKIA.

[por x6] Each oneof these teams have a slightly different capabilitiessowe were
looking at which teams made the most since while retrograding.

People were just hanging around until the end. We were coming up
foward The end where we were running out of aircraft and space for equipment. The
SOST is designed to conduct surgery on the ramp of a C-17, so it made the most since.
they would stay for the JTE.

9. Question and Answer 6.

(1) Question. How much interaction did you have at the Role 2-E7

(2) Answer.[on a]Too ‘much; | was probably annoying them towards the
end. | would just go GOW aNd Talk to them to see how they were doing. | would check
on the class Vill status, blood status, and if they needed any additional assistance.

[proms eel veryone from the Pentagon on down was asking us about blood and class
v

h Question and Answer 7.
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‘SECRETUREL USA FVEY.
ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT: Interview wit UsA, and

USA, 78 October 2021
(1) Question. (C1) Did your team find any fishing weights in the bodies of the

injured/KIA?

(2) Answer.Jeonwo]There were ball bearings that some of the surgeons
were able to remove. Were no small arms or fishing weights that were pulled out
of people. If you imagine how the blast happened, when we took off the plates, the
female Marine just got peppered. It had come up from underneath the plates. Her spinal
cord was either compressed or cut. Big pieces were torn off her extremities. | was more
concerned with how the patiern impacted along her spine. Was there one or two
detonations? Was she laying down? Because that is how it kind of looked. Did the.
plates save her? Probably yes. | think her injuries were mainly due to the angle of the
projectile entering her body.

[cor oxelThe small girl we worked on wasn't a gunshot wound. Ifit was it would have
been a completelydifferent injury. You could see the pattern was more like a ball that
skirted around her skull.

[omenJThere was one person that we left a ball bearing in their forearm,
because TwWould have caused more damage to get it out than to leave it in. | did not pull
out any small arms from people. There were people calling it outfrom other rooms, but
not from what | saw. The size was about the size ofa marble.

[@xars0sre]The ball bearings were maybe a quarter inch in size.

[ora ove Depending on the proximityofthe blast some were able to go through
and Through.They were mostly in the extremities due to the depth and distance. It
would be pretty easy for them to go through.

i. Question and Answer 8.

(1) Question.Whatdid you think of the triage prior to arrival at the Role-lIE?

(2) Answer. [_Gxsy1300oxo|| think they did great. Everyone that came in was
mostly likely going to die no matter the lifesaving measures taken. We did some heroic
saving on someofthe Marines.

[oxo exe There were some that had multisystem trauma that you couldn't save.

[oxor1a0mx6) There was one Marine named Hunter that we put into the expectant
“Category and moved himoff to the side. He eventually passed away. It was important
that we prioritized getting people in so that we could stabilize each person. There were
afew that we were able to save likd__0__| We didn't have their real names so we
identified them through the trauma system. There should have been about three people
that should have died,but didn't,
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ACTS-SCK-DO
SUBJECT. Interviewwithworsooe|Us and_wio|

USA, 18 October 20
[(ox@1300: (ox6]We hada lotof things going for us. We had a lot of experience on our

Teams pus all the other teams helping us.

[©6 JWe had orthopedic, trauma, critical care, general surgery, O-5 and above
in charge of those sections. The only limited factor was bed spacing. Wewere doing
‘everything we could to use all the real estate we had, We had enough supplies, but we
didn't have anywhere to store it. We reorganized the Class Vill with our Norwegian
teammates to get it all cleaned out just in time. Would it have mattered if we had more
class 8 or personnel? No, because we had all we needed. Did we need more people?
No, we hada lot of experience on the team and plenty of people.

[ores ekwolEverything pretty much shutdown while we were doing the triage operations
afier The blast. Everyone was helping take care of the wounded.

j. Question and Answer 9.

(1) Question. Was there a helicopter doing a CASEVAC?

(2) Answer.[errses reo, notthatwe knew about.

It could have been at the other camp.

J. Question and Answer 10.

(1) Question. What numberofpatients were medically evacuated?

(2) Answer. The first fights came with two Critical Care Air
Transport Teams (CCATT) that took six vented patients with an additional 12 wounded,
all US, to Landstuhl. There was second flight that came in and took Afghans tow]
and a third departed for Landstuhl. The first flight took every American that was
stabilized, besides the one that was in the OR. This was probably the largest evacuation
in a single lift during all of GWOT. Anyone that was stable and on a ventilator went on
this first light. | think the total amount that we were able to return to duty was seven. As

[wxex6]As for overall number of evacuated, you would have to asiwarsxe]
He kept the names confidential for casualty notification purposes.

1. Question and Answer 11.

(1) Question. Anything you think should be considered or known for the
investigation?

(2) Answer. When was the first notification/arrival to the hospital?
‘This was one of the TINGS TWIST | had done better. Why didn't| put a piece of tap on
me or something to document?
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ACTS-SCK-DO

BJECT. Interview with sh, and[“oe|
USA, 18 October 2021

[ex611300:16}When we got the notification of the blast | had time to walk over to the Role
IIE and walked back to the JOC. By the time Ireturned to the Role II-E, we were
receiving patients, which was within about 15 minutes.

Crasoyefre Air Force would have the exact time of the wheels up and down. It
‘Was abot ours between getting the first patient to the last.

douse jue were fortunate we had already requested mortuary affairs. We were.
Tuning TO issues on howwe would handle the dead Afghan bodies. We had identified
that we didn't have enough space, so we had to use the Refrigerator Container as a
possible freezer space for the additional remains.

4. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[__©®_Jand
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Exhibit 165

ISIS-K suicide bomber who carried out deadly Kabul
airport attack had been released from prison days earlier
By Oren Liberman and Natasha Bertrand, CNN
Updated 11:38 AM ET, WedOctober6, 2021

(CNN) —The ISIS-K suicide bomber who carried out a terrorist attack at Kabul intemational airport inlateAugust,
Kling 13 US service members and dozens of Afghans, had bee released fom a prison near Kabullust cays arler
he ho Taliban 60K control of the area, according fo treo US officials:
Two US officials, as well asRep. Ken Calvert, a California Republican who said he had been briefed by national
securty officials sai he suicide bomber was released flom the Pawan prison at Bagram lf base, The US
Controle the base unt abandoned Bagram nary Jub. had tmed over the prison o Alghan autores in
2013,

Epolitics caver @ =
Aorof the apart

., - The Parvian prison atBagram,along withthe Pule-Crarkni
@ fe ER. prison near Kabul, housed several hundred membersof ISIS-

PRR, Colasthousancs of oer prisoners when ne Tlban
To + 100kcontol of bot facthoursbeforotaking over the

pointe Un 2 (capital with barelya shot fired in mid-August, a regional
4 4 C counteremorim source toCNNatthe ime.The Talban
We amid outboth prisons, releasing their wn emberswho
- o) oq ‘had been imprisoned butalsomembersof ISIS-K, which is

ovenGi Md the terror group's affiiate in Afghanistan.

- * Eleven days later, on August 26,itwas one of those prisoners
de: Who cared out th suicide bombing at AbbeyGate King

Related Article: Women in Kabul return to the 13 US service members, including 11 Marines, one soldier
work. school and the streets, in defiance of and one sailor. They would be the last US troops kiled in
the Taliban Afghanistan as part of America's longest war.

As of Tuesday, one Marine inured nthe attack remains na
‘serious but stable condition at Waker Reed Military Medical

Center near Wastirton, he Marine Corps sai in a statement, Another Marine  ecening care at a special
facil, whi 16 others ar receiving outpatient treatment.

Two US officials confirmed attacker's identity

ISIS-K took credit for the attack and named the suicide bomber as Abdul Rehman Al-Loghri, Two US officials
‘confirmed theidentityof the attacker. FirstPost, an English-languagenewssite based in India, wasfirst to report
that he had been released from the Bagram prison.

uscentcouFonz1ous i pS
snARNO rth id m
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Sign upfor CNNWhatMatters Newsletter
Evrydaywesummarize nat Mates and deve

sraghttoyour nox.

BE politics cave @ =
‘The rapid transition from released prisoner to suicide bomber highlights the dangers Afghanistan could pose
without2 US miliary presence on the ground fo mito th latest developments i the county. Jai: Ciefs
Chaifman Gen. Mark ily said th throat fom Afghanistan is curently lowor than vas afer th 9/1 atack, but
he warmed that conditions “could be set for a reconstitution ofl Gaeda or 15+.
“It's a real possibility in the not too distant future -- six12, 18, 24, 86 months thatkindof timeframe -- for
reconstitution of al Qa or IIS” Milly sac a Capitol lear ast week, “and i's our job now, under diferent
conditions, to protect the American ciizens agains attackfom Afghanistan.

py. Calvert who saves as tho ranking momber of tho Hous
i Appropriations Committee Subcommittee on Defense,
| represented one of those killed in the suicide attack, Marine

: J Corps Lance Corporal Kareem Nikoui. In a statement elased
[| last month, Calvert said he was briefed by national security

dei Bl officials on the identity of the suicide bomber and his release
EDU Ar RUE MS. coca prison

| In the statement. Calvert said the "disastrous" handling of the
withdrawal “le 0 Series of vents that cuminated wih the
tragic loss ff on August 26th outside of the Kabul arp.cle: Treen Americans, including one of my consttuents, were

Related Artighe: Evetghcaways fiom iled because of the poor judgement and execution of our
senior military leaders" testimony on troop withdrawal.”
Aghanistan

The Biden acminisratin faced widespread crc or is
withdrawal fom Bagram, not only because of the decision 0
abandon a sprawling military complex that was the heart of

the US military operations in Afghanistan for nearly 20 years, but also for the way in which it was done.

Some Afghan oficial aid the US et the base in the middle of the ight with tle warning. The Pentagon insisted
there had been communication and coordination about the handover of the base about 48 hours before the US
Jet but that th exact time of the ial departure fom Bagram was never Give (the Afghan govemmen.

Majority of Bagram prisoners were terroristsusoecouro 2454s ie pS
Hos onAarttschascnodrd mn
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The US handed Bagram Air Base over to the Afghan National Defense and Securty Forces(ANDSF)on July 1. as
the withdrawal of US forces from Afghanistan neared 90% completion.
Atthe time, there were approximately 5,000 prisoners at Bagram, an Afghan Ministry of Defense spokesman told
CNN. A few hunred were criminal, ut the vast major were terorsts, the spokesman sad, incucing mernbers
of al Qaeda, the Taliban, and ISIS. There were also foreign prisoners from Pakistan, Chechnya, and the Middle East
detained there twas up to the Afghans to secure the compound.
As the US was turning over Bagram to the ANDSF, the Taliban accelerated their sweep across the country, claiming’
to control 150 of Afghanistan's 407 districts by July 5. t was a Sign of things to come, as provincial capitals began
falling to the Taliban offensive in rapid succession. By mid-August, the Taliban were on the doorstep of Kabul and:
the complete collapse of the Afghan military was virtually complete,

On August 15, the day former Afghan President Asha Ghani
i ‘secretly fled the country, the Taliban reached the capital city,
£ taking control of Bagram alr base and the Pul-e-Charkh

prison facility.
]| Inreleasing the prisoners, the Taliban introduced another

politics cave @ =
for an attack at the airport ang a threat from ISIS=K, and the
‘State Department repeatedly cautioned American citizens to

Related Article: ill waiting for whatisto Som he port rcerai gates.
‘come for us’; American University of ‘The Taliban also viewed ISIS-K as an enemy, despite releasing
Afghanistan students face fear and some of their number from the prisons at Bagram air base.

uncertainty and Pul-e-Charkhi.

Defense Secretary Loy Austin acknowledged in Capitol Hil
‘hearings last week that the Pentagon was surprised by the
colapse of the Afghan miitary within 11 days. But n his

opening statements in the hearings, Austin defended the decision to leave Bagram,
“Retaining Bagram wouki have required putting as many as five thousand U.S. troops in harm's way, just to
operate and defend i. And t wouldhavecontributedlitetothe mission thatwehad been assigned, and thatwas.
to protect and defend ourembassywhich was some 30 miles away," he said. "Staying at Bagram -- even for
‘counter- terrorism purposes -< meant staying at war in Afghanistan, something that the President made clear that.
he would not do."

(CNN'sKatieBoLillisandTimListercontributed to thisreport.

Search CNN... Q
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Exhibit 166

STR DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
FoR (OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL
g B HEADGUARTERS, 82ND ARBORNE DIVISIONoT) SEER,

AFVC-CG 08 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: JTF-82 EXSUM Operation Allies Refuge

1. EXSUM for JTF-82 at Hamid Karzai Airport (HKIA), Afghanistan from 16 to 30
August, 2021.

2. Commander's EXSUM.

a. We are proud to be part of the CENTCOM, USFOR-A, JTF-CR, Interagency, and
Coalition partners team that, over the course of twenty days, was able to retrograde
approx. 9,500 US, Coalition, and over 124,000 evacuees and AMCITS. We did so in an
‘extremely complex environment that challenged us and required us to accomplish a
wide-range of interdependent tasks against multiple timelines. The team not only
synchronized efforts across multiple USG and Coalition organizations, but also ensured
and maintained Taliban compliance with an intemational spotlight on our efforts.

b. The summary that follows Covers some of JTF-82's key events. We will publish a
follow-on document that captures the complete detailed accountof the events and
efforts not covered in this summary.

<._ The 82 Airborne Division was alerted and started the process to deploy IRF1 on
12 1800Z AUG in support of USFOR-A and JTF-CR. Subsequently, our DTAC and
support elements were alerted and deployed. Within 72 hours IRF1 arrived on the
ground in HKIA and the 82" Airborne Forces continued to flow in over the next several
days. The team's main priority was to ensure USFOR-A could evacuate AMCITs, SIVs,
Coalition members, and Afghan partners. Our initial key tasks were:

«Secure the aithead
«Support the NEO
«Plan to retrograde all personnel and equipment
«Plan and execute the Joint Tactical Exfil (JTE)

d. To accomplish our mission, we quickly assessed the need to synchronize SOF,
DoS,x14JTF-CR, and USFOR-A, and Coalition forces. With the approval of USFOR-
A, we established a battle rhythm to drive this alignment.

e. Previous relationships also played acritical role in quickly aligning unity ofeffort,
I served with the USFOR-Aaa1.42.iJeommanders in various organizations over the

USCENTCOM FOR 21.0845 2 ono
(Abe Ge Investgaton)



AFVC-CG
SUBJECT: JTF-82 EXSUM Operation ALLIES Refuge

preceding years. Ambassador Bass and CdA Wilson also worked with myself and this
group of commanders during their time at the embassy. Finally, | had existing
relationships with the international SOF commanders from previous SOF assignments
and my time as the NSOCC-A commander. These relationships served as a foundation
of trust and enabled us to communicate, establish and maintain shared understanding,
and work through the complexities of the mission.

1. From a security perspective, we assessed the Taliban were unable to control the
population on HKIA which hampered AMCIT access to the gates. We were also
concerned about miscalculation between Taliban and Coalition forces in an environment
of an increasing ISIS-K threat, Based on this assessment, we met with Taliban to:

«Establish a position of tactical advantage over the Taliban to ensure mission
success and force protection

«Establish conditions for AMCITs/SIVs/Coalition citizens/At-risk Afghans to get to
the Taliban and through the gates

«Prevent miscalculation by the Taliban
«Build a bridge forfuture AMCIT/Coalition departures
«Address multiple threats and risk that included large crowds at HKIA and ISIS-K
«Share intel on emerging threats
«These efforts allowed us to continue the evacuation efforts up until the final hour

of our departure and deescalate potential flashpoints during the operation.

g. Based on the scope and scale of the challenges we faced, USFOR-A decided to
retain control of JTF-CR. Our biggest challenge was to balance our inital four key tasks

andcapacityonHKIAforsecurityandtoconductaJTEby31August.Wealsohadto
be prepared to extend beyond 31 August or resume operations if required.

h. As the mission evolved, we managed the CUOPs fight, executed the retrograde,
managed the AIDACG, opened three additional gates, prepared for and executed the
JTE, and were prepared to resume offensive operations to retake the Kabul Bow, while
managing the below:

+ Demiitarize all miltary and strategic equipment
+ Conduct an operational clearance of all personnel and military equipment
«Build capacity at the gates (opened three gates) and airfield
« Establish a battle rhythm to align efforts across coalition, DoS, and DoD, which

included AM/PM ambassador working groups, KLES, US Miltary/Coalition/MNCC
WG, and planning touch points/briefs for all parties

«Establish and maintain dominance over the Taliban and enforce their cooperation
«Reopen the international airfield for commercial traffic

2
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AFVC-CG
SUBJECT: JTF-82 EXSUM Operation ALLIES Refuge

«Mitigate several threats while maintaining capability and capacity to deal with any
contingency

«Prepare for contingences

i. Risk to mission remained high throughout the operation. As an example, each
night we had approximately fifty Afghans breach the perimeter each breach required
our service members to assume the civilian had an SVEST, yet maintain restraint and
avoid CIVCAS. We planned for multiple contingencies, to include downed aircraft
scenarios, MASCAL, and possible hostage situations.

j. We assessed ISIS-K was attempting to conduct SVEST, VBIED, and indirect fire
attacks all way up to and during our final departure. At 1741 on 26 August ISIS-K
executed a suicide bomber attack on Abbey Gate, killing thirteen US service members,
injuring twenty-two more, and causing more than 170 Afghan civilian casualties due.
‘The response to the MASCAL was as close to as rehearsed as possible due to a
number of rehearsals, based on current threat, prior to the attack. We remain grateful

‘Team who provided care for the wounded.

kK. We also assessed ISIS-K launched five rockets on the morning of 30AUG. 2x
HKIA CRAM successfully interdicted one of the rocket rounds which caused it to fail to
detonate vicinity the Airhead line. EOD responded and rendered safe 2x warheads.
151S-K also attempted to attack coalition forces and aircraft parked on HKIA the evening
of 30 AUG just prior to the JTE. However,weassessedtheywereunsuccessfuldueto
the actions and monitoring by the US and Taliban.

I. We wanted to build a bridge into the future and focused efforts to posture the
international airport to continue evacuation post 31 AUG. In support of the State
Department, we met with Taliban representatives to lay the groundwork for them to
continue to allow AMCITS, coalition citizens, and SIV holders to depart Afghanistan. We.
ensured critical airport terminal and equipment was preserved, such as the firetruck and
airplane stairs, and that the airfield was fully operational prior to the Qatari team
arriving. We brought in a Qatari Airfield Inspection team to the civilian terminal and
facilitated their inspection of the facility to ensure it was capable of continuing
international flights once the military transitioned control of HKIA. Based on US efforts
and those of the Qataris, the airport remains operational

m. At end state,wewere able to retrograde all equipment (minus a few pieces of
inoperable military equipment and a HMMWV) by 28 AUG. This was largely in part due
the US miltary/coalition working group efforts, which brought together fifteen US military
units and over 18 nations to synchronized demiltarization, clearing, security transitions,
‘end of mission timelines, and complete the retrograde of pax and equipment.

3
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AFVC-CG
SUBJECT: JTF-82 EXSUM Operation ALLIES Refuge

n. Final retrograde was 169 pieces of major US equipment, including vehicles,
artillery, rotary wing aircraft, and mission command systems as well as 2xMD-530s.

p. Clearance Operations ensured all personnel departed HKIA and no sensitive
equipment was left behind. It was a 3 phased operation beginning on 20 AUG with final
clearance on 30 AUG prior to JTE.

q. In the final 24 hours on HKIA, our priority remained keeping the gates open to
ensure all AMCITS/SIVs could be evacuated. We prepared to and postured to receive
any last minute AMCITs and escort them directly to HKIA up until our departure. The
last main body departed HKIA at 1621D, leaving 807 personnel (803 JTF-82, 4 DOS) to
execute the JTE.

r. The JTE was the result of a detailed joint planning effort and multiple rehearsals
between then 82" Airborne HQ, CENTCOM components, and.is.01: First, we
repositioned the PRTF td____buiiias1 to ensure full PR coverage. Next, we
demilitarized the HKIA servers, which triggered the displacement of JTF-82 mission
command TAC tolx1)1.4a.et empound to oversee the JTE. During thelasttwo hours of
the JTE, TF CRAM demilitarized the final two CRAM. The JTE force then moved to the
airhead line, maintained a reduced security posture, and loaded the five remaining
C17s. The threat of RPG, machine gun fire, and IDF increased leading up to the JTE.
The last US Soldier stepped aboard the last C17 and departed HKIA at 2359D on 30
AUG.

s. Throughout the operation, AMCIT/coalition recovery remained a priority for the
task force at HKIA. During this operation, fifteen US military units and over eighteen
nations came together as a team to successfully retrograde approximately 9,500 US
coalition and over 124,000 evacuees and AMCITS from HKIA by AUG 31, 2021.

End of EXSUM

4
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SS, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMYZR soSEARTUENTOE THEAMYA) LL

ACTS-SCK-DO 21 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Exhibit 224, SUBJECT: Interview with Psychological Operations Non-
Commissioned Officers Group Interview and Sketch

1. On 19 October 2021, Army Non-Commissioned Officers (NCOs) from the Psychological
Operations (PSYOP) group were gathered for an interview with
concerning the attack at Abbey Gate on 26 August 2021. At the conclusion of the interview,
1 had the NCOs diagram the location of Soldiers at the time of the attack and who was KIA.

2. Using paper and a pen, Exhibit 224 was collaboratively sketched by[13130 Gxdand
Eeoh are members of the Army PSYOP group present at HKIA.

3. Each participant was instructed to only rely ontheirdirectmemory and not what they
heard from others. They were also instructed to categorize the certainty of their memory.
The sketch was drawn with definitive locations or uncertain locations for the location of
Soldiers and a service member who was KIA.

4. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersignedatl Gye Jor at

SESE us JCia
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_ SECRETURELUSA,FVEY [Exhibit 237

ASN) DEPARTMENTOFTHE ARMY
g SRD SUSTAINMENT COMMAND (EXPEDITIONARY)~y a

3 g "APO AE 0366

ACTS-SCK-DO 27 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Follow up interview with[1500516) ]Camp Lejeune, North
Carolina, 27 October 2021

1. On 27 October 2021, Brigadier General Lance Curtis contacted[wosoie) via
the Signal App to clarify the previous conversation captured in Exhibit 106 on 13
October 2021.

2. Methodology: BG Curtis asked a serious of questions toclarifyxs)1300.5x6) |
statement from 13 October 2021, specifically with regard to which direction warning
shots were fired at Abbey Gate on 26 August. BG Curtis used the context from the prior
statements to ask generic questions on an unclassified medium
responded, using prior context. The conversation is captured below, with minor
corrections for clarity.

3. Discussion.

a. QuestionandAnswer1.

(1) Question. Was the guy in the ball cap at the bridge, or closer to the sniper
tower, and peeking over the inner corridor wall habeLnthe four warning
shots?

(2) Answer. We believe he was standing on the bridge, he was deep away from
the blast sight when it detonated.

c. QuestionandAnswer2.

(1) Question. Was he peeking over the wall when warning shots were fired, and
how far awaywas[islfiae him when firing?

(2) Answer. Yes, his bust (shoulders to top of the ball cap) was clearly visible
‘over the wall to us. We were approximately 30-40 meters from him.

d. Question and Answer 3.

(1) Question. Was he peeking into the inner corridor on the near side (the side of
the canal with the sniper tower and closest to the Marines)ofthe canal?

'SECRETIREL USA, FVEY
USCENTCOM FOR 21.0845 003 canna
(soy Gao Investgaton)



SECRETIRELUSAFVEY
ACTS-SCK-DO

SUBJECT: Follow up Signal chatwith mmmom J|____oo br
October 2021

(2) Answer. He was staring straight down towards the detonation site and the
entrance of our interior corridor of theAbbey Gate.

e. Question and Answer 4.

(1) Question. Towards the Barron Hotel? And the bridge closer to the Barron?

(2) Answer. He was standing closer to the bridge, or on it. It was the foot bridge
area close to the Barron Hotel.

4. The point of contact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[___®x&land

om a
BG, US Army
Investigating Officer

SECRETIREL USA, FVEYusceNToom Fo 284s fr
Cosy
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SS, SEOREHRELYSA VEY [Exhibit 247

ASN) DEPARTMENTOFTHE ARMY
g SRD SUSTAINMENT COMMAND (EXPEDITIONARY)xy EE

3 § "APO AE 0366

ACTS-SCK-DO 29 October 2021

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Follow up Interview with momsee ]3/1018CT,
[xn29 October 2021

1. On 29 October 2021.wa13006_Jconducted a telephonic interviewwith[oe]
3/10TBCT to clarify the task organization and activities

of his subordinate units at HKIA during August ir
statement is Exhibit 126, captured on 18 October 2021.

2. SummaryofInterview.

a. BothTFWidBoar (2-30 INF BN) and TF Polar Bear (4:31 INF BN)weretask
organized under had TACON over
both TFs. By 17 August. [51506 _Ihad no directioperational command
responsibilities for these units and focused almost solely on USFOR-A FWD Chief of
Staff responsibilities.

b. TF Polar Bear was a mounted truck company and employed as QRF for HKIA.
‘The TF had LNO's in the JTF-CR JOC. 1/82 IBCT ultimately controlled when they were
commited to execute tasks. TF Polar Beardepated HKIA on 26 August.

c. TF Wild Boar was also employed as a QRF by 1/82, but performed targeted
personnel recovery at gates at the direction of the MNCC or ICC. 1/82 IBCT would
approve the tasking to assist the MNCC/ICCif operational requirements permitted.
When TF Polar Bear departed, TF Wild Boar became the sole QRF on HKIA and
continued assisting the MNCC/ICC.

3. The pointofcontact for this memorandum is the undersigned at[_®eor

'SECRETIREL USA, FVEY
USCENTCOM FOR 21.0845 Todt canna
(soy Gao Investgaton)
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heNewdorkBies ios /wviavinescom)2621/08/27)politics arneskabibaiport-attack Hind LE]

As U.S.Troops Searched Afghans, a Bomber in the CrowdMovedIn

Officiel are tll icing together the chinof events in the attackaied sores ofpeople, including 13 US. service
‘members, outside the Kabul airport.

oy HolCooper, chtndTorsGrot
Pech 21.02 UpdandOc a1
‘WASHINGTON — The suicide bomber waited until the last possible moment, U.S. officials said.

A crowd straining to get into Hamid Karzai International Airport had converged on Abbey Gate, a main entryway
patrolled by Marines and other service members. The troops knew that they could be targeted in an attack; just the day
‘before, the State Department had warned ofa “credible” threat at three gates at the airport, where more than 5,000
American troops had helped to evacuate more than 100,000 people in less than two weeks. Abbey Gate was on the list.

Airport security had closed two of the gates, but decided to leave Abbey Gate open, U.S. officials said.

“They ais sad tha, cai in tre day, allan commanders nd fighiers pADIng Checkpoint aonth arport route
twice pushed back surging crowds, but they came back again.
Tha third tie, someane else came with then.

5:45 pm, the bomber wearing  25-pound explosive vest under clothing, walked up o the group of Americans who
wer risking peopl haping to ene th complex. He waite, oficial sid, nti just before he was abou o be searched
by the American troops. And ther he detonated the bor, which Was unusually large for a suicide vest, Kiling himself
andigaitingan attack that would eave dozens of people dead, including 13 American service members.
“This is close-up war — the breath of the person you are searching is upon you,” Gen. Kenneth F. McKenzie Jr., the head
of United States Central Command, said on Thursday after the attack, describing theface-to-face contact between
Marines at the isport gate and Afghans they most search before allowing them to ens.
Pentagon officials said they were stil piecing together the chain of events that took place at Abbey Gate on Thursday.
“There will be after-action reviews and storyboards with detailed lists of what led up to that moment. There will be
uestions: Why were so many service members grouped sclosetogether? How did the bomber evade the alban
checkpoints? Did someone lt him through?
U.S. milltary forces conducted thelr frst reprisal strike in Afghanistan since the attack on Friday, anoverthe-horizon
counterterrorism operation" inthe Nangarhar Province “againsta ISIS-K planner? said Capt. Bill Urban, a spokeeman
for U.S Central Command, ferrin tothe Afghan aflae of the Islamic State that clined responsibility for Thursday's
anack.
“Initial idicationsare that welled th target be sad. “We Kaow of no civilian casualties”
Sth scope the damage rom Tharsday's bombing became lear, health officals in Kabul ras the death tol,
sayingat least 170 people had been killed. Afghans seeking to escape Taliban rule continued to stream to the airport on
Friday but thesize ofthecrowd was estimated in th hundreds, down [rom Ue tousands who were there wher he bast
occurred. The airport remained largely locked down, AROUEh eYacuRtion Highs continued
Just after 2 p.m. Friday, as another gray-tailed U.S. aircraft lifted into the sky from the airport, this one carrying the flag-
draped coffins of the 13 Americans, th anguish from Thursday's bombing spread from Kabul to Kansas. At the mortuary
at Dover Air Force Base in Delaware, service members were bracing for the ritual of dressing and preparing yet another
‘group of American troops killed in Afghanistan.

uscewTcou rom roses ne _—Nos ene iy omRAMBRR ic mores.stksrc nw



Tors21, 739AM Whi Us. Troops Searched Alghans in Kabul, BomberMovedin - TheNewYo Tes
“I'm never been one for politics and 'm not going to start now; Marilyn Soviak,the sister of Maxton Soviak, a Navy
‘corpsman from Ohio whowasamong the dead, posted on Instagram. “What I wil say is that my beautiful, intelligent,
beat-to-the-sound of his own drum, annoying, charming baby brother was killed yesterday helping to save lives.”

Updates on Afghanistan Sign up for dailyemailwith he latest news
on the Taliban takeover in Afghanistan. Getitsentto yourinbox.

Just after the bomb went of, Defense Department officials said, fighters nearby began firing weapons. The officials said
tha some of the Americans and Afghans at Abbey Gate might have been hit by that gunfire, There was somuch
confusion in the aftermath ofthe explosion that the military initially reported that a secon suicide bombing had taken:
place at nearby Baron Hotel. That turned out to be false, according to Maj. Gen.HankTaylor, the Joint Staffdeputy
director for regional operations.

AL25 pounds, the vest worn by the suicide bomber cid untold damage. According to Ary manuals, suicide bombers
typically wear either a belt containing 10 pounds or less of explosives, or a vst packed with 10 0.20 pounds of explosives.
With a 25-pound vest that included pieces of metal that acted as lethal shrapnel, the bomber also wounded dozens of
Afghans,aswell as 14 additional American troops, who were medevacked toLandstuhlRegional Medical Center near the
Ramstein Air Base in Germany.
From the moment last month that Defense Secretary Loyd J. Austin Il ordafed a Marine Expeditionary Unit from the
USS. Iwo Jima to disembark in Kuwait and be ready to help with evacuations n the event that Kabul fell a surging
Taliban, it has been clear to American troops tha they could once again end up on the front ines of a war in Afghanistan
that has been declared finished by a succession of presidents.
It did not take long for Hamid Karzai International Airport 1 transform from a commercial hub to the final defensive
positionfor the US. military, which had once surged tens of thousands of oops to far-flung corners of Afghanistan.
Apache gunships circled overhead, and Marine quic-reaction forces orbited the perimeter. In the command center, fezds
from drones and surveillance cameras piped in infrared images ofcrowds massing at the gates.

Understand the Taliban Takeover in Afghanistan

Whoare the Taliban? The Tallon arose in 1994 amid th turmol that came afer the withdrawal of Soviet forces from
Afghanistan in 1989. Theyused brutal public punishments, including flggings, amputations and mass executions, to enforce:
heirus. Here's more onthelrorgi sory and thelr record as rulers.

“The Marines wlio were patrolling Abbey Gate on Thursday had arrived in Kabul abouta week earlie: They were fresh,
and linked up with their British paratrooper counterparts with one goal in mind: Get as many people through as passible.
‘That ment using an interpreter and a loudspeaker to persuade a surging crowd to move back, a painstaking task that
allowed the Marines to open two entry paints.

‘The fall of Kabul had unleashed a tsunami of phone calls, emails and desperate texts from the foreign organizations that
had worked in Afghanistan over the past 20 years, all imploring the Pentagon for help getting their Afghan workers and
allies evacuated. Other people who worked with Afghans, including teachers who visited schools inAfghanistan,joined
‘Americansenators, media chiefs and the heads of global organizations in asking for help or thelr formerpartners, who
arein danger of Taliban reprisals.
The requests reached the American troops at Kabul airport. “The Marines who died were the ones who were helping our
team,” sald Cori Shepherd, a filmmakerwhoonce helped Afghan giris come to school in the United States. “These men
were quilfiaiale:ppiRRR he masses and pulling our wegen to safety, while coordinating with our gyyggdind them.
PPE(AO RAMEE marinesak por adack Hi 2



103121, 720 Wil 5. TroopsSearchedAlhns inKab, oBomber oved n «TheNewYort Times
‘The men who worked Abbey Gate were brave beyond measure”

US.Marinesguaranthe perimocrof HandKarz Intetosl Alport Kaba o
Sunda. om HaykbrockorToeNew okTies

Rear Adm. Peter G. Vasely, a former member of the Navy SEALS running the airportoperation,asked Taliban
commanders to check peaple heading toward Abbey Gate more closely, the officials said. The Taliban, General McKenzie
told reporters on Thursday, may have “thwarted”other attempts.
Butin the end, “there's no substitute for a young man or Woman —a young United States man or woman — standing up
thero conducting a searchofthat personbeforewe let him in” General McKenzie said.

‘The effort to get vulnerable people out of Afghanistan vill continue, he said. “Because that is why weare there”
Jon smay const reporting
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Biden Vows Retribution for Kabul Attack That
Killed 18 Americans
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victimbeing rested er the sitacks. Photo: Wel Kobsar/APPvi Getty Images
An explosion triggered by a suicide bomber ripped through crowds outside Hamid Karzai
International Airport in Kabul on Thursday, Killing 13 U.S. service members and as many as
170 Afghans a— marking the deadliest day for American troops in Afghanistan since 2011.

ISIS-K, the Afghanistan branchofIslamic State, claimed responsibility for the attacks. At
least 15 American service members and more than 200 Afghans were wounded.

encer x
ows Retribution for Kabul Attack That Killed whedjto prevent
EE &

<
Respondingto the attack in an address on Thursday afternoon, President Biden warned those
responsible for the attack that “we will hunt you down and make you pay” and said that he has
directed the Pentagon “to develop operational plans to strike ISIS-K assets, leadership, and
facilities.” Intelligence officials are warning of more possible ISIS attacks in the coming days,

but Biden said that the U.S. would continue its evacuation of U.S. citizens and Afghans from

the airport aheadof the August 31 deadline to withdraw completely from Afghanistan. In the
aftermathof the attack, evacuation lights continuedto leave the airport. Early on Friday, the
White House said that 12,500 people had been flown out in the past 24 hours.

‘The suicide bombing took place at Abbey Gate, a main entrance to the airport. Initial reports
indicated there was a second bombing atthe Baron Hotel nearby, followed by gunfire into the
crowd, but on the Friday, the Pentagon said that it no longer believed there was a second
explosion. (Witnesses reportedly heard two, however.)

USS. intelligence officials had warned inrecentdaysof imminent violence from ISIS, which is
a sworn enemyof the Taliban.

Taliban spokesman Suhail Shaheen said, “We strongly condemn this gruesome incident and
will take every step to bring the culprits to justice.”

“I sawababy girl and looked at her and I picked her up; an Afghan interpreter who
witnessed the blast described to CBS News. “I took her to the hospital, but she died on my

hands. What's going on right now is heartbreaking, This whole country is falling apart.”

As thousandsofAfghans have amassed at the airport in an effort to flee the country since the

‘Taliban takeover earlier this month, the U.S. and UK. recently warned that an attack could be

imminent, while Belgium suspected it would take the formof a suicide bomber.
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Tova, 747a0 KabulArptAtack ksUS. Mains, rosDozens
‘The U.S. military deaths are the first in the country since early 2020, when then-President
‘Trump negotiated a peace deal with the Taliban. Around 1,500 Americans still remain in
Afghanistan, Secretary of State Antony Blinken said Wednesday — days before Biden's
deadline for all U.S. forces to withdraw from the country.

This post has been updated.

TAGS: AFGHANISTAN KABUL TALIBAN
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10/30/2021 JANUARY 6
‘Trump Lawyer Blamed Pencefor CapitolRiotWhile It Was Still Happening ~~ SRVRERL
By PAOLA KOSA-AQUINO Sieve
John Eastman, who wrote alegal blueprint for Trump's authoritarian power grab, si
‘emailed the Pence team after rioters breached the Capitol.

103012021
Is next weekthe week?

New - House Democratic leaders are eyeing votes on both infrastructure bill and larger $1.75T economic
plan assoonasTuesday, per three sources familiar with the matter.
—@mkraju

10/30/2021 CHRISTIANITY
Are Conservative Christians the Real ‘Secularists’ Now?
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® Blast Site HKIA Abbey Gate 26 Aug 2021
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